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The Rt. Hon. Cecil Parkinson M.P.
Secretary of State for Transport
Department of Transport
2 Marsham Street
London SWlP 3EB

CLAPHAM JUNCTION RAILWAY ACCIDEN'I' INVESTIGATION
On 13 December 1988 your predecessor as Secretary of State
invited me to hold a formal Investigation into the causes of and
circumstances attending the Clapham Junction railway accident.
I have now completed that Investigation and enclose my Report.

ANTHONY HIDDEN Q.C.

Regulation of Railways Act 1871
In t h e matter of a collision near Clapham Junction Station on 12 December 1988

Whereas:
a collision occurred between t h e 07:18 Basingstoke t o Waterloo train,
(1)
t h e 06:14 Poole t o Waterloo train and a train of empty coaches south west
of Clapham Junction Station a t about 08:lO on 12 December 1988 (hereinafter
called "the accident") which was an accident of which notice is for t h e time
being required by or in pursuance of t h e Regulation of Railways Act 1871 t o
be sent t o t h e Secretary of State for Transport (hereinafter referred t o as
IIthe Secretary of State"), and

(2)

i t appears t o t h e Secretary of S t a t e that a formal investigation of t h e

accident is expedient

NOW THEREFORE the Secretary of State, in exercise of t h e powers conferred
by section 7 of the Regulation of Railways Act 1871 and now vested in him
hereby makes the following Order

-

The Secretary of S t a t e directs that a formal investigation of t h e accident and t h e
causes thereof and of the circumstances attending the same be held and he
hereby appoints Anthony Brian Hidden QC t o hold the same with t h e assistance
of Major Christopher Basil Holden, an Inspecting Officer of Railways, Dr Thomas
Bryce McCrirrick, CBE and Dr Alan Arthur Wells, OBE as assessors.

Signed by authority of t h e

J R COATES

Secretary of S t a t e

An Under Secretary in
t h e Department of

6 January 1989
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY

At 8:10 a.m. on the morning of Monday, 12 December 1988, a crowded commuter train ran
head-on into the rear of another which was stationary in a cutting just south of Clapham
Junction station. After that impact the first train veered to its right and struck a third oncoming
train. As a result of the accident 35 people died and nearly 500 were injured, 69 of them
seriously. The names of those who died are set out at Appendix A. They were all travelling in
the front two coaches of the first train.
On the following morning your predecessor as Secretary of State for Transport invited me to
hold a formal Investigation into the causes and all the circumstances attending the accident
under section 7 of the Regulation of Railways Act 1871.
The Order making the appointment is reproduced opposite.
On 6 January 1989, three Assessors, technical experts of the highest reputation in their fields,
were appointed to assist me. They were:
Major Christopher Holden, BSc. (Eng), F.I.R.S.E.
- an Inspecting Officer of Railways

Dr Bryce McCrirrick, C.B. E., F.Eng, F.I.E.E.
- President of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
Dr Alan Wells, O.B.E., F.R.S., F.Eng, M.I.Mech.E, F. We1d.I.
- former Director General of the Welding Institute
I owe each of them a debt of gratitude for the wisdom, judgement and dedication which they
have brought to their tasks, and for the spirit of helpful cooperation which has existed in all the
work we have done together. The assistance they have given me has been enormous. The
conclusions expressed in this Report are, of course, my own; if these are flawed then the flaws
must be laid at my door and not at that of the Assessors.
The Investigation was opened at a preliminary hearing in London on 10 January 1989. A
number of applications for leave to appear at the Investigation were made and all applications
save one were granted. The solicitors for the bereaved and injured formed a consortium and
applied for joint representation, which was granted. As the Investigation progressed I granted
representation to further individual parties. A list of represented parties is set out in Appendix
B.
That list includes the name of M L Holdings plc. At the preliminary hearing leave to appear
was sought by and granted to that Company who had supplied certain new signalling
equipment for the Clapham Junction area to British Rail. It became clear to me before the first
day of the formal hearings that there could be no question of that equipment having any
responsibility for the accident, and accordingly, when those hearings opened, the Company was
released from further attendance.
There were appointed as Counsel to the Investigation, Mr David Latham, Q.C., Mr Philip
Havers and Mr John Gimlette, who were instructed by the Treasury Solicitor. I wish to express
my deep appreciation and admiration for the way in which they discharged their duties and the
assistance they gave to the Court. The courteous, calm and purposeful way in which they set
about those duties was reflected in the creation of what I believe to have been the right
atmosphere for an Investigation such as this. T o them and to all, without exception, who
appeared for the Represented Parties, I express my gratitude.

9.

Throughout the Investigation I sought to follow the procedures recommended in the Report of
the Royal Commission on Tribunals of Inquiry under the Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Salmon
(Cmnd.3121). After the opening of the Investigation sufficient time was given for parties to
prepare for the formal hearings which began on 20 February 1989. All individuals originally
considered as potentially susceptible to criticism during the course of the Investigation had
been sent a letter setting out those potential criticisms. These letters gave them the opportunity
to obtain legal representation and to seek leave to appear before the Investigation. Later, and as
the evidence progressed, it appeared possible that other people might also be the subject of
criticism: they, too, received similar letters and were similarly able to seek legal representation
and leave to appear.

10. The Court heard evidence from 122 witnesses over a period of 56 days, which concluded on 24
May 1989. The hearing was then adjourned in order to give represented parties time to prepare
written final submissions. A further day had been set aside by the Court so that parties could, if
they wished, make oral submissions to augment those written submissions. Those oral
submissions were heard and the public hearings were finally concluded on 6 June 1989.
11. In total the Court considered over thirteen thousand pages of documents. Considerable use was
made throughout the hearings of a video camera with multiple monitors, in order that members
of the public attending the Court would better be able to follow and assimilate the mass of
documentation. Video films and topographical and diagrammatic models were also used to
assist in the presentation of the evidence.
12. Both before the hearings, as well as throughout their entire course, and at every stage
thereafter, I have had enormous support and assistance from every member of the Secretariat
who have given unstintingly of their time and effort. The leadership shown by Jenny
McCusker, the Secretary to the Investigation, could not have been bettered. I have the highest
regard for her ability, integrity and dedication. I would also wish to express my sincere and
warm thanks for the loyalty and good spirits of Alexandra Turnball, Robin Toase and Louise
Wright in all they did. The fifth and final member of the Secretariat was Joyce Fallconi, my
personal secretary, who also singlehandedly achieved what seemed impossible in the typing of
the entire Report and all the manifold drafts which had gone before it. The heavy workload
never for a moment affected the good humour, skill and toleration for which I must express
deep personal gratitude.
13. During the Investigation, many letters were received by my Secretariat from members of the
public, public bodies and other organisations. As was to be expected, a great majority of the
letters expressed concern about safety generally, and more specifically, in relation to wiring,
signalling and lighting. Many writers suggested the use of radios, radar, videos and computers
as possible means of prevention of further accidents. Plans were submitted with some of the
correspondence. I have read and considered every letter and I am grateful to everyone who
took the trouble to write and for all the comments and suggestions that have been made.
14. In tragic circumstances on Saturday, 4 March 1989, after only two weeks of the hearing of
evidence, a fatal rail accident occurred just north of Purley station in Surrey. That is the
subject of a separate investigation under the auspices of the Railway Inspectorate. However,
your predecessor asked that if there were any issues common to both investigations, I should
take those issues into account. I have been provided with copies and have read all the
transcripts of the public hearings of the investigation into the Purley accident and I make
reference to them, where relevant, in a number of chapters of this Report. That inquiry,
however, went into camera at one stage of the evidence and I am unable to take into account
that part of the proceedings.
15. If that were not enough, only two days after the Purley accident, on Monday, 6 March 1989, a
further fatal accident occurred at Bellgrove in Glasgow. The next morning on Tuesday, 7
March 1989, Dr Wells (who had travelled at my request on Sunday, 5 March 1989, to Purley
to examine the wreckage of the two trains which had collided) now flew to Glasgow for a
similar purpose. His task in each case was to see whether there were any structural lessons to be
learned from examination of the rolling stock involved in those accidents. The analysis he was

able to make of the structural integrity of the stock involved in all three accidents and of the
performance of the internal fittings is at Appendix G. I have read and considered the
transcripts of the Railway Inspectorate Investigation into the Bellgrove accident, all of which
have been kindly supplied to me by the Chief Inspecting Officer of Railways.
I have reviewed the whole of the evidence which was put before the Court and have concluded
that certain issues canvassed during the Investigation do not fall to be considered in detail in
this Report in that they have, at best, only a very limited relevance to the causes and
circumstances of this accident. In my review I have attempted at all times to remind myself of
the dangers of using the powerful beam of hindsight to illuminate the situations revealed in the
evidence. The power of that beam has its disadvantages. Hindsight also possesses a lens which
can distort and can therefore present a misleading picture: it has to be avoided if fairness and
accuracy of judgement is to be sought.
Both before the hearings began and after the close of evidence, I made a number of visits in
order to gain first-hand knowledge to assist me in relation to a number of issues, on most of
which I was accompanied by my Assessors and the Secretary to the Investigation.
First, on Wednesday, 14 December 1988, between 08:OO and 08:30, I visited the scene of the
accident on my own to familiarise myself with the terrain of the cutting and the state of traffic
at that time of day. On 9 January 1989, the Secretary and I visited the British Transport Police
Incident Room at Waterloo Station.
Before the formal hearings began on 20 February 1989, the Assessors, the Secretary and I had
twice travelled along the line in an observation car to familiarise ourselves with the track and
the signalling equipment on the route. We had all by then visited the scene of the accident. We
had all visited the Clapham Junction "A" signal box and relay room on a number of occasions.
We had inspected all the rolling stock involved in the accident and had taken particular note of
the most damaged vehicles. Dr Wells had made and continued to make a detailed series of
inspections which were particularly helpful in establishing the exact reasons for the severity of
the damage to some of the rolling stock.
After the hearings were concluded we visited the communications centres for the London
Ambulance Service, the London Fire Brigade and the Metropolitan Police. On 18 July 1989, a
day when no trains were running, I walked the track from the country side of Earlsfield station
to Clapham Junction itself.
I am extremely grateful to those in all the organisations involved who made those visits
possible. Each of those visits was extremely useful and helped to improve our understanding of
the evidence given to the Investigation.
Two technical sub-committees were formed to explore possible areas of agreement on
technical issues which might exist between the Assessors, BR and the consultants advising
Counsel to the Court, Kennedy Henderson Ltd. I should like to express the gratitude of the
Assessors and of myself for the staunch assistance to the Court which the consultants provided,
and in particular for the help of Mr Neil Harris. The first committee met on three occasions to
consider the structural integrity of the coaches involved in the collision: it was chaired by Dr
Wells. The second met twice under the chairmanship of Dr McCrirrick and Major Holden to
discuss systems of automatic train protection.
The purpose of this Investigation was not to look for one simple, single solution to account for
the tragedy but to seek to establish both the immediate and the underlying causes of the
accident and all the circumstances attending it. That target sought to ensure that every
conceivable lesson of the tragedy was learned and that the risk of such an accident happening
again was reduced as near to zero as was humanly possible. That was and is the aim of this
Investigation.

INTRODUCTION
1.

On the railway lines between Waterloo and Wimbledon four tracks run through a cutting a
mile or so to the country side of Clapham Junction railway station. The nearest track to the
steep embankment running alongside a road called Spencer Park is the Up Main line. Peak
hour trains pass through that cutting on a normal working morning at intervals of less than two
minutes. The signalling system upon which the running of the railway depends is designed to
ensure that these intervals can be maintained with complete safety. There is nothing abnormal
or intrinsically dangerous in that degree of headway or gap between trains.

2.

Equally, there is nothing abnormal or dangerous about the physical state of the line as it runs
the last mile before Clapham Junction, first along a straight, then descending in a gentle
left-hand curve through the cutting. The accident happened between the last two signals before
the station which are first WF138 and then WF47. WF47 is the signal before the points that
lead into the station platforms. There should have been nothing
any way unsafe about a
two-minute headway between trains over such a track. There should have been nothing unsafe
about the signals and, in particular, about signal WF138.

3.

Just after 08:OO a.m. on Monday, 12 December 1988 three specific trains were running towards
that cutting on their normal timetables. Two passenger trains were heading into Waterloo
along that line, one, the 07:18 from Basingstoke, the other, running behind it from the South
Coast, the 06:14 "Poole" train. The third train, the 08:03 Waterloo to Haslemere, was running
without passengers out of London on the adjoining and opposite Down Main line.

4.

At about 08:lO that morning the driver of the "Poole" train, Driver John Rolls, having come
into the cutting on his way into Waterloo from Wimbledon and having passed signals in his
favour at all stages, cleared the visual obstruction of the steep bank on the left-hand curve. At
that moment he must have come upon what was, in signalling and therefore in driving terms,
unthinkable and impossible: immediately ahead of him was the Basingstoke train on the same
line, stationary and within a distance in which the "Poole" train could not possibly be stopped.

5.

Despite full emergency braking of the "Poole" train, its leading coach collided head-on with
the rear of the Basingstoke train. That collision forced it out to its off-side where it struck the
third "empty" train going in the opposite direction towards Haslemere. This second impact
was more of a glancing blow, which, while it derailed part of the Haslemere train, probably
kept the "Poole" train from moving further to its off-side across the other tracks.

6.

An appalling accident had happened. This was at once apparent to people nearby who heard
the noise of the impact or saw the dust rise from the cutting. Their telephone calls triggered
from the emergency services a response which was totally admirable in its speed and efficiency.
The scene of the accident, the position of the emergency services control vehicles and the
access points to the track are illustrated in the Frontispiece. The emergency services worked
together at the site in an exemplary manner to carry out the rescue operation. The sole cause
for concern was the delay in communication of certain vital information to hospitals which I
shall analyse in Chapter 5.

7.

Local police units were arriving by 08:17 when the first fire engine drew up in Spencer Park
alongside the cutting. It was followed shortly after by the first ambulance at 08:21. There then
began an intensive rescue operation to locaie and evacuate the injured, the dead, the shocked
and the fortunate remainder of the crews and passengers on the three trains who had escaped,
at that time, unscathed.

8.

The 35 people, train crew and passengers, who died as a result of the accident had all been
carried in the first two coaches of the "Poole" train, which were ripped open on their left-hand
sides. The first third of the leading coach of the "Poole" train suffered total disintegration. The
second coach was a Trailer Buffet car in which there were tables and chairs at the rear end,
with the food preparation and serving space ahead on the left-hand side and the passenger
space on the right. The buffet was not open that day and its shutters were closed. The most
seriously injured of the casualties were to be found in the first three carriages of that train.

The rear coach of the Basingstoke train was lifted bodily by the impact and ended up lying on
its left side on the bank above the cutting wall. Its rear bogie pierced the roof of the third coach
of the "Poole" train at the front over the luggage compartment. The next to rear coach of the
Basingstoke train was derailed and came to rest leaning against the embankment. Figures 1 and
2 give an aerial view of the scene showing where the carriages came to rest.
The rescue operation was both helped and hindered by the geography of the accident site. Road
access was good to and from the large triangular grass area of Spencer Park where the rescue
vehicles congregated and their Control Units were parked. However, the steep slope down
from Spencer Park to the 10 feet high concrete walls of the cutting above the tracks made
difficulties for the rescuers. For a time, too, there was uncertainty as to whether or not the
traction current was still on and thus whether the lines were still live. In fact the crash itself
had cut out the traction current.
The rescue work was long and difficult and involved delicate manoeuvring, lifting and cutting
of wreckage in order to extricate those who were trapped. It was only at 13:04 that the last
casualty was evacuated to hospital and it was 15:45 before the last body was taken from the
accident site.
That day 33 people died as a result of the accident: two others had died from their injuries
before the opening of the formal hearing more than a month later. Of the 69 people who were
seriously injured, one is at the time of writing this Report still being treated in hospital where
he is likely to remain for some time. Many of the seriously injured have suffered permanent
disablement. There were 415 people who received minor injuries. In addition many who were
not physically injured still suffer the emotional scars which they have inherited from the
accident. They are not only those who were travelling on the trains involved in the crash, but
also those who came to the rescue.
Such an appalling toll of human life and injury demands the investigation of what it was that
could possibly have gone wrong, by the asking of obvious questions:
(i) The first question must be:

How had the accident happened?
Since the signalling system is designed to ensure that such a terrible accident could never
happen there is therefore a simple answer to that first question:
The signalling system had failed.
(ii) That first answer at once raises an equally obvious second question:

How had the signalling system failed?
T o that second question it is possible at this stage to give a relatively brief answer:

During alterations to the signalling system a wire should have been removed. In error it was
not. It was still in the system and was making an electrical contact with its old circuit. It was
therefore able to feed current into the new circuit when the circuit should have been dead.
That current prevented the signalfiom turning to red.
(iii) The answer to the second question immediately raises a third question which is central to
this Investigation:

How had that situation been allowed to happen?
It is to find an answer to that third question that the body of this Report must be directed.
It is to the body of the Report itself that the examination of detailed factual and technical
evidence must be left.

PART ONE: THE ACCIDENT

Chapter 1: How the new signal went wrong
The new signals

1.1 The Weekly Operating Notice which the Southern Region of British
Railways (BR) issue to train crews to keep them up-to-date had an entry in the
issue for Saturday, 10 December 1988 which read:
"Signal WA25 has been abolished and a new 4-aspect automatic signal
WF138 has been provided,. . . ."
It was that new signal WF138 which two days later in the morning rush hour of
Monday, 12 December failed to prevent a second train from occupying the same
track as an earlier one and failed to stop the front of the second from running
into the back of the first.
1.2 It is the essential function of a signal to act as a sentry. It guards the next
section of track on which a train is about to travel, it permits that train to enter
the section and then forbids entry to any other train. Signal WF138 failed to
discharge that function that morning. T o understand how it failed we must look
at the physical location of the signal, at the principles upon which the railway
signalling system is based, at the relay room and the relays, and at the way in
which signal WF138 was brought into commission.

7 l e physical location: 1.3 A hundred or so yards on the London side of the various platforms that
' the signals
make up the sprawl of Clapham Junction Station, and actually positioned above
the Windsor Line tracks, there sits Clapham Junction "A" Signal Box. It is the
nerve centre for all the signalling on either side of the station, save for that of
the Brighton line. It houses, in addition to various ancillary rooms, the signalling
floor ("the Box"). Next door to, and at the far end of, the Box there is a room
known as the relay room. Running to and from this relay room is the electrical
wiring which operates each of the signals within the Clapham Junction area. In
the Box itself work the signalmen who preside over the signal levers in the
frame, the train describers which identify the trains about to come through
Clapham Junction, the signalling diagrams, the telephone systems and all the
apparatus of the signalling function.
1.4 On the Up Main line into Waterloo the Clapham Junction signal furthest
away in the country direction and within the Clapham Junction area is WF152,
which stands almost exactly two miles away from the relay room. Its position
and its relation to other signals is shown in Appendix K.2. It is about 300 yards
to the country side of Earlsfield station. Earlsfield is the only station on the way
into Waterloo between Wimbledon and Clapham Junction. The signals before
WF152 are operated from the Wimbledon "A" Signal Box. They have numbers
which are prefixed by the letter "WH", rather than the Clapham Junction prefix
of "WF". (The "Wimbledon" signal identified on Appendix K.2 as WH165 on
the Down Main line is included merely to identify the position of its signal post
telephone).
1.5 As can be seen in Appendix K.2 there are only 4 signals which a train must
pass on the Up Main line from Earlsfield before coming into Clapham Junction
station. Their W F (Clapham Junction) numbers decrease the nearer towards
London they are sited:

The furthest out of these, WF148, is sited at the London end of Earlsfielc
station.

The next signal WF142 is in a straight line with WF148, but is about 701
yards closer to London.

After WF142 comes WF138, which is round a left-hand bend another 701
yards up the line. WF138, the last but one signal before the station itself, i
just under a mile from Clapham Junction "A" Signal Box and relay room
That mile or so is therefore the distance that the wiring has to run to ant
from the relay room.

After WF138 the track runs through the cutting with concrete walls rising 01
either side until just before the points at the entry to platforms 7 and 8 a
Clapham Junction is signal WF47.

1.6 In considering the Clapham Junction accident it will be necessary to loo1
in particular at:

(i) the stretch of track 776 yards long between signals WF138 and WF47
and
(ii) the electrical circuits involving both the relay room and signal WF138.

Basic principles of Railway Signalling
1.7 It is the prime object of railway signalling to prevent two trains occupyinl
the same stretch of track by putting a block on that stretch of track. T o achievs
this object, the track is divided into sections and a signal is sited at the beginninl
of each "block" section. The duty of the signal is to prohibit entry on to t b
section to any following train until the preceding train has cleared not only t b
block section itself but also a further distance known as the "overlap". I
prohibits that entry by showing to the oncoming driver a red aspect.

1.8 Under the provisions of the BR Rule Book, a driver is compelled to stop a
a red signal. As can be seen in Appendix K.12 on a four aspect signal such a
WF138 the aspects run from top to bottom in the order:
-

yellow

-

green

- yellow
- red.
For a single yellow aspect, only the lower yellow lamp is lit.

1.9 A single aspect indicates "caution", a double yellow indicates "preliminaq
caution, and a green indicates "clear". These three aspects are known a
"proceed aspects", so that a driver may literally "proceed" past them. He must
however, stop before a signal if it is showing a red (danger) aspect.

1.10 A simple example of the way in which the system works may be helpful. A
a driver proceeds up the track, if there were a train ahead of him stationary a
the fifth signal from him, the driver of the moving train would pass the firs
signal at green, the second signal at double yellow and the third signal at yellow
These sequential indications would tell him to expect that the fourth signal h
was to see would be showing a red aspect and therefore that he must be able tc
stop his train before that red signal. The reason why he would be given tha
instruction to stop would be the presence of the stationary train ahead of him a
the fifth signal. (This sequence is illustrated in diagrammatic form at Appendi
K.13).

1.1 1 As that driver's train passed a signal showing a "proceed" aspect, that
signal would automatically revert to red (for danger) until the train had passed
clear, not only of the section itself, but of the overlap distance of the next signal
ahead. The signal would revert to red because it had detected the presence of the
train on its track by reason of the train's effect on an electrical circuit carried in
the track.
1.12 There is in the circuit an electrical relay. The wheels of the train short out
the track circuit which accordingly goes dead. As a result the relay "switches"
the current off in the "intelligence" circuit to the signal. This automatically
makes the signal revert to red.
1.I3 It is in this way that a signal "sees" the train on its own section of track and
accordingly turns immediately to red to protect that train. For any signal to be
able to do this it must be sent the correct message. For WF138 to "see" a train on
its track the correct message had to come from a relay nearly a mile away in the
relay room.
1.14 It is important at this stage to emphasise the distinction between the two
basic types of signal, the controlled and the automatic:
(i) the controlled signal, whose aspects are dictated by the signalman's
actions in moving the levers in the frame in the Box; and
(ii) the automatic signal, whose aspects are dictated automatically and
without the intervention of the signalman by the movement of a train upon
the tracks.
Additionally, since all signals react to a change of aspect of a signal immediately
ahead, both a controlled and an automatic signal can react to each other in such
circumstances.
1.15 It should be explained that shortly before each signal a driver is given an
audible warning in his cab as to whether the next signal will be showing green or
some other colour. The Automatic Warning System (AWS) which does this
consists of equipment on the track between the lines which reacts when the train
passes over it and gives the driver an audible warning as to the aspect the next
signal is showing. If it is a green light the driver will hear a bell, but if it is
double or single yellow, or red he will hear a horn. On receiving that warning
indicator by the horn, the driver must cancel the indication. That cancellation
will have three consequences:
(i) the horn will stop;
(ii) it will prevent or cancel the application of the brake which would
otherwise happen automatically; and
(iii) it will cause a visual indicator which normally shows a black disc to
display instead yellow spokes (called in railway jargon "the sunflower". This
can be clearly seen in Figure 4):
The equipment consists of a permanent magnet and an electro-magnet fixed
between the rails usually about 200 yards on the approach side of the signal.

The Relay Room and the Relays
1.16 The relay room at the end of Clapham Junction "A" signal box is only a
few yards wide throughout its length (see Figure 1I). Whereas the next door
Signal Box has good natural light through windows on either side, there is no
natural light in the relay room, which is lit by fluorescent lighting from the
ceiling. This, while giving enough light for visual observation of the relays and
the fuses, presents a rather gloomy appearance and requires additional light for
detailed electrical work.

I

1.17 Inside the door there is a passageway on either side of which are four tie
of wooden racks which carry the many relays upon which the system depen
(see Figures 11 and 12). There are six bays of racking on the way to the far e
of the relay room and on each shelf in each bay there is room for four relaj
These relays are a little larger and heavier than an average car battery and ha1
glass sides so that their physical operation can be visually checked.

1.18 Their function is rather like that of a switch to make (or break) a
electrical contact and thus to permit or prohibit the flow of electrical curren
There are contacts within the relay which are clearly visible through the glas
When a current flows through the circuit the front contacts close together. T h
is the electro-magnetic aspect of their function. Thus, if the flow of currer
ceases then the relay becomes de-energised and the contacts physically dro
away, bringing the front contacts into a different position. When current flow
again in the circuit that current in the relay coil causes the front contacts to cloy
again. The presence or absence of electricity therefore combines with magnet
force to determine the physical position of the contacts.
1.19 The proper title of such a relay is a Single Element Vane Relay.
the age of the design, which is almost as old as the century, such relays have
enviable reputation for reliability. Almost the sole advantage of more mode
counterparts is the marked decrease in size which miniaturization
possible. Certainly it is abundantly clear that the design and the age
relays had nothing whatever to do with the Clapham Junction accident.
1.20 If the signal which is being operated by the relay is sufficiently close to t
signal box, then there will only be the need for one track relay (TR) in the tra
circuit, controlling that signal. If, however, the signal is further away there
be a need for a track repeater relay (TRR) to carry out the necessary function.

The relays for signal WF138

1.21 Thus, nearest to the door and on the bottom shelf the third relay is T R
(the track relay for track circuit DN) and the fourth relay is TRR DM (t
track repeater relay for track circuit DM). Next, separated only by an upright
the shelving, is TRR DL (the track repeater relay for track circuit DL). Bo
track circuits, first DL and then DM, control the aspect shown by
WF138.
1.22 It is this last relay, TRR DL, which continues the circuit that
and back from signal WF138. That circuit, when energised, enables
WF138 to show a proceed aspect. When, however, the track circuit is
out by the wheels of a train going past WF138 and first entering the
DL, the relay does not receive any current and has its front contacts
This prevents signal WF138 from showing any aspect other than a red.
1.23 Save for one circumstance, the track circuit DL running between
Junction "A" relay room and signal WF138 should have
permanently through it. That circumstance arises when the wheels
have just passed signal WF138 and have therefore moved on to the stretch
rail through which runs track circuit DL. When those train wheels
section of track the current is shorted out, the relay TRR DL loses its
contacts open, and the signal changes to red. Signal WF138 is similarly affect
by the movement of a train onto track circuit DM.

1.24 That is the way the entire signalling system was designed to work ir
relation to all signals and therefore in relation particularly to WF138. It is thr
way the system should have worked. However, the relay TRR DL could onl
perform its function as a switch cutting off the current provided that it was nc
by-passed and therefore rendered inoperative by any false connection of wires
any "false feed" of electricity.

1.25 Everything else involved in the track circuit might be working perfectly
correctly, but if the contacts of relay TRR DL were by-passed, then, when a
train entered track circuit DL, signal WF138 would fail to turn to red and would
instead show a proceed aspect. Thus, a driver would be given a totally false
indication that it was safe to proceed.
1.26 An unintended flow of current, technically described as a "false feed" of
current, would remove from the signal the ability to "see" the train on the track
that it was guarding. That train would therefore have become invisible to the
signalling system. The signal, not knowing the train was there, would not turn to
red to protect it. It would continue to show a proceed aspect. It would have
failed in its duty as a sentry in that it would be doing nothing to stop the entry
onto that section of the track of another train. It would, in fact, be inviting that
second train onto the track by showing a proceed aspect.
1.27 Such a failure, such an invitation to proceed, would be a contradiction of
the whole philosophy of "fail safe" operation of signalling systems, and would be
utter anathema to the railway signalling engineer. His philosophy requires that,
if there be a failure, that failure falls on the right side of safety: a "right-side
failure", as it is called in railway jargon. A failure such as is described in
paragraph 1.25, however, would not fall into this category. It would be a very
different matter. It would be a failure which falls on the wrong side of safety.
1.28 A "wrong-side failure" can cover many situations which vary in all their
circumstances from the relatively trivial to the extremely serious. An example of
a wrong-side failure with potentially disastrous consequences would be a false
feed to a track circuit which caused it to be energised when it should be dead,
thus causing a signal to show a proceed aspect when it should show red.

The creation of signal WF138
1.29 The four-aspect colour-light signalling system was first used at the end of
the 1920s. Since then it has been progressively applied to all intensively used
lines on British mainline railways and is still the standard for new schemes on
such lines. There was therefore nothing new about the type of signal WF138
which was to replace WA25 according to the information in the Weekly
Operating Notice for that week: it was just a new signal in a slightly different
place. Since there is nothing new in concept or installation, it should have
presented no problems to the installers or to the testers of the work involved.
1.30 The final work necessary to replace the old signal WA25 and bring into
operation the new signal WF138 was carried out on Sunday, 27 November 1988.
It involved two wiring jobs known as job No.104 and job No.201 which were
part of Stage 7B of the Waterloo Area Resignalling Scheme (hereafter called
WARS). The physical preparation of those two jobs had to be done during the
working week before Sunday, 27 November 1988, and the actual completion of
the work had to be done on that Sunday by connecting the wires. The
conceptual preparation had been done much earlier in that the Design Office
had prepared and issued the wiring diagrams for those job numbers.
1.31 The whole massive resignalling operation which WARS involved had
taken many years to plan initially and many years in the obtaining of financial
approval. The operation became not only necessary but vital as a result of the
deteriorating condition of the existing signalling equipment in the Waterloo
area. Most of this had been installed in or about 1936. It had become essential to
create a plan to rationalise and resignal the whole Waterloo area.
1.32 It will be important to look later in Chapter 12 at the disturbing length of
time which the WARS project took from its first seeds in an early Project
Development Paper in the year 1978 to its imminent completion, still in the
(albeit very near) future. Even as this Report is written the Final
Commissioning of the new system and the de-commissioning of Clapham
Junction "A" Signal Box still lies in the future.

1.33 The work necessary in the relay room on the weekend of 26/27 Novem
1988 in order to take signal WA25 out of service and replace it with the r
signal WF138 was not difficult and should have taken only a few hours. T
work was to be done on Sunday, 27 November 1988 by a senior technician,
Brian Hemingway, who had been allocated the assistance of a technician,
Patrick Dowd. The supervisor in charge of the work that day was M r De
Bumstead. Once the work had been completed and the line was ready to be
back into service, it had first to be tested by the testing and commission
engineer, Mr Peter Dray.

The workgoes wrong

1.34 The detailed nature of the weekend work, its design and executi
together with the supervision, monitoring and testing of that work once it I
been done, will be considered in later chapters. It is illustrated in a diagramm;
form at Appendix K.3 which is in fact an extract from the wiring diagram u
by Mr Hemingway and in Figure 15, a photograph of a working mo
constructed for the Investigation. That diagram will be considered in grea
detail in Chapter 7. For the moment, suffice it to say that under the previc
wiring system an old wire ran from a relay to a fuse. That relay was called T
DM because it was the track repeater relay for track circuit DM.
1.35 Under the new system for the new signal WF138, the circuit was to
from TRR DM relay to the fuse by a different route, which was to includ
further relay, TRR DL, the track repeater relay for track circuit DL. New wi
had been prepared during the week to run from the relay TRR DM to TRR I
and then on from TRR DL to the fuse. Mr Hemingway's task at the weekt
was to connect those new wires and disconnect the old wire. That disconnect
had to be made at both ends of the old wire, both at the relay end, at TRR D
and at the fuse end.

1.36 In fact no disconnection was made at the fuse end and, although at ti
other relay end the old wire was disconnected, it was not cut back as it shou
have been, nor was it secured out of the way of its previous contact. Although
was pushed away to one side, the wire was accordingly left long enough ar
close enough to its previous contact for it to be physically possible for it
return to its old position if the wrong circumstances arose.

The eve of the accident

1.37 Those circumstances did arise. Two weeks later on the day before tk
accident, Sunday, 11 December 1988, Mr Hemingway was again doing work
the relay room, but with a different assistant. The work was not related to t
earlier work. It involved the changing over of a relay. That relay, T R DB
happened to be immediately to the left of relay TRR DM on the racking. In tt
course of the physical effort involved in the changeover of the new T R DN fc
the old, the positions of the wires to TRR DM were disturbed and particular
that of the old wire between the fuse and the relay TRR DM. Tho!
consequences were not only unintended, they were disastrous.
1.38 During the work two weeks before, not only had the old wire not be
disconnected from the fuse, but it had not been cut back, nor secured away
its old contact. Now that its position had been disturbed by this Sunday's
it was able to move back into its old position. Once there, it was able to ma
metal-to-metal contact with its old terminal and permit current to flow
from the relay TRR DM to the fuse.

1.39 Just as the original wiring errors two weeks before had not been detecte
so the new situation also remained undetected. The old wire could now take u
its previous position and could send out a false feed of current from the rela
TRR DM to the fuse, and hence to signal WF138. The potential for disast
now existed. Thus, even when the wheels of a train should have shorted out t

track circuit, DL, and turned WF138 to red, no change wou.Id happen: WF138
would continue tb show a proceed aspect. The old w%e, still connected at the
fuse end and with its other bare metal end in contact with the terminal that had
been its old home, was now a "rogue" wire.
1.40 There was to be no disaster that night, or early the following morning: the
track was not put back into commission until between 4:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m.
the next day. Once trains began to run on that Monday morning there would
still be no disaster at first. There would be no disaster as long as trains kept
running through the cutting with a good enough gap between one train and the
train ahead of it.
1.41 However, when Driver McClymont stopped the 07:18 Basingstoke to
Waterloo train at signal WF47 to telephone the signalman, in the utter faith of a
railwayman that the signal behind him, WF138, had to be at red, it was not. It
had given up its sentry duty. It had not "seen" the arrival on its tracks of Driver
McClymontystrain. WF138 was not forbidding any other train to enter upon its
tracks. It was inviting the following train, the "Poole" train, to proceed along its
tracks towards signal WF47 and thus towards the back of the Basingstoke train
which was concealed behind a left-hand curve.

Chapter 2: The Morning of the Accident
2.1 On a typical Monday morning the peak hour could have been expected to
build up relatively normally. The only difference from any other weekday
would be that the trains could be expected to be a little fuller. In addition to all
the regular commuting travellers, there would also be passengers who had been
spending the weekend in the country with parents, relatives or friends. Trains
were due to run regularly through the Clapham cutting and on into Waterloo on
the Up Main line during the peak hour that morning. In the two hours between
06:lO and 08:lO the timetable called for twenty-nine trains to pass through the
cutting, five in the first half-hour, six in each of the next two half-hour periods
and doubling to twelve in the half-hour to 08:lO as the pressure of traffic built
UP.
2.2 With so many trains running before 08:lO it may at first sight seem
surprising that an accident did not occur before then. The signalling system
which was designed to keep trains from entering the same section of track had a
potentially fatal fault within it. However, as long as there was a large enough
interval between trains running into London no train would be close enough to
the one in front to be affected by the faulty signal, or for its drivers to conclude
that there was anything wrong with it.

The earlier drivers and their recollections
2.3 With an average of a five minute gap between the earlier 17 trains running
on that line in the hour and half between 06:lO and 07:40, it is perhaps
understandable that their drivers would have noticed nothing amiss about signal
WF138. If the preceding trains were each that far ahead then it is likely that
most of those drivers would have seen only green aspects as they passed the
signals: they would have been "running on greens" on their way into London.
They therefore would have passed WF138 when it was showing, perfectly
properly, a green aspect.
2.4 Most of the drivers who had travelled the route that morning were asked
next day to recollect the signals they had seen on the morning of the accident.
This was for the purpose of statements they then made to British Transport
Police. Soon afterwards they gave their recollections at British Rail's internal
inquiry: this was held within a week or so of the accident. There would have
been, in general, nothing in particular to stick out in their memories as they
completed their routine journeys into Waterloo and started on the next part of
their rotas for the day.
2.5 However, the recollections of five of the twenty-eight drivers who
preceded Mr McClymont along the track, need to be examined to see whether
the aspects which they recollected seeing at relevant signals could have had any
significance in relation to the accident. Those five drivers were booked
according to the timetable to pass Clapham Junction "A" Signal Box at:
-

06:41 (Driver Keating)

-

07: 13 (Driver Mansbridge)

-

07:46 (Driver Malone)

- 08:01%(Driver Christy)
- 08:05%(Driver Priston).
The last three travelled the route in the thirty minutes before the accident.

2.6 Each of those drivers would have had duties in relation to his drivi
imposed on him by the BR Rule Book. Certain of those duties related to 1
reporting of any unusual event. It is therefore necessary to look at the Ri
Book to see whether any previous driver should have reported any irregularity
relation to signal WF138. If such a report should have been made, then it
understandable that a further question should also have been raised as
whether such a report could have prevented the accident. That question t
must be considered.

Theprovisions of the 2.7 The current edition of the British Rail Rule Book was revised in
Rule Book 1988. In Section H which is entitled "Working of Trains" certain duties are
out. The section starts with a fundamental statement:
"1.

PRINCIPLE
Safety must be the first consideration of each employee involved
the working of trains . . . ."

Rule H.7 reads:
"DUTIES O F DRIVERS AND GUARDS - IRREGULARITI
OR EXCEPTIONAL INCIDENTS DURING T H E JOURNEY.
7.1 Observing any irregularity or obstruction

I
1

7.1.1 If a Driver or Guard observes anything which may endanger h(
train, he must stop his train immediately but should avoid stopping whe
it may be difficult to deal with the emergency.
7.1.2 If he sees any irregularity affecting another train, he mud
immediately inform the Signalman, stopping specially if necessary. I
possible, he must also alert the Driver of that train by sounding the hon
and exhibiting a red light.
7.1.3 If he sees anything which may endanger other trains he mu!
inform the Signalman and alert the Driver of any approaching train a
shown above . . . .

7.1.4 If he observes something not of immediate danger to trains . . . . . .
he must report it at the first suitable opportunity."
2.8 Thus, a driver who observes "any irregularity affecting another train" i
under a duty immediately to inform the signalman so that such information i
passed on into the system. Further consideration of the meaning of these word
and other words omitted from the quotation above can be left until a late
chapter as can other words from Section C. It will be necessary to look later a
the way in which the Rule Book may be generally understood (c
misunderstood). For the moment it is necessary only to consider what sign;
aspects were noticed by drivers of earlier trains than that of Driver McClymot
as they passed through the Clapham Junction cutting on the morning of 1
December. The diagram at Appendix K.13C will assist for this purpose. Th
distinction between a controlled and an automatic signal referred to in Chapte
1 paragraph 14 will also need to be borne in mind.

Driver Keating 2.9 Driver Keating was taking the 06:37 "empties" from Wimbledon Park t
Waterloo. His recollection was that he had "all greens" from WF152 throug
WF148 to WF142 and that as he came to WF142 it changed from green to tw
yellows. When he came round the curve and was first able to see WF138 it wz
showing one yellow. The next signal WF47 was at green and thereafter he ha
greens all the way.

2.10 He had thought that for WF142 to change from green to double yellow was
unusual but considered that the signalman might be sending his train into the
loop platform at Clapham Junction, platform 7. The thought did not cross his
mind that anything was wrong in any way with the signals and he did not
consider any report about the signalling sequence to be justified. He said that
there was nothing which put his or any other train in danger and therefore
nothing to cause him the need to report to the signalman under the terms of the
Rule Book.

Driver Mansbridge 2.1 1 Driver Mansbridge's train was the service described in the timetable as the

1

05:15 Poole to Waterloo and therefore running about an hour ahead of Driver
Rolls's train. He had been running on green signals from Bournemouth to
Wimbledon. As he passed signal WF152 at green, the aspect on WF148 went to
green. WF142 further ahead was also at green, but turned to one yellow or two
yellows as he went past it. Although the WF148 change to green was a quick
one, he just thought that the train in front had moved on and perhaps had been
put into the loop. WF138 was showing a single yellow as he passed, as was
WF47 which took him into the loop where he stopped.

I

I

2.12 None of the signalling aspects he encountered on that journey caused him
any concern and he did not consider there was anything to report as a result.
When WF142 changed from green to yellow, he thought that the signalman's
intention was to put him into the loop at Platform 7 which would have been his
proper route.

I

Driver Malone

2.13 Driver Malone drove the 05:14 from Bournemouth. He had green aspects
at WF152 and WF148 with two yellows at WF142. WF138 was green as he
approached and as he passed it. WF47 was green. He found nothing unusual
about the aspects he saw. He thought that a change from yellow straight to green
at WF138 would not have been considered unusual. He believed he was
following a semi-fast train which would have stopped at Clapham Junction in
the loop.

Driver Christy

2.14 Driver Christy took over the driving of the 06:06 from Bournemouth once
it reached Basingstoke at about 07:26. He took over from the previous driver,
Driver Guy. That change of driver was an unauthorised change in that it was not
known of and therefore not approved by BR. Comment will need to be made
later in this Chapter on the unauthorised nature of the change and its possible
effects.
2.15 Driver Christy said that the three signals, WF152, WF148 and WF142, all
changed to green at the very same moment, but that the far signal, WF142, went
back to one yellow: he was only assuming that it was one yellow because there
was some smoke in the cutting at the time. He said that the change from green to
one yellow was "rare" but that "it does happen" and he had seen such things
before when approaching Clapham Junction: "It was not too uncommon".
WF138 was showing one yellow when he first saw it and when he passed it. The
same was true of WF47. He did not report the change of WF142 from green to
one yellow, nor was it something he considered he ought to report.
2.16 He said that he thought the signalman at Clapham Junction had his reasons
for setting the signals and that the signals in the rear would react accordingly.
He said if there had been anything obviously wrong he would have reported it,
and nothing placed his train or any other train in danger. He said that he
dismissed these signals from his mind once he had passed them, as he did for
most days work, because once he had passed them he had forgotten them and "it
was history".

I

I

Driver Priston

2.17 Driver Priston was in charge of the 07:20 from Guildford, the last train to
pass signal WF138 before Driver McClymont. He had all greens to Earlsfield.

WF148 was green and he then saw that WF142 was at one yellow. This was oe
of sequence and he checked his cab indicator (the Advanced Warning Syster
known as AWS) which confirmed that WF148 had in fact been green.

2.18 He assumed that the signalman in the Clapham Junction signal box ha1
"put the road back", which meant changing it from being a clear road for him t
one on which he was checked. WF138 was showing one yellow as was WF4;
but from then on he had all greens. He saw no need to make any report, seein
nothing of danger to his train or any other train. The single yellow light he ha
seen at WF142 he put down to nothing specific, assuming it was the action a
the signalman.

The expert evidence
2.19 Two expert witnesses were called before the Court to give evidence on th
aspects of signals reported to have been seen by individual drivers and as t
whether in any individual case such aspects should have been reported. The
were Mr Roy Bell and Mr John Morgan.
Mr Morgan's evidence

2.20 Mr John Morgan, a Train Crew Projects Officer, had considerabl
experience as a driver and as a drivers' instructor, and gave evidence both 0
driver training and on the aspects of signals reported by individual drivers. H
said it was part of drivers' training that, although they would not be taught tl
expect signals to become more restrictive, they would know that there wer;
circumstances in which signals could indeed become so. They would also k n o
that this was not an indication that there was anything wrong with the signalling

2.21 He gave evidence as to how drivers react to the two relevant Sections a
the Rule Book, Sections C and H. We have already seen Section H at paragrap'
2.7. We must now look at Section C, which deals with signals and starts with th
principle:

"1.1.
The aspect/indication of each signal must be obeyed by ths
driver of the train or movement to which it applies."
Section C, Rule C.6.7.1 says that:
"6.7

Signal not shown or imperfectly shown.

6.7.1
The Driver must consider a stop signal to be at Danger and
distant signal at Caution in the following circumstances:
(a) the absence of a signal where one should be shown;
(b) a signal imperfectly shown;

(c) a white light shown where there should be a red, yellow o
green light.

6.7.3

The Driver must report the circumstances to the Signalman."

2.22 Mr Morgan was unable at first to think of circumstances in which that ru1
could apply to a colour-light signal rather than a semaphore signal. He though
that the Rule Book, generally speaking, dealt with signals in Section C and wit1
obstructions on the line at Section H. As to Section H he said:

" . . . here primarily you would be looking at obstructions to the line which .
would endanger the train . . . but. . . this could include signals as well"

2.23 It is fair to him to point out at this stage that Rule H.7.1.3 of Section 1
refers specifically to "the obstruction" as well as to "irregularities".

2.24 Though he considered that Section C would be the part of the Rule Boo1

which would cover any query about signalling procedures and the signalling
process, he accepted that there was no reference in that section to the type of
signalling sequences sometimes seen.
2.25 As to whether there was anything in the Rule Book telling a driver to
report something that was unusual about the signalling, he thought that there
was nothing within Section C, but Section H and in particular Rules H.7.1.3 and
H.7.1.4 would cover anything odd or unusual. It might be helpful at this stage to
set out that rule in full:
"7.1.3 If he sees anything which may endanger other trains, he must inform
the Signalman and alert the Driver of any approaching train as shown
above. He must also place a track circuit operating clip and three detonators 20 yards (or 20 metres) apart on each line affected at least 1%miles
(or 2 km) from the obstruction. If he sees animals within the boundary
fence, he must comply with this clause whenever:
(a)

a cow, bull or other large animal is within the boundary fence,
whether or not trains are immediately endangered or

(b) any other animals are on or near the line and he considers that trains
may be endangered.
7.1.4 If he observes something not of immediate danger to trains (other
than a cow, bull or other large animal within the boundary fence), he must
report it at the first suitable opportunity."
2.26 At one stage, Mr Morgan said that a signal becoming more restrictive was
an irregularity in itself. He suggested that such an irregularity should be
reported by a driver, either orally at the first occasion on which he would
normally stop, or by a report in writing at the end of the day. On that approach,
Mr Morgan concluded that Mr Mansbridge should have reported what he had
seen at the end of his shift. At the same time, however, he accepted that Mr
Mansbridge's conclusion that the signal aspects he saw were the results of the
signalman's action was perfectly justifiable.
2.27 Mr Morgan was at one stage in his evidence suggesting that each of
drivers, Mr Mansbridge, Mr Keating, Mr Christy and Mr Priston, should have
reported what they individually saw as an irregularity, but he later accepted that
their interpretations of the signals they saw were reasoned and reasonable in that
they did not consider their train or anyone else's train to be endangered. Mr
Morgan's evidence was confused and far from persuasive which, in fairness to
him, was hardly surprising in the light of the way in which the Rule Book itself is
worded.

Mr Bell's evidence

2.28 Mr Bell, a BR Signal Engineer, gave a contrary view. He would not have
expected any of the drivers of trains before Mr McClymont to have reported the
signal aspects they saw as being so unusual as to indicate a problem with the
signal. He concluded that this was a reasonable conclusion for Driver
Mansbridge to draw, that none of the aspects Mr Mansbridge saw indicated
danger to his train or to any other train and he came to the same conclusions in
relation to the other drivers.
2.29 As to Driver Christy's recollection, the unchallenged technical evidence of
Mr Bell established that, even bearing in mind the faulty condition of WFl38, it
was not electrically possible for Mr Christy to have seen in relation to WF148
and WF142 the sequence which he recollected. WF148 could not electrically
have been at green at precisely the same time that WF142 was at yellow. The
technical explanation as to why this is so can be found at the conclusion of
Appendix F.

2.30 Mr Bell concluded that in the existing faulty state of the wiring to signd
WF138, there would have been a change to green on signals WF152, WF141
and WF142 as the preceding train cleared track circuit DK and moved on tc
track circuit DL, but signal WF138 would not have changed to red until tha
preceding train occupied track circuit DM. When that happened, WF142 would
change from green to one yellow and WF148 would change from green to twd
yellows.

I

2.31 Mr Bell had taken into account the increasing volume of trains using thc
track, as well as the slowing down of Mr Priston's train and the fact that thc
signal box levers for signals WF47 and WF45, those at the beginning and end o
the loop, have to be operated for each train by the signalman in Claphan
Junction "A" signal box. Similar levers also control the setting of the points a
the beginning and the end respectively of platforms 7 and 8 at Clapham Junctioi
station.
2.32 Mr Bell's evidence was that Driver Christy could thus have seen WF14
and WF142 both showing green at the same time, or he could have seen WF14
showing two yellows and WF142 showing one yellow at the same time. He coulc
not have seen WF148 showing green at exactly the same moment as WF142
showed one yellow. He could, however, have seen those colours at those signals
within a very short space of time. That evidence I accept, and it follows that MI
Christy's recollection which was, in any event, expressed only in vague and
imprecise terms, I find to be faulty.
2.33 Mr Bell concluded that the traffic was building up in such a way that, as
the line became more congested, sooner or later somebody was going to see
WF138 go to red as Driver McClymont on the Basingstoke train did. He did nor
consider the fact that WF152, WF148 and WF142 all changed to green for Mr
Christy at the same time to be unusual for a driver who was aware, from the
restrictive aspects which he saw, that he was following another train and who
knew that there was somewhere ahead, such as the loop platform, where the
preceding train could be refuged.

Conclusions as to what the drivers saw
2.34 Where the views of M r Morgan and Mr Bell conflicted the Court had no
difficulty in coming to the conclusion that Mr Bell's evidence was to be
preferred.
I

2.35 It is always difficult to construct with hindsight a clear mental picture of
everyday events noted by the mind at the time but dismissed a second or so later
as no longer relevant and of no historic value. Such was the nature of the signal
aspects seen by drivers on a journey which at the time seemed to them to be a
normal routine journey and involved danger neither to their train nor to any
other. Once passed, the signals were dismissed from a driver's mind and
forgotten as part of a routine which was now finished with.
2.36 The Court has come to the conclusion that there were no aspects seen by
any driver before Mr McClymont which were reportable under the terms of the
Rule Book. It follows that there was no failure by a preceding driver to report an
irregularity in the signalling system which was in any way a cause of the accident
itself.
2.37 It follows equally that the fact that Driver Christy was wrongly and
unofficially driving a train which should have been driven by Driver Guy had no
place in the causation of this accident. I respect the firm belief of Mrs Rolls to
the contrary which was properly put forward on her behalf in cross-examination
and in submissions to the Court. However, I find it to be misplaced, although
completely understandable in all the tragic circumstances.

2.38 Had any of the earlier drivers in fact made a report to the signalman about
any signalling irregularity, it must be a matter of speculation what would then
have occurred. The problem of hypothetical situations is that by their nature
they admit of alternative hypotheses. I would find it difficult to believe that any
such report would have prevented the accident. I consider that there would have
been insufficient time and insufficient understanding for the fault to have been
identified and the appropriate action to have been taken of stopping all trains on
the Up Main line.
2.39 In this context Mr Ivor Warburton, Director of Operations, British
Railways Board (hereafter BRB) in his statement to the Investigation, dealt with
the possible situation as it might have been if cab radios had already been fitted
to trains. This conclusion is equally relevant to a situation where the report of a
fault has to be made not from a cab radio but from a convenient telephone. He
said:

"If the driver of an earlier train had reported an irregularity the danger was
unlikely to be realised immediately because the correct track circuit
indications continued to be given in the signal box. This would have
suggested to the signalman that a right-sidefailure had occurred."
2.40 No conclusive finding can be made, but it may be a comfort to express a
firm belief that not only was there nothing known that morning to trigger off a
report of the signal, but, further, even if a report had been made the accident
would still have happened.

Driver substitutions
2.41 It is a cause for concern, however, that Driver Guy and Driver Christy
should have been able so simply and so speedily to come to the arrangement
they did that Driver Christy should unofficially substitute for Driver Guy from
Basingstoke to London. The Court had no evidence upon which it could assess
whether there was a widespread practice of such substitutions. It would,
however, appear rather surprising, if this were an utterly isolated occasion, that
it came about so readily.
2.42 Though the fact that Mr Christy was not a rostered driver had no adverse
effect in this case and hence made no difference to the causation of the accident,
the practice of unofficial substitution if it exists, is both undesirable and
potentially a risk to safety. There are three clear reasons why this is so:
(i) it could inhibit the reporting of accidents;
(ii) it could mean that the substitute driver is not familiar with the contents
of the current Weekly Operating Notice dealing with such vital matters as
signalling changes; and
(iii) it could mean that a driver might exceed his rostered hours.
2.43 If and insofar as such a practice exists, it is essential in the interests of
safety that it be stamped out.

The twenty-ninth and thirtieth trains
2.44 Of the twenty-nine trains which passed through the cutting in the two
hours to 08:10, the last was in fact driven by Driver McClymont and was the
Basingstoke train. His routine progress into London had received an unexpected
set-back when signal WF138 had changed from green to red when he was almost
on top of it, so that he had had no chance of coming to a halt before passing it.
The reason for signal WF138 suddenly turning to red was because the preceding
train had moved from the faulty track circuit, DL, where it was "invisible" to
signal WF138, on to track circuit DM, which also controls WF138 and was

working properly. (See paragraphs 1.21 to 1.23).
2.45 He had thus unwillingly become involved in an incident known in railw;
jargon as a SPAD (Signal Passed At Danger). That incident meant that under
rule in Section C of the BR Rule Book he had to stop and make immedia~
report to the signalman. Rule C.6.1.5 says that:
"If the train inadvertently passes a signal at Danger, the Driver must sta
immediately. He must not then proceed until authorised by the Signalman.'
Driver McClymont had to comply with that rule. He stopped at WF47 to u!
the signal post telephone to speak to the signalman.
2.46 Behind Mr McClymont, Driver Rolls was driving the thirtieth train alon
the track that morning. He was driving his train in an exemplary manner an
nothing he did was in any way a cause of the accident, a finding which I felt abll
unusually, to announce at the conclusion of the hearings. He followed the doze
trains that had passed through the cutting during that last half-hour from 07:4
to 08:lO. From the comparison of traffic density in those first four half-hot
periods of that morning's traffic from 06:10, it is clear that the headway (tb
gap) between trains in that particular half-hour between 07:40 to 08:lO was the
the smallest so far that morning and, while within perfectly safe bounds if th
signalling system was working properly, the gap was narrowing.
2.47 Sooner or later that morning, as Mr Bell rightly said, a driver was going t
see what Mr McClymont actually saw at signal WF138 and was going to have t
report it. When he did so he would have been holding an instinctive belief tha
the signal behind him would necessarily and inevitably have gone to red. Tha
belief would have been totally and tragically wrong.

Chapter 3: The Accident
The Poole Train

3.1 The 06: 14 Poole to Waterloo train was due to pass Clapham Junction "A"
signal box at 08:lOX on Monday, 12 December 1988. That day it did not in fact
start its journey from Poole which is why it had been referred to as the "Poole"
train. The rolling stock for the train was positioned as usual overnight in the
sidings at Bournemouth up the line from Poole. On that Sunday night there had
been a derailment caused by vandalism on the line between Branksome and
Poole. As a result next morning the stock could get no further towards Poole
than Branksome to start the service. Thus, the 06:14 Poole service to Waterloo
effectively originated from Branksome at 06:21. Appendix K.l shows the route
the train took.
3.2 Vandalism did not therefore affect the make-up of the Poole train. It ran
that morning with the rolling stock which had always been intended to be used
for the service, namely, twelve Mark I coaches made up of three units of four
carriages. The first unit was an REP (Restaurant Electro-Pneumatic) whose
leading coach was a "Driving Motor Standard". The second coach was of a type
known as a "Trailer Buffet" and the third a "Trailer Brake First". The buffet
was not in fact open that day due to lack of staff and its shutters were closed.
The leading part of the third carriage consisted of a large luggage cage. The
fourth coach was another "Driving Motor Standard".
3.3 The remaining eight coaches of the train consisted of two four-coach units,
known as TCs (Trailer Composite). The guard, Mr Paul Hayward, was in his
van in the seventh coach. Normally he would have travelled the length of the
train checking tickets. However, his ticket clippers had dropped between the
train and the platform at Winchester and he therefore took the decision to stay
in his van from Winchester to London. T o him the train was not crowded. He
believed if it had been, he would have seen people walking past his position
looking for seats further towards the front. Equally, he believed that if the train
had been crowded he would have had people in his luggage van and there was
nobody there. The train left Basingstoke at about 07:38 and the next scheduled
stop was Waterloo.
3.4 Sitting in the guard's seat of the rear guard's van in the tenth coach was an
off-duty train driver, Mr Robert Flood. As a matter of habit he was watching the
EP gauge which registers the brake pressure on the electro-pneumatic brake and
also the auto gauge which measures brake application on the auto-brake. Having
driven steam trains and electric trains without speedometers he was a reasonable
judge of train speeds.

3.5 In the third carriage from the front was Mr Ernest Staton who was now an
ASLEF district secretary. As a former driver himself, he became very aware of
other people's driving techniques and he thought it a "perfectly normal journey"
with the driver driving the train in "a perfect way with no jolting or harsh
stops".
Basingstoke train

The 07:18 Basingstoke to Waterloo train was being driven by Mr McClymont
with Mr Simon Fritsche as his guard. It too was a twelve-car train, comprising
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three VEP units (Vestibule Electro Pneumatic). The train was on time unti
Woking when it lost a couple of minutes at the station. Guard Fritsche was il
the sixth coach from the front. Like Guard Hayward on the Poole train he wa
not moving about the train. He said he could not collect tickets because the trai~
was too crowded, and therefore he did not leave his brake-van between Wokinl
and the accident. There were about fifteen to twenty passengers standing in t h ~
cage of his brake-van. This was the normal situation, as the train was usuall:
full.

3.7 Driver McClymont was doing just over 60 rnph and running on all green
from Earlsfield. As he came round the bend at about 65 rnph to 70 rnph tc
WF138 it was showing green. Before WF138, the automatic warning systen
(AWS) in the cab gave him the correct sound and visual signals for a greel
aspect at WF138, namely a bell and a black disc, but in the 200 or so yard
between the operation of the AWS and the signal, WF138 changed from gree~
to red. He was about a coach-and-a-half (or 30 yards) away from WF138 whe~
the signal changed. He could not stop before the signal but made an emergent:
brake application. He then realised he would stop short of the next signal WF4'
where he wished to telephone to the signalman to report the incident i~
accordance with the Rule Book. He therefore eased off the braking to bring thc
train to a halt at signal WF47 which went from red to one yellow as he stopped
T o achieve perfect compliance with the Rule Book it might be suggested that hl
should have completed his emergency stop without easing off the brake. Tha
would be pedantic and unhelpful and Driver McClymont is not to be criticisec
for his actions on the day, nor was he criticised at the Investigation.

3.8 He got down from his train, tried a telephone nearby which was no
working and then climbed up a short ladder to the brand new telephone on th~
wall behind the signal. He picked the telephone up and was answered "more o
less immediately" by Signalman Cotter in Clapham "A" signal box, whom hi
told what had happened. Mr Cotter said (as, of course, was the case) that hi
indication in the Box was that nothing was wrong with the signal. M
McClymont was a little aggrieved, said he was going to report the signal a
Waterloo, replaced the handset, and turned to go back to his cab.

The Haslemere train

Thefirst impact

3.9 Meanwhile a third train, driven by Mr Joseph Alston, had completed it
journey into Waterloo. It had originally been the 06:14 Farnham to Waterloo. I
was an eight-car train consisting of two units of VEPs. Once its passengers hac
disembarked at Waterloo it became the 08:03 ECS (Empty Coaching Stock), th
"empties" to Haslemere. Since there were no passengers, the guard, Mr Richarc
Baker, joined Mr Alston in the cab after leaving Waterloo. The train wa
proceeding out of London and had all greens to Clapham Junction which it wen
through at 50 mph. It was travelling on the Down Main line and had the U,
Main line on its immediate right. Driver Alston saw the Basingstoke trail
standing at signal WF47 and saw the driver of that train, Mr McClymonl
telephoning from the signal-post telephone.
3.10 On the Poole train, Driver Flood, sitting in the rear guard's van, notice1
that the speed of the train between Wimbledon and Earlsfield was about 60 mp
and may have been slightly more. This was a perfectly proper speed for tha
section of track. More than 200 yards after Earlsfield the driver reduced spee
to about 50 rnph and Mr Flood noticed that this was done with a 2Olb./sq.ir
application on the EP brake. There was then a full emergency application of th
brakes. The EP brake went round to 50 or slightly over and the auto-brak
dropped to zero. The emergency braking was very harsh and Mr Stator
travelling in the third carriage from the front, described it as "violent".
3.1 1 Mr Flood put the speed at point of impact at about 35 mph, an estimat
which the Court accepted. He said:

"Iheard a mufled bang and then a lot of the slack had been taken up by all
the coaches like a machine gun and at the same time another bang.
Afterwards I realised this must have been where we hit the empties."
The Poole train had run straight into the back of the Basingstoke train and had
veered off to the right in the path of the Haslemere empties.

The second impact

3.12 Driver Alston, in the cab of the Haslemere empties, had already noticed
the Basingstoke train and its driver at signal WF47. As he was getting to the rear
of the Basingstoke train he saw another train approaching on that train's line and
realised it was on a collision course. The collision between the Poole and
Basingstoke trains happened when the Haslemere "empties" were just coming
level with the rear coach of the Basingstoke train.
3.13 Before the second impact in which the Poole train and the Haslemere
empties actually collided, debris, including a brake handle, came through the
right-hand windscreen of the Haslemere train. Driver Alston felt the train
running rough as if it were off the lines and running on the ballast. The actual
impact was with the second coach of the Haslemere train and as a result Driver
Alston's first carriage became separated from the rest of the Haslemere train and
derailed. He stopped level with signal WH165 (see Frontispiece).

Thefinalpositions

3.14 The impact of the front of the Poole train on the last carriage of the
Basingstoke train caused that last carriage to be thrown up above the concrete
wall on the side of the cutting, which is some lOft high. It came to rest lying on
the embankment above the wall on its nearside at an angle of about 45 degrees
from the norm. That impact had derailed some of the coaches and pushed the
whole Basingstoke train forward a distance of lOft in fact, but thought at the
time by Mr McClymont to be between 4ft to 6ft. The first two coaches of the
Poole train had veered to the right where the Poole train had struck the
Haslemere empties a glancing blow and continued on in the gap between the
other two trains.
3.15 All three trains had now come to rest in the position in which they can be
seen on the cover of the Report, in the aerial photographs at Figures 1 and 2 and
in particular in the Frontispiece. The accident had happened.

Thefourth train

3.16 There was, however, still another Waterloo-bound train running on the Up
Main line towards the cutting and about to pass signal WF138. It was being
driven by Driver Barry Pike. He had received no indication from any earlier
signal than WF138 that he should stop. When he approached WF138, despite
the presence on the track ahead of it not only of Driver McClymont's
Basingstoke train but also Driver Rolls' Poole train, it was, nonetheless, still
not showing a red but instead a single yellow aspect and failing to prohibit entry
to those very lines. Driver Pike was about 250 yards from the signal when he
was first able to see the danger ahead of him. Fortunately he was able to bring
his train to a stop just 60 yards from the rear of the Poole train. Had there been a
further collision, even at a very slow speed, the Poole train would have been
pushed forward: the effect on those already injured in the first impact, many of
whom were trapped in the wreckage, does not bear contemplating.

Chapter 4: The Immediate Aftermath
At Clapham Junction

4.1 As Driver McClymont put down the telephone at signal WF47, he heard
the crash and saw his train physically pushed forward several feet. He at once
picked up the handset again and told Signalman Cotter that his train had been
rammed in the rear, that there would be casualties and that M r Cotter should
call up all the emergency services.
4.2 Mr Cotter immediately placed to red all the signals that he could control in
the Clapham Junction area. WF47 was the last signal towards the accident site
that could be turned to red. The automatic signals from WF138 to WF148
would only respond to the red at WF47 in the single yellow, double yellow,
green sequence. Driver Pike's train could not therefore be stopped by Signalman
Cotter's actions and had already passed the last Wimbledon controlled signals.
4.3 Mr Cotter then used the "block bell" system to send an emergency alarm
signal, six bells, to the Wimbledon "A" and West London signal boxes. After
that he spoke on the telephone to staff at both boxes to tell them why he had sent
the alarm signal. On the personal radio he then contacted Mr Noorani, the
Station Manager at Clapham Junction, to alert him to what had happened, and
to ask him to call out the emergency services.
4.4 Until now, in the first minute or so after the accident the communications
to and from the signal box had worked perfectly satisfactorily and as they were
meant to: unfortunately that situation was not to continue for long.

Trackside

4.5 Out on the tracks Mr McClymont had climbed back into his cab, for a
number of reasons, one of which was to collect a set of track-circuit clips. Their
function in an emergency is to be clipped to both of the running rails on a
section of track in order to put the signal behind that track immediately to red.
They thus have exactly the same effect as that of the wheels of a train in
shorting out the track circuit. While he was still there he spoke to a British
Transport Police Inspector whom he knew, Michael Foster.
4.6 Inspector Foster had been a passenger in the fifth carriage of the
Basingstoke train and had jumped down onto the tracks immediately after the
accident. He had first run back to Battersea Rise Bridge to assess the situation,
and then forward to the front of his train at signal WF47.
4.7 There Driver McClymont told him that he had already telephoned
Clapham Junction "A" signal box, but Inspector Foster decided to make a
second call to the Box because he realised that Driver McClymont could not
have been fully aware of what had happened at the rear of his train.
4.8 He used a signal telephone on the Up Local line in the middle of the
tracks. He told the signalman that it was the police speaking and said that it was
a "major incident" which he enlarged by saying: "You have a major train crash.
Summon the emergency services". He emphasised particularly the need for the
fire brigade and ambulance services, because he had seen the severity of the
collision. He also told Signalman Cotter of the involvement in the crash of the
Haslemere train of which Mr Cotter had been previously unaware.

4.9 Inspector Foster then ran back towards the rear of the Basingstoke train
and climbed up into the empty stock of the Haslemere train because his path
was blocked. He was then able to see the full severity and horror of the accident.
He ran back to the front of the train where he met Mr Derek Hayter, another
member of BR staff who had been a passenger on the Basingstoke train.

The traction current 4.10 Between them, Inspector Foster and Mr Hayter placed a short-circuiting
bar from Driver McClymont's cab on the line. This is a metal device with a long
wooden handle which is applied both to the conductor rail carrying the traction
current and to one of the running rails. Its function is to short out the traction
current and make the track safe to walk upon. Because there was no arcing when
they used the short-circuiting bar M r Foster and Mr Hayter concluded that the
current was off. In fact they were correct: the traction current was off and had
gone off at the time of the collision. However, this important information was,
still not generally known for some time. Indeed it was not until 08:35 that BR
actually answered an enquiry by the Fire Brigade by telling them that the
current was off and that "it had been turned off at approximately 08:20n. This
failure to establish that the traction current was definitely off, and to give that
information to the emergency services is an aspect of the matter to which I shall
return later.

Control of the traction 4.11 The electrical current which provides the power to drive British Rail
current Southern Region's electric trains is taken from the national grid. It is known as
the "HT" which stands for "High Tension" and is sometimes also described as
the "33 KV" because the supply voltage is 33,000~.At this stage the current is
Alternating Current (AC), but it is fed to sub-stations and is then rectified to
660 volts Direct Current (DC). This provides the power to the traction circuit
and the running rails which is carried along the third rail, the conductor rail. The
track signals current is carried between the two running rails. It was 110 volts 50
cycle AC but was in the process of being changed as part of the resignalling to a
higher, audio frequency. (See Appendix F).
4.12 The traction current is controlled from the Raynes Park Electrical Control
Room where Mr Ronald Reeves was working that morning. At 08:lO he heard
the selectors on his diagram start to move. The alarm bell then rang and flashing
lights appeared on his board for all the tracks on the Up and Down main lines at
Clapham and at Earlsfield, followed shortly after by the Windsor section. He
found that the current had tripped at the National Grid supply and at Point
Pleasant Sub-station. He thought this unusual and when the grid feeder went
out he concluded that there had been a derailment by the cross-over on the Up
Passenger Loop at Clapham Junction. In that he was extremely perceptive, and
only a few hundred yards out.
4.13 His first reaction was to get the High Tension electricity supply back to
normal so that trains could continue to run and be safely signalled on the
Windsor side. When that was done he proceeded to create neutral electrical
sections around the Clapham and Earlsfield lines to isolate the area in question
so that no traction current could flow through it, either directly or as a result of
a train spanning the gap between isolated and live tracks. He had done all that
work by 08:12 and his next task was to try to contact others to tell them what he
had done. T o do that he had to rely on the communications equipment just as
had Signalman Cotter at Clapham "A".
4.14 One of Mr Reeves's two internal telephones had been out of service since
the previous Friday. He used the other internal telephone to try to contact
Clapham "A" signal box which was engaged. He tried to contact Wimbledon
"A" signal box and was unable to contact them for the same reason. He tried to
get Waterloo traffic control on the direct line, but failed. In his own words: "It
was just a blank".

4.15 The first time he was able to speak to anyone away from Raynes Park was
at 08:17 when he was telephoned by Signalman Spencer from the Wimbledon
"A" signal box. Signalman Spencer had meanwhile had his own communications
problems. Before this call Mr Spencer had had a delay of about one minute in
trying to talk to Waterloo Control on the direct line telephone. Only then was he
able to advise them of the incident and ask them to summon the emergency
services. It was then he tried on the direct telephone to get through to Raynes
Park Electrical Control. This produced no response despite several attempts
and so he used a dialling telephone and managed to get through to Mr Reeves
after about a further 30 seconds.
4.16 Mr Reeves told Mr Spencer that the current was off between Queens Road
and Durnsford Road. Mr Spencer in turn told Mr Reeves that there was a
collision and derailment on the country side of Clapham Junction station. This
confirmed what Mr Reeves had suspected. Mr Reeves had commendably
assessed the situation correctly and had, on his own initiative, taken out the
traction current from all four lines in the cutting, including the Up and Down
Local, rather than merely the two Main lines which had tripped out. In this he
said he was going a little bit further than the Rule Book because, as he explained,
it looked a serious situation to him and he was taking every course of action he
could.
4.17 Instructions for electrical control operators suggests that in the event of
circuit breakers opening, they should attempt, at regular intervals of a set
number of minutes, to close the breakers and therefore restore current. It is
clear that in the event of an accident the current should remain off to ensure the
safety of passengers, staff and rescue workers. If a short-circuiting bar is in
place at the scene of an accident, this will prevent the electrical control operator
from restoring current to the track. However, short-circuiting bars in use on
Southern Region could be relatively easily dislodged and would, therefore, not
prevent the electrical control operator from restoring current should he attempt
to do so. A short-circuiting bar that could be applied and then clamped into
place would reduce the risk of this eventuality.

3 e Wimbledon controlled 4.18 M r Spencer at Wimbledon "A" signal box had been able to telephone Mr
signals Reeves at Raynes Park Electrical Control because he had been alerted to what
had happened by the driver of the Haslemere empties. Driver Alston's now
disconnected first carriage had stopped level with signal WH165 and he
therefore rang from the signal-post telephone. Just as all the signals whose
wiring runs to Clapham Junction "A" signal box bore the prefix WF, so those
wired through to Wimbledon "A" have the prefix WH. Thus, the telephone at
signal WH165 went through to Wimbledon "A", not Clapham Junction "A". Mr
Spencer's evidence was that Mr Alston told him very calmly that there had been
a derailment but did not mention that there had been a major collision. Mr
Alston asked Mr Spencer to place all signals at danger, to summon emergency
services and to arrange for the traction current to be switched off. M r Spencer
first placed to danger all signals which he could control from Wimbledon on the
Up Main Through and Up Local lines. This must have been at or about the
same time that Mr Cotter at Clapham Junction "A" was dealing similarly with
his controlled signals. Again like Mr Cotter, Mr Spencer had no means of
putting the automatic signals to red.
4.19 The controlled signal furthest from him on the Up Main line and therefore
the nearest to the accident was WH56 which was a few hundred yards to the
country side of Earlsfield station. Signalman Spencer's action was sufficient to,
and did, stop any train which had not so far reached the relevant signal. But it
was not sufficient to stop any train on the Up Main line which had already
passed WH56, the last of those Wimbledon controlled signals.

Thefourth train

4.20 Thus, although the current was in fact already off on that stretch of track
and although Signalman Spencer had put signal WH56 to red, neither of those
factors stopped the onward progress on the Up Main line of the fourth trair
driven by Driver Pike which was closely involved in the accident but not the
subject of any impact. This train was the 06:53 Waterloo to Waterloo service
which travels in a loop out along the Windsor lines and comes back to Waterloc
via Hounslow, Staines and Weybridge. It was an eight-car train and its las:
scheduled stop was at Surbiton.
4.21 As it stood there on the Up Local line, the Poole train passed by on the Up
Main line. Driver Pike then followed the Poole train out of the station and
crossed onto the Up Main line, behind the Poole train. He had left Surbitor.
station on yellow signals but by the time he got to New Malden he was on greer.
signals. He went on through Wimbledon and approached Earlsfield at something
between 65 and 70 mph. Signal WH70 at Wimbledon had been green, so hac
WH60, as was WH56.
4.22 The first of the Clapham Junction area signals was WF152 just before
Earlsfield. It is an automatic signal and as we have seen could not be controllec
from the signal box. It had not therefore been turned to red by Mr Cotter'!
actions; it, too, was showing a green aspect. As he approached signal WF152.
Driver Pike was able to see the two next signals ahead of him, WF148 anc
WF142, both also automatic signals. WF152 and WF148 were showing greer
and WF142 was showing two yellows. He passed by signal WF152 at green anc
shortly after that he lost traction current. In his own words: "The juice wen:
off '.
4.23 Though it is now obvious that the loss of current was caused by the
accident, there was nothing to tell Driver Pike this. His initial thought was tha!
he had an electrical fault on his train, rather than on the track, because he hac
noticed slight arcing under his cab on the nearside. Thinking that this was the
problem he decided to try to coast as far as possible to Clapham Junction statior
because at least there, trains would be able to get past him. He believed that the
current might come back at any moment and had been doing about 65 mpt
when he lost the current.
4.24 He coasted past WF148 at green, WF142 at two yellows and approached
WF138. Because of its position he could not see it as early as he could some oi
the previous signals. His evidence was that you could not see beyond signa:
WF138 until you were 250 yards from it. When he was first able to see beyond
the signal and was travelling at about 60 mph, perhaps a little less, he suddenl~
saw ahead of him the last two or three coaches of the Poole train on the same
line. The distance between his cab and the rear of the Poole train he put at 50C
to 600 yards and in his own words:
'? immediately applied the emergency Sraking and just kept my finget:
crossed. That is all I could do."

4.25 His whole train passed WF138 before it came to its emergency stop. He
estimated he was then only about 20 yards from the back of the Poole train. Ir!
fact the distance when measured was 187 feet, or just about the length of three
carriages. The yellow front of his train can be seen behind the Poole train in the
cover picture and in Figure 3. This train and its shadow are just visible at the
bottom of the Frontispiece. The guard of the Haslemere train, Mr Richard
Baker, had been at the back of the Poole train in order to get more track circuit
clips and detonators and had seen Mr Pike's train "coming round the corner".
Once he stopped, Mr Pike wanted to get the back of his train protected and
spoke to his guard Mr Evans on the "loudaphone" link between them and asked
him to go back to WF138 to see what aspect it was showing and to protect the
train.

Trackside again

4.26 Guard Evans went back to WF138 which was still showing one yellow. At
a nearby signal on the Up Local line, the Chessington to Waterloo train was
stopped. Guard Evans collected some detonators and track circuit clips from the
driver of that train and walked back towards WF142 laying detonators as he
went, in order to protect the rear of his train because he "could not take for
granted that signal WF142 was at red". There was, of course, no fault at WF142
and so it was indeed at red; Mr Evans therefore returned to WF138 at about
08:36, and waited there. Sometime later he saw a group of S&T personnel
looking at the signal and the location cases at the trackside.
4.27 In addition to the train protection duties carried out by Guards Baker and
Evans, all the guards attempted to give information to assist passengers but this
could only be done by word of mouth repeatedly to individual groups of people.
Public address systems on the passenger trains would clearly have been of
benefit in informing passengers of what had happened and instructing them to
remain in the train until it had been confirmed that traction current had been
switched off.
4.28 Driver Pike used the signal-post telephone at WF138 to contact the
Clapham Junction signalman. He told him which train he was, that he had
passed signal WF138 at one yellow, and that there was a train standing in front
of him. Mr Cotter's response was that WF138 was an automatic signal and
should be showing a red aspect, to which Driver Pike replied:

"Red aspect be damned. There are three trains standing infiont of it, and it is
still showing one yellow."
Mr Cotter told Mr Pike that there had been a major incident and expressed
surprise at the aspect the signal was showing. He told Mr Pike to stay where he
was.
am Junction '54"
communications

4.29 At that stage Signalman Cotter still did not know whether or not the
electric traction current had been turned off. Neither he, nor his colleague Mr
Coates in Clapham Junction "A'' signal box, had been able to get through to Mr
Reeves at Raynes Park Electrical Control by using the normal telephone links
and eventually they had to go through the traffic controller at Waterloo in order
to make the contact. He thought the delay must have been nearly ten minutes.
4.30 It was Mr Coates who actually tried to contact Electrical Control at
Raynes Park. At this time there was no direct line from Clapham Junction "A"
to Raynes Park Electrical Control Room and so he tried to use an ordinary
telephone. (As a result of the accident a direct line has now been installed).
Each time he tried there was silence and then a continual tone indicating
number unobtainable. He then tried to make a British Telecom call from the
same telephone by pressing 19 first. He met with the same continual tone each
time he tried.
4.31 After about ten minutes he decided to use the direct line to Traffic Control
at Waterloo. He told them of the major incident and that he was unable to get
hold of Electrical Control and asked the Traffic Controller to get the Electrical
Controller to ring him. So it was that one or two minutes later contact was made
when the Electrical Controller, Mr Reeves, rang him and confirmed that the
traction current was off on all four lines. Mr Coates had started this attempt to
get Raynes Park much earlier, immediately after being informed of the accident
and at the very same time as Mr Cotter in the same signal box was first talking
to Mr Noorani the Station Manager on the personal radio.

Station Manager

4.32 Just after 08:lO Mr Noorani was in a subway at Clapham Junction when
Mr Cotter first put out the call, telling those listening that there had been a

major accident and that emergency services would be required. Mr Nooran:
immediately used the radio to direct the Station Control Room on platform 15
to call the emergency services. He then went up to the station platform to speak
further with Mr Cotter on the radio. Mr Noorani thought that Mr Cotter tolc
him that there was a rear end collision in the cutting on the approach to the
station, but his memory of this part of the morning was " .. a little bit hazy". He
then contacted Supervisor Cole to get the station car out to go to the site with
members of the British Transport Police.
4.33 By the time he got to the scene of the accident at about 08:25 the
emergency services were already active and he made his presence known to z
senior fire officer on top of the wreckage. He spoke on the radio telephone tc
Traffic Control at Waterloo describing the condition and location of the variouc
trains and advising that heavy lifting gear would be required. He went to signa:
WF138 and saw it was still showing single yellow. He then spoke to Wimbledor.
"A" signal box to find out what trains were immobilised elsewhere by the
accident.

The traction current again

4.34 As to whether or not he knew at this stage that the traction current had
been switched off, Mr Noorani was both completely frank and understandabl!.
vague. He recollected that before he had left Clapham Junction he had seen z
Shepperton train at platform 11 showing only emergency lighting. He said tha!
with hindsight all he could say was that he believed at the time he had spoken tc
the signalman about the current, but in fact he had not. He believed his memo?of that section of events was not good by reason of the trauma of the actua:
incident.
4.35 Under paragraph 2.3.(a)(ii) of BR Southern Region's booklet "Accident
Procedure", it was the duty of the Area Manager or his qualified deputy (and
thus Mr Noorani at this time) to proceed to the site immediately and on arrival:
". . . . check that traction current has been switched
Control is aware of incident."

08and

that Electrica.

Mr Noorani did not, in fact, take these two steps. However, that did not in the
circumstances of this accident exacerbate the situation. Nonetheless, this failure
to ensure that the traction current had been switched off and that Electrical
Control was aware of the incident is a matter I shall have to refer to later in the
context of this and also of the Purley accident.
4.36 Mr Noorani organised a diesel train from Wimbledon to try to remove
passengers from the site and also tried to contact the Area Manager's Office at
Waterloo on the radio telephone but got no answer. He was joined at the scene
by more senior BR officials who took over control from him. Thereafter he
remained at the scene until about 10 p.m. dealing with the positioning of the
breakdown vehicles and the removal of the wrecked carriages.
4.37 The immediate aftermath so far as British Rail employees was over, but
work had to go on to clear the line and to investigate the accident. Such matters
fall to be considered in Chapter 6. However, all the while that the events
described in this Chapter were taking place, the Emergency Services were
attending to their duties in relation to the extrication and movement away from
the site of the dead, the injured, the distressed and the uninjured who had been
involved in the accident.

Chapter 5: The response of the emergency services
The first calls
5.1 The tremendous noise made by the crash and the sight of dust rising from
the cutting brought instant reaction from nearby members of the public.
Householders and passers by hurriedly dialled 999: others rushed towards the
scene to see if they could help. A passing AA driver used his radio to contact the
emergency services. It was therefore partly by reason of the heavily populated
and busy nature of the area surrounding the accident that members of the public
got through to the emergency services before BR. However there were
additional reasons for BR calls being later in time which had more to do with the
routes chosen by BR staff for the passing on of their information.
5.2 At Clapham Junction "A" signal box, once Signalman Cotter had been told
of the accident by Driver McClymont on the signal post telephone, the
signalman used his radio to contact Mr Noorani, the Station Manager, to inform
him what had happened. Mr Noorani then used that radio to contact the Station
Control Room to tell them to call out the emergency services. That led in turn to
a call to Waterloo Control and from there the emergency services were
contacted by BR at 08:15. That 08:15 call was the fifth in the chain from Driver
McClymont and five minutes had passed before the BR message got through.
5.3 In just the same way Signalman Spencer at the Wimbledon signal box, had
first to digest the information from Driver Alston of the Haslemere train and to
replace six controlled signals to danger before dealing with the request for the
attendance of the emergency services. There is a BR procedure for contacting a
BR emergency operator by dialling 19. Like Mr Cotter at Clapham Junction, Mr
Spencer elected not to use that BR procedure. He said that he knew from
experience that precise and detailed information would be required which he did
not consider he had and so he decided to use his direct line to Waterloo Control.
He did not have to dial but he had to wait for probably a minute before he was
answered and was able to advise them of the incident and ask them to summon
the emergency services.
5.4 It was by then probably three minutes or more after the accident had
happened. In relation to the Clapham Junction accident calls from members of
the public were almost bound to have got through to the emergency services
before any from BR and thus no delay in fact occurred. An accident in a rural,
rather than an urban, area would be likely to be a different matter, however, and
in that case avoidable delay could result from such over-complicated procedure.

Thefirst call to the Fire
Brigade

5.5 It was in this way that the London Fire and Civil Defence Authority
(hereafter called the London Fire Brigade or LFB) were alerted to the accident
at 08:13 by a call from a member of the public, but had received their first call
from British Rail Waterloo Control at 08:20.

?refirst call to the London
Ambulance Service

5.6 The London Ambulance Service (hereafter LAS) had its first call from a
member of the public at 08: 16. The emergency services have a duty to alert each
other once they have such a call. Six minutes later at 08:22 the LAS records
show a call from the London Fire Brigade to "make ambulances 8 - medical
team required". The LAS records do not tally with the records of the London

Fire Brigade which have the two requests made in two separate calls timed
08:19 and 08:20. Such disparities are inevitable and understandable when th
prime aim must be to get the emergency vehicles to the site. Attention
accurate paper work can naturally come lower in the list of priorities.
5.7 Some of the differences in timing that I heard in evidence were of littl
importance and need not be further examined. However, some of the tim.
intervals between the receipt of a message and the passing on of that messagz
have a greater importance, and call for further consideration. As an illustratior.
of a significant delay, even accepting the earlier LFB timing of 08:19 for their
first call to the LAS, that still leaves a gap of six minutes between the LFB's
receipt of the information that an accident had happened, and the passing on b~
them of that information to the LAS.
5.8 In a detailed examination of all the circumstances surrounding the
accident, it would be surprising if mistakes and failures of communication oi
one kind or another did not emerge, some of them with significant effects
Where such matters assume importance, in that there are clear lessons for the
future, then those mistakes must be considered later in this Chapter.

Thefirst call to the Police

5.9 The first notification to the police that an accident had happened came
from Mr Brill, the licensee of the Roundhouse Public House. He did not, in fact.
make a 999 call but telephoned direct to Battersea Police Station. The controller
there immediately put out the message on personal radio to local units and
passed the information on to Scotland Yard. It was thus that local units were
quickly present at the scene. They were in fact already on their way to the
accident when they heard the contents of the first 999 message received at Nev
Scotland Yard at 08: 12 being relayed from there by radio telephone.
5.10 That first message to come in on the 999 system was a call from Mis:
Lisbet Tolson who had been on a 77 bus when she heard the sound of the crash
and saw that there had been an accident. She immediately jumped off the bu:
and used the telephone box on the corner of Spencer Park to alert Scotland
Yard. A passing motorist, Mr Michael Matthews, had heard what he though
was an explosion and had seen what seemed to be smoke coming from the
railway embankment. Before abandoning his car and going down the embankment to assist passengers he telephoned 999 from his car-phone and was put
through to Scotland Yard at 08:13.
5.11 In the same minute, Scotland Yard was receiving a report of the train crash
from the London Fire Brigade and two minutes later at 08:15 there came a
similar report from British Transport Police in a radio call from Waterloo. This
was passing on a message from a supervisor at Clapham Junction which was
presumably the result of Mr Noorani's instructions to the Station Contro!
Room.
5.12 The pattern of emergency calls by members of the public to specific
emergency services whether fire, police or ambulance, preceding calls from BR
can readily be seen. So can the pattern of those individual emergency services
seeking to alert each other. The detail of what went right and what went wrong
must come later.
5.13 In the meantime, however, it is right to point out that all the evidence
called before me indicated that the rescue operation carried out by the
emergency services was done in an exemplary manner. It was effected with total
cooperation between those services. There was in the main speed and efficiency
in the organisation of the response. There was total skill and dedicated devotion
to duty at the trackside in difficult and dangerous circumstances. There was
sustained concentration directed towards the best interests of the members of
the public for whose assistance the emergency services exist.

5.14 The cooperation between the public and the emergency services was
illustrated by the evidence of one of the first to the scene, Mr George Cannon, a
schoolmaster at Emanuel School. He was in the Staff Room when he heard "a
tremendous bang". He ran out and down to the bridge. He jumped over the edge
of the parapet and worked his way back down the side of the embankment until
he was able to climb into the third carriage of the Poole train. This was the coach
with a large luggage cage; passengers in the coach had received serious injuries
and some were trapped in the wreckage. He was there for some time assisting
passengers. It seemed to him that "the rescue services" as he called them were
there within about three minutes. He said:
"I thought they were marvellous. They seemed to restore order, provide help.
The whole organisation seemed to be very smooth and efficient."
5.15 I turn now to examine the scene of the accident and the circumstances
which helped and those that hindered the rescue operation.

The scene
5.16 There were problems in getting access to the site. There were tall metal
railings, a steep wooded embankment followed by a 10 foot high concrete wall to
be negotiated before it was possible to get down to the track. The first three
carriages of the Poole train had suffered enormous damage. The first carriage
had totally collapsed. The second carriage, the buffet car, had been devastated
more particularly upon its left near-side. The close proximity of all three trains
on the track made for great difficulty. So did the position of the last coach of the
Basingstoke train which had been thrown by the impact above the concrete wall
and onto the embankment. It was lying on its left near-side at an extreme angle,
with its offside doors open to the sky. Figures 1 and 2 show the difficulties the
rescuers had to face.
5.17 It was such difficulties that the emergency services had to face in coming
to the aid of almost 1,500 passengers estimated to have been on the Poole and
Basingstoke trains. Many passengers were trapped both within and underneath
the wreckage. Great care had to be taken to ensure that moving one piece of
wreckage or releasing one casualty did not cause greater pain or danger to those
still trapped. The rescue workers in carrying out their task of extricating
passengers from the wreckage in the face of all those constraints were taking on
a task which was for them difficult, delicate and dangerous.
5.18 Rescue operations can sometimes be badly hampered by the weather, the
time of day, and vehicular access, but this at least was not the case for access in
the Clapham Junction accident. It was a bright, clear December morning with no
problems of visibility. The accident was in a highly populated urban area, where
the reporting to the emergency services could be expected to be almost
instantaneous. The accident happened about ten minutes after 08:00, a time
when ambulance crews had just arrived at their base stations and had not yet
been committed to their normal duties. Road access to the site was not difficult
and the green triangle of Spencer Park was readily available to accommodate the
establishment of the control units and equipment stores for all the services. The
Local Authority had a particularly efficient contingency plan in order to deal
with major emergencies.
The scene
5.19 The Court heard many tributes to the courage, dedication and professionalism of all the emergency services. Having heard the evidence and seen
videos of their work at the scene, I wish to endorse the deep sense of
appreciation which ran throughout the evidence of passengers on the trains for
the outstanding work of the men and women who did so much to ensure a safe,
swift and successful operation. They include, not only members of the
emergency services, but all those other people who provided support, direct or
indirect. I would especially mention the pupils and teachers of Emanuel School
who helped passengers from the scene in the first few moments of the incident.

'

The school quickly provided a casualty centre for the injured. There was 2
universal effort to help in this disaster from such people as the staff of the
Roundhouse public house, the Salvation Army, local businesses who offered the
use of their premises and their telephones and the many members of the public
who rushed to help in any way they could. A deep debt of gratitude is owed tc
them all.

5.20 I turn now to the roles of each of the emergency services and the loci
authority in turn and in no order of priority. Most of these services will be
familiar to the reader, but this chapter must include appropriate appreciation oi
the part played by a less familiar name, that of BASICS, the British Associatior
for Immediate Care. This is a group mainly consisting of General Practitione~
who have attended many tragic incidents and who provided invaluable medica:
care on site at the accident.

The role of the London Fire Brigade
5.21 The London Fire Brigade received its first call at 08:13 from a member of
the public informing them of a train crash, just prior to Clapham Junction a!
Spencer Park. The message was clear and precise. Within four minutes the first
fire appliance had arrived at the scene, followed almost immediately by the
second, carrying Temporary Station Officer Mills who took charge of the
incident. As he crossed the railway bridge before Spencer Park, he was able tc
look down on the accident and immediately sent a request that the number of
pumping appliances attending the scene should be increased to eight.
5.22 He then ordered his crews to use short extension ladders to get to the scene
and authorised the use of all first-aid kits. He sent further messages at 08:19 and
08:20 requesting the attendance of eight ambulances and a surgical unit. He
climbed down the embankment to assess the situation and directed fire brigade.
ambulance crews, and police as they arrived. He decided to allow those
passengers around him who could walk unaided to leave the train. He saw more
and more injured passengers and then became aware of the many fatalities. The
full extent of the incident was now clear and thus his message declaring a
"MAJOR INCIDENT" was sent at 08:27.
5.23 This message should have ensured that from that moment all emergent!
services and the designated and supporting hospitals put into immediate effect
their major incident plans. I shall consider later in this chapter how this message
and the earlier 08:20 message requesting a surgical unit were actioned. In each
case the totally accurate, vitally important, speedily despatched information
from a trained officer at the scene was subjected to unacceptable delays in the
communications system.
5.24 TSO Mills then went on to request further emergency rescue tenders.
These included the fire brigade's specialist cutting and lifting equipment. He
detailed a crew to remove a section of the railings to give better access. Steady
progress was being made in de-training the more mobile passengers trapped by
the wreckage. TSO Mills also assisted with stretcher handling before he made
contact with senior officers.
5.25 Station Officer Beauchamp, who had been ordered to the scene followinp
TSO Mills' first call requesting increased attendance, arrived at 08:28. He had
heard on his way the message declaring a major incident. Both officers were
convinced, rightly as it turned out, that the traction current had been switched
off and that there would be no danger to passengers.

5.26 SO Beauchamp sent a message at 08:32 requesting confirmation from BR
that this was in fact the case. Confirmation was given at 08:35 in a message in
which it was stated by BR, interestingly but erroneously that the current was
"turned off at approximately 08:20 hours". The current had not been turned off,
it had gone off by reason of and at the time of the accident at 08:lO. Normal
procedure where it was not known definitely that the traction current was off
would have been to establish "look-outs" to warn rescue workers of any
approaching train but this was not done. This procedure was put into effect at
the Purley accident until it was confirmed very much later that traction current
was off. This was the sole omission in the LFB handling of accident procedure
at the initial command of the incident. It is to TSO Mills's credit that he
achieved so much in his 10-minute period of command.
5.27 Senior officers arrived shortly after SO Beauchamp. Deputy Assistant
Chief Officer Ash arrived at 08:44 and Assistant Chief Officer McMillan at
08:47. DACO Ash ensured that all three emergency services set up their forward
control vehicles in close proximity on Spencer Park and that liaison was
established between them (see Frontispiece, Figures 1 and 2 and Appendix
K.4). On ACO McMillan's arrival, he was briefed by DACO Ash. ACO
McMillan assumed command of the whole incident leaving DACO Ash in
control of the trackside. Mr McMillan's role was to ensure that there were
enough human and material resources on site and to liaise with the other
emergency services and media. He kept in touch with the operation on site by
making regular visits to the trackside.
5.28 DACO Ash's role at the trackside was to establish a forward command
post at the foot of access "A" and to detail his officers to liaise with the medical
services to establish the number and location of casualties. Priorities for their
removal could then be determined. Two other access points, "B" and "C", were
opened up: Local Authority workers and heavy equipment assisted in this
operation. Officers were then instructed to set up an equipment pool at the top
of access "A"; to establish field telephones and radio communication links with
the forward control unit; and to maintain from the forward command post a list
of all personnel and equipment arriving on site.
5.29 The rescue operation continued with particular concentration on the
passengers trapped in the wreckage. Five passengers were trapped for a
substantial length of time and the full range of the fire brigade's cutting
equipment was used to free them. After nearly five hours a message was sent at
13:04 to confirm that the last live casualty had been removed from the scene.
The last body was removed from the wreckage at 15:40.

The role of the London Ambulance Service
5.30 The LAS role in such an emergency is to ensure that there is sufficient
manpower and equipment to care for and evacuate injured and trapped
passengers. They have also to ensure that casualties can be speedily conveyed to
hospital for treatment. It is their task too to alert the designated and supporting
hospitals who will care for the injured in accordance with the Major Incident
Procedure of the London Emergency Services Liaison Panel.
5.31 LAS staff are trained in advanced first-aid and some members (approximately 30%) have received extended training in intubation and infusion. Once
they have completed that extended training, they become what is known as
"Millar Trained" and must wear an appropriate badge so that their special skills
are readily identifiable in emergencies. Not all staff who had that training were
wearing the appropriate badges at the site, and this was unfortunate.
5.32 The scale of the accident meant that extra equipment had to be called for
at an early stage. That equipment included extra stretchers, blankets, oxygen,
Entonox (an analgesic gas for pain killing purposes), and Haemaccel (a fluid
given to stabilise patients where necessary).
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5.33 The first ambulance arrived on the scene at 08:21 five minutes after th
first emergency call to LAS. The second ambulance arrived at 08:26 and b
08:36 twelve ambulances had been despatched to the scene.
5.34 Mr Chambers, Assistant Chief Ambulance Officer with the Londo
Ambulance Service, arrived at the scene at 08:32 and assumed the role c
Ambulance Incident Officer. Mr Chambers was briefed by his junior office^
Their first estimate of casualties ran into hundreds and Mr Chambers' firs
action was to declare a "Major Incident". This message was timed at 08:3C
some 9 minutes after TSO Mills of the London Fire Brigade had sent a message
"This is a Major Incident , Implement Major Incident Procedure". It follouthat Mr Chambers cannot have been informed that the "Major Incident
procedure had already been set in motion.
5.35 There is thus already a nine-minute gap between 08:27 and 08:36 when n
action was taken under the Major Incident Procedure to alert designated an
supporting hospitals, to prepare for the receipt of casualties nor to send for
medical team. This action is the responsibility of Central Ambulance Control.
goes without saying that it is vital that such steps are taken with the utmoy
speed. We shall see that there were, in fact, further delays.
5.36 Meanwhile, Mr Chambers established contact with the other emergenc.
services and with the cooperation of the police ensured that ambulance servic
vehicles could have ready access to and exit from the scene. With the number c
casualties now becoming apparent, Mr Chambers summoned additional equi
ment and established three equipment pools at the top of each access point
the site. This was to allow ambulances to be re-equipped as they left for t
hospitals.
5.37 Mr Chambers requested further manpower from LAS training centres s
that trainees could help with stretcher bearing, which posed a particul
problem. The Court heard of some injured Poole passengers being passe
through the Basingstoke train and being carried up the rather steep embank
ment. Photographs, such as that on the cover and Figures 1 and 2 illustrate th
difficulties. The Training Centre was also able to supply instructors wit'
extended training, providing essential help to the mobile medical teams on th
track-side.
5.38 The forward control vehicle arrived at 08:33, only one minute after M
Chambers, and was therefore available as a centre from which he coul
command the ambulance operation. In total 67 vehicles were committed to th
scene during the incident. Such extensive cover was possible because ambulanc
crews had only just come on duty at 08:OO a.m. and few, if any, had left the!
station to carry out their normal duties. Equally 6 ambulances, 1 control un:
and 3 Training School vehicles were provided to assist by the neighbourin
Surrey Ambulance Service.

The role of the Metropolitan Police
5.39 The first call to any emergency service about the train accident was, as w
have seen, made at 08:lO to Battersea police station and was not a 999 call. Th!
call was immediately relayed to local units who started to arrive at the scene a
08:17. Under Inspector David George, initial traffic diversions were establishe
to allow the fire engines and ambulances immediate access to the rendezvou
point at Spencer Park. The first officers on the scene helped to rescu
passengers from the wreckage and escorted walking wounded and the uninjure
to Emanuel School. As more fire brigade and ambulance crews arrived the polic
were involved in stretcher bearing and cordon control.

5.40 The first call to Scotland Yard through the 999 system at 08:12 was
immediately passed on through Scotland Yard's Control Centre. Metropolitan
Police Officers' duties were then directed to:

- traffic control
- supervision of the casualty centre at Emanuel School
- supervision of the casualty collection point at Spencer Park
- establishing hospital liaison teams of officers to record details of casualties
arriving at the hospitals

- setting up and control of the temporary mortuary
- establishing the

casualty bureau.

5.41 The police were therefore responsible for ensuring that a proper record
was maintained of all those injured and those who died in the accident. The first
priority in the rescue operation was, of course, to rescue the trapped and injured.
At the casualty centres at Spencer Park, Emanuel School and the Roundhouse
public house, the walking wounded were cared for and their names and
addresses taken. Police officers at the hospitals took details of those arriving and
the severity of their injuries. A temporary mortuary was established at an early
stage and details and descriptions of the deceased recorded.
5.42 All this information was being passed to the casualty bureau at New
Scotland Yard which had opened shortly after 09:30. The decision had been
taken at 08:29 to open the casualty bureau; within the hour police officers were
drafted in to be briefed on the incident and on their work in manning the
bureau's 20 telephone lines.
I
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Tee Metropolitan Police
Casualty Bureau

5.43 The casualty bureau's function is to match the information from the scene
and the information received from telephone enquiries: the purpose is to collate
that information to establish as quickly as possible a list of those injured and
those who have died so that friends and relatives can be informed with the
minimum delay.
5.44 In the early stages of an incident details of time, place and the trains
involved may be sketchy. The number of people anxious for news will be high.
The casualty bureau, by careful questioning, can reassure many people that their
relative or friend could not have been involved.
5.45 For others, in the initial stages, all that can be done is for the operator to
take details and a description. Only when information comes back from the
scene and from the hospitals and is matched up with a particular inquiry can the
police inform the caller whether their friend or relative has been involved and, if
so, to what extent. The police have to strike a balance between delay in
informing callers and ensuring that the information is accurate. It is a very
delicate balance. In the Clapham Junction accident there were four people on
one train with the same name, two in one carriage: three survived and one did
not. There were two passengers with the same first and surname: both survived.
5.46 If the person involved has suffered only very slight injuries, information is
passed to the caller by telephone. However, if the news is worse, the casualty
bureau contact the local police station and an officer will visit the relative or
friend identifying the hospital they will be able to visit. In the saddest
eventuality, they will seek their agreement to identify the deceased.

5.47 It goes without saying that identification is a very distressing task. Th
police at Lavender Hill Police Station made every effort to attempt to re lie^
that distress. Most of the bereaved were asked only to identify jewellery c
clothing. Very many of the statements of the bereaved record grateful tributes t
the police for their sensitive and tactful approach at such a distressing time.
can only repeat and underline those tributes here.
5.48 Since the operators in the casualty bureau have to assess the likelihood c
any particular individual being on the trains involved in the collision, the
process takes time. Each call takes 4%to 5 minutes on average to complete. Th
casualty bureau received about 8,000 calls in its first 30 hours of operatior
including those from members of the public hospitals and other agencies. Ther
was no queuing system and a caller who got an engaged signal would have had t
redial and take his chance. That too, is a matter which needs looking at and wi'
be dealt with in my recommendations.
5.49 The police are considering the introduction of a queuing facility. I kno~
that under the auspices of the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), th
Bedfordshire Constabulary are also conducting a trial operation, known a
Corntest, to double the number of lines available and to test whether the 4
operators need necessarily be in the one place.
5.50 The Court heard evidence of a number of passengers' relatives havin
difficulty in contacting the emergency services number which was constantl
engaged. Just before the casualty bureau was opened at 09:30 the media obtaine
the telephone number being used by the police at Emanuel School. This numbe
was published as the number to contact for casualty enquiries. As a result th
telephone system at the school was overwhelmed, the number was constantl
engaged and when callers did get through, they were frustrated to find that n
information was available. It took about two hours to correct this error. Thl
must have been the origin of many of those complaints and it clearly hampere
police efforts at the scene.
The Metropolitan Police
Helicopter

5.51 The Metropolitan Police Force offered the use of its helicopter to BASIC
to convey their doctors to the scene. This proved to be invaluable in ensurin
that more medical teams arrived promptly at the site. At 08:43 the polic
helicopter made an initial reconnaissance of the scene. From there it went to
rendezvous point with the BASICS doctors on the M I 1 in Essex and took off 2
09:08 depositing them at Wandsworth Common at 09:14. Those BASIC
doctors were therefore on the scene at exactly the same minute that the Medic;
Incident Officer, Mr Calvert, arrived. They had come from their practices i
Essex. He had come from the designated hospital two miles away. The fault we
not his, but that of the communications systems.
5.52 By 09:40 the helicopter had made another round trip to bring in a secon
team of BASICS doctors.

The role of the British Transport Police
5.53 Three British Transport police officers, Assistant Chief Constable Bucklc
Inspector Foster and Inspector Innes, were travelling in the fourth carriage c
the Basingstoke train when the collision occurred. None of them was hurt. Som
of Inspector Foster's evidence to the Investigation has already been summarise
in Chapter 4.
5.54 It was agreed with the Metropolitan Police that BTP's role was one c
command and coordination. ACC McGregor assumed the role of coordinator c
the incident on his arrival at 09:45. (He had been on a train out of Paddingto
and had had to get to the site from Reading). BTP was to be responsible for th
police investigation into the cause of the accident, for preparing reports for tt
Coroner and the Railway Inspectorate and, as it turned out, for this Investiga
tion.

5.55 I visited the British Transport Police incident room on 9 January 1989 and
saw the detailed and difficult work which was necessary in order to seek to
identify where passengers had been sitting or standing at the time of the
accident. I am deeply grateful to Superintendent Stoppani, to Detective Chief
Inspector Taylor and to the rest of their team in the Incident Room for that
work and for all their help to the Court in this Investigation.

The role of BASICS
5.56 The British Association for Immediate Care is a medical charitable
association which provides skilled medical assistance at the site of an incident
and during transport to hospital. These doctors are skilled in a wide range of
resuscitation techniques and work alongside the statutory emergency services in
planning and rehearsing disaster procedures. BASICS was set up over ten years
ago and initially received a pump-priming grant from Government to allow the
organisation to get off the ground. The grant has now expired and BASICS is
funded principally by charitable donation.
5.57 Greater London is served by the North East Metropolitan Accident Unit
with eight medical members, mostly GPs with up to 25 years experience each in
major incidents including many in London. These include the Moorgate tube
crash, the King's Cross fire, terrorist and dangerous chemical incidents, and
events at Heathrow and Stansted, such as hi-jackings and crashes. They take
part in regular simulated exercises.
5.58 The doctors are in radio contact with ambulance headquarters in London,
Hertfordshire and Essex, and can be mobilised by any of the statutory
emergency services at any time. They carry a full range of equipment in their
cars, including protective clothing and identity cards. Protective clothing
includes crash helmets with visors, a variety of gloves including protective
medical gloves, day-glo dungarees, jackets labelled "doctor", and boots. A
tabard labelled "medical incident officer" is carried and was lent to Mr Calvert
of St.Georges who took that position at the scene for the first few hours of the
incident. After this time he felt, rightly, that he could be better employed back at
St.George's and his role was assumed by Dr Winch of BASICS.
5.59 BASICS' doctors carry in their cars radio equipment which can be
switched to the emergency reserve channel. They also carry a supply of triage
labels, which allow the classification of casualties by categorising priority of
treatment needed. The administration of drugs, and the patient's condition at
particular times can also be recorded on these labels.
5.60 Dr Judith Fisher, Chairman of BASICS, stated in her evidence to the
Court: "The cardinal rule of emergency care is to look after the air-way,
breathing and the circulation". BASICS therefore carry a range of rescue
equipment, including a selection of air-ways, aspiration equipment, equipment
to suck out the airway if it is blocked, infusion fluids, splints, drugs, pain relief,
and heart equipment, such as a defibrillator monitor.
5.61 BASICS rely on the rapid response of the London Ambulance Service to
supply further needs during an incident. BASICS doctors attended the five
passengers who were trapped for a long time, the longest extrication taking five
hours. All five survived after their release. Dr Fisher paid tribute to those
passengers, which I would like to repeat here:

"Part ofyour duty in a way is to try to encourage the patients. But they were
absolutely superb. The good humour showed by these victims was a lesson to
U S all. "

5.62 Dr Fisher's own role was to take charge of the temporary mortua?
Attending to the living must take priority in incidents such as these, but it :
extremely important that the deaths of casualties are confirmed as soon as I
feasible. Thus, the casualty bureau can inform relatives with a minimum c
delay and the dreadful uncertainty can be resolved.
5.63 It is encouraging to note that BASICS doctors undergo specialist trainin
and that the BASICS organisation offers many courses to both hospital doctor
and general practitioners.

The role of the London Borough of Wandsworth
5.64 The local authority, the London Borough of Wandsworth, had developed
formal borough-wide emergency plan. It was developed following upon th
Manor Fields gas explosion in 1985 in which the council became heavil
involved in rescue and other ancillary works. The council received its fir!
notification of the accident at 08:25. Two management staff were on site withi
ten minutes and designated the incident as Category I, the gravest categor
That designation triggered off an automatic call-out of staff and the executio
of the overall plan. On arrival further Council staff began to assist the walkin
wounded passengers and acted as stretcher bearers.
5.65 By 09:15, ninety-eight Council employees were on site with an incider
control vehicle and an enviable assortment of vehicles and equipment. Since th
metal railings and steep slope of the embankment were a major hindrance to th
rescue operation, the railings were cut away using oxyacetylene equipmer
(some had already been cut by the LFB). Trees and shrubbery were cut awa
with chain saws, steps were manually dug into the embankment and chestnt
fencing laid over the steps to give greater purchase. By 09:30 many more sta!
were on site, giving general assistance by taking medical supplies to doctor:
tending the injured and continuing to act as stretcher-bearers, removing bot
the injured and dead from the wreckage. Other staff were implementing traffi
control measures by providing cones, signs and bulk timber barriers whic
closed the South Circular Road. They were also involved in arrangin
subsequent diversions. Social Services staff attended to assist survivors w h e ~
possible both at the site and at St.GeorgeYsHospital.
5.66 In all, 134 council employees were engaged either directly on site or in
support capacity. By mid-day all save eleven had departed from the site, man
of them going to give blood at St.George's Hospital. A mobile incident unit ha
been set up on site which was in contact by radio and portable telephone wit
the control centre at the Town Hall.
5.67 The Salvation Army quickly set up a mobile canteen and the council kel
the canteen replenished throughout the day with food and drink.
5.68 During the afternoon, council electricians provided lighting units at t h
mobile incident unit and flood-lighting to illuminate the crash scene as well a
electricity supply to the mobile police unit.
5.69 At later debriefings the emergency services were of the view that the loci
authority was unique in providing such a wide range of assistance. Their office1
are to be commended for the speed and scale of the assistance they gave to th
emergency services. It would be prudent planning if other local authoritit
which do not yet have such a plan were to act now to devise an emergency pla
on similar lines to that of the London Borough of Wandsworth.

Alerting the hospitals and the failures in communication
5.70 The Major Incident Procedure of the London Emergency Services Liaison
Panel places upon the ambulance service the task of warning those hospitals
which may later be involved that there is the possibility of a major incident.
When the Central Ambulance Control judge from the initial information which
they have received that this is the situation, they must warn the potential
designated and supporting hospitals through the hospital switchboards with the
specific words "MAJOR ACCIDENT - YELLOW ALERT". (This is intended
to be a warning order which should bring the hospital up to its maximum state
of readiness. That message had been telephoned through to the designated
hospital, St.George's, Tooting, at 08:23. We shall see what, if any, effect it had).
5.71 Thereafter, once a major incident has actually been declared by one of the
emergency services, the procedure requires the Central Ambulance Control to
notify the nearest listed hospital that it is the designated hospital. Ambulance
Control must also notify the next listed hospitals that they are the supporting
hospitals.
5.72 It follows that, when TSO Mills declared a major incident at 08:27 to the
London Fire Brigade at Croydon Control, the procedure called for the fire
brigade to contact the ambulance service, whose duty it was to notify the
hospitals that they were designated or supporting hospitals. That should have
been effected within a minute or so of TSO Mills' call at 08:27 and should have
led, amongst other things, to the immediate despatch of a medical officer to the
site.
5.73 Unfortunately, when the LFB Croydon Control attempted to contact the
ambulance service, its call was caught in the queuing system for eight minutes.
It was not until 08:35 that the message got through and by now it was only one
minute ahead of Mr Chambers own LAS declaration of a major incident at
08:36.
5.74 By 08:36 Ambulance Control had received two messages declaring a major
incident, but nine minutes had already been lost. Sadly a further twelve minutes
were to be added to this delay in that it was not until 08:48 that St.George's
Hospital, Tooting, was notified that it was the designated hospital. It was now
twenty-one minutes after the major incident had in fact been declared, and such
a delay cannot be acceptable.
5.75 What appears to have happened in those twelve minutes at ambulance
control is that the dockets in relation to Mr Chambers' and Mr Mills' calls
became submerged amongst the other dockets which bore other messages
requiring action, so that it was not until 08:47 that Miss Healy at Ambulance
Control was asked to, and immediately did, declare a major incident to
St.George's, the call being received by the hospital one minute later.
5.76 There were communications problems and delays earlier in relation to Mr
Mills' 08:20 call to the LFB Croydon Control requesting the attendance of a
surgical unit. Fire Brigade Control passed the message on to Ambulance Control
at 08:22. There the message got from the person who received it to Miss Healy
within two minutes. She was asked at 08:24 to request a medical team from
St.George's Hospital. She tried to make contact with the hospital switchboard,
but after holding on for approximately one minute without an answer she
decided to dial casualty direct. This telephone was answered straight away and
Miss Healy explained that following the Yellow Alert (sent to St.George's at
08:23) she was now seeking a medical team. The speaker at the casualty end was
not aware that a Yellow Alert had been called and explained that a new
switchboard operator had not completely understood the message. Miss Healy
confirmed the Yellow Alert and again asked for a medical team at which the
speaker indicated doubt and went away to check.

5.77 Miss Healy held on until she saw from her timer that she had beer
connected to St.George's for about four or five minutes. She kept the line oper
but contacted St.Stephens' Hospital, Fulham, on a different line to request 2
medical team from them. She had no difficulty contacting St.Stephens' whc
agreed straight away that they would provide a team. The time was now 08:35
She then returned to her call to St.George's: the line was still open. They agreec
to send a medical team. At 08:42 a Surrey Ambulance Service vehicle wa!
diverted to collect the medical team from St.George's.
5.78 The St.Stephens' medical team went mobile at 08:52 and were in fact tht
first medical team to arrive on site at 08:58. There was therefore a gap of some
fifteen minutes between TSO Mills' first request for a surgical team at 08:20
ten minutes after the accident, and the call to St.StephensYat 08:35 when the!
agreed to send a team. Not only that but it took from 08:24 until sometime aftel
08:35 for St.George's Hospital to confirm to the ambulance service that the!
would send a medical team. That team left St.George's at 08:56 and arrived or
site at 09:OS. The first two medical teams arrived therefore 38 minutes and 4€
minutes respectively after the request for them had been made, nearly 15
minutes of which period was pure communications delay.
5.79 It must be said that had TSO Mills' message got through to the hospitals a!
quickly as it should, those medical teams would have been alerted about 15
minutes earlier and would have been on the site that much sooner. Whilst those
people already at the site of course included doctors and nurses who had been or
the trains and ambulance men who had recently arrived, the hospital medica
teams would have consisted of the first doctors at the site able to alleviate
suffering by the use of drugs. It goes without saying that the earlier suck
suffering can be attended to the better: no unnecessary delay can be tolerated
The failures of communication that led to the slowing down of the alert are to be
regretted; they are a matter which must be dealt with in my recommendations.
5.80 A further failure of communications was, of course, that the Yellow Alen
message that had been sent to St.GeorgeYsat 08:23 was not understood by the
new switchboard operator there and thus the hospital was not alerted by the cal!
and the whole point of the Yellow Alert procedure was negated in relation tc
St.George's. The Yellow Alert calls to the supporting hospitals, St. Stephens
and St.Thomas's, were made at 08:33 and were effective.
5.81 It has also to be pointed out here that these problems in relation to the
Clapham Junction accident have been shown not to have been isolated ones. The
evidence given to the Railway Inspectorate Inquiry into the Purley Accideni
showed that after the accident happened at 13:44, the LFB initiated the Majo~
Incident Procedure at 14:07 and a message to that effect was passed to it!
Croydon Control. Human error meant that this message was simply not passed
on to the LAS who initiated its own Major Incident Procedure at 14:20. In the
Purley case therefore, thirteen vital minutes were lost before the LAS were able
to alert the designated and supporting hospitals to their roles. Once these
hospitals got that message their response was instant and effective. It could have
been instant and effective thirteen minutes earlier.
5.82 Better systems, better organisation, better training and better equipment.
may prevent a repetition of such failures of communication and I will deal wit1
these matters in my recommendations.
Communications between the site and St. George's
5.83 For the first few hours of the incident, Mr Calvert, an Orthopaedic
Surgeon from St.George's Hospital, was the Medical Incident Officer on site.
He arrived on site at 09:14 and contacted the S e ~ i o rPolice Officer anc
Ambulance Officers and went down to the track to survey the scene. Mr Calven
surveyed the scene of the crash to locate the positions of trapped casualties and
direct medical teams to them. There were five casualties trapped in the firs1
three Poole carriages.

5.84 In his view the major deficiency was that he did not have direct two-way
communication with St.George's which he regarded as essential. His communication was therefore very difficult because the obvious place to go was to
the Ambulance Control Centre or the Police Control Centre and the various
lines were extremely busy. He said that it was actually impossible to get through
and that matters were being conducted by messages and "people going
backwards and forwards", which was less than satisfactory.
5.85 Mr Calvert did not think that these problems altered the outcome for
anybody, but it would have been very advantageous for the base hospital to
know precisely what was going on at site and it would have been advantageous
for him to know the numbers and severity of the casualties arriving in the
hospital. St. George's was large enough not to have been saturated and to be able
to cope with the substantial numbers of patients, but in other circumstances
things might have been different.
5.86 Communications were equally important in relation to getting blood or
drugs quickly from a base hospital. He thought that they were: "Very adequately
staffed in terms of medical personnel on site", and that the "rapid evacuation
was done superbly by the emergency services". It was the trapped casualties
who required first and foremost that their airways be maintained; they also
required intravenous infusions of resuscitating blood or other fluids, and
appropriate drugs for pain relief.
5.87 The absence of a radio link in this case between the St. George's hospital
and the Medical Incident Officer was the consequence of the very recent
opening of the accident and emergency department at that hospital. The fixed
aerial at the old site had not been moved to the new premises. Such links are
clearly essential as is the provision of a hand-held radio for the Medical Incident
Officer to give him mobile communication. It is desirable that those who are
likely to act in that capacity should have had training in the use of such radios
and I was pleased that the LAS in their evidence to the Court were able to offer
such training. It would also assist those at such hospitals who are likely to be
called upon to act as Medical Incident Officers, were to be given some form of
training in their potential duties.
5.88 Mr Calvert also pointed out that it was almost impossible for him to tell at
any one moment the number and nature of the medical staff on site. At one stage
he was aware that there were more medical personnel on site than was required
and despatched some staff back to their hospitals where they could be used more
effectively.

Liaison between the emergency services
5.89 All emergency services agreed that the operation at Clapham Junction had
gone well. Early command at the trackside had been established by the LFB and
that role had not been challenged. It is often the case that the LFB needs to take
control at the site because they are best placed to evacuate passengers. They
assess the danger of the situation and can best decide if, at any point, the
situation is so dangerous that everyone including rescuers should leave the site.
Such an evacuation was not necessary during the Clapham Junction accident.
5.90 Regular meetings were held between the emergency services and BR to
ensure coordination. These were held at 10:20, 12:00, 14:OO and 16:OO hours.
The 10:20 meeting set out the ground rules and agreed the respective roles of
each service. The conclusions of the 10:20 meeting on command and control
issues were that:

-

the senior London Fire Brigade Officer would remain in control of
the rescue operation on the track;

-

the cause of the accident would be identified by British Transport Police;

-

the Metropolitan Police would be responsible for identification of tht
deceased;

-

the Metropolitan Police were to have initial control of property found a:
the scene, such property to be handed over to BTP at a later stage;

-

a coordinated approach was to be taken towards the media ensuring
regular flow of accurate information.
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5.91 The London Fire Brigade in assuming command of the incident took or
responsibility for the well-being of all rescue workers at the trackside.
Conditions were cramped and difficult. LFB expressed concern that a number
of rescue workers were on site without even the minimal protective clothing of
hard hats and gloves. While these might have been issued, rescue w o r k e ~
neglected their own personal protection. I welcome the LFB's decision tc
purchase a further 100 bump helmets to distribute from a central pool on suck
occasions, but this should not be seen' as a substitute for each service providing
for its own personnel.
5.92 The LFB also drew aLtention to the possible confusion arising from the
various coloured tabards used at the incident and the fact that some rescue
workers could not be identified from their clothing. Local authority workel-.
wore green tabards; BR staff orange tabards; the fire brigade yellow day-glc
surcoats; the ambulance service green. The police were in normal uniform or
wearing yellow jackets with "POLICE" printed on them. The medical team:
were either wearing different colours or no tabards at all. BASICS doctors.
however, wore clearly identifiable protective clothing.
5.93 The Investigation heard of the regular exercises that take place involvinf
all the emergency services and the use of table-top exercises as an addition.
These obviously have an important role in emergency planning. In view of the
comments I have already made future exercises should specifically test
communications and in particular the call-out procedures between the services.
5.94 The LFCDA made representations to the effect that consideration should
be given to amending the Fire Services Act 1947 so as to recognise command
and control duties and responsibilities of the Senior Fire Officer at any incident
to which the fire brigade dedicates equipment and personnel.
5.95 The overall command of the Clapham Junction incident at trackside wa:
not disputed by the other services. However, the general principle of a statutop
command and control role for a fire brigade at any incident where it commit:
personnel and equipment is not agreed by all the other services. Discussion
would need to continue at national level to ensure that all relevant types ol
incident are considered.
5.96 Looking at the Clapham Junction accident alone, I cannot make 2
recommendation to create an extended statutory role for the fire brigade!
throughout the country on the basis of that rescue operation.

The media
5.97 Chief Superintendent David Ray was in charge of Battersea Police Statior
on the day of the accident and attended at the scene. He was also responsible foi
the conspicuously considerate and well-planned operation organised a1
Lavender Hill Police Station to assist the relatives of the bereaved through the
distressing procedure of identifying the victims on the day after the accident. Hf
gave evidence that outside Lavender Hill Police Station:

". . . .people having come a t a rather distressing time o n the d a y following th
accident, found themselves besieged by the press outside."

He also told the Court that many relatives of the deceased expressed severe
displeasure and concern about a small minority of press representatives,
particularly around their homes. He said:

'2 number of instances were given of irresponsible and quite outrageous
behaviour by a few reporters which caused considerable distress by harassing
relatives and theirfamilies."
There were occasions when police were called to protect relatives from
harassing attention by some reporters and police also had to assist in this way
outside Lavender Hill Police Station.

5.98 It is distressing to have to observe that it should be axiomatic in a civilised
society that people under the strain of recent and tragic bereavements are
deserving of the maximum consideration. This they got from the dedicated
consideration of the police, the Social Services and the Salvation Army, who
were all on hand at the Police Station to help, comfort and counsel. This
maximum consideration they significantly did not get from a small minority of
the press whose lack of common humanity and decency at such a time was and is
deplorable.
5.99 It is fair to state that Chief Superintendent Ray was at pains to point out
that these were the actions of only a small minority and that "the media
themselves generally were cooperative and acted very responsibly at the scene
of the accident". As in so many situations, however, it is the actions of the small
minority that do most harm.

5.10 It is not within the ambit of this Investigation to make any recommendations in relation to such conduct. It is necessary, however, that it be
publicly recorded and publicly condemned: this I do now, and express the hope
that such conduct be not repeated and that those who have it in their power to
prevent these practices should act firmly to prevent them.

Chapter 6: British Rail - The immediate response and
investigation
6.1 The immediate response of members of BR staff most closely connected
with the accident has already been dealt with in Chapter 4 up to the level of the
Station Manager at Clapham Junction, Mr Noorani. This Chapter concerns
itself with the response of other BR staff at higher levels than Mr Noorani and
in particular of the Signal & Telecommunications Department (S&T).
6.2 It is necessary and proper to point out straightaway that those British Rail
officials who attended at the scene at Clapham Junction and were responsible
for such duties as evacuating passengers from trains stranded as a result of the
loss of current, for the restoration of services to other lines and for the clearing
of the wreckage and the restoring of normal services, carried out those duties in
an efficient and totally effective manner.
6.3 Soon after the accident a number of senior staff were in attendance at the
site, including Mr Aynsley, the Relief Manager at Waterloo, Mr Turner the
Area Train Crew Manager, Mr Futter, the Area Manager at Waterloo, Mr
Pettitt, the General Manager, Southern Region, Mr Maurice Holmes, Director
Safety, and Sir Robert Reid, Chairman of the BR Board.

The immediate procedures
6.4 BR put in evidence a document containing a number of procedures to be
followed in the case of an accident. It was the Southern Region booklet
"Accident Procedure" which was published in November 1984 and is some
twenty pages long. It is expressly stated that it is not intended to take the place
of the contingency plans of each Area Manager for his own area, but is:
"rather to promote a common basis on which Departmental Officers may
plan, so that in the event of serious mishaps and other incidents which can
seriously dislocate traffic, the necessary arrangements can be made swiftly
and effectively."
It is directed principally at the Area Manager or his qualified deputy and lays
down specific duties to be discharged on arrival at the site of an accident, both
for that person and for Operations Control. The Area Manager or other
designated representative is to be in overall charge of the operation and to be
designated "mishap controller".
6.5 At para. 4.5. the booklet requires that:
"A senior member of the Regional Signalling and Safety Section should
attend to gather information which may be required for subsequent
inquiries into the cause of the accident."
6.6 The cover of the booklet bears the message from the General
Manager that:
"This booklet must always be readily available. It is intended to be a
convenient reminder to Operations and M&EE Department" (Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering Department) "staff who are required to deal
with major accidents. . ."

With one notable exception in relation to the preservation of evidence, it
performs that function very well. It acts in the main as an aide memoire to the
many duties which British Rail employees have to perform when an accident
such as the Clapham Junction accident occurs.
6.7 The first priority is, of course, the calling out of the emergency services
and the booklet stresses the importance of their being given the exact location of
the accident. Another high priority is the switching off of the traction current to
protect passengers who may be dismounting from the trains and rescue workers
who may be coming to their assistance and also to prevent other trains running
into the wreckage.
6.8 In addition to the reference to traction current and its switching off,
already mentioned in Chapter 4 there is an earlier reference at para. 2.2. which
reads:
"Staff should be made aware that:(c) In electrified areas the traction current must be switched off as quickly
as possible to minimise the risk of fire or other injury."
6.9 It is a cause for concern that as we saw in Chapter 4 there was a lengthy
period when there was uncertainty as to whether or not the traction current was
still on. That uncertainty unhappily was repeated at the Purley accident.
The booklet rightly stresses at paragraph 1.2 that:
"The speed with which emergency services are brought to the site and the
effectiveness and success of the operations mounted, depends very largely
upon reliable information being passed forward correctly and without
delay to everyone concerned, both staff and public."
6.11 As we have seen in the previous Chapter the emergency services were
alerted speedily and effectively in the case of the Clapham Junction accident by
members of the public. No avoidable delays took place in the arrival at the scene
of the fire brigade, the police and the ambulance service. BR staff, though they
took a little longer, were soon in touch with the emergency services.
6.12 It is necessary, however, to point out that this sadly could not be said of
the Purley accident where staff of BR Southern Region should have been
adopting the same accident procedure as is laid down in the Southern Region's
booklet.
6.13 In the Purley accident, a railway driver who was a passenger on one of the
trains, used a signal-post telephone to call the signal box, which happened to be
at Three Bridges in Sussex and told the signalman what had happened and to
block all lines. The signalman telephoned an operator at Waterloo to ask for the
emergency services to be called. He did not say where the services were wanted,
and the telephonist assumed that the assistance was needed at Three Bridges.
She therefore contacted the Sussex Police at Brighton who, when Purley was
mentioned, pointed out the error. The telephonist then dialled Scotland Yard
and was caught in the queuing system so that her call took a long time before it
was answered.

The investigation at Clapham Junction that morning
6.14 At about 08:10, Mr Ian Harman, Signal Maintenance Engineer at
Wimbledon, was talking on the telephone to his assistant at Feltham, Mr Eggar,
when Mr Eggar commented that the alarm had just gone off on the operating
floor and he would find out what had happened. Mr Eggar rang back shortly and
reported that the cause of the power failure appeared to be a collision in the
Clapham cutting. Mr Harman confirmed with the Duty Line Manager at
Waterloo Operations Control that there had been such a collision and was told
that all four lines were blocked. As a result he decided to go to the scene with his
Maintenance Assistant, Mr Robert Bradley, and his WARS Liaison Supervisor,
Mr David White.

6.15 He thought it was about 08:40 that he arrived by car with his party. They
went first to signal WF47 and he spoke to Signalman Cotter on the signal post
telephone to find out about the circumstances of the accident. After conferring
with his colleagues, his party then went to signal WF138, which was showing a
single yellow aspect. There he spoke to Driver Pike who told him: "it came
round the corner and I nearly ran into this lot". It was obvious that something
was very sadly awry and as a result he spoke by radio telephone to Mr Roger
Penny, the Area S&T engineer at Wimbledon, who said he would come to the
scene.
6.16 Mr Harman then went to the location case a few yards away which
controls the relays to WF138. He saw through the clear perspex case of relay
HR, that it was in the energised position. If a train occupies the track sections
controlling WF138, HR should, of course, be de-energised. By now not one but
three trains were occupying these tracks and thus there was clearly a fault
present. A voltmeter reading was taken at the contacts controlling the coil of
relay HR which registered 43.5 volts, a little below the rating of the relay. He
hand-traced all the wiring in that apparatus case and found that everything was
correctly wired according to the wiring diagrams in the location case. In that
location case there was a transformer rectifier which converted to 50 volts DC
the 110 volts AC which emanates from the electrical supply at Clapham
Junction "A" signal box. He then moved to a location case 20 yards to the
London side of WFl38, known as location 3/4, and found that the wiring there
was also in accordance with its diagrams.
6.17 Having adjusted the circuit to place WF138 at red, Mr Harman and his
party followed the line-side multi-core cables all the way back to Clapham
Junction "A" signal box, stopping at each location case to check the voltage and
that the cables were correctly connected. They arrived back at Clapham
Junction "A" signal box at about 10:30 a.m. and at 10:51 they withdrew a fuse,
which controlled the supply of electricity to that circuit. When they did that the
electricity supply to WF138 was lost and they accordingly concluded that the
fault was within the relay room and not external to it.
6.18 By now they had been joined by Mr John Deane the Area Signalling
Engineer (Works), Mr Geoffrey Bailey, the Signal Works Engineer, and Mr
Peter Christie, a supervisor. They took out the wiring diagrams kept in the relay
room and started to trace out the circuit. Mr Harman examined the position of a
relay TRR DL. By looking through its glass he could see that it was
de-energised, which meant that as far as the signal box was concerned the
presence of Driver McClymont's Basingstoke train was recorded in the
signalling equipment. It followed that if the circuit was working in accordance
with the wiring diagrams, the aspect shown at WF138 should have been red, not
one yellow.
6.19 It was at this stage that they found that although the wiring diagram
indicated that only one wire should be connected at the fuse end, there were in
fact two. Meanwhile, at the other end from the fuse, namely at the relay TRR
DM, Supervisor Mr Alfred Court found an extraneous uninsulated wire.
Members of the team at the fuse end were using a voltmeter to check the voltage
going out to signal WF138. Every time Mr Court pushed the extraneous wire
away from the contact on the relay TRR DM, the voltage going out to signal
WF138 was lost. Mr Harman recalled that the wire seemed to go back onto the
contact of its own volition when moved away from its position.
6.20 The fault which was causing signal WF138 not to show a red aspect when
it should have done had been identified. The wire connected at fuse 107 on row
12 at one end and in contact at the other end with terminal 4-Arm on relay TRR
D M was permitting current to flow out along the circuit. That current was
flowing to the relay HR in the location case near to signal WF138, thus keeping
that relay energised and keeping signal WF138 at yellow when it should have
been at red.

After the discovery

6.21 Mr Harman then left the relay room to see if Mr Penny had as yet arrived.
He said that he: "Was anxious straight away to seek recourse to higher authority
to ensure the information was properly disseminated and to seek guidance on
how the evidence should be preserved". Those words reflect with some
exactitude, not to say pedantry, a recognition of the clear duty on anyone in
authority in British Rail to pass on the information and to preserve the evidence.
Fortunately the information was in fact passed on: unfortunately the evidence
was not in fact preserved.
6.22 The importance of the retention of evidence in an unaltered, unmodified
state in any situation as grave as faced those people in the relay room that
morning cannot be overstated. It was obvious that here was the electrical
equipment in the actual condition that had caused the terrible tragedy out on the
tracks less than three hours before and less than a mile away. It should have
been equally obvious that the equipment had to be left untouched, so that it
could be seen in that state by the eyes of others who would have to carry out an
independent investigation. It should have been equally plain that it needed to be
photographed then and there.
6.23 In fairness to Mr Penny, it has to be pointed out that the Southern Region
Accident Procedure booklet would have given him no guidance whatsoever on
how to deal with the acquisition and retention of evidence which might be
needed in any investigation into an accident. Further, no BR instruction in
existence at the time of the accident would have assisted him. He had therefore
only his own thoughts and feelings to go on.
6.24 Wrongly, but for what I find to be no improper motive, Mr Penny
instructed Supervisor Court to cut off the eye of the extraneous wire and to tape
up the end. Mr Court carried out the instruction. Equally, wrongly, but again as
I find for no improper motive, the bare eye at the end of the wire was not
retained and has never been available as evidence. Surprisingly, no search was
made then or later in the area of that relay for loose insulating tape which might
previously have been attached to that wire. A photographer was called and later
that day photographs were taken of the state of the relay, but the damage had
already been done.
6.25 Mr Penny frankly admitted to the inquiry that: "It was a very big mistake.
We should have actually taped up the wire with the eye on it and put it out of
the way, but I was very concerned about the safety of the thing obviously". His
concern was that, with the bare eye on, the end of the wire was obviously
dangerous and he wanted to make absolutely sure that this situation should not
persist. He said that the essential importance of that particular item had not
occurred to him at the time and that they were all in a state of shock.
6.26 What Mr Penny should have done was to arrange immediately for the
attendance of a photographer (that much at least is included in the instructions
in the Southern Region Accident Procedure booklet, but the booklet is intended
for the Operations and Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Departments
only and not the S&T department). Both ends of the wires should have been
photographed and the wire then made safe by removing it from the fuse end,
insulating it and securing it away from the fuse. He should also have arranged
for the attendance of a police officer. Whether that officer was provided from
the Metropolitan or BT Police Forces he would have been aware of the need to
preserve the scene for proper investigation and that the relay end of the wire
should have been sealed within a transparent cover.
6.27 Having said that, it must be remembered tha: Mr Penny would clearly
have been strongly affected both as a human being and as a signalling engineer
by the sight of the appalling tragedy involving loss of human life and injury on
the scale which he had just seen with his own eyes. It was in that light that he

would have looked at the offending wire. The wiring error was so bad and so
contrary to all that was good in signalling practice that I can understand his
feelings that he wanted to have done with it. Nevertheless his action in giving
that instruction was mistaken and regrettable. It was also, though not intended
so to be, an obstruction to the proper investigation of the causes of the accident.
6.28 I am totally convinced that he took that action in utter good faith. I have to
conclude however that the failure to preserve the wire in its then state and the
disappearance of the eye have plainly obstructed the investigation of the
accident, in that they have made it impossible to conduct any forensic tests
which might have established conclusively whether that eye had ever been in
contact with insulating tape, but some other means should have been considered
such as tying it back to the tree after appropriate tests had been carried out.
6.29 Mr Penny's failure to ensure that vital evidence was retained in its existing
state was sadly and surprisingly not a lone example by BR staff in this case. At
this time at the fuse end, the extraneous wire was still connected as the second
wire on fuse 107 row 12. That was also vital evidence for any investigation.
That evidence came very close to being interfered with. That wire came very
close to being cut off. Mr Bradley and Mr White at the fuse end came to a joint
decision that they had better cut it off and Mr Bradley uttered aloud some such
words. They were crouched over the fuse end of the wire and Mr Harman had
come and stood behind them. He overhead Mr Bradley's words and said: "Well
don't, we need it as evidence". As a result they put the second wire back onto
the fuse. Mr Bradley and Mr White, again as I find without any hint of
impropriety, seem to have reacted on the same sort of basis as had Mr Penny.
Mr White said: "It seems to be bred into us that safety comes first and it was
just a natural instinct to cut the thing away".
6.30 The interference with evidence was still not over. The next day Mr
Kenneth Hodgson (Director S&T Engineering) and Mr Deane (Area S&T
Engineer) were in the relay room with Supervisor Court, when he cut back the
offending wire from which the eye had already been removed by a further foot
or so. In taking this action according to a number of conflicting accounts given
in evidence, he was either acting on or alternatively totally misunderstanding
the instructions he had been given. A finding of fact in relation to this matter is
not vital to this Investigation, but I consider it more likely that Mr Court was in
fact carrying out his instructions, rather than misunderstanding them when he
cut the wire. The consequences of this interference with the existing evidence
were that although the piece of wire was retained, and preserved safely. The fact
of its detachment meant that it was impossible to establish forensically whether
there was or was not a tendency in that wire, when pushed away from the
terminal, to return to its old position.
6.31 The final and least important alteration of the status quo at the accident
happened as part of the same visit to the relay room on 13 December 1989, when
Mr Court, on Mr Deane's instructions, took both the two wires off the end of
fuse 107, cut off the end of the old wire and replaced the new one. The only
adverse evidential effect of this alteration of the situation was that no
photographs had been taken before this operation which would have recorded
the true position at the fuse end at the time of the accident.
6.32 The British Rail Southern Region Accident Procedure booklet is silent as
to the important matter of the retention of evidence. It is perfectly apparent that
little thought had been given before the Clapham Junction accident to the
essential significance of securing and retaining the available evidence to allow
proper investigation before and proper scrutiny during an investigation. It was
perhaps as a result of these failings and their identification that by the time of

the Purley accident the wheel had turned full circle in an unfortunate manner
Immediately after that accident the initial investigation team was unhelpfull:
denied access to the site of the accident for nearly three hours and therefor
prevented from getting evidence which could have had an important bearing or
the investigation, namely, evidence of brake pressures of the vehicles. This I <
vital information of a "perishable" nature and proper proceedings must be laic
down for the speedy and efficient collection of such information and thf
acquisition and retention of all types of evidence.
British Rail's Internal Inquiry
6.33 British Rail set up a Railway Joint Inquiry in order to "to ascertain tht
facts appertaining to the event, find the cause and take steps immediately, li
necessary, for the safety of the railway". The inquiry sat at Waterloo on the 1:

December 1988 and concluded on 21 December 1988, having interviewei
thirty-four witnesses. A Joint Inquiry is so called because of the participation oi
different departments in the panel investigating the accident. The pane:
members were:
-

Mr Maurice Holmes, Director Safety, British Railways Board whc
was in the Chair;

-

Mr Hodgson, Director Signal & Telecommunications, British Railwaj~
Board;

-

Mr Vine, Mechanical & Electrical Engineer (Resource Management), British Railways Board; and

-

Mr Galley, Regional Operations Manager, Southern Region.

6.34 The Joint Inquiry completed its report before Christmas and made
twenty-five recommendations, which was not the normal practice. Recommendations are ordinarily dealt with under separate procedures, but in the
circumstances surrounding this particular tragedy the inquiry thought it
pertinent to comment within the main body of the report. Those recommendations were categorised as either "immediate", "current" or "less immediate7'
in relation to their urgency and comment will be made later on some of the
recommendations.
6.35 It was recognised at paragraph 6.3 of the report that:

"The majority of the recommendations refer to normal quality assurance
procedures. We understand an appointment has recently been made within
the S&T function at Board Headquarters that this post should concentrate
on safety matters."
6.36 The report's findings were in certain respects modified by an Addendum

dated 3 February 1989. I should like to pay tribute to the care, skill and
expertise which went into the preparation of that report and to the speed and
diligence which made it available so early. It proved of invaluable assistance to
all those who were representing parties before this Court and indeed to all
members of the Court. We are grateful to the Joint Inquiry panel for the quality
of their report.
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Aerial views of the accident sit:

Fig I I. A view of the relay room, looking towards the mtrawe,

showing the relay racks, and the trees of the
TRR DM and TRR DN are on the bottom she on the
right in tfic last mtion towards the door.
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PART TWO: THE IMMEDIATE CAUSES
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Chapter 7: The wiring errors which caused the accident
7.1 It has already been established that the electrical "culprit" for the false
feed of current to signal WF138 was an old wire in the relay room at Clapham
Junction. One end was lying in contact with a terminal on relay TRR DM and
the other was actually connected to a fuse. The current was permitted to flow
out to the signal. This situation was the result of electrical work done in that
relay room on two Sundays in the fortnight before the accident. This chapter
will concern itself with that electrical work and in particular with the wiring
errors which brought that situation about. It will deal with:
(i) why the work had to be done in the first place;
(ii) how it was prepared; and
(iii) how it was actually carried out.

WARS and why the work had to be done
7.2 By the late 1970s and early 1980s, it had become clear that the electrical
wiring which controlled the signalling in the Waterloo area had aged badly, was
continuing to age and could not be allowed to remain as it was. Most of it had
been installed in 1936 and its replacement had become imperative. Out of the
need for that replacement the Waterloo Area Resignalling Scheme (WARS) was
born. In Chapter 12 I shall look closely and, it has to be said, critically at the
planning and execution of WARS as a whole. This chapter will confine itself to
the work which needed to be done in order to carry out just two jobs, Job Nos.
104 and 201 of stage 7B of WARS. It will look particularly at the work done by
Senior Technician Hemingway in the relay room at Clapham Junction "A" on
those two Sundays, 27 November and 11 December 1988.
7.3 Those two jobs were only a tiny proportion of the installation needed for
Stage 7B, let alone for the overall WARS scheme. They were but a part of the
work involved in creating a particular new signal, WF138. They involved the
creation of new circuits to control the new signal. T o do this:
(i) the old wiring running from the relay TRR DM to the fuse had to be
replaced by new wiring; and
(ii) the circuit had to be redesigned to include the relay TRR DL on its way
to the fuse.

How the work was prepared
7.4 It was always the practice of the S&T Department that the work of
connecting up new signalling installations was done at weekends. This was
clearly sensible in that it involved the minimum of disruption to services while
the line was taken out of use for the new connections to be made. It followed
therefore that it was equally the practice of the S&T Department to have all the
preparatory work completed during the working weeks that led up to the
commissioning weekend and in particular in the last week before that weekend.

7.5 Thus, the new wires which would be needed in order to commission t
particular part of the scheme would be prepared and laid during the worlu
week and by the weekend they would be lying ready, but unconnected, for t?
installation work to take place. Frequently, but far from always, it would be t:'r
technicians who had done the preparatory work during the week who would 'Y
responsible for the final connections at the weekend. They would be working '
wiring diagrams which had been drawn up in the Design Office at Southe:
House, Croydon, some time before.
7.6 The relevant wiring diagram for Job Nos. 104 and 201 had been issued I-the Drawing Office on 10 August 1988. It is numbered 74F 10/45. The relevar.
detail from that drawing has been extracted and appears in larger and r e d r a r
format at Appendix K.3.
7.7 The proper procedure was that once the drawings were ready, the Desiq
Office would issue three copies to the Signal Works Assistant. He retained 2:
office copy for later use by the Testing & Commissioning Engineer and passed ;
second copy on to the supervisor and the third to the senior technician. T+
evidence showed that this proper procedure was frequently not followed.
7.8 If any problems arose "on the ground" in translating the intentions of t b
Design Office as shown on the wiring diagram into the reality of the wiring :the relay room, then a practice of informal consultation between the Desir
Office and the particular supervisor or technician involved came into operatior.
7.9 This was certainly the case in relation to Job No. 201. It appeared to tb
installer, Mr Hemingway, that there was not physically enough room in the relzroom for the additional relays for Job No. 201. He therefore worked out :
scheme whereby multicore wiring would be run out of the relay room to a roor
on the far side of the signal box which had once been the lineman's office. Fror
there the wiring would return to make the connection at fuse 107 on row 12 Ir
the relay room. (A general view of the relay room can be seen at Figure 1I. I.
occupies the far end of the Clapham Junction "A" signal box and can be seen 2Figure 10).
7.10 This change in the original design was accepted and agreed to by m e m b e ~
of the Design Office staff. They did not issue an amended drawing. It woulc
have been good practice to do so. Mr Hemingway kept in his notebook a detaile:
record of the necessary further connections which were not shown on thc
drawing. That information had not yet been passed back to the Design Office athe time of the accident.
7.1 1 The informality and imprecision of these arrangements meant that the
arrangements themselves had within them a nntpntial fnr rnnfiisinn

an?

How the work was carried out
7.13 So far as signal WF138 was concerned, the work which Mr n e m i n p a y
had to do in the relay room at Clapham Junction "A" on Sunday, 27 November
1988, on Job Nos. 104 and 201 was not difficult. Before he started work that
day, the track circuit which was in operation included a wire running from the
relay called TRR DM to the fuse at Row 12 - 107. (This is the black wire which
is also the top wire in the diagram Mr Hemingway had, an extract from which
can be seen at Appendix K.3. The diagram shows the design of the old wiring
and the new wiring involved in the two jobs).

7.14 That was a simple direct route for the wire connecting the relay and the
fuse and was the way in which the old signalling system had worked. In order to
carry out the resignalling work, however, that connection was to be made by a
different route. In the description of the work which follows, I shall use to
describe the various wires the colours in which they appear in that wiring
diagram extract at Appendix K.3. Thus I shall use the diagrammatic colours of
"brown" and "yellow" for that new wiring although, as will be seen from the
photographs, the actual colour of the insulation on the new wiring is blue.
7.15 Instead of a single wire running from TRR DM to the fuse, the new
system required the running of a wire from TRR DM to TRR DL and of a
further new wire on from TRR DL back to the fuse. That was Job No. 104,
which was coloured brown on the diagram Mr Hemingway had. T o carry out
that job all he had to do was to disconnect at both ends the old "black" wire
running straight from TRR DM to the fuse, and replace it by one new "brown"
wire running from TRR DM to TRR DL and another new "brown" wire
running direct from TRR DL to the fuse.
7.16 Job No. 104, however, was itself only a half-way house on the way to the
completing of a slightly more elaborate wiring system which was to be effected
by the next job, marked in yellow on Appendix K.3, Job No.201. Job No. 201
was to change the route between TRR DM and the fuse still further. It left in
place the new route from TRR DM to TRR DL, which had been created by the
first of the two "brown" new wires on Job No. 104, but it changed the route
back to the fuse from TRR DL. Instead of being a direct route back from the
relay TRR DL to the fuse as achieved by the second "brown" wire on Job No.
104, there was now to be a more complicated "yellow" route making other
electrical connections on the way. The second "brown" wire of Job No. 104
which had just been connected-between TRR DL and the fuse had to be
disconnected at either end and replaced by a further new "yellow" wire running
the new route from TRR D L to the fuse, by way of other electrical connections
to the lineman's office and back.
7.17 Mr Hemingway had been with British Rail for sixteen years. He had been a
senior technician since January 1981. He had worked before on large resignalling
schemes in relation both to London Bridge and to Victoria. The work he was to
do that day was the type of work he had always done. He was held in high regard
by his colleagues and his superiors. His attitude to his work was that he had
always thought he had done a good job. As far as he knew there was no criticism
of his work. He booked on at 8:00 on the morning of Sunday, 27 November 1988
and started work at about 08:45. He felt just as he usually did : "alright".
7.18 Mr Dowd arrived at about 09:00, Mr Hemingway did not give him a lot of
work to do, although he did ask him to disconnect some wires on the new cable
termination panel in the lineman's office to help with the buzz test of the wires.
He had worked with Mr Dowd before on two or three weekends, but did not feel
comfortable in having Mr Dowd for an assistant because Mr Dowd's hands
"shook too much for" M r Hemingway's "liking". These factors made Mr
Hemingway decide that he would have to do most of the work himself because
he did not know Mr Dowd's capabilities.

,

7.19 In addition to Job Nos. 104 and 201, Mr Hemingway that morning had ta7
further tasks in Job Nos. 226 and 111. He did those first and neither of ther
went as smoothly as he had expected. He then turned to Job Nos. 104 and 20:
which he did together. His evidence was that he had finished them both by abor
1 o'clock, early afternoon. The next time he had to do any work was much law
in the afternoon. In the meantime, all he had to do was wait until the stage war
reached when testing work commenced. As to whether there was any interruptior
while he was doing Job Nos. 104 and 201, he said:

"It is possible, but I can't really remember. If it goes like normal I general?
get interrupted at times. It goes like that."
7.20 Mr Hemingway said that the morning was unusual because the other job
that he had been doing did not go well. He had worked out in advance that bi.
should have been able to complete all of his work in two hours, but actually took
twice as long and so he did not keep to his forecast as he would have liked tr
have done.
7.21 He said that there was no question of anybody putting pressure on him tc
work quicker than he could properly and safely do. He did not consider that tbt
hours he had worked in the week and the hours he had worked on the Saturda~
affected his ability to carry out the work on the Sunday. He gave a series of veF
frank and objective answers without at any time seeking to excuse himself for
his errors. The series of answers ended:

"Q. ......You are certainly not seeking to blame tiredness or pressure of wor3
yourselffor the mistakes that occurred.
A.

No. Sir."

7.22 He said that he did not think he was really being supervised that d a ~
because he was basically working on his own. He did not have a supervisor wit?
him that day, because Mr Bumstead was working outside. He was not expectin!
anyone to check his work visually that day. He was not expecting anyone to do 2
wire count, that is to say, to do an independent check whether the right number
of wires according to the wiring diagram were physically in place at each point
in the installation. In his experience on the changeovers he did, nobody ever did
a visual check of his work. Nobody ever counted the wires after him.
7.23 M r Hemingway gave detailed evidence to the Court, which included an
account of the work involved in the two Job Nos. 104 and 201. He gave evidence
of the order in which he thought he would have done the two jobs and the steps
he would have taken. This was clearly an exercise of reconstruction of events,
rather than recollection from memory. He said in terms:

"I really can't remember the events, but I can see goingfiom the drawinp
what should have been done."
7.24 Since Mr Dowd was absent from the relay room for almost all the time Mr
Hemingway was working in it, the Court therefore heard no evidence, given
from recollection, of either the order or the manner in which Mr Hemingwap
carried out the work involved in Job Nos. 104 and 21 1.
7.25 T o a competent technician with an accurate set of drawings the work on
those two jobs should have been simplicity itself and have been carried out with
total safety in under half an hour. Although they were incomplete there was no
error made in the drawings, but there were errors made in the installation. Those
errors created the potential for a false feed of electrical current along the line of
the old "black" wire direct between relay TRR DM and the fuse. The potential
for that false feed meant a potential for a wrong-side failure of signal WF138
preventing it from showing red when it should. Those errors and their potential

for disaster were not discovered by Mr Hemingway himself, were not discovered
by any supervision of him, and were not discovered in the testing process before
the signal was commissioned that evening and the line put back into public use
next morning.
7.26 Essentially what Mr Hemingway did was to connect up new "brown" and
"yellow" wires following the new Job No. 201 route between TRR D M and the
fuse, but to leave the old "black" wire, which had run direct between that relay
and fuse almost untouched. He left it still connected at the fuse end. At the
other end at relay TRR DM, although he did disconnect it, he left it close to and
in a position where it was in imminent danger of making contact with its old
terminal on the relay.
7.27 These were totally basic errors. That wire should have been disconnected
at both the fuse and the relay ends. T o remove the wire completely would not
have been practicable. In the case of the wiring in Clapham Junction "A" relay
room there was a perfectly understandable desire not to disturb the embrittled
nature of the covering on other adjoining wires, which ran, as can be seen in
Figure 11, out from the "trees". A perfectly safe alternative to total removal had
been evolved which should have been employed. That alternative involved:
(i) the foreshortening of the wire by cutting it back, so that it could never
again come into contact with its old home;
(ii) insulation by the use of tape over the foreshortened end; and
(iii) the securing of the end of the wire in a safe place away from the
terminals.
7.28 In a disastrous departure from any acceptable standard of electrical work,
Mr Hemingway did none of these. At the relay end, he did not cut back the wire
at all. He did not secure it away from the relay by tying it elsewhere, he merely
pushed it aside. Further, I have to say that, for reasons which are explained in
the next chapter, I find that he did not even apply any insulating tape to it. At
the fuse end even more surprisingly he did not disconnect the old wire at all.
7.29 All save the insulating error, Mr Hemingway frankly admitted in his
evidence. As to the failure to tape, he said that he just could not see how that
could happen. I shall deal separately with each of these failures and the possible
reasons for each one in the next Chapter.
7.30 All Mr Hemingway did was to push the old "black" wire out of the way to
the back of the relay. It was, in the relatively gloomy lighting in that relay room,
not likely to have been immediately apparent to a cursory glance. Had the work
been properly inspected, however, as part of the carrying out of the supervisor's
duties the errors should have been detected.
7.31 Though Mr Bumstead had the responsibility for supervising Mr Hemingway's
work that day, he carried out no such supervision. He spent his time out on the
tracks leading a gang involved in the outside work. He worked long and hard
with them, often carrying out the manual work himself. He was fulfilling the
role of a senior technician rather than a supervisor. He got himself so fully
involved in this role that he totally neglected his duties as a supervisor.
7.32 Mr Bumstead did not even enter the Relay Room that day. It followed that
the errors made by Mr Hemingway, which should have been detected by the
eyes of a supervisor checking the relay top and the fuse end, went entirely
undetected. The old "black" wire went unseen.
7.33 Had the "black" wire been seen at the relay end, it would not have been
immediately apparent where it ran to at its other end without the help of the
wiring diagram. Thus, since the fuse is in another part of the relay room, the fact
that not only the "yellow" wire, but also the "black" wire was connected to that

fuse would not have been immediately apparent. The presence of the extraneoc"black" wire on the fuse would, however, have quickly been detected by a wirr
count.
7.34 The use of the wiring diagram to confirm that what is physically in placr
after an installation is what is in fact demanded by the diagram for t h r
installation is an essential feature of good signal engineering. The exercise :.
known as a wire count. Such a wire count was demanded both by S&T practice.
and by S&T written instructions. Such a wire count has to be done independent!:
of the actual installer before the line is put back into service. Such aindependent wire count properly conducted would have prevented the acciden:
Such a wire count was not done either by Mr Bumstead as Supervisor, or t..;
Mr Dray, the Testing and Commissioning Engineer. It was not done by anyor?:
else either: a vital safety check was entirely omitted.
7.35 With the bare end of the old wire lying near to the terminal which had onct
been its home and with its other end still being connected to the fuse, ther
existed a potential for disaster which was the total contradiction of British Rail'.
determined and understandable commitment to "absolute safety". That potentia
was tragically realised when other work came to be done in the same relay roorr
two Sundays later on the eve of the accident.

The second Sunday
7.36 On Sunday, 11 December, further work came to be done in that relay roor
which had nothing to do with Job Nos. 104 and 201. However, by a coincidence
that was to be catastrophic the job involved work in the immediate vicinity oi
the relay TRR DM. The task was to replace the adjoining relay T R D N wit!
another unit. These relays are a little larger and heavier than a conventional car
battery. They can be seen in Figure 12, T R D N being to the immediate left of
TRR DM. This work involved not only the movement of individual wires ir
their transfer to the new relay, but also the physical movement of the old anc
new relays themselves. The existing relay was pushed bodily towards the back oi
the shelf and the detachable top of the new relay was placed on a convenienr
piece of wood at the front of the shelf. Once the wiring work was completed the
old relay was moved out and the new relay moved into its place. It was agair.
pure coincidence that it was Mr Hemingway who had to do this work: this time
his assistant was not Mr Dowd.
7.37 The work involved wires which ran from the same "tree" as the wires to
TRR DM. (The "trees" are the collection of wires that can be seen runnin~
horizontally along the racks and vertically along the upright divisions in Figure
11). The work also involved physical manhandling of the relays themselves. The
work had the unforeseen and unwanted result of disturbing the wires in the
vicinity of TRR DM. The most unwanted effect of all was to permit the bare
uninsulated end of the old "black" wire, left in that condition by Mr Hemingway
two weeks before, to revert to the natural position it had held over many years.
It went back to lie against and in contact with the terminal which had been its
previous home under the old system when it had been designed to pass current to
fuse 107. It was still connected to that fuse and now it could and did again pass
current directly to it, and out of the relay room down to the signal WF138.
7.38 Just as had happened two weeks before, neither the bare end of the rogue
wire, nor its contact-making position was detected. It was even less likely to be
detected this time because, of course, no one had been working on the relay
TRR DM. Further, on this occasion there would be no supervisor looking at the
work. Mr Hemingway himself was acting as supervisor on this Sunday and he
was therefore in theory supervising his own work. Again, as the work was simple
and involved only the replacement of one relay by another, known in railway
jargon as "like for like", there was no requirement for the intervention of a
Testing and Commissioning Engineer.

7.39 Thus it was that Mr Hemingway's errors on Sunday, 27 November 1988,
went unnoticed. Thus it was that they had no harmful consequences at the time.
Thus it was that by disastrous coincidence two weeks later further unrelated
work had to be done next to relay TRR DM. Mr Hemingway again, by
coincidence, was the person who had to do that work. It was pure misfortune
that an unidentifiable wire must have tugged at and moved the rogue wire while
the old and new relays for TRR D N were being switched. It was, however, a
misfortune which created what was to be a calamitous condition in signal
WF138.
7.40 It is inevitable in this chapter that the name of Mr Hemingway has
repeatedly been at the centre of the factual description of the wiring errors
which caused the accident. He must and does carry a heavy burden of
responsibility for the accident and its consequences. As the evidence at the
Investigation developed, however, it became abundantly clear that such a
responsibility was not his alone. The evidence which the Investigation heard
demonstrated that such responsibility must be shared by the many others who
had permitted a situation to exist in the S&T Department in which, not only
could such errors be made in the first place, but they could be permitted to
remain undetected when the work was inspected, tested and commissioned back
into public service.

Chapters: How those errors came to be made - the
workforce and their working practices
The Characteristic errors
8.1 Mr Hemingway was considered by his superiors to be a very good worker.
He was the sort of person who could be left alone to get on with the job in his
own way. He would make his own assessment of the task in hand. He would
consider it carefully. He would make a plan in his head, and then put it into
effect. There were no complaints about the standard of his work. At all times
over the years, months and weeks, leading up to the accident, the general picture
of Mr Hemingway in the eyes of his colleagues and superiors was that of a
thoroughly competent and efficient senior technician.
8.2 The reality, sadly, was very different from the picture. Many of the errors
Mr Hemingway made in the relay room on Sunday, 27 November 1988 he had
been making all his working life. They were not isolated momentary lapses, they
had become his standard working practices. In addition to these characteristic
errors, there were two further totally uncharacteristic mistakes made by him
that day which were of vital importance in the causation of the accident.
8.3 As to the characteristic errors:
(i) It is proper and safe practice when disconnecting an old wire to cut the
wire back so that it can never again reach its old position: it was Mr
Hemingway's practice not to do this.
(ii) Once such a wire is cut back it is proper and safe practice to secure it by
tying it back out of the way: Mr Hemingway's practice was not to do this, but
merely to push the wire aside.
(iii) When insulating the bare ends of a wire it is proper and safe practice to
use only new insulating tape: it was Mr Hemingway's practice frequently to
use tape that had already been used.
The third factor was not involved in the causation of the accident because no
tape at all was in fact used by Mr Hemingway.
8.4 The fact that there were such errors of practice was enough to have created
a potential for disaster whenever Mr Hemingway was dealing with old wires.
That he could have continued year after year to follow these practices, without
discovery, without correction and without training, illustrates a deplorable level
of monitoring and supervision within BR which amounted to a total lack of such
vital management actions. Further, that deplorable lack of monitoring and
supervision did not confine itself to Mr Hemingway's immediate superiors.
8.5 Still more disturbing was the fact that these errors of practice were not Mr
Hemingway's alone, but were, as I find, part of a widespread way of working,
almost a school of thought, at technician, senior technician and even supervisor
level within the S&T Department of Southern Region BR.

8.6 In fairness to Mr Hemingway it must be emphasised that from t L
beginning of the Investigation (and indeed from immediately after the acciderhe has accepted a burden of responsibility for this accident amounting almost r:
totality. In that he happens to be wrong and to do himself an injustice.
8.7 Mr Hemingway had the right to expect that those who monitored, thm*
who supervised, those who managed staff at his level would have had sufficic
regard for safety to have ensured:
(i) that the quality of work carried out on the installation of new works w z
of an acceptable standard; and
(ii) that staff were given appropriate instruction and training to ensurr
improvement of standards and the maintenance of those improved standard!
Just as those charged with responsibility for monitoring and supervision fe:
down completely on their tasks, so did management and so did those responsib't
for the issuing of instructions, both oral and written, and for the provision c .
training, both "on-the-job" and in the classroom.
8.8 T o see how these criticisms are reflected in the errors involved in A!Hemingway's work, I shall deal first with Mr Hemingway's experience an:
qualifications, then with the specific errors he made on an individual basis an:
finally with the more widespread implications.

Mr Hemingway's experience and qualifications
8.9 Mr Hemingway joined BR in June 1972. After a year he did a preliminar:
course of about seven weeks and later in the 1970s when he was at New Cross h:
did a basic signalling course of four weeks. He also did two short courses 2Derby Training School and a course on level crossing equipment. Apart fror
that he had no other training in electrical engineering and technical mattep
although he had been working on technician's duties ever since 1973. He got t t
his grade as Senior Technician Scale A in January 1981, not by taking an:
examination, but because of a change in staffing arrangements. Before he startec
on WARS he had worked on the London Bridge Resignalling Scheme an:
throughout the five years of the Victoria Area Resignalling Scheme. Whet
WARS started he was at the South Lambeth depot and he worked continuousl~
thereafter on WARS work from that depot until the Summer of 1988 when hr
was relocated to Wimbledon in a wholesale reorganisation of the S&T
Department. He still, however, continued to work on WARS.
8.10 In the months leading up to the accident, Mr Hemingway worked normal17
during the week with a regular crew consisting of himself, and two other
technicians. They worked happily together and Mr Hemingway knew their
abilities. However, the other members of his normal crew did not work overtime
at weekends and so Mr Hemingway would then end up working with differenr
individuals whose abilities he knew less about. Sometimes he would end up
working on his own.
8.1 1 Mr Hemingway said he had learned the job through experience, through
watching his predecessors as senior technicians. He had never had a job
description, nor any training on how to be a supervisor before he came to act as
supervisor on various weekends. A job description, which in fact existed for a
Senior Technician (Installation) and came into effect as part of the Pay and
Grading Agreement of 1974, described the senior technician as:
"A man in charge of installation of complex equipment . . ."
and went on to say that he:

". . . must have passed the appropriate departmental test."

M r Hemingway had not passed any such test in that as we have seen he obtained
his grade before such a requirement came into force. As a senior technician he
would receive the drawings, plan his work and tell the technicians what to do.
He said that his method of doing a job was that he "just made a plan out himself
in his head and then went and did the job".
8.12 From this brief summary of M r Hemingway's career in the S&T
Department, it can be seen that he had a bare minimum of training on courses
and no training for any technical qualification whatever. It is in the light of that
experience and that lack of training and of qualification that one can begin to
understand his working practices as reflected in what I find to be completely
truthful answers of Mr Hemingway:

"Q: Is it your practice to cut back the wire?
A: No.
Q: Haveyou ever been told to cut back the wire as a matter ofpractice?
A: No.
Q: You have worked with other technicians and senior technicians, have
you ever seen them cut back wire?
A: I have never paid much attention to other technicians, to tell the truth,
but I believe a lot of them work the same way as I do.
Q: I f the wire is pushed away j?om the terminal where it has been resting,
in your view is it necessa y to cut it back?
A: No.
Q: Ifyou have ?cot cut it back but have put it to the side as you say, have
you left the wire safe?
A: I believe so, yes. "
8.13 It can be seen that not only did M r Hemingway have a practice of omitting
to cut back the old wire, whether by cutting off merely the eye, or by cutting it
back still further, but also that he believed it was perfectly safe to leave the wire
at its former length. He had worked on that basis for a long time and nobody had
ever told him that what he was doing was wrong.
8.14 The same was just as true of his practice of simply moving the wire to one
side, rather than securing it by tying it back to other wires coming off the
branches of the tree. Again nobody had ever told him that this was wrong. As to
the re-use of insulating tape rather than using fresh tape on all occasions, again
nobody had ever suggested that this was an error and that he should correct it.
8.15 It is completely clear that this was the way M r Hemingway had worked
throughout his sixteen years in the S&T Department without there ever having
been an occasion of complaint by any supervisor or other technician that what
he was doing was not only contrary to proper practice, but obviously unsafe.
Had any of those who supervised him, whether at the Wimbledon depot after
the reorganisation in Summer 1988, or at South Lambeth in the seven years
before, or indeed at any earlier stage in his railway career, looked properly at Mr
Hemingway's work they ought to have detected and corrected these errors in his
working practices.
8.16 It follows therefore from Mr Hemingway's long continuing of these errors
that it is not merely at the quality of supervision by Mr Bumstead on the day in
question that criticism must be levelled, but in effect at the quality of
supervision throughout Mr Hemingway's railway career. That such criticism
was perfectly justified and on such a wide ambit was inherent in a concession
very frankly made by M r Roger Henderson Q.C. for BR, at the start of his
cross-examination of Mr Hemingway on Day 14 of the Investigation. He said:

"Mr Hemingway, before I ask you any questions, can I just make one or rr
things absolutely plain so that people understand what British Rail's stan.
is. You have said that it was not your practice to shorten wires, nor wa.c your practice to cut ojf eyes. You said it was your practice to re-rr
insulating tape. You have describedyour method of doing it. You said it z..:
not your practice to secure the wires back in the sense of tying them back, Finstead to push them aside and you have used the word to 'j7ick7: I make quite plain to you that in relation to all those matters we recognise that thcare not satisfacto~yand indeed bad practices but that the blame for that d~
not lie with you, it lies with British Rail. Either it should never have ber
allowed in the first place or once it had happened and the practice hcbecome your practice and indeed was commonplace, it should have ber
stopped because the matter should have been monitored. So, there is r criticism ofyou for thosefailings which we recognise are our failings and nyours . . ."
We shall move to specific criticisms in relation to the supervising of A!Hemingway later in this chapter, but in the meantime it is necessary to look 2other mistakes Mr Hemingway made on the day in question.

The uncharacteristic errors
8.17 The errors which have so far been described have all fallen into tht
category of errors which were consistent and continual in all that illHemingway did as a senior technician: they arose out of his normal practice
There was, however, a second category of error made by Mr Hemingway thz'
day which had nothing to do with his normal practice and was total!:
uncharacteristic of his work.
8.18 The first of these was that two wires, not one, were left connected at fusc
R12 - 107, the old "black" wire being connected underneath the new "yellowwire. One thing which should have been utterly clear to M r Hemingway f r o r
looking at his wiring diagram was that the old "black" wire at the fuse end had tc
be removed as an essential part of the jobs he was doing. Indeed he said ir
evidence:

'Yt is still beyond me how it did not get done. "
The fact that it remained on that terminal had nothing to do with perpetua'
errors in working practice. It was a different and major error with disastrou.
implications.
8.19 The second error was that Mr Hemingway failed to insulate the bare end
of the old wire at the relay end at all. I have earlier found in Chapter 7 a:
paragraph 7.28 that the reason for there being no tape on the relay end of the
"black" wire on the morning of the accident was not M r Hemingway's habit of
re-using insulating tape. It was rather that Mr Hemingway failed to use an?
insulating tape at all on that wire. This again was totally uncharacteristic of him.
How did these uncharacteristic errors come to be made by M r Hemingway?
8.20 The one thing which is clear about Mr Hemingway's method of work is
that he is both meticulous and consistent in his approach to that work, whether
his practices are right or wrong. Thus, the aspects of his bad practices described
in paragraph 8.3 are constant in their repetition. Quite different, however, are
the failure to remove the old "black" wire at the fuse end and the failure to
insulate the same wire at the relay end. They are completely out of character.
8.21 I am satisfied that it was indeed Mr Hemingway and not Mr Dowd who
added the "yellow" wire to and on top of the "black" one already connected to
fuse 107. I am satisfied that, at the moment he did that, he intended to deal with
the "black" wire at a later stage. It may be that he was in fact confused by the
process of combining the two jobs, but whatever it was I am satisfied that he
never came back to the fuse to put that intention into effect.

8.22 The only possible explanation for these uncharacteristic errors in work
which was otherwise carried out to a set pattern with great consistency is that
Mr Hemingway's concentration was broken by an interruption of some sort.
That interruption caused him to have his mind diverted elsewhere and by the
time he turned his attention back to his own work, he forgot that he still had
more to do. His recollection told him wrongly that he had in fact finished his
work for the morning. He had not, and he never returned to finish the jobs.
8.23 I am satisfied that such an interruption came and that the stage at which it
came was when he had just connected the new yellow wire at terminal 4-Arm on
relay TRR DM, had just moved the old "black" wire a little out of the way of
the terminal and was about to tape it with insulating tape. As his next job he
would have gone to the fuse end and disconnected or cut back the other end of
the same "black" wire. It was at that moment that he was interrupted. The relay
would then have been in the state it appears in Figure 13, save that what is there
described as "redundant wire" would have been untaped and moved a little out
of the way (that photograph was taken after the accident and after the eye of the
wire had been cut off and the bare end then taped).

The interruption
8.24 Mr Hemingway could not, understandably enough, remember in what way
he had tackled job numbers 104 and 201 that morning because they were "run of
the mill'' and, once done, were quickly forgotten. He thus could not say in what
order he had done any particular tasks. However, again understandably, he was
able to remember other people coming into the relay room from time to time.
Apart from such every day matters as Mr Dowd bringing tea, there were other
interruptions. There were, for instance, problems with the work outside the Box
for the same Job Nos. 104 and 201: someone from the outside teams came in
with a problem and Mr Hemingway tried to help. Mr Hemingway thought it was
a Mr Percival, but was not sure and the identity does not matter. Mr Dray, the
Testing and Commissioning Engineer, came into the relay room too, because he
was looking at the outside drawings with that same member of the outside team.
8.25 Mr Hemingway accepted the possibility that errors could be caused by
interruptions, but did not claim to remember them as a fact and did not for a
moment seek to use them as an excuse. I find, however, that such an
interruption did take his mind off the work he was then doing and that, once he
had given his assistance in relation to the outside drawings, he had a moment of
forgetfulness and believed he had finished his own morning's work. Such a
mistake is perhaps the more understandable in that he had very nearly finished it
in any event. As a result, he did not return to it, and did not realise that it was
incomplete, and dangerously so.
8.26 Although Mr Hemingway never thought for a moment to blame the
constant seven day a week working that he had been engaged in as the cause of
any of his errors, it is more likely than not that such a work programme was the
trigger for such a gross error. He was not normally troubled by interruption to
his work, nor a man prone to lapses of concentration, rather the opposite. I find
that this lapse of concentration and inattention to detail was probably caused by
the blunting of the sharp edge of close attention which working every day of the
week, without the refreshing factor of days off, produces.

The independent wire count that did not take place
8.27 Any worker will make mistakes during his working life. No matter how
conscientious he is in preparing and carrying out his work, there will come a
time when he makes a slip. It is those unusual and infrequent events that have to
be guarded against by a system of independent checking of his work. This is true
of any industry, but it is essential in such a safety-dependent industry as the

railway and especially in the installation of new signalling. The installer ai
makes an error may, when he looks at the work, miss the error he has made. 1:may see what he thought he had done, and meant to do, not what he has in f2.
done.
8.28 The safety check done by an independent person which both good practl: and written Departmental Instructions demand, is a check of the number wires connected to each terminal in the circuit against the number appearing cthe wiring diagram. Its purpose is to ensure that there are no extraneoy
connections giving false feeds of current. This independent wire check is a vi::
weapon in the armoury of safety.
8.29 Once M r Hemingway had finished by lunchtime all his installation wor.
for that day, there were then some hours of waiting until the testing cou'.
commence. The actual work content of a Sunday, if there was to be no ma:commissioning, would not be very much. There would therefore have been tire
for him to carry out a wire count on his own work. This would not have been 2independent wire count, but it would have taken him back to the fuse end whey
he would have seen how his own work had been left unfinished. He could hay*
looked at the wiring diagram while an assistant called out the number of wire
on the fuse end. Both Mr Dowd or Mr Marsh (who was also waiting in the sign2
box for the testing to begin) were available to help him. If that exercise had beedone, the rogue wire would have been discovered immediately and the accider.
would not have happened.
8.30 Mr Hemingway did not at that stage do a wire count of his own work. H:<
practice was to do the wire count as he was doing the job, not to do one as a f i n 2
check. He was not expecting anyone visually to check his work or to wire c o u r
his work that afternoon. Nobody ever had before. At his level he had no conceFS
of how essential it was that there was an independent wire count by a third part:
not involved with the work. In fairness to him, nobody had ever taught him thr
importance of an independent wire count or instructed him to do a final wirc
count of his own when he had finished his work.
8.31 As to what instructions he considered that he needed for doing his owr
checking and testing he said:

"I know what I have got to do. I have been doing it for quite a while now, so -have never really given it any thought. . . I mean I suppose there must be c
set procedure to work t o . . . if you have got a separate procedure writter
down infront ofyou then you follow it."
He had not given any thought to doing a wire count of his own and was no:
aware of any instruction or good practice which said he should. Thus, hlr
Hemingway was not going to do a wire count of his own work that day. When he
was interrupted and thereafter wrongly thought that he had finished his job, he
had already looked his last at his work.
8.32 However, other independent eyes should have been looking at the work
after he had finished it since it is actually an independent wire count that both
good practice and Departmental Instructions called for. That independent wire
count should have been carried out before the line was re-commissioned by one.
other, or both of Mr Bumstead, the Supervisor, and M r Dray the Testing and
Commissioning Engineer. The actual responsibility for ensuring that it had been
carried out lay with the Testing & Commissioning Engineer. It was a relatively
simple procedure, and it would have been perfectly acceptable to have delegated
it to supervisor level. Neither made the least attempt to carry out any such
count.
8.33 An independent wire count could and should have prevented this accident.
The responsibility for the accident does not for a moment lie, as M r Hemingway
seemed to believe it did, solely upon his shoulders. His were the original errors,
but they should have been discovered and neutralised by the processes of
supervision and testing.

Mr Bumstead
8.34 Though Mr Bumstead had the responsibility for supervising Mr Hemingway's
work that day, he carried out no such supervision. He spent his time out on the
tracks leading a gang involved in the outside work. In his favour it has to be said
that he was not for a moment slacking. He worked long and hard with them,
often carrying out the manual work himself. He was fulfilling the role of a senior
technician rather than a supervisor. What was wrong with the way he
approached his tasks that Sunday was that he got himself so fully involved in
this role that he totally neglected his duties as a supervisor.
8.35 Mr Bumstead did not even enter the relay room that day. It followed that
the errors made by Mr Hemingway, which should have been detected by the
eyes of a supervisor checking the relay top, went entirely undetected. The old
wire went unseen, both at the relay end and at the fuse end. Had Mr Bumstead
used the wiring diagram to carry out a wire count, even if he had not spotted the
state of the old "black" wire at the relay end, he could not have failed to notice
its extra unwanted and disastrous presence on fuse 107. Had the old black wire
been disconnected from that fuse and properly secured the accident could not
have happened.
8.36 Thus Mr Bumstead's work that day was energetic, and continuous, but it
was pointed in the wrong direction. As a result of the limited numbers available
to work and because of his good opinion of Mr Hemingway's quality, he left Mr
Hemingway unsupervised in the relay room and led one of the external gangs
himself. It was, no doubt, part of his own style of leadership that he involved
himself so closely with the physical work that had to be done. The limited
workforce available contributed to the problem, but I find that he over-involved
himself in carrying out tasks rightly the responsibility of technicians and
under-involved himself in the tasks essential to his role as supervisor. Just as the
limitations of the available workforce and the demands of constant weekend
work had combined to blunt Mr Hemingway's edge of concentration, so had
they distorted Mr Bumstead's direction of attention.
8.37 Mr Bumstead was a Temporary Supervisor at South Lambeth by 1976, a
Supervisor by 1978, a Senior Supervisor soon afterwards and by 1984 was a
Supervisor Grade E. He moved from South Lambeth to Wimbledon in the
Summer of 1988 on reorganisation. He was therefore very experienced.
8.38 Mr Bumstead's reasons for not doing an independent wire count in the
relay room were:
(i) that he was expecting Mr Hemingway to wire count his own work as he
went along;
(ii) that the general practice for years back had been one of installers
checking their own work; and
(iii) independent wire counts had not been mentioned by anyone as a
requirement for WARS work and he had never known an independent count
to be done in relay rooms on commissioning days.

Mr Bumstead and SL-53
8.39 On 11 May 1987 the S&T Department of BR Southern Region issued a
Departmental Instruction No.SL-53 entitled "TESTING NEW AND ALTERED
SIGNALLING" which had been signed on 3 April 1987. It should have been
issued down to supervisor level and thus it should have reached and been
studied by Mr Bumstead. One of its internal testing requirements at paragraph
4.4. was to:

"Carry out a wire count on allfi-ee-wired safety relays and terminations. . ."

Mr Bumstead said that he had not received a copy of SL-53 between its issue 1May 1987 and the accident in December 1988. In this he was not alone amor:
the supervisors and I find that although he should have received a copy
SL-53, he did not.
8.40 SL-53 had been preceded by an instruction described as SL-Provision2
which had been issued in October 1985, and which we will look at later.
Bumstead should have been issued with that document too. He said in evidence
that it had never been issued to him, and I accept that evidence. Nonethelev
since SL-53 was in fact and was intended to be a direction in relation to existirr:
good practice in the S&T Department, Mr Bumstead and the other supervisor
should have known that there was a requirement for an independent wire cour.
whenever new works were being brought into operation. Since other supervise:
were aware of the need for an independent wire count as a matter of gw:
practice, so should Mr Bumstead have been.

.\'-

8.41 He was not aware either of the requirement of SL-53, of SL-Provisionz
or of the requirement of good practice. He would therefore not have been d o r r
or arranging for an independent wire count, in that he did not believe the syster
called for such a wire count. In that he was at fault, but the fault of the syster
was graver. It was that fault that permitted Mr Hemingway's errors to 8undetected.
8.42 Nor did Mr Bumstead regard it as his duty to check the quality of 31Hemingway's work on Sunday, 27 November 1988. Thus another protectior
which might have assisted safety was ignored. Though it might have assiste:
safety in other circumstances, it is in fact unlikely that under Mr Bumstead'.
supervision it would have done so: that was because of the perfunctory an:
totally inadequate nature of the quality check Mr Bumstead used to perform
Thus, even had Mr Bumstead come back from his outside work into the rela:
room that Sunday and made a decision to make a quality check in that rela:
room, it is unlikely that his type of quality check would have detected anythin?
wrong. Mr Bumstead himself described his practice. His evidence on this mattewent thus:

"Q: When you did a quality check in the relay room perhaps you cod:
describe what exactly you do with regard to the relays?
A: The relays? Well, I walk round the relay racks and see that wires arr
not anywhere touching the live contact and see that the wires that arc
being run are taped.
Q: Do you check the tops of relay boxes?
A: Only ifthey are atyour height. You have a hard job to inspect just on L
walk round relays that are below the level ofyour height because you
require a lamp to inspect them and I don't carry a lamp with me.
Q: What are the lighting conditions like?
A: Poor.

Q: And the general condition of the wire?
A: Poor."

As an example of the defective quality of the supervision effected by Mr
Bumstead, such a description in his own words can hardly be bettered.

The wire count and the Testing & Commissioning Engineer
8.43 If Mr Bumstead's lack of supervision of Mr Hemingway had failed to pick
up the dreadful errors that had been made in that relay room on the day in
question, then there should have been a further safety net in the presence on the
scene of a Testing and Commissioning Engineer, Mr Dray. I shall look more
closely at the testing defects both of Mr Dray himself and of the system in the
next chapter. For the moment, suffice it to say, that although Departmental
Instructions and good practice in railway signalling demanded that the tester
either carried out, or ensured that there had been carried out, an independent
wire count, M r Dray did no such thing. The wire count properly carried out
would have prevented the accident. It was not carried out and the accident was
not prevented.
8.44 Thus, what had originally been a perfectly reasonable system directed
towards the safety of the railway and based sensibly on a three-level system of
installer, supervisor and tester, degenerated into a series of individual errors at
those three levels of staffing within the S&T Department. At each level, whether
installer, supervisor or tester, it was the duty of the operative in accordance with
BR's commitment to "absolute safety" and "zero accidents" to carry out his own
work to the highest practicable standards. At each of those three levels that was
not done: the standards of work had been allowed by BR to slip to unacceptable
and dangerous levels. Despite the commitment to "zero accidents" the reality
was one appalling accident. The intention of the system and the reliance upon a
three-level method of reducing the risk of an accident to the lowest possible
level had not worked.
8.45 That system was designed to produce a failsafe situation when new
signalling works were installed. That it did not was the result of error
compounded upon error. Again, however, it was not merely the three specific
individuals who made these specific errors that were to blame, but also those
who allowed an originally sensible and workable system to degenerate into an
incompetent, inept and potentially disastrous way of working.

The planning of Sunday, 27 November 1988
8.46 There was incompetence, ineptitude, inefficiency and failure of management
in the way it came about that on Sunday, 27 November 1988, that particular
workforce were engaged in doing those particular jobs. Under the WARS
programme of stageworks, that particular workload had been ordained years
earlier for that particular weekend. The way in which that particular workload
came to marry up with the particular workforce who chose to attend on that day
is a matter which needs to be examined.
8.47 Very early in 1986, Mr Gordon Callander, then working in the comparatively
junior position of Senior Construction Assistant at the South Lambeth depot,
began to plan out the weekend "packages" of work on the WARS scheme which
would run from first commissioning in April 1987 right through into the middle
of 1989. Nobody told him that he was responsible for this task, but he very
conscientiously took the job upon himself. At a meeting held at the South
Lambeth depot on Wednesday, 11 February 1987, his proposals were approved
and they included the specific work for the weekend of 26/27 November 1988,
for what were said to be "track and signal conversions on U p Main fast"
between Clapham Junction and Wimbledon.
8.48 M r Callander had no experience of organising and planning such extensive
works, but he did know from experience on previous jobs how much could be
achieved in any one weekend. He therefore worked out how many weekends he
would require. It is important to note that in working out that equation, he was
using staffing levels at the time back in 1986 which were to deteriorate
significantly over the next two years into 1988.

8.49 One of the reasons for staff leaving BR in that period was the unsocial.!:
hours aspect of weekend work. Such people by late 1988 would no longer ha\-:
been available for weekend work. This matter will have to be dealt with Ir
greater detail in Chapter 12. For the moment it is sufficient to draw attention t +
the way in which the weekend workload for the last weekend in November 19F'
was originally decided upon, more than two years earlier, on the basis of hog
much work could be done in a 1988 weekend at 1986 staffing levels.
8.50 No adjustment was ever made later to those workloads in the light c.
changed circumstances in relation to staffing. Nobody in management at z
higher level than Mr Callander ever reviewed the situation. It is true to say t h r
shortly before the weekend in question Mr Callander, in his post-191reorganisation position as Area Testing & Commissioning Engineer did c h a n ~
the detail of the work to be done in relation to one particular set of points, b r
that was all. It was thus that the workload for the weekend was arrived at. Hop
was the workforce for that workload selected? At what level in managemer
were the decisions made which provided for the selection of that workforce?
8.51 The plain answer to that question is that the workforce was never selecte?
it merely selected itself. The identity of the persons who attended for work or
any particular weekend depended entirely upon the wishes of the individua:
worker as to whether or not he wanted to do overtime. A sheet was put up on thr
depot notice board on the previous Friday and those who wished to do so hat
until Tuesday to tick the "Yes" column. Everyone who had said "Yes" b!Tuesday when the sheet was taken down was ensured of work that weekend.
Neither the particular size of the workforce, nor the particular mix of grades of
supervisors, senior technicians and technicians bore any relationship whatsoever
to the workload which had been decided in a relatively arbitrary fashion some
two years before and had not been raised since, despite a reduction in the
number of skilled staff available at the depots. If it was considered that there
might not be enough staff then others had to be sought from other depots and.
indeed, for the weekend in question seven extra staff were brought in f r o r
Eastleigh.
8.52 The result, of course, was that although during the week the men worked
together in teams and knew the ability of their colleagues, at the weekend the?
would not be working in such teams and would have no idea of the ability of
many of the other workers. No attempt was ever made by anyone in authority to
monitor this unsatisfactory state of affairs or to regularise the position.
8.53 Even worse because the schedule of work on WARS became even tighter
in the second half of 1988 when Stage 7B began, as will be seen in Chapter 12,
commissionings had to take place every weekend. As a result there was overtime
work every weekend. Overtime was popular for two reasons:
(i) it involved higher rates of pay being available to be earned so that, by
constant overtime working, a man could double his annual basic salary; and
(ii) for a man such as Mr Hemingway there was the job satisfaction of
carrying out the connection of wires that he had prepared in the week and
thus of seeing the job through.
8.54 There was thus always available at weekends a ready source of supply of
labour in the form of men who had already worked a full working week. Whilst
this was satisfactory and could be tolerated for a number of isolated weekends it
was not good for morale, for enthusiasm for the task, or for clearness of thought
and sharpness of action that, week after week, the same men should be working
seven days a week. M r Hemingway was one such man who was very happy to
work overtime, who did not feel that it affected him in any way, who liked
seeing the job through and who was happy to double his annual income from
&8,000 to E16,000 in this way. He was not alone in this and the Investigation

saw sample figures which showed that in the thirteen weeks preceding the
accident 28% of the workforce worked 7 days every week, and another 34%
worked 13 days out of 14. Thus, nearly a third of the workforce were working
every day over that period, and a further third had only one day off each
fortnight.
8.55 Mr Callander accepted in his evidence that continuous working of seven
days a week every week was affecting the ability of the staff in their mental
alertness. He thought it would be human nature that there would be some
slippage of the high standards that the job required. He thought that having just
that one day in the week off made a tremendous difference, that "it took a time
to reveal itself, the continuous strain of working every day".
8.56 The Investigation heard much evidence that the effect of constant
weekend working was likely to dull the cutting edge of efficiency of those who
undertook such work. It followed that it was a clear minus factor so far as safety
was concerned. Although it should have been obvious that it was constantly the
same individuals who were doing the weekend overtime, that fact was never
monitored, nor was it ever registered by senior management. The result was that
there was never an appropriate selection process of a suitable workforce to carry
out the actual work involved on a particular weekend. Insofar as there was any
selection it was self-selection by the workforce itself. Such a system necessarily
involved an abdication of management's responsibilities at which we shall look
more closely in later chapters.
8.57 It was submitted that two other factors affected the state of mind and
efficiency of the workforce during this period. Neither of them do I find to have
had any such effect in fact. First, it was suggested that there was an overall
tiredness affecting the workforce, in that the week's work was so extensive that
by the weekend the workers were overworked and exhausted. That I cannot
accept: all the evidence showed that during the week the workload was not
excessive by any means and that at a commissioning weekend the load was
greater but perfectly manageable. There were also many hours of waiting during
which no work was in fact being carried out. No question of exhaustion arises
and indeed it was the evidence of Mr Hemingway that he was a man who had
plenty of time to do the work, who felt perfectly fit to do it, who enjoyed the
work and who thought he was doing it, not just to acceptable standards of
competence within BR, but doing it well.
8.58 The second suggestion was that the wholesale reorganisation of the S&T
Department in the Summer of 1988 had a lowering effect on the morale of staff
which was reflected in a lowering of standards of work. Whilst I entirely accept
that at certain higher levels this was regrettably so, that was not the position
with the S&T staff actually doing the installation work. It was the same WARS
work which they were doing from the Wimbledon Depot which they had in the
main been doing from the South Lambeth Depot and they were in the main the
same workforce. The men actually doing the work at the "pit face", that is on
the tracks and in the relay rooms were less affected by the general disruption of
the reorganisation of the Summer 1988 than were those above them.
Reorganisation and its effects will be considered in Chapter 10.
8.59 Of those above them, one particularly adversely affected by the
reorganisation of 1988 was the Testing and Commissioning Engineer on the day
in question, Mr Peter Dray. He it was who should have ensured that an
independent wire count was carried out in the relay room on the work done on
Job Nos. 104 and 201 before he commissioned the line back into service. It is to
the question of the testing of New Works that I now turn.

2hapter 9: The testing of new works: the last defence
9.1 As we saw in Chapter 8, an independent wire count to check the wiring
work actually done against that called for by the wiring diagram would have
revealed the two wires attached at the fuse at Row 12 - 107 when there should
only have been one. The responsibility for ensuring that such a wire count was
in fact carried out rested on the shoulders of the Testing & Commissioning
Engineer. It is therefore necessary to seek to establish why Mr Dray did not
ensure that such a wire count had been done. Departmental Instruction SL-53
requires that an independent wire count be carried out. If he had been working
to that Instruction, the wire count would have been done and it would have
disclosed the fault. This Chapter looks at first Mr Dray's background, his
experience, and his attitudes and, in particular, the way in which he came to be
doing the testing on Sunday, 27 November 1988.

Mr Peter Dray
9.2 In that month there was no permanent Testing and Commissioning
Engineer for the South West Area of BR Southern Region. Mr Gordon
Callander had held that post for the few months since reorganisation in May
1988 until October 1988. There was therefore a vacancy for a Testing and
Commissioning Engineer working from Wimbledon, which was taken by Mr
Dray on a temporary basis.
9.3 Mr Dray was living in the Ashford area and had been badly affected by the
reorganisation in which his previous job as Site Engineer at the Ashford depot
had disappeared. He had made four or five applications for other jobs, but had
been successful in none. It followed that in railway terms he had become
"displaced" and c'unallocated". It was a situation in which he had been before.
For a time he remained at Ashford, as he put it, finishing off the odd scheme
which was still going on.
9.4 It was in these circumstances that Mr Dray was invited to take the
temporary vacancy as the Testing & Commissioning Engineer at Wimbledon
until Mr Callander's successor was appointed. Although he had been asked
whether he was interested in applying for the job on a permanent basis, he had
declined to do so by reason of the travelling involved: however, he felt he did
not have much choice about taking the job on a temporary basis because he was
displaced.
9.5 This was the way in which he came to be at Wimbledon as an Acting
Testing & Commissioning Engineer for what was expected to be a six week
period. He was doing a job which he had really no wish to do at a place where he
had no wish to be. If he had little liking for the job, he had less enthusiasm.
9.6 He had no real induction training. Although both he and Mr Callander
were at Wimbledon for some weeks before Mr Callander left, they were doing
different types of work and only saw each other on some mornings. In any event
Mr Callander regarded him as a caretaker in the job, and did not go into any
detail about it with him. There was no discussion between them about
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M r Dray's duties or about SL-53. M r Callander said that he did not realise unt
later on that M r Dray was going to stand in his shoes when he left: had k*
realised that earlier, he would have endeavoured to provide M r Dray with mor.
in the way of induction. It has to be doubted that the situation would in fa:.
have changed even if M r Callander had arrived at that realisation.
9.7 M r Dray had not done wire counts on British Rail work for perhaps ten celeven years. He had been at Ashford in October 1985 when a document calleSL-Provisional had been issued. It was entitled "TESTING O F NEW A K
ALTERED SIGNALLING". H e was himself doing some testing at the tin-'
but he did not regard the document as in force. When it was issued he thought
was a discussion document and he was asked for comments on it and made son-.
on a scrap of paper. H e did not receive a letter written on behalf of the Region:
S&T Engineer, M r Clifford Hale, on 15 November 1985, giving SL-Provision:
the full authority of any other Departmental Instruction. In that he was nr
alone, and the failure of that letter to reach all those to whom it was directed
another example of the failure of communications on the part of the S&Department which we shall need to return to in Chapter 11. If he had receive.
that letter, he would have known that the Instruction was in force and that 2independent wire count was essential. T o him, however, SL-Provision:
remained a discussion document.
9.8 Although M r Dray said that at Ashford the Instruction was worked to ":the spirit of it", he said that he did not treat it as part of the testing procedur"because at Ashford my responsibility was the functional test". In fa:paragraph 3.3 of SL-Provisional states:

'54 wire count must be carried out on all ji-ee-wired safety relays ar.
terminations and recorded on the contact/terminal analysis sheets."
9.9 Had M r Dray regarded SL-Provisional as in force and part of the testir:
procedure, he would have needed to comply with that Instruction. Howeveneither at Ashford nor at Wimbledon did he understand that wire counts we:
his responsibility. He thought that such work should be covered by t!-.
workforce, by the supervisors or leading technicians who were doing the actu:
changeover. He did not understand that he had any responsibility to ensure thr.
an independent wire count had been carried out. So it was that his attituc
mirrored that of M r Hemingway and M r Bumstead that any sort of wire cour
was no responsibility of theirs. Like them he had no concept of the essentlr
importance of an independent wire count.
9.10 T h e arrival on the scene of Departmental Instruction SL-53 made c difference to his attitude. When it was issued on 11 May 1987, M r Drzregarded it as a document which had merely arrived in his "In-tray" with r accompanying instruction from BR as to how it should be implemented or wh-.
it was about. He said in evidence that it had never been put fully into operaticand that when he was at Ashford and when he later took over as Temporar
Testing & Commissioning Engineer at Wimbledon, he did not think of himse
as having overall responsibility for its implementation: nobody told him he hz.
that responsibility.
9.11 This was accepted by M r Callander who agreed that he did not tell J!.
Dray that they were not implementing SL-53 at Wimbledon. That was, in facthe case but M r Callander did not regard it as significant enough to tell h
temporary replacement.

9.12 That, then, was the situation on the morning of Sunday, 27 November, at
about 09:30 when Mr Dray arrived at Clapham Junction "A" signalbox for what
was only his third weekend of testing in his temporary position as the Testing &
Commissioning Engineer for the South Western Area. As he waited in that
signal box until just after 2:00 p.m. for the testing to start, he had in his mind no
clear idea of what his duties were, or of any Departmental Instruction with
which he should be complying in the work he was about to do in testing the New
Works before the lines were restored to public use.
9.13 The very first words of Departmental Instruction SL-53 read:
"

1. Roles of key staff
1.1 Person in Overall Charge of Testing Scheme
T o assess, on a continuous basis, resources needed on schemes and
produce a detailed testing programme. Define and control detailed
requirements. Carry out final functional tests and certify installation ready
for service. Agree detailed staging arrangements."

Despite those words, Mr Dray told the Investigation that he did not understand
who was to be the person in charge and he never thought paragraph 1.1 of SL-53
referred to him.
9.14 He said he did not think he was a high enough grade and he had never
actually worked to this part of SL-53. He did not in any event believe that the
document was capable of being put into practice because of staffing levels. He
did not ask the technicians or supervisors if they were applying SL-53, despite
the fact that on the relevant Area Certificate of Test he was later to put his
signature to the words:
"Work correctly installed to issued diagrams and approved amendments
thereto and tested in accordance with Departmental Instruction SL-53."
The words on that Certificate had been drafted by Mr Callander. They were, in
fact, not worth the paper they were written on because neither Mr Callander,
the drafter of the Certificate, nor Mr Dray, its signatory, were making the least
attempt to work to SL-53.
9.15 Mr Dray said in evidence that he made no attempt to put SL-53 into
practice:

"Mr Callander wasn't and nobody senior to me was making sure I did."
He said that a practice had developed whereby he felt he could do his job simply
by doing a functional test. He admitted, however, that a functional test could
not ensure the safety of the equipment. He accepted that the document SL-53
played no part in his way of thinking and that he did not apply his mind to what
tests were being carried out by others in the context of SL-53.
9.16 How it could come about that a tester on such safety-critical new
installations as WARS could be happy to turn his back on so fundamentally
relevant and important an instruction as SL-53 would seem inexplicable were it
not for the realisation of how poor were BR's channels of communication and
instruction in the S&T Department of Southern Region. This is a matter which
will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter 11.
9.17 Departmental Instruction SL-53 requires the person in charge of internal
testing to carry out all internal testing requirements (para.l.2). Those requirements include, under paragraph 4, the carrying out of a buzzer test (para.4.2)
..
and the carrying out of a wire count (para.4.4). Mr Dray cairried out neither. For
the second time, and now at the testing rather than the 5;upervisory level, an
independent wire count was to be ignored as a safety chec:k. Such a wire coun!
would have revealed two wires instead of one at the fuse Imd, and would " z r ~
prevented the accident.
'

9.18 Mr Dray's response to the suggestion that he might actually himself hare
done a wire count emerged in his evidence in chief:

"Q: Back to the question of your responsibilities as far as wire counts arr
concerned, looking at the scheme of work as it was in operation rWimbledon when you were temporary Testing and Commissioninr
Engineer, if it was suggested to you that the T&C could and shod:
have gone into the relay room prior to changeover and conducted 2
wire count themselves, what would your response be to that suggestion'
A:

I would have wanted somebody, assistance to actually do it. As I wr:
on the signallingJoor, I do not like to leave the signallingfloor, becaw
of the phone, and people want to know where you are all the time. Thc.
is the kind of control point. So I would not really want to leave rk;
actual signalling Joor. I f it had been my responsibility I would ha?
had to have had a supervisor or a P&T (Professional and Technica:
staflto come and actually do the wire countfor me."

In cross-examination he at first persisted in that attitude:

Q : The fact is Mr Dray, there was no reason why you and/or Mr M a r ;
could not have ensured that the internal work in the relay room zr:
checked in accordance with the full provisions of SL-53, paragraph -'
was there?
A:

I do not think I would have gone into the relay room to work, no.
needed to be by the phone. "

Three questions later however, the question had to be faced:

"Q: I would like you to help me. There was no reason was there, why t b
full provisions of paragraph 4 of SL-53 should not have been put ineflect by you through either usingyourself, or through Mr Marsh, on r;
morning in question?
A:

No."

9.19 Thus it came about that the independent wire count was never done. TT..
careful testing of intricate newly installed signalling equipment upon which t!lives of passengers and crew depended was not carried out. The proper carryir:
out of the duties of the Testing & Commissioning Engineer is intended to be t ? .
last line of defence in relation to any errors or omissions of first, the installer
and second, the supervisors. That last line of defence failed totally on Sunday
27 November 1988.
9.20 The criticisms made in this Report of Mr Dray are and are intended to b
trenchant. Yet again, however, in fairness to Mr Dray we shall see that it was nc.
an isolated failure on the part of one man. We shall see that even if others ha:
done the testing that day the result would have been all too tragically the samr
It will be necessary to look at how it could come about that there could be sucan attitude to the work of testing of newly installed signalling work, not just !r
the mind of Mr Dray, but throughout the S&TDepartment.

Mr Gordon Callander
9.21 Had M r Callander still been in post as Testing & Commissioning Engineeon Sunday, 27 November 1988 and been in charge of the testing that day, thr
concept of an independent wire count would have fared no better. Such ar
essential safety check would still not have been done.
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9.22 Despite the fact that Mr Callander was appointed as Testing & Commissioning Engineer for the whole of the South Western area on reorganisation
in May 1988 and served in that post ufitil 3 October 1988, he had never even
read SL-53. Although he had had a copy from about mid-1987, a year before his
appointment, and although throughout that year he had been responsible for all
the WARS testing, amazingly he had only ever glanced through SL-53. He did
not like it and he did not attempt to work to it.
9.23 Before he moved to Wimbledon on reorganisation, Mr Callander was
serving at the South Lambeth depot as Senior Construction Assistant. There he
worked under the Signal Construction Engineer who was first Mr Flook, until
his retirement in September 1986, and thereafter Mr John Deane. Mr Callander
said that when SL-53 was promulgated in 1987, it dropped into his basket on his
desk at South Lambeth. He realised it was a Departmental Instruction and that
it would have to be read carefully and thoroughly, but he did not do so: he
merely glanced through it. He said that he had no time to sit and study it: he did
not give it any more thought because his mind was occupied with more pressing
problems. He said he merely filed it and carried on with the mounting volume of
work he had. He said that if he had read SL-53 he would have decided he was
incapable of carrying out all of the duties. He would have sent somebody else to
test because he could not do all of the work involved in it.
9.24 This evidence of Mr Callander as to the way in which he treated
Departmental Instruction SL-53, virtually ignoring it and hoping it would go
away, is profoundly disturbing on two counts:
(i)

for what it reveals about the way in which Mr Callander elected to carry
out his testing duties; and

(ii) for what it reveals about the lack of management skills and actions of those
who permitted him to do so.
9.25 Until May 1988, and with the agreement of Mr Geoffrey Bailey, the
Regional Testing & Commissioning Engineer, Mr Callander had been responsible for all the testing done by the South Lambeth depot. That involved, as we
have seen, all the testing to be done on the WARS project. Although there had
existed since August 1986 Mr Bailey's Regional Testing Team (at which we
shall have to look later in this Chapter), that team did not involve itself in
WARS testing.
9.26 It followed that both before moving from South Lambeth to Wimbledon
on reorganisation in May 1988 and thereafter, until 3 October 1988, the entire
responsibility for the testing of new installations on the WARS scheme was
placed in the hands of a man who had never read SL-53 and had never worked
to it. It further follows that at no stage throughout that period did any of Mr
Callander's superiors enquire whether he was working to SL-53 or discover that
he was not. Thus, not only was the tester not testing according to Departmental
Instructions, but also management was not managing the tester.

Mr Callander and the 9.27 As we saw in para. 9.14 despite his dismissive attitude to SL-53, Mr
Certificate of Test Callander in fact referred to it in an Area Certificate of Test he drafted for the
purpose of certifying that testing had been done. The earliest such certificate the
Court saw was dated 30 June 1988. We have already seen the words to which the
tester had to put his signature. The technicians and supervisors in turn had to
certify that the work had been:
"Correctly installed and tested in accordance with Departmental Instruction SL-53."

9.28 In drafting such a certificate in order that technicians, supervisors and
testers should certify that they had done something in accordance with SL-53
which they had not, Mr Callander accepted before the Court that he was
requiring them to sign something which was incorrect. He said he had to use the
reference to SL-53, because old Regional Certificates of Test which were still in
current use referred to a Rule 77 of the General Rule Book. That rule had
ceased to exist in 1972. He therefore thought the wisest course was to refer to
SL-53. This was yet another example of the failure of BR to organise an
effective means of communication with its staff even in a document as central to
the safe running of the railways as the Rule Book. Rule 77 had gone in 1972 but
nothing had replaced it.
9.29 The old Certificate of Test required, amongst other things, a signature in
respect of internal electrical equipment against the statement:
"Tested and found correct in accordance with. . . wiring diagram
number. . ."
Equally the tester had himself to certify that all apparatus had been tested:
"As prescribed in Rule 77 - General Rule Book - . . . and found correct in
all respects with the wiring diagrams . . ."
Mr Callander accepted that under that old certificate there was a requirement
for an independent wire count. However, he insisted that he did not regard it as
his function to carry out such a wire count, nor any part of the responsibility of
his job to ensure that a wire count had been carried out.
9.30 It follows that insofar as any testing undertaken by Mr Callander on the
WARS project was concerned, the issue of Departmental Instruction SL-53 by
management had made not a jot of difference to the way in which that work Wac
in fact tested. Appearance had nothing to do with reality. The issue of that
document had had no effect whatsoever in ensuring that an independent wire
count had to be done. The protection and degree of safety that such a wire counr
would have provided was therefore denied.
9.31 We have seen that it would not have made any difference, whether on 27
November 1988, the testing had been done by Mr Dray or by Mr Callander.
there would still have been no independent wire count. We must now look to see
whether it would have made any difference if the testing had been done by hlr
Bailey.

Mr Geoffrey Bailey
9.32 Until the 1988 reorganisation, Mr Bailey had been the Regional Testing
Engineer in charge of the Regional Testing Team which consisted of himself
and two assistants, Mr Bassett and Mr Blain. He held that post from Augusr
1986, until the 1988 reorganisation when he moved to the position of Signal
Works Engineer at the Wimbledon depot. In that new position he had in fac!
been responsible for the testing of the works done on Stage 7B of WARS or
another weekend in November 1988 when Mr Dray could not be present.
Further, Mr Bailey was actually in attendance during the afternoon of Sunday.
27 November at the Clapham Junction "A" relay room.
9.33 We shall see that yet again, in a repeat of what is becoming a disma:
pattern, it would not have made any difference if Mr Bailey had actually beer
the Testing and Commissioning Engineer for that work. Mr Bailey had to admi!
in his evidence to the Investigation that he had a "blind spot" on the subject of
wire counts. Had he been in charge of testing, an independent wire count woulc
still not have been done.

9.34 On 4 August 1986, Mr Bailey took up his role as Regional Testing
Engineer working from Croydon. He was coming back to the Southern Region
after a spell with the Western. He told the Court that at the time he regarded the
golden rule of testing to be: "to make sure the railways were safe for trains to
run on". He thought that "safety is the paramount consideration". Within two
weeks of his appointment, Mr Clifford Hale, the Regional S&T Engineer spoke
to him. Mr Hale made it clear that the primary function of Mr Bailey's position
was to raise the standard of testing on the Region and particularly to attempt to
avoid some of the failures that had occurred at or just after commissioning. Mr
Hale did not then identify those failures which had occurred in November 1985
and which were referred to during the Investigation as "the Oxted incidents".
9.35 In that same month on 21 August 1986, a Construction Group meeting
was held at Exeter chaired by Mr Robert Davies, the Signal Works Engineer,
and at which Mr Bailey (described in the minutes as "C9") attended. He learned
more of his responsibilities at that meeting, the minutes of which read:
"In terms of scheme testing, C9's principal responsibilities are:
1.

to determine the extent of testing required, (limits, type and
duration).

2. . to determine the personnel to be used for testing
3.

to ensure that all testing has been carried out

4.

to train staff in testing duties, techniques, and disciplines

5.

to audit the standard of testing."

Those minutes also contain the following strong, clear and unequivocal
sentence:
"It was emphasised and agreed that testing must be of the highest standard
and that C9 has the responsibility for ensuring that this is so."
9.36 Neither Mr Hale nor the Construction Group Meeting, briefed him on the
particular way in which he was supposed to raise the standard of testing and
thereafter Mr Bailey was left largely to his own devices. He had a heavy
workload and only two assistants, Mr Blain and Mr Bassett. Mr Bassett had to
be trained before he could assist. Mr Bailey's resources were clearly limited and
this was well known to management.
9.37 At about the same time and within two weeks of taking up the job Mr
Bailey had a meeting at South Lambeth with Mr Flook and Mr Callander to
discuss the arrangements for WARS testing. As a result of that meeting Mr
Callander was left to carry out all the WARS testing, since it was considered
that the workload of the Regional Testing Team would not have allowed it to
cope with WARS. As a result Mr Bailey effectively left Mr Callander to carry
out the testing unsupervised. Mr Callander, too, like Mr Bailey, was effectively
left to his own devices.
9.38 When Mr Bailey came to the Region in August 1986, nine months after the
Oxted incidents, he became aware in August 1986 of SL-Provisional which he
thought was a consultation draft, an impression he told the Investigation he was
sure he got from his superior, Mr Davies. Like Mr Dray, he never became aware
of the memorandum of 15 November 1985, which gave it the full authority of
any other Departmental Instruction. He did, however, make written comments
and drafted a check list to assist Mr Davies in the putting together of SL-53 for
its eventual issue in May 1987. In drafting those check-lists he entirely omitted
any reference to the wire count.

9.39 Mr Davies must have noticed the omission because he remedied it 5
himself writing in the reference to wire counts in Mr Bailey's draft check-list <:
that wire counts did appear in SL-53. Unfortunately, Mr Davies did not take r r
with Mr Bailey this surprising omission and thus a "blind spot" remain?:
undiscovered. We shall see more of this "blind spot" and how it emerged -::
evidence before the Court, later in this Chapter.
9.40 As to his understanding of the status of SL-53, Mr Bailey said that he fipreceived a copy some time in the middle of 1987. He could not be sure when. Et
said that he was under the impression that SL-53 itself was not in force. T h c
had been discussions within the Construction Group about SL-53 and it hrr
been decided that a trial would be carried out at Forest Hill to see how t i t
finished document actually worked in practice. He referred to a meeting of t i t
Construction Group held on 23 August 1987, where SL-53 was discussed. .\!Bailey was not present at that meeting, but saw the minutes which contained t5t
entry:

'

"It was agreed the full provisions of SL-53 would be implemented for thr
Forest Hill relay room job."
In fact the Forest Hill work had still not been undertaken by the time of thr
Court hearings and its completion, therefore, at the time of writing of th:~
Report, still lies in limbo. If the implementation of SL-53 had needed to awa:.
the Forest Hill work, it too would still have been a matter for the future.
9.41 Mr Bailey said he had not received instructions from anyone that SL-5was in force. He said surprisingly that in his role as Regional Testing Enginecr
he would have expected to have received some instruction concerning thr
implementation of SL-53 and that such instruction should have come from Ilk
Davies who was his boss.
9.42 He could not recall any discussion between himself and Mr Callander or
the subject of SL-53. He accepted that SL-53 was supposed to be distribute
down to supervisor level and that if it had been, then those who received 1:
would treat it as a Departmental Instruction, but he still insisted that none oi
SL-53 was to be put into force officially until after the Forest Hill relay room
work.
9.43 Mr Bailey conceded in cross-examination that SL-53 had a greater
significance to him than to any other individual in Southern Region. It wa!
fundamental to his duties. It followed that he was the one person in the whole oi
Southern Region who should not have been in any doubt as to its applicability.
He also conceded that if he had any doubts on the subject he should have asked
his superior, Mr Davies. He reiterated that his state of mind was that SL-53 war
not in force at the time of the Clapham Junction accident.
9.44 It is a matter which the Court can only look upon with both alarm and
horror (a word not usually suitable for the dispassionate analysis which is
required for an Investigation such as this) that the man in overall charge of the
testing of new works for the whole of Southern Region could have arrived at a
conclusion that a Departmental Instruction which had as its very title
"TESTING O F NEW AND ALTERED SIGNALLING" and had been
formally and properly issued, was not in force, and that he could have persisted
in that view for a period of one and half years between the issue of that
document and the accident. That such a situation could have arisen is both
alarming and surprising enough, but that it should have been allowed to persist
in an organisation whose proper and avowed aim is "absolute safety" almost
beggars belief.
9.45 How he could have been permitted by his superiors to remain in that state
of mind is a question the importance of which cannot be overstated: this matter
will be dealt with in a later chapter. When that was Mr Bailey's attitude it is
easier to see how others carrying out the testing on the region while he was
Regional Testing Engineer did not have any clear idea of their own duties.

9.46 Not only was Mr Bailey not working to SL-53, but he was not working to
SL-Provisional or to good practice either. All demand that an independent wire
count is carried out as part of the testing procedure. Mr Bailey, however, did not
regard an independent wire count to be part of testing procedure at all. A "blind
spot" had intervened.
9.47 Mr Bailey took that state of mind acquired as Regional Testing Engineer
with him to his new job at Wimbledon as Signal Works Engineer. Thus, as we
have seen, if he been doing the testing and not M r Dray on Sunday, 27
November, there would still have been no independent wire count. Mr Bailey
agreed that he was not aware of any arrangement at Wimbledon between testers
and supervisors that the supervisors would have responsibility to carry out the
independent wire count. He was asked:

Q :
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Who else would be doing it?
As it transpired, sir, nobody I think.
Is that really the position, that you thought that no-one was carrying
out independent wire counts?
I think at the time sir, as I have said before, I did not fully appreciate
the philosophy of wire counting. I do not believe that I had specifically
thought about that aspect of it sir.
So would this be right, when you came to manage your supervisors, you
would not have considered it any part of your responsibility to ensure
that they themselves carried out independent wire counts?
Yes, I think that may have been the case, sir. "

That situation should never have been permitted to arise, nor would it have been
if earlier lessons had been learned within the S&T Department.

The Oxted Incidents: November 1985
9.48 When, in August 1986, Mr Hale had told Mr Bailey about recent failures
in testing, although he did not identify those failures by time or place, he was
referring Mr Bailey in particular, to a cluster of different wrong-side failures
which had occurred in the month of November 1985, at Oxted, Northfleet and
East Croydon. We shall need to look particularly at the Oxted incidents in order
to see what caused them and how they are relevant to this Investigation.
9.49 In 1985 new signalling had been installed on the line between Sanderstead
and Oxted. The work was to be commissioned on 2 November 1985. At that
time there was additional pressure on the management staff at New Cross Gate,
the depot which had done the work, particularly in extra testing commitments
since the Design Office was unable to provide all the additional testing staff.
9.50 Three separate incidents occurred in the days following the commissioning
of that work. In all of those incidents the testing was at fault, but the most
alarming was that at signal 0D7. By reason of two separate wiring faults OD7
was allowed to show a green aspect when it should not have done. This
happened because a relay out at the signal was irregularly energised. In other
words it was receiving a false feed just as three years later signal WF138 was to
receive a false feed. This fault would have been discovered by a wire count: no
wire count had in fact been done.
9.51 One of the two errors which caused this Oxted failure was that two wires
had wrongly been connected to the same terminal of a relay when there should
only have been one wire. The similarities between the essential ingredients of
this incident and what was to happen three years later at Clapham Junction need
no further underlining.

9.52 The Oxted incidents, their repercussions, and those at Northfleet when a
signalman noticed irregular aspects being shown by a signal, and at Easr
Croydon, which involved an accident in which two passenger trains had a
side-on collision, had all occurred three years and one month before the
Clapham Junction accident was to happen. They all happened within a period of
a week in November 1985. They should have provided the clearest possible
lessons that all was not well in the S&T Department. They should have been
used as clear pointers to what was going wrong in the installation and testing
practices on Southern Region. They could and should have achieved the resul:
which Mr Bailey had called "the golden rule of testing", namely, to make sure
the railways were safe for trains to run.
9.53 Instead, all that those incidents produced was:
(i) A brief flurry of paperwork over three or four months which provided
important information, but on a very limited circulation;
(ii) despite an immediate recognition that the need for a new testing
document was urgent, the emergence as late as 18 months afterwards of 2
document SL-53 which was never to be properly understood or implemented
and was not to change any of the existing working practices for the better;
(iii) despite the recognition of the importance of training staff, not a single
training course on testing in the three years before the Clapham Junction
accident; and
(iv) the appointment of the Regional Testing Team under Mr Bailey, with
the objective of raising standards of testing and avoiding failures, but with a
workload, a lack of resources, and a lack of management direction which
meant that, because of the sheer weight of non-WARS testing duties, those
objectives were never going to be met.
9.54 Had the lessons of Oxted been learned at the appropriate levels, both
above and below those who actually investigated the incidents, and had any
proper and vigorous attempts been made to ensure that those lessons were
taught to the workforce and fully understood by them, then the Clapham
Junction accident should not have happened. The Court believes that it would
not have happened. It is to those lessons that we now turn.

The lessons of Oxted

9.55 An inquiry was held into the incidents on 20 November 1985, chaired by
Mr Davies, the Signal Works Engineer. All the other members came from the
New Cross depot. That report established the fact that:
"There was a historic practice used by some of the staff at New Cross Gate
of having both old and new wiring terminated on equipment at the same
time in order to speed changeovers . . ."
The Oxted report found that those two wires should have been discovered by a
wire count and went on to say that wire counts must be carried out immediatel~
and that:
"Old and new circuitry must never be mixed unless the most stringent
precautions are taken to prevent non-operation."
9.56 In its "Conclusion" the report noted that:
"There seems to have been a downward drift in the standards of
production and checking of BR's own work. This combines to put greater
and greater pressure on the functional tester, whilst at the same time the
numbers of staff both inside and out available to undertake functional
testing had been reduced, either directly in the case of DO" (Design
Office) "staff, or indirectly by reducing the numbers of supervisors and
shifting their work upwards to the outside management staff."

9.57 Mr Davies enclosed a copy of his report into the incidents in a letter of 10
February 1986 to the Signal Construction Engineers at all four depots, South
Lambeth, New Cross, Eastleigh and Ashford. In the letter he said:
"While the incidents relate to staff at New Cross Gate, the lessons to be
learned are fundamental and must be noted by all staff and I summarise
the recommendations of the report below:

..........................................................................................................................
3.2 Full wire counts of new or altered installations must be made . . ."
9.58 There was a Construction Group meeting a month later on 6 March 1986
attended by all four of those Signal Construction Engineers (including Mr
Flook from South Lambeth and Mr Deane then at Ashford). Under Mr Davies's
chairmanship that report was discussed at length. The minutes record these
words:
"The following is a definitive statement of all the recommendations
applicable to SCEs and amplifies and interprets the report in a covering
letter . . ."
One of those recommendations read:
"Following any installation work a wire count of all the affected
equipment must be made before commissioning."
9.59 That wire count was, of course, one done independently of the installer. If
there was one lesson which the Oxted incidents should have taught the entire
S&T Department of BR Southern Region, it was just that: an independent wire
count of affected equipment must be done before the commissioning. The
lesson was never learned for the simple reason that it was never properly taught.
Admittedly, the Departmental Conference chaired by Mr Hale, at its meeting on
30 January 1986, recorded the fact that:
"Whole works function to be reminded that instructions must be obeyed"
Despite that injunction, those instructions were still not obeyed. Management
failed in its duty to monitor whether the issue of that command had any effect
on the workforce.
9.60 In the wake of Oxted, SL-Provisional had been given the "full authority of
any other Departmental Instruction" by the letter of 15 November 1985
referred to at paragraph 9.7 of this Chapter. Paragraph 3.3. of SL-Provisional
was in totally clear terms:
"3.3. A wire count must be carried out on all free wired safety relays and
terminations . . ."
Neither Oxted, nor the question of wire counts, were specifically mentioned by
Mr Hale in his conversation with Mr Bailey on his appointment to the post of
Regional Testing & Commissioning Engineer on the need to prevent recent
failures recurring, and although the Oxted papers were provided for Mr Bailey,
he never took on board their lessons.
9.61 In his evidence before the Court it emerged that surprisingly and really
inexplicably Mr Bailey had a "blind spot" about the importance of a wire count.
That "blind spot" should never have been allowed to occur had the lessons of
Oxted been fully learned and properly and widely taught. Those lessons should
have been further reinforced by those from the Queenstown Road incident
which happened only six months before the Clapham Junction accident.

The Queenstown Road Incident: The Final Lesson Not Learned
9.62 The next station after Clapham Junction on the way into London actually
bears on the front wall two names, Queens Road and Queenstown Road. These
two names were interchangeable in the documents and in the evidence put
before the Court. Resignalling work was done in the area of Queenstown Road
on 22 May 1988. Once the work had been done it was tested. The work passed
that test and was commissioned into service that day.

9.63 Just over three weeks later on Tuesday, 14 June a driver of a Waterloo t ?
Hampton Court train was stopped by a red aspect at signal WA28 on the Douz
Main Local line. He could see a train ahead of him on his line at the station. E t
was able to see that train move off towards Clapham Junction and so knew tkz
his signal WA28 should clear to yellow. In fact it cleared directly to green befclr
reverting to single yellow. He spoke to the signalman who immediately called ::
the S&T Department.
9.64 This was a wrong-side failure, but fortunately it had occurred on a strai*
stretch of track where the driver could see the train ahead and its movemen:.and could thus detect that the signal had a fault. That fault had two causes:
(i) design errors emanating from the Design Office; and
(ii) the failure to carry out proper testing procedure.
9.65 The Design Office had issued a drawing which completely omitted ocr
track circuit from the controls of signal WA28. This was a repeat of what ha:
happened at one of the Oxted incidents. Such a fundamental error should hapbeen found in the Design Office checking procedure: it was not. It should h a v
been found by subsequent Design Office checking: it was not. It should hay:
been found in the testing: it was not.
9.66 Both the errors of the Design Office and of the Testing procedure whicl
perpetuated the fault highlight important defects with vital safety implication.
in the S&T Department. The safety implications should have had wid?
circulation: the facts should have been assimilated, the lessons learned and thr
lessons taught to the workforce. None of this happened. Instead managemenr
interest seemed to be satisfied by the taking of disciplinary proceedings again.:
the supervisor concerned with the testing. Those proceedings, as it happened.
were ineffectual.

'

9.67 Mr Bailey in his new role at Wimbledon investigated the Queenstom
Road incident, identified correctly the causes, and made a report. Here, too, was
a "repeat" of the procedure which had followed the Oxted incidents. Once again,
although the errors had been identified, no thought was given to two clearl:
important questions:
(i) how the lessons could be taught to the workforce at Technical and
Supervisor levels; and
(ii) what lessons there were for management to learn from the errors?
9.68 In his report on the incident dated 20 June 1988, Mr Bailey noted that a
member of the Design Office staff had commented:

". . . that the fault escaped notice largely as a result of a lack of c o n t i n u i ~
among the checking staff. Whilst such changes cannot always be avoided it
is obviously undesirable. This is particularly so in the case of a large
scheme such as WARS where the stageworking arrangements are
particularly involved.
It is not satisfactory to allow such discontinuity to affect safety standards
and it seems that managerial control needs tightening in this respect."
9.69 Mr Bailey had actually identified lack of continuity as a problem, and a
need to tighten managerial control. Although Mr Bailey's comments were
directed to the fault on the part of the Design Office staff, the lessons were there
to be learned equally well in respect of the testing staff. The particular tester
had prepared no plan for his testing. He had not even functionally tested the
work and had left part of the testing to another supervisor. The lessons were
there to be learned too in the need to tighten managerial control in relation to
the management of the testing staff. It had been Mr Callander who had
appointed the tester concerned to do that work.

9.70 Mr Bailey was the man who had recently ceased to be the Regional Testing
& Commissioning Engineer in charge of the Regional Testing Team. He was
now the Signal Works Engineer at Wimbledon and was reporting to Mr John
Deane, the Area Signal Engineer (Works). If ever a man should have been
conscious of the lessons to be learned from the Queenstown Road incident and
the importance of spreading them throughout the workforce, that man was Mr
Bailey.
9.71 Further in his report to Mr Deane, Mr Bailey was at pains to point out
that:
"I am most concerned to note that" (the tester) "appears to have come on
to the job without any preparation. He was told AT T H E T I M E what the
job entailed and felt able to test it. In my opinion this is unlikely to be an
acceptable way of doing things. There may be some jobs where such action
will be adequate but, for any work where a change of controls is taking
place, it is a perilous course to adopt. Furthermore, he does not seem to
have done any 'functional' testing."
Mr Bailey had identified a lack of preparation and a lack of experience and
expertise in the man sent to do the job of testing, and had recognised "a perilous
course" but took the matter no further to ask how management would permit
this to happen.
9.72 Mr Deane in his turn duly made a report to Mr Roger Penny Area S&T
Engineer (Southwest), on 22 June 1988. Mr Deane commented that the tester
"must bear the brunt of the incident due to his sloppy methods" and considered
that he should be severely reprimanded. He concluded his report by making a
recommendation in relation to Design Office drawings and saying:

". . . otherwise we may find recurrences of this type elsewhere and with the
pressures and tightness of the WARS programme coupled with a mixed
bag of site staff our integrity will again be challenged."
Mr Deane, even while recognising the problems of the tightness and pressures of
WARS in combination with "a mixed bag of staff' failed to ask how
management was permitting this tester to do this safety-critical job.
9.73 Disciplinary proceedings followed against the supervisor who had done the
testing. There was a formal hearing on 20 July 1988, in which it emerged that
testing was not even included in his job description. Mr Porter, the Signal
Engineer, wrote two days later to confirm his decision not to proceed further
with the proceedings and told the tester:
"As discussed, testing is a matter of some judgement: there are some black
and white rules, but during stageworks particularly, the extent of testing
necessarily requires planning and thought, and in future you need to
ensure that you make adequate time available for this aspect of the work
prior to having to carry it out.
Arrangements are being made for staff required to carry out testing duties
to be trained and certified as competent to test at certain limits and you
will, with others, be involved in this."
9.74 It is significant to note that neither in the disciplinary charge, nor in the
formal hearing, nor in this letter, was there any specific reference to SL-53 and
its detailed provisions. Mr Porter had actually said at the formal hearing that
testing had to be done "To Departmental Instructions" but did not identify
them further. In his letter to the tester he was saying that there were "some
black and white rules". Though the rules may have been black and white, the
question of what they were, whether they were in force and if so to what extent,
remained even after the Queenstown Road incident the grey area it had always
been in the S&T Department.

9.75 The faulty testing and the work itself had been done on 22 May 1988, at c.r
about the time of reorganisation. It had remained undiscovered until 14 Jucr
1988, just after reorganisation. There remained six months, all but a day, befcrr
the Clapham Junction accident. In that period, despite what was said in 3 2
Porter's letter, no training whatsoever was offered to the tester in question, m
more importantly, to any other tester at all. It was not until late February of tk:,
year that that tester was given a four-day course on SL-53, the first of suct
courses having taken place a few weeks earlier.
9.76 In that six-month period before the accident, no action was taken 5
management to examine the underlying reasons for what had gone wrong. It aa
Mr Callander who had detailed the particular tester to carry out testing which ir
was not competent to do, and for which no plan had been made. The fault C::
not lie merely with the tester's "shoddy work", it lay equally with the perscrwho had sent him to do the job. Mr Bailey had noted in relation to the D e s i ~
Office error in his report to Mr Deane, that: ". . . managerial control nee:!
tightening. . .", but noted nothing about the slackness in Mr Callander r
managerial control which had led to the incident.
9.77 Equally Mr Deane, to whom that report was addressed and to whom .\?
Callander reported, saw no reason to examine the managerial breakdown whicr
had permitted this situation to occur. No one in management took the good har:
look which was the essential logical sequel to the Queenstown Road incident z:
what was going on and going wrong in the testing of new installations in thr
S&T Department. If they had done, the almost cavalier disregard for propr
practice that was rife in the Department, with the consequent serious threat r safety, might well have been discovered.
9.78 If the lessons of Oxted should have been fully learnt by management mr
fully taught to the workforce, so too should the lessons of Queenstown Roaz
There was still a period of six months for that learning process to be achievei
The Court, on the clearest possible evidence and consciously rejecting t ! ~
misleading light of hindsight, came to the conclusion that those lessons shou::
have been learned and that had that happened there would have been rr
accident at Clapham Junction on 12 December 1988. Testing, the last defence cf
the S&T Department, had become no defence at all.
9.79 Management had failed to ensure that lessons which it had correct!::
identified and the importance of which it had rightly assessed were beic:
followed by prompt, effective action to remedy the defects in working practicer
That failure was compounded by a further failure to ensure by propc
monitoring that those defects were never again allowed to repeat themselves. I:
is to the structure of management and the identity of those in post ir
management at relevant levels and times that I now turn.

PART THREE: MANAGEMENT AND THE
UNDERLYING CAUSES

Chapter 10: Management and the signals and
telecommunications department
Before reorganisation in May 1988
10.1 In the two years before the Clapham Junction accident the structure of
management of the S&T Department was changed radically by a total
reorganisation which took place in and about May 1988. We shall look later in
the chapter at what was intended to be and what was in fact, achieved by that
reorganisation. We must look first at the structure of management before that
reorganisation.
10.2 When considering the bad working practices which were endemic in the
S&T Department at the time of the accident it is important to realise that those
working practices cannot have happened overnight. It is therefore necessary to
be able to identify who was in which post at what time when considering what, if
any, arrangements were made in the years before the accident for training of the
workforce and the issue and distribution of the Departmental Instructions.
Appendix K.7 sets out the structure and those in post from September 1986 to
May 1988.
10.3 In relation to the more senior posts in management, it is necessary to look
further back historically in order to put in context those who were in senior
management positions at such relevant times as the Oxted incidents in
November 1985 and the resultant period of the protracted eighteen-month
drafting of SL-53.
10.4 Work of the S&T Department on Southern Region before May 1988 was
distributed through four different depots at:

-

Ashford in Kent

-

Eastleigh in Hampshire

-

New Cross Gate in London

-

South Lambeth in London

Each depot was presided over by a Signal Construction Engineer. It was from
the South Lambeth depot that most of the WARS work was done.
10.5 The Signal Construction Engineer from September 1986 until reorganisation in May 1988 at the South Lambeth depot was Mr Deane. He had moved
there from the Ashford depot where he had held the same post. At South
Lambeth, Mr Deane's Senior Works Assistant was Mr Dine and his Senior
Construction Assistant was Mr Callander. As Senior Construction Assistant, Mr
Callander was involved in the planning of the work, the liaison with contractors
and additionally was responsible, as described in Chapter 9, for almost all
testing on WARS from September 1986 until May 1988.

10.6 Among the supervisors reporting to Mr Dine were Mr Bumstead and Mr
Court. Mr Hemingway was one of the installation staff who was at that depot.
In looking at lines of management, therefore, in relation to individual m e m b e ~
of the S&T Department staff most closely connected with the causes of the
Clapham Junction accident, it is clear that at South Lambeth Mr Bumstead was
the supervisor who had overall charge of Mr Hemingway's work. Mr Bumstead
reported through Mr Dine, the Senior Works Assistant, to Mr Deane, the Signal
Construction Engineer.
10.7 Mr Deane reported to Mr Davies, the Signals Works Engineer, who ir.
turn reported to Mr D Graham Brown, the Signal Engineer (Works). Mr
Davies' job title was changed in 1985 to Signal Works Engineer, previously i!
had been Construction Engineer when he took up post in May 1983. He wac
therefore in post at that level for the five years between May 1983 and the
reorganisation of May 1988. It was at his level that an overview could be take^!
of all four depots and their respective practices. Mr Davies held regular
meetings with the heads of the four depots and minutes of those meetings have
been referred to at a number of points in this Report.
10.8 M r Davies was also responsible for the Regional Testing Team, headed
by Mr Bailey, which was not involved in the line management of the depots. I:
can therefore be seen from Appendix K.7 that Mr Davies was the first point ir
the management structure to have overall control of both new works and testing.
It was Mr Davies who carried out the investigation and made the report into the
1985 Oxted incidents, referred to in Chapter 9, and it was to him that the depot
heads reported that they felt SL-53 was unworkable. Additionally it was his task
to supervise the work of the Regional Testing Team in its objectives of raising
standards and introducing training for testers.
10.9 Mr Brown, to whom Mr Davies reported, took up the position of SignaI
Engineer (Works) in April 1986. In that post he was responsible for all projects
involving resignalling or alterations to existing signalling systems. His responsibilities covered scheme development, project engineering, design, construction
and testing. It was therefore only at Mr Brown's level that all the elements of
the WARS scheme came together.
10.10 Mr Clifford Hale was promoted in November 1981 to become Chief
Signal & Telecommunications Engineer of the Southern Region. The title of
that post later changed to Regional Signal & Telecommunications Engineer.
Before the 1988 reorganisation he was totally responsible for all S&T activitie
on the Southern Region, from planning and specification design to installation.
commissioning and subsequent maintenance for all S&T systems and equip
ment, together with the direction of all staff associated with these activities.
10.1 1 That, then, was the structure of management in the S&T Department up
to Regional S&T Engineer in the years before the May 1988 reorganisation. We
shall need to look in later chapters at the way in which the duties of' management
were discharged over those years and after the 1988 reorganisation in the six
months or so leading up to the accident. It is to that reorganisation and the
changes it made in the structure of management that I turn now.

After the 1988 reorganisation
10.12 The Signal & Telecommunications Department of the Southern Region
was reorganised in May 1988, to fit in with a wider reorganisation throughout
BR, known as Administration and Organisation I11 (A & 0 111). The aims
behind this large-scale reorganisation were three-fold:

-

further to reduce administrative costs;

-

to institute a large measure of delegation to a new tier of management at
area level; and

-

to ensure a strong contractual relationship between the new area level
management on the production (operations) side, and the sub-sector level
of the businesses. This was important in ensuring that contracts were being
drawn up with the person on the production side who was personally
responsible for the delivery of that service to the business side at the
standard required.

10.13 The S&T Department had already been the subject of major reorganisations in 1982,1984 and 1986. The Department had thus been subjected to four
reorganisations in eight years, with a resultant cumulative effect on both staff
and management. All these reorganisations took place during Mr Hale's period
as Regional S&T Engineer.
10.14 During the hearings the Court was at pains to stress that it did not
consider that a detailed analysis of all or any of these reorganisations came
within its terms of reference. In particular, and in relation to the 1988
reorganisation, the Court made it clear that it was not within its remit to
consider and decide upon the question of which of various alternative forms of
reorganisation might or might not have been preferable to that actually
implemented. That remains the position. The 1988 reorganisation is only
relevant to this Investigation if and insofar as the fact of the reorganisation
impinged on the working of the S&T Department in a way which -affected or
might have affected the workforce involved in carrying out the work which
caused the accident. It is only for that reason and in that light that the 1988
reorganisation will be considered in this Report.
10.15 When proposals for the 1988 reorganisation were originally put forward
in the first half of 1987 the Regional S&T Engineer, Mr Hale, was concerned
that an area level reorganisation would need additional staff and would therefore
not meet one of the A&O I11 objectives of reducing costs. Mr Hale was also
concerned that certain functions carried out then on a regional basis would not
be performed as effectively if split up into areas. He quoted as examples the
three-man Regional Testing Team, which was to be disbanded and replaced by
one tester in each of the three areas, and the personnel function. The proposals,
which contained a large element of delegation, also included the creation of
central functions at Board Headquarters under the Director of S&T Engineering, Mr Kenneth Hodgson. This would have meant that Mr Hale would lose
responsibility for the Design Office, the computer function, and Project
Management. Whilst willing to accept the first two changes, Mr Hale said that
he was reluctant to lose control of his project engineers, through whom he
exercised responsibility for investment schemes and expenditure.
10.16 With the support of the General Manager, Southern Region, Mr Gordon
Pettitt, Mr Hale produced alternative proposals which were aimed at achieving
the Board's principal objectives, but in a way which would not involve increased
staffing, which he called his "matrix" solution. The aim of the "matrix" proposal
was to leave unchanged the management level responsible for each depot and
insert above them a new tier of three area business liaison engineers, reporting
directly to Mr Hale. In his view this proposal would have meant not only that
local depot management, supervisors and technicians would be affected as little
as possible by the change but that there could still take place reorganisation at
senior management level. In addition, this proposal maintained the Regional
Testing Team, but allocated design and computer functions to BR HQ.

10.17 M r Hale thought that these proposals were going well and that t h c
seemed to have gained some favour with the business sector manage?
However, his proposals were then considered by the Director of Networr
SouthEast, Mr Chris Green. Mr Green believed that the matrix solution did nr.
meet one of the aims of A&O 111, namely to strengthen the contractui
relationship between business manager and the engineer responsible for t i provision of the work.
10.18 M r Hale was sent in November 1988 a copy of a minute from Mr Greer.
which stated that the matrix proposal missed the whole principle of delegaticr
and that Southern Region should fall into line with the other three regions wh~:
had a contractual relationship to provide services to Network SouthEast. In :
meeting on 22 December 1987 with Mr David Rayner, Joint Managing DirectcRailways, Mr Gordon Pettitt, General Manager Southern Region, and 3!Kenneth Hodgson, Director Signals & Telecommunications, Mr Hale s-2.
directed to abandon his matrix proposal and introduce an Area S&T Enginetform of organisation on the Southern Region following the standard patter
agreed for other regions. At the meeting, it was agreed that extra staff would tY
needed to implement this form of reorganisation.

-

10.19 Meanwhile, the introduction of A&O I11 was progressing throughout thz
rest of BR. In order to ensure that national consultation should not be delay?:
because of Southern Region, and in order to give the required 14 days' notice r the Unions on the subject of consultation, it was necessary to issue the details r.
the proposals by 27 January 1988. Mr Hale informed his middle managers of t k
change in plan. He calculated the minimum number of extra staff that would h
necessary to implement the proposals and he spent the next few month.
preparing for reorganisation.
10.20 For reasons already identified, the Court makes no judgment on whic?
form of organisation should have been preferred. The particular form of t!x
reorganisation could not be classified as a circumstance attending the accidenr.
and the Court was unwilling to hear evidence as to the merits and demerits c:
alternative forms. However, the process of implementation of the reorganisatior
was clearly within the Court's terms of reference. There were three specif!:
areas on which the Court took evidence:
(i) the disbanding of the Regional Testing Team;
(ii) the effect on staff morale; and
(iii) the administrative arrangements and their effect on the standard o i
work.

The disbanding of the 10.21 The Regional Testing Team set up in August 1986 consisted of 31:
Regional Testing Team Bailey, Mr Blain and Mr Bassett. Their role had been intended to be tht
carrying out of testing on the whole of the Southern Region assisted by new
works staff as required. (In fact, as we have seen by reason of the substantia:
workload involved, it was Mr Callander, the Signal Construction Engineer a:
South Lambeth, who in the end had done almost all the testing on the WARS
scheme.) In addition to testing work, the team was charged with raisin!
standards of testing and with developing training courses so that a list o:
qualified testers could be created. It has already been mentioned that virtuall:
nothing had been done towards achieving the last two objectives.
10.22 By Christmas 1987, no plans had been made to run training courses. .A
one-page hand-written list of topics to be covered in a functional testing course
had been prepared by Mr Bailey but nothing more had been done. The impetuc
for training which should have followed the Oxted incidents had long since been
dissipated: there was no momentum to lose. Nothing was done in the earl!
months of 1988 before reorganisation to develop courses. Knowing that the
team was to be disbanded, there was little incentive for Mr Bailey to press ahead
with something that he had scarcely begun.

10.22 By Christmas 1987, no plans had been made to run training courses. A
one-page hand-written list of topics to be covered in a functional testing course
had been prepared by Mr Bailey but nothing more had been done. The impetus
for training which should have followed the Oxted incidents had long since been
dissipated: there was no momentum to lose. Nothing was done in the early
months of 1988 before reorganisation to develop courses. Knowing that the
team was to be disbanded, there was little incentive for Mr Bailey to press ahead
with something that he had scarcely begun.
10.23 The three members of the Regional Testing Team were to be replaced by
three Area Testing & Commissioning Engineers. Therefore, in terms of
numbers of testers, there was no change. In the South West area, where the
accident took place, M r Callander was appointed as the Area Testing &
Commissioning Engineer. He was not completely content with the change
because his new role was restricted to testing and had none of the planning
involved in his previous post.
nr effect on staffmorale

10.24 The arrangements which were made for transferring staff in the course of
reorganisation were particularly cumbersome. These arrangements were agreed
between management and unions and both therefore must bear some responsibility for the problems encountered. The arrangements required that all
employees received letters telling them that they were made redundant in the
existing organisation: they were then asked to apply for posts within the new
organisation. Effectively they were displaced, and needed to apply to be
reallocated.
10.25 In the 1988 reorganisation, the only information available on each new
post was a short sentence included in a long list of posts available. No interviews
were conducted to ensure the suitability of the applicant for the new post. Job
descriptions were not available in the May 1988 reorganisation to ensure that
staff knew exactly what was expected of them. Many of the staff were not
successful on their first application and were forced to spend a number of
months as "unallocated" staff, attached to a depot but with no particular post of
their own. Many experienced a change in the geographical location of their post
and for a substantial number this was at some distance from their homes with
resultant personal difficulties.
10.26 The May 1988 reorganisation affected differently many of the staff
whose work is the subject of this Investigation. For the more junior grades, there
was little change. Mr Hemingway and Mr Bumstead moved directly from South
Lambeth to Wimbledon, but were essentially doing the same job as before. For
them there would only have been the initial difficulties of going through the
formal procedures of reapplying for the same job. Mr Bumstead did express
particular dissatisfaction with the large number of staff brought in from other
depots because he was not aware of their capabilities. Nor was he content with
some of his supervisor colleagues or with the chain of command.
10.27 Mr Lippett had spent most of his career on maintenance work and his
previous post was Area Maintenance Assistant at Wimbledon. He was due to
retire in October 1989. He was not particularly happy with the job application
he had made because of a number of important factors: he had little experience
on new work, WARS was already well underway, and this was a completely new
job with no-one to follow on from.
10.28 Despite all this and the fact that Mr Lippett was not available for
weekend working, a disadvantage which was well known to his superiors, he was
none the less appointed to the post.

10.29 Mr Bailey moved from Head of the Regional Testing Team to - r
position of Signal Works Engineer at Wimbledon. This was his first mancment post and he was responsible for the Wimbledon and Eastleigh depots. '~"r.
Deane, as we saw earlier, did a direct exchange from being in charge of -1
South Lambeth depot to responsibility for Wimbledon. His job was m y . 2
altered by the reorganisation in that he took on wider responsibilities on buczand planning as well as management of the works.
10.30 The new Area Signal & Telecommunication Engineer was Mr Penny. 1 . 2
experience was principally on maintenance and telecommunications. His o- .I
experience of the management of New Works was six months in 1978 as Pro.? Engineer for the Gatwick Airport Resignalling Scheme. In that six months Y
had done some functional testing. It was Mr Penny's responsibility to get ':.
new organisation up and running. Mr Davies and Mr Brown moved to BRB !I ;
directly responsible to the Director of S&T.
10.31 The picture is therefore one of staff at junior levels being large unaffected by reorganisation, but with management at junior and area l e v
being inexperienced in their particular fields of work. Although Mr Deane acre.
as an element of continuity, he now had a much larger scale of responsibilities.

Administrative 10.32 A large amount of planning was necessary to implement the reorgan:.arrangements ation in the timescale proposed. In fact, Mr Hale asked for a three wetr
extension for implementation to allow more time for preparation. Althouy
much had been done by May 1988, there were a large number of problems. T-Personnel and Finance Divisions had not successfully been transferred from 1".
Region to the Areas and were kept on at Regional Headquarters to ensure tb?'
the staff could still be paid. The computer system, too, had teething troubles ar r
was not properly implemented until November 1988. Job descriptions were nr.
issued to all staff. Permanent accommodation was not available and temporar
huts were established at Waterloo and Clapham for parts of the Wimbledcdepot staff. A number of individuals had been seconded full-time to implemerthe reorganisation, and their work had to be carried out by colleagues. 5 additional finance or staff had been made available to implement the changes.
10.33 As well as having to implement the reorganisation, managers were alcinvolved in monitoring an industrial dispute which arose from the imposition c.
the Pay and Grading Agreement in May 1988. Mr Penny was actively involre:
in monitoring the response to the dispute and in conducting a hearts and minct
campaign, yet he only had two personnel staff available to assist him when tht
complement should have been twelve.

Conclusions 10.34 It is clear that the 1988 reorganisation was a major upheaval for the who!?
of the organisation. Mr Deane summed it up in the expression: "all the uproar c'
being reorganised". Junior staff had to suffer the uncertainty of applying fodifferent posts and some had to relocate to depots at some distance from the!original workplace. Junior management were inexperienced in their tasks, whlk
the roles of more senior managers had changed dramatically. Mr Penny waq
asked to take charge of an organisation which had not been properly prepare?
and which lacked the resources he needed in order to manage the change.
10.35 It is necessary to see whether the reorganisation had a place in the
causation of the accident. Poor working practices, unsatisfactory training and
incomplete testing had all existed before the reorganisation. The reorganisatlor!
did not make any of these three factors worse and therefore cannot in that way
be seen as part of the cause of the accident. However, the reorganisation could
have been an opportunity to come to grips with the existing situation. New
brooms might have swept away old bad practices. That indeed is one of the
underlying reasons for such a reorganisations.
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10.36 Sadly it did not happen that way. Mr Lippett noticed levels of poor
workmanship but did not want to "rock the boat" by intervening at an early
stage. He was an outsider in charge of a workforce that had worked closely
together for a number of years. He had to run that workforce through Mr
Bumstead who was suffering from low morale because of all the newcomers.
The opportunity for improvement was not grasped.
10.37 Mr Callander too was dissatisfied and anxious for a change. But, even if
he had remained Testing & Commissioning Engineer, Mr Hemingway's errors
would not have been picked up by his testing because he too would not have
conducted an independent wire count. Mr Dray, Mr Callander's temporary
successor, was unhappy in his job and had little contact with Mr Callander. He
would not in any event have picked up Mr Hemingway's errors for exactly the
same reasons as existed in Mr Callander's case.
10.38 The administration of the reorganisation is a further example of poor
management and planning practice within the S&T Department generally.
However, the reorganisation is also of relevance to the accident in that some of
those individuals selected to take up the new posts were either not the right
people for the job, or were insufficiently prepared for their new responsibility.
10.39 What was necessary was for the new appointees to be able to take a fresh
look at their workforce, and to identify and remedy the defects in installation
and testing practices which undoubtedly existed: to look afresh at the programme for WARS in the light of reorganisation and to see if reorganisation had
affected that programme, and if so how. What was needed was for the
organisation to undergo a renewal, with all the capacity for change and
improvement that are inherent in that concept. It did not happen. The new
brooms swept as little and as ineffectively as the old.

Chapter 11: S&T Departmental Instructions - the
communication of information and training
of the workforce
Basic concepts

11.1 The problem of communication between management and staff is one
which can bedevil any industry. The quality and effectiveness of that communication is frequently a reliable guide to the health of that industry. Where the
quality of communication is poor the messages which should be sent both down
and up the structure of an organisation will begin to fail to get through. When
those messages fail to get through, staff will no longer be working in the way
that management wishes them to and management will not be able to react to
the problems staff are facing and the errors they are making. In this way poor
communication leads to poor control and management begins not to manage.
11.2 Thus, if management wish to ensure that work is carried out in a
particular way, the usual procedure in an industry or business is to prepare and
issue an instruction as to proper working standards to which management
requires that its staff work.
11.3 It should go without saying (but sadly in the evidence the Court heard, it
did not) that the issue of that instruction, with all the information contained
therein, is of no use at all unless that information is actually communicated to
the staff: the message that never gets through might just as well never have been
sent. That is why management must not only issue the instruction, but must
ensure that the information does actually reach the staff. Management must
monitor the reaction to that information. For this purpose a good system of
communication is vital.
11.4 Once the first two steps of the issue and the communication of the
information have been taken there is still a third: the staff must be taught how to
deal with the information, how to approach it and how to put it into effect. They
must be trained to use the information properly.
11.5 It is only by the full and proper inter-relation of those three aspects of
instruction, communication and training that the workforce will be enabled to
work as management intends. While this is true for any industry or business, in
one so bound up with and committed to the concept of safety as the railway
industry it is essential that none of these three concepts be ignored if the
workforce is to carry out its duties safely. Sadly, in the evidence presented to the
Investigation, the Court saw failure after failure to observe these axiomatic
principles.
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Communications in the 11.6 How did these many layers of staff and management communicate within
Signals & the S&T Department? The principal means of formal communication was a
Telecommunications series of meetings penetrating down through the organisation. At the head of the
Department Department, Mr Hale, the Regional S&T Engineer, held monthly meetings with
all his senior staff covering signalling, telecommunications and maintenance.
These were all-day meetings and the notes of these meetings, short statements
on a long list of points, were circulated to those below the level of staff

attending the meeting, for example, on the New Works side, to Mr Davies.
meeting notes in themselves would not have been sufficient to give Mr Dar
clear understanding of a task he had been recorded as having to unden
Further discussion would have been necessary between him and Mr
Brown. This should not have posed any problem as they occup
adjacent offices and Mr Brown had his own "works meetings" with
staff below him. However, as we will see later in this chapter, neither verbal
written communication between them was wholly effective.
11.7 Mr Davies then held his own Construction Group monthly meetings
his four Senior Construction Engineers. Mr Bailey, as Regional Tes
Engineer, was present at a meeting in August 1986 to discuss the role
testing team and how that would fit in with the work of the depots. Ho
apart from this occasion, he did not seem to have attended Mr Davies'
struction Group Meetings on a regular basis. Indeed, the minutes of I
meeting in August 1987 which discussed SL-53 and its implementation, quo?
at paragraph 9.35, do not record him as being present, despite the obvi
implication for the man nominally responsible for improving and training test.on the region.
11.8 There seem to have been no regular formal meetings between Mr D a n
and the Regional Testing Team, the other principal area of his
Mr Deane at South Lambeth held his own briefing meetings with Mr Dine, .\
Callander and others of a similar grade within the depot. It is at this level &U
I
formal meetings stopped.
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11.9 We have already seen in Chapter 8 that communication within tie
Wimbledon depot and previously at South Lambeth was very haphazard. F~le
important weekend commissionings Mr Bumstead and Mr Lippett would hare a
brief chat on the Wednesday, to look over the weekend's workload after t b q
had seen which staff had volunteered for overtime from the list taken down cu
Tuesday. Communications between the night and day shifts were also ha?
hazard. Notes were supposed to be left if problems had been encountered. (3
the weekend of 27 November 1988 problems had emerged and not all tL
Saturday works out on the tracks had been finished, but no note was left.

S&TDepartmental Instructions
11.10 We have seen in Chapters 8 and 9 that some staff in Southern R e g k
were unaware of the full range of their responsibilities and that there was z
widespread failure to observe Departmental Instructions on Testing. Therr
were obvious weaknesses both in the adequate training of staff and :z
communicating to them, the force, relevance, and the importance of Deparrmental Instructions. Though they should have been obvious, the weaknesse
were neither monitored nor corrected.

11.11 In addition to the policies of the Rule Book, the S&T Department cf
Southern Region had a supplementary system of Departmental Instructio~?~
which was introduced by Mr Hale in 1983. Instructions were issued, with z
prefix of S for Signalling, T for Telecommunications, or A for Administratior
There were sub-categories in alphabetical order for each main category. Fo:
signalling, the sub-category of L related to Testing and Commissioning. T h u s
SL-53 should have proclaimed itself to all its recipients under the system as the
53rd Signalling Instruction, and one relating specifically to Testing anc
Commissioning.

11.12 The distribution system for Departmental Instructions within the S&T
Department was based on the issue of Instructions to grades of staff identified
by a code letter. Supervisors, for example, had the code E. Alongside each letter
code would be the number of the last departmental instruction issued in the
same main category, for instance, Signalling. This system was designed to
prevent the need for each individual worker to sign for each instruction he
received. Instead, each member of staff was supposed to check the last
instruction listed next to his code letter against the contents of his file of
instructions. If he had not received this instruction it was his duty to request a
copy of the missing instruction from his manager. It was a system which as will
be seen later in this chapter was more honoured in the breach than the
observance and was not understood at all by some staff.
11.13 There are two main areas of instruction and training with which this
Investigation is concerned: installation practices and testing. I shall deal first
with the S&T Departmental Instructions and then with the training methods of
the Department.

Installation Instructions

11.14 The S&T Departmental Instruction that installers should have worked to
was known as SI-16 which was dated 18 November 1983. The category I is
reserved for Installation of Equipment. Section 3.3.3 is the relevant section for
this Investigation and reads:
"3.3.3. Wires and crimps not terminated must have their ends insulated
and secured to prevent contact with each other or with any other
equipment."
11.15 Mr Hemingway had not received a copy of this instruction before the
accident even though its intended circulation under the Departmental system
was to technician level. He first saw it at BR's joint inquiry in December 1988
and although he described its provisions as "common sense" it is clear that the
Departmental Instruction system had proved ineffective in this case. The
"rogue" wire had not been "secured to prevent contact with ... ... any other
equipment". Mr Hemingway had merely pushed it to one side out of the way. If
he had received SI-16, been trained in its provisions and made to follow them,
that wire would have been secured out of harm's way and would not have been
able to get back to its former terminal on the relay. The instruction clearly
existed laying down best practice in this area. A lack of supervision prevented
that best practice from being implemented, as Chapter 8 has shown.

Testing Instructions

11.16 Testing had always been the prestige work for S&T staff. Experience of
and skill in testing was considered valuable experience for anyone progressing
through the management levels. However, there was an important distinction
made between functional testing - the difficult, challenging test which involves
permutating a variety of operating circumstances in an attempt to catch out the
system - and other routine testing. These routine tests were often delegated to
works staff, the wire count being an obvious example.
11.17 Testers in the 1970s learned their skills by watching others. The only
document of any relevance to them was "New Works 128", a specification for
contractors detailing how and to what standard their jobs should be installed and
tested before responsibility passed to BR staff. However, this was a very
different type of exercise from that of the BR tester ensuring that BR
installation work had been satisfactorily completed and tested to ensure that the
new or altered signalling system could safely be brought into operation.

11.18 Before the early 1980s, Southern Region had issued no written instrucions to their own staff on testing or procedures to be followed. Following t!-:
London Bridge Resignalling Scheme the Project Engineer in charge of thrscheme, Mr Roy Bell, was asked to prepare notes on functional testing.:!I
reluctantly agreed, aware that these notes could not cover the whole procedurr
His notes were the sole document available to testers until the issue c:
SL-Provisional in late 1985, although the need for such a document had b e r
identified three years before.
11.19 Towards the end of 1982 Mr Clifford Hale, Regional S&T Enginec
asked his Signal Engineer (Works) to prepare a draft testing instruction f~
signalling installations. Nothing appeared to have been done to follow up th:r
request until May 1983 when the new Signal Construction Engineer, Mr R o e
Davies, was asked to prepare a draft instruction. He was given to understa~:
that, although this was important, it should not be considered top priority.
11.20 In January 1984, when the document had still not appeared, Mr Hale :!
recorded as "expressing concern at the timescale for completion and requestirf
that efforts be made to improve". In July 1984, when the instruction was ST--.
not finalised, Mr Hale's Departmental Conference discussed whether to is?::
the instruction there and then with appendices following at a later date. Tt:$
course was not in fact followed.
11.21 Eventually in July 1985 it was agreed that provisional copies of the d r c
instruction could be issued to any staff carrying out testing, but that the fira
issue might be different. At that stage it was decided that the final instruct:x
should contain a section on the roles and responsibilities of those involved 3
testing. The Instruction was issued as SL-Provisional, and dated 1 O c t o k
1985. Those who received the draft instruction at that stage were aware tha! r
was simply a draft document. Most felt that it simply pulled together exist!?$
practice. It emerged three years late, it still lacked the section on roles a 2
responsibilities and its arrival was in the most halting of fashions.
11.22 In November 1985, a series of wrong-side failures including the Ozr:
incidents detailed in Chapter 9 had occurred which had been caused in pan .3
failures in testing. As an immediate response to this appalling sequence, 3 2
Hale had a letter issued to staff down to supervisor level which stated:
"Will you please note and advise all concerned that the DepartmeclaInstruction numbered SL-Provisional, entitled "Testing of New aAltered Signalling" and dated 1 October 1985, has the full authority of art
other Departmental Instruction even though it is unsigned."
11.23 It had therefore taken three years to prepare and issue this instruct:-*
and yet the version issued was obviously still not satisfactory. D e p a r t m e r i
Conference following the three wrong-side failures recorded that the:

"... need for a full testing procedural document was more urgent than ere.
but the resource difficulty is recognised."
Mr Davies in a letter to his four senior Construction Engineers dated
February 1986, which accompanied his report on the Oxted accident told t h e r

'
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"The Departmental Instruction on Testing is to be signed and i s s ~ t 3
shortly."
In fact it was not until May 1987 that what Departmental Conference had ca!:d
a full testing procedural document, namely, SL-53 was finally issued - a l m
eighteen months later. Such a rate of progress was entirely out of keeping a 3
the sense of urgency expressed in 1985. This painfully slow response tc a

problem which had been clearly recognised as urgent was a matter of great
concern to the Court. Even while registering the urgent need for the document,
management was recognising that limited resources might produce a reaction
which was less than urgent. That same management failed to supply any
additional resources. Matters such as the issue of the Instruction were left to
drag on at their own unprompted pace.
11.24 Thus, there was no proper attention to the establishment of priorities, the
provision of resources, and to the monitoring of the progress of the drafting of
the document. Nothing was done by management to ensure that the document
was, in fact, provided with the urgency and distributed with the speed which was
known by them to be vital. Yet again the use of vigorous words belied the lack of
action.
11.25 Further, even when SL-53 was eventually ready to be put to the
workforce, it is still a matter of great concern to see the manner in which this
document was distributed and implemented.

The introduction of SL-53 to the workforce
11.26 SL-53 should have been issued to testers and to the works staff down to
supervisor level but supervisors did not receive copies. Since they did not have
copies they could neither brief themselves on the Instruction, nor have any clear
idea of what assistance the tester would require of them. Again the distribution
system had failed, just as it had previously done for SL-Provisional: no
satisfactory explanation was ever given for these failures.
11.27 When authority was given to send out copies of SL-Provisional an
administrative error registered it internally with the number SL-53. This was
not printed on the copies and therefore had no consequences at that stage.
However, when the next instruction in the signalling series was issued it showed
SL-53 as the previous instruction next to the code letter. There should have
been a large number of enquiries seeking copies of the instruction SL-53, which
at that stage did not exist. There were not. This should have alerted
management to the fact that the system of distribution was not working: it did
not.
11.28 As for the testers, they either, like Mr Callander, did not read it or they
put SL-53 to one side assuming that it merely stated existing best testing
practice, which they wrongly believed they were following. In fact, SL-53
contained three further elements which the workforce needed to understand.
The Instruction required the observance of directions as to:

- the definition of individual roles;
- planning

in accordance with laid-down procedure; and

- documenting both the planning and the implementation of the test to
ensure that it had been carried out fully and properly.
11.29 SL-53 made it clear, for the first time in a written instruction, that there
was to be one person in overall charge of the testing, with others in charge of
internal and external testing. It then went on to describe the responsibilities of
each of these three individuals. The first duty of the Person In Overall Charge
of Testing (PICOT) was to draw up a testing programme and define and
control detailed requirements. This should have included the number of staff
needed to carry out the test and the necessary level of their experience.
11.30 There was obvious confusion caused by the long lists of tasks to be
carried out by the three individuals named in the document. On large
commissions three people could not carry out all those tasks, but of more
specific concern, the PICOT could not hope to fulfil all the duties allocated to
him.

11.31 According to SL-53 an essential element of documenting the work d o ~ r
was to be the checklists attached to the instruction which were to be completer
after each test. These checklists were never drawn up, nor issued to stat
Management, at least up to the level of Mr Graham Brown, was aware that nconly were the checklists not being completed, they were not even being issue:
Further indications that SL-53 was largely being ignored were also made clezto management when works staff, at a Construction Group meeting on 2
August 1987, chaired by Mr Davies, explained that SL-53 was unworkable t i
drafted, because it did not provide for delegation of responsibilities.
11.32 Mr Davies undertook to raise the matter with Mr Brown to have t b
point clarified, which he did in a detailed minute of 8 September 1987. A
conversation subsequently took place between Mr Davies and Mr Brown. The:recollections of the conversation differ:

- Mr Davies understood that Mr Brown was to raise the matter at Deparmental Conference.
- Mr Brown recollected that he had told Mr Davies that delegation was implic in the Instruction and no further clarification was necessary.
11.33 Mr Davies' next meeting recorded that they were waiting for furthclarification from Departmental Conference on this point. Mr Brown did nnpick this point up. No reference to this important matter appears in Deparmental Conference minutes, nor did Mr Brown ever reply in writing to 5'Davies' clear questions in his minute. The document needed an answer which *
never received. Mr Davies continued to record the fact that the C o n s t r u c t r
Group was waiting for an answer to the problem of the need for delegation -r
relation to SL-53 in Construction Group minutes, but did nothing else to brezt
out of an intolerable situation. This was yet another example of managemer
by inactivity and inertia to which I refer in Chapter 12.
11.34 The new instruction SL-53, was therefore issued with no accompanyir{
explanation by management, and no seminars or training in how it should 'Y
implemented. The relevant documentation, the checklists etc., were n e r r
issued, nor even printed. Nor did management monitor the introduction r:
SL-53 to ensure that the workforce was complying with its provisions. It wou::
seem that they confined themselves to a false belief that the instruction n:!
being implemented in spirit. Such a belief had about it little more than a pic?-.
hope and had nothing to do with good management.
11.35 BR Headquarters is now in the process of producing a national testit:
instruction. The Court believes that this is the correct approach. The creation c .
a national testing team was suggested as a type of testing police force, but t!,r
Court was not attracted to the suggestion and saw disadvantages in such L
system. The Board should be responsible for devising the standards to which t5r
work is to be carried out in the Regions, while the Regional Signalling E n g i n e
should be responsible for ensuring that the work meets those required standarc.
But the Board must additionally ensure that the Regional Signalling Engine?
have the resources available to them and sufficient authority to ensure thzr
standards are met. The technology of signalling is continually changing. So:::
State Interlocking is now being implemented and the testing process for t t - :
form of technology is more complicated. The Board should ensure that testr,:
instructions keep pace with new technology, that testers are properly train?:
and that Regional Signalling Engineers have the money and manpower to ensu-t
standards are maintained and improved.

Training
11.36 A formalised series of training courses was introduced following the 1974
Pay and Grading Agreement which meant that those hoping to be promoted had
to undertake the courses laid down in the Pay and Grading Agreement before
progressing to the next grade. The basic structure was therefore highly
formalised with little flexibility.
11.37 The Investigation was told that BR's efforts to maintain the national Pay
and Grading courses meant that facilities and funds for additional courses were
severely limited. T o overcome some of these difficulties BR has focused more
attention on "distance learning" allowing the individual employee to study in his
own time and not at one of the BR centres. Training courses outside the Pay and
Grading Agreement are run at the BR's School of Engineering at Derby:
separate courses are offered in regional centres.
11.38 Until Pay and Grading courses, training within BR had been based on
apprentice-type on-the-job training where new employees would learn from
more experienced skilled workers. That ethos continued alongside Pay and
Grading, particularly in areas such as testing which were not covered in the Pay
and Grading courses.

Trainingfor installers
I

11.39 Areas such as basic installation work would be covered in Pay and
Grading courses. Mr Hemingway had been in the S&T Department too long to
benefit from these courses. As part of the 1974 agreement, and because many
workers already had long experience, assistant technicians in Mr Hemingway's
position were allowed to regrade without taking the courses. No refresher
courses were run for installers in the S&T Department.

Trainingfor Testers 11.40 As part of the corrective action taken following the three incidents of
wrong-side failures in November 1985, it was decided to set up a Regional
Testing Team. There were to be three testers responsible for testing throughout
the Southern Region, for raising standards and for developing training courses
for others. The Testing Team took up their posts in August 1986, headed by
Mr Bailey.
11.41 The amount of testing to be done on the Southern Region meant that the
time of these three men was fully occupied so that, where they found that a
competent tester existed at a construction depot, the responsibility for testing
was delegated to him. It was in this fashion that testing on the WARS scheme
was principally done by Mr Callander at the South Lambeth Depot. Mr
Callander reported to Mr Deane at South Lambeth and was not a member of Mr
Bailey's staff.
11.42 No attempts were made by the Testing Team to develop training courses
in their first year of operation. In August 1987, in completing Mr Bailey's
annual performance appraisal, Mr Davies noted that Mr Bailey should spend
more time on this aspect of his work. Between August and Christmas 1987, Mr
Bailey only managed to produce a single page of handwriting which was a draft
entitled "Functional Testing" listing a number of topics that such a course
should cover. No work had been done on developing a syllabus for courses, nor
were either Mr Bailey or Mr Davies looking any wider than functional testing.
This reflects both an overall misconception as to the requirements of proper
testing and at the same time the "prestige" that was attached to functional
testing while other testing aspects were relegated to lower positions.
11.43 At the end of 1987, it was announced that in the forthcoming reorganisation the Regional Testing Team was to be disbanded. No further consideration
was given by the Testing Team to establishing training courses for testers. This
issue was only re-opened in September 1988 and the first course was run in
January 1989.

Training for Management
11.44 BR has two levels of entry into the S&T Department: the first involv
entering as a junior railwayman on probation until becoming an assistartechnician and from there moving up the grades to supervisor and themanagement levels. The second route is by joining the Department as a graduae*
engineer already in the management structure. Management training, unl~r-+
technical training for pay and grading groups, is not a prerequisite to promotloMost of the key participants in the S&T Department had had no form:
management training despite the scale of their responsibilities. Mr Bailey f r example was moved from being the Regional Tester with a team of three, r Signal Works Engineer with over 60 staff at two different depots. The Cochad no evidence that he had had any management training. In progressing :'
programme of Total Quality Management BR will need to consider whether it
targeting management training resources in the most effective way. Additior ally, management training will need to be expanded to other groups. .\!Bumstead, a supervisor, for instance, was expected to organise his workforcc
plan their work, control and motivate them without the benefit of armanagement training.
11.45 Deficiencies have been established in the workforce's understanding c
their instructions. Training in a number of areas was defective. Those who ha:
responsibility for organising, controlling and motivating staff below them we:*
unaware of their staffs strengths and weaknesses. As a aid to management, t?
extension of the annual appraisal system down to Senior Technician l e v
should help redress some of these problems. The formal process of writing aannual review on staff will concentrate supervisors' and managers' minds chow well staff are meeting the tasks outlined in their job descriptions.

Management Review

11.46 It is recognised that the annual appraisal system as it exists for managerneeds to be simplified to be effective and relevant for more junior staff. T?*
annual interview that goes with the appraisal system should be seen as 2opportunity to assess staffs understanding of the written instructions. Ever
second year, staff should be asked to sign a statement to the effect that they hart
recently read and understood relevant Departmental Instructions. This wou::
be an extension of the system that exists for the Rule Book at present.

Trainingfor Drivers

11.47 This brief analysis of training in the S&T Department must not t.r
allowed to become so compartmentalised that it omits all reference to drive^
training. In relation to the detection of signalling errors driver training has 1
vital role to play. Chapter 2 discussed the aspects seen by certain drivers on t5c
morning of the accident and concluded that none of the drivers prior to Driver
McClymont were obliged by the Rule Book to report any of the signal aspeck
they had seen.
11.48 It will be remembered that Mr Morgan's evidence as to how, in relaticr
to the Rule Book, a driver might be expected to react when confronted with :
particular sequence of signal aspects was plainly confused. This was all the mort
remarkable in that it was evidence coming from someone experienced in trainic,
drivers. The Court asked for and was provided with Course Notes for D r i r
Training Courses, and recognises the considerable extent of the information t h r
must be inculcated into drivers. It is necessary, however, that trainee drive?
receive particularly careful training in the signalling system and what const:tutes an irregularity, and I shall refer to this matter in the recommendation^
Neither the training of drivers as a process, nor the daily working of the drive?
themselves in practice are helped by the language used, or by the differecsections of the Rule Book involved, in the telling of a driver what he should do :he sees something about the signalling which he considers unusual.

The Rule Book
11.49 We have seen in Chapter 2 that the latest edition of the Rule Book is
dated June 1988. It is regrettable that the opportunity was not taken at that time
to re-draft parts of the Rule Book to rationalise and clarify the action which is
expected of a driver if he sees something unusual about the signal aspects.
11.50 We saw that it is Section C which is the section which deals with signals
and it is understandable that this would be the first section which a driver
moving down the track would think of in trying to flick through the pages in his
mind to see what the Rule Book tells him to do. He would, in any event, get little
or no help from this section, even if he had a photographic memory in that the
only passage remotely relevant would be Rule C.6.7 which deals only with a
"signal not shown or imperfectly shown". Mr Morgan in his evidence really
seemed to accept that the driver would get no help from Section C.
11.51 Mr Morgan suggested that it was Section H which was really applicable
and in particular Rule H.7.1.4. We have seen that the rule is headed "Observing
any irregularity or obstruction" and we have seen that the whole tenor of Rule
H.7 is that it is dealing with obstructions (including cattle) and irregularities
affecting other trains. Passages in the Rule Book dealing with obstructions and
the placing of detonators "at least 1%miles .... from the obstruction" are not apt
to cover a situation where a driver considers there is something unusual about a
signal he is travelling towards or passing.
11.52 It was suggested during the Investigation that it was the word "irregularity" which would fix a driver's mind on what he must do. Regretfully I have
to say that that suggestion found no favour with the Court. The rule relied on
was H.7.1.2 and if one looks at its words in full it is apparent that they are
dealing with a different situation:
"7.1.2. If he sees any irregularity affecting another train, he must
immediately inform the signalman, stopping specially if necessary. If
possible he must also alert the Driver of that train by sounding the horn
and exhibiting a red light."
11.53 A rule which tells a driver to sound his horn and exhibit a red light to
alert another driver if possible is hardly the rule which will first come to mind or
appear relevant to a driver who is travelling at speed down the track puzzling
about a particular signalling aspect or sequence he has just seen.
11.54 During the hearings I at one time ventured to suggest that in any event
the use of the word "irregularity" was unhappy unless it was defined. It was
pointed out on behalf of BR that the failure to define "irregularity" was quite
deliberate and that it was intended that the word should cover as wide a range of
eventualities as possible.
11.55 I understand and respect that intention to use a word which will have
wide applicability. I accept also that it may be there is no significantly better
word. The fact remains, however, that "irregularity" used in its context in Rule
7 of Section H has nothing whatever to do with unusual aspects of the signalling
system which may be troubling a driver travelling at speed and having to make a
quick decision.
11.56 A man in such a situation is entitled to be trained in and to work to a
system of rules which are clear, unambiguous and helpfully presented. That
cannot be said of the current Rule Book. It is of vital importance that there
should be accurate and speedy reporting of what is seen by drivers as possible
signalling faults. For that to be done there must be proper training of drivers on
these matters and a redrafting of those passages in the Rule Book which at
present only cloud the issue.

*

11.57 Clarity is essential, not only in any type of instruction to staff, but emore so in the Rule Book, where non-compliance can affect the safe runnip: d
the railway and can involve the member of staff concerned in d i s c i p l ~ r ~ +
proceedings. There was no doubt in the mind of any of the BR witnesses z c t.
the importance of obeying the Rule Book, yet the Rule Book itself is unclear o
the status it accords to Departmental Instructions such as those of the Sout3-r
Region S&T Department. Rule A. 1.4.1 reads:

"Each employee must observe the Rules, Regulations and instruct!--%
applicable to him and obey the instructions of those in authority wherc r
is required to work. He must report any infringement of the Rules zrd!
Regulations to his supervisor."

.*

Witnesses were uncertain whether or not the word "instructions" covered 5-:
documents as SL-53 and it is therefore clear that the status of Departmer-i
Instructions as issued by the S&TDepartment needs to be clarified.

Waterloo area resignalling scheme:
The planning of the project, its management
and execution
Background
12.1 Lines into Waterloo carry thousands of passengers per day into London
from the South West through Clapham Junction, the busiest railway junction, as
opposed to terminus, in Great Britain. The Waterloo area extends through
Clapham Junction, Wimbledon, Epsom and Leatherhead and as far as Dorking.
Essential to the carrying of those passengers safely and reliably is the signalling
system. It had been installed in 1936. It was in the late 1970s that the age and
deteriorating condition of the system started to give cause for concern as to its
reliability.
12.2 A Project Development Paper was therefore put forward by the General
Manager of the Southern Region in 1978. The plan was to renew the whole of
the signalling system for the Waterloo area as BR was then already doing, or
planning to do, for other main approaches to London by such schemes as the
London Bridge and the Victoria Area Resignalling Schemes. The objectives of
the Paper included "the essential renewal of signalling equipment" and at that
stage the plan envisaged work beginning in early 1982 and being completed in
November 1986. It was felt that if this timetable were not followed a substantial
amount of abortive work of renewal would need to take place simply to maintain
the system.
12.3 However, despite the fact that renewal was said to be "essential" this
project did not have a smooth passage through BR's mechanisms for approving
investment on such schemes. It was discussed and deferred on a number of
occasions and a submission in May 1981 recorded that the main scheme was
"reduced in cost and scope". BR was advised by the Department of Transport in
May 1983 that the scheme would be called in for investment approval by the
Secretary of State. It continued to be discussed within BR and a detailed
submission was made to the Investment Committee of BR in September 1984 in
order to obtain financial approval.
12.4 The full submission was a large-scale plan to rationalise and resignal the
Waterloo area and related to signalling dating back to 1936. Appendix K.5
shows the lines that were to be resignalled. These lines would then be controlled
by a sole signal box at Wimbledon. A central control point was recognised as
more cost-effective than a system of several signal boxes. Wimbledon was
chosen because it was a virgin site with no risk of disturbing operations or
having any implications for the Channel Rail link. The scheme envisaged the
installation of modern colour-light signalling with 2, 3, or 4 aspects depending
mainly on traffic density. Automatic Warning System equipment was also to be
installed.
12.5 Staff reductions of 74 posts at an annual saving of 4737,000 were
anticipated. The cost of the scheme was expected to be 432.5m, including some
investment not actually involved in resignalling but rather to facilitate the

introduction of Driver Only Operated (DOO) trains on the lines involved. Thr
new scheme would save the expensive maintenance costs that would k
necessary to keep the old system in operation. Significantly, it was recognisec'
that "despite increased preventative maintenance, the failure rate of tht
equipment is increasing and the integrity of the signalling system is at risk".
12.6 Over the six years it had taken to reach the stage of consideration by tht
Investment Committee, the work had moved from being merely necessary, tc
being vital as the signalling equipment deteriorated further. T h e failure rate Q!
equipment had increased unacceptably between 1982 and 1984, and a number ci
essential projects had to be authorised in advance of the main scheme simply tc
keep the system going.
12.7 T h e September 1984 submission itself makes significant reading, ir
particular at paragraph 3.4:
"Most of the signalling equipment in the area which was installed in 1936
is of early colour-light and track circuit block type and is now overdue for
renewal, both in view of its condition and its inability to comply wit?
current operating safety requirements. It is imperative that replacement ic
some form takes place within the proposed time-scale to maintain z
minimum safety standard in the face of deterioration of insulation of
cabling and internal wiring and corrosion of signal housings .... The
signalling failure situation over the past two years shows that, despite
increased surveillance and maintenance and attendant higher costs, there
has been an increase of 26% over that period, including three "wrong-side"
failures due to the condition of the equipment (see appendix E (i)). T o
permit further deterioration, unchecked, is completely unacceptable."
T h e problem of the wrong-side failures was recognised in that Appendix, which
said:
"However the more worrying aspect is the increasing potential for
wrong-side failures. During the last two years, three wrong-side failures
have occurred directly due to condition of equipment, ..."
T h e Appendix went on to identify three wrong-side failures, one of which
resulted in a:
"Failure to display a red signal aspect due to a technician touching a wire
during routine maintenance and the wire breaking due to brittleness caused
by age."
It was recognised that:
"Clearly an increase of wrong-side failures with an inherent loss of safety
cannot be tolerated and either considerable maintenance effort/cost is to
be put in or equipment is to be signed out of use."
T h e unreliability and safety arguments were thus fully deployed in the
submission considered by the Investment Committee.
12.8 On 1 October 1984, the Investment Committee endorsed the submission
which then went to the Secretary of State for authorisation. That authorisation
was given in a letter from the Minister for Public Transport to the Chairman of
British Railways Board on 19 December 1984. T h e time taken on the WARS
project from the first Development Paper through to ultimate authorisation by
the relevant Minister was therefore a little over six years.

Planning the work
12.9 A meeting to discuss WARS commissioning strategy was held on 13
February 1985, in order to study arrangements to be adopted for commissioning
New Works schemes and specifically to consider the proposals for carrying out
WARS commissionings. At that meeting there was discussion of the alternative
methods of bringing the works into operation by continuous recurring stages
(stageworks) or of condensing changeovers from old to new systems into major
commissionings. It was decided that for track circuits the stageworks system of a
"rolling programme of conversions" was to be preferred to the major
commissionings. For the conversion of the signals themselves, however, it was
decided that there was no need to commission them in advance of the main
commissioning and that therefore the signal changeover should be left until that
final period.
12.10 A significant factor in the discussion, which will call for later consideration,
was the extent to which commercial judgement played a part in the ultimate
decision. The minutes record that:
"It was also accepted that since the operators had become used to this
department carrying out major commissionings whilst a nearly normal
train service operates, there could be some resistance to a proposal that
requires periods of absolute blockage, especially in busy suburban areas,
the former South Western Division being particularly conservative in this
respect, on the grounds that Waterloo is their only London terminus. It
was however accepted that the Passenger Business Managers7commercial
judgement would have a major influence."
12.11 The strategy resolved at that meeting was therefore clearly that, whatever
works were to be done by stageworks, weekend by weekend as time progressed,
signal changeovers should be limited to the main commissioning, and thus the
old signals should remain in operation until that main commissioning.
12.12 At some time in the course of the two years between February 1985 and
February 1987 that original decision not actually to commission new signals in
replacement for old until the main commissioning seems effectively to have
been reversed. It was on 11 February 1987, as we saw at paragraph 8.47, that a
meeting was held at the South Lambeth depot in order to consider proposals for
commissioning of the New 'Works.
12.13 The meeting was called to enable the Signals & Telecommunications
Department to present its programme for staging the new signalling into works,
such that the agreed main commissioning dates could be met. Under the heading
"PROBLEM AREAS" the minutes record:
"The time scale for the scheme allows a little "fall-back" time for stages 3
to 6, but none for stages 7 and 8. Commissioning work on stage 7
commences 2/3 July 1988 and from then to the commissioning of Stage 8B
in August 1989, there are no "spare" weekends ...
The times indicated on the proposed programme are the times required to
complete the work. Reduction in that time would not be acceptable either
to the S&T or Traffic as overruns may occur."
12.14 Attached to those minutes were the proposals put before that meeting
which had been drawn up earlier by Mr Callander, who was at the time a Senior
Construction Assistant at South Lambeth. He had put together those proposals
in late 1986. They set out the work for the whole period and in particular for the
weekend of 26/27 November 1988, on the track between Clapham Junction and
Wimbledon as "track and signal conversions on up main fast". Those proposals
have been mentioned in Chapter 8 and will be looked at again shortly, but they
did envisage the commissioning of new signals at weekends.

12.15 It was therefore as a result of a resignalling scheme first envisaged ic
1978 and later authorised in 1984, and in accordance with a timetable workec
out in late 1986, that men were working on the last weekend of November 1 9 P
to finish the installation and effect the commissioning of the new signal WF13P.

Mr Callander's Proposals

12.16 Mr Callander had decided he should draw up a plan for the implementatioc
of the WARS programme in 1986. Stages 1 and 2 should already have beer
completed, but 3 to 9 remained. The main commissioning dates for each stage oi
the scheme had already been set out (see Appendix K.5). The end date wa.
August 1989 and he felt he should plan the work into practical sections fcrr
alterations and commissionings to ensure that the timescales could be achieve&
No one had requested he should do this work, nor was anyone else addressing
their mind to planning. There are two aspects of his proposals that need to IY
considered:
(i) his proposals to bring the signals into use in sub-stages rather than wair
for the major commissioning weekend; and
(ii) the timetable he devised for the work.

The plan

12.17 Mr Callander's plan was devised over a year after the February 1 9 F
meeting to discuss WARS commissioning strategy, at which he was not presen!.
His overall plan reflected the spirit of the meeting in relation to all work other
than signals, which was to reduce to a minimum the work to be done at a majcrr
commissioning stage. His plan, however, contradicted the meeting's decision o t
those signals. Mr Callander's reasoning behind bringing new signals into use or
a regular basis rather than waiting for the one major commissioning weekent
was to cut down on the work at the major commissionings.
12.18 The advantages of the original decision were made clear by Mr Roy Be!!.
BR Signal Engineer, in his expert evidence:
until the major commissioning weekend when the new system is brough:
fully into use, the system runs on a mixture of old and new;

-

- not converting the signals until that weekend would have ensured tht
minimum disturbance of the old system for the temporary period;

- this would have been particularly important in the relay room where then
would have been less work involved with the circuitry;
- the old signals would be carried on the new track circuits, housed in the new
relay room, and these would be run from the old track circuits;
- the only new wiring work involved as an intermediary step to fu!:
commissioning would have been to change over the control circuits involvin!
the first four terminals on the relay, but nothing else;

- broadly speaking, job 104 would have been necessary but not job 201
12.19 This way of working would also have had disadvantages and these werc
the ones Mr Callander was anxious to avoid:
- extra

work on major commissioning involving greater disruption to traffic;

temporary difference in the size of the overlap section after each signa!.
sometimes more, sometimes less, than the standard 200 yards; and

-

- consequent changes to the AWS system.
12.20 Had Mr Callander's plan been put into operation correctly the systerr:
would have been safe. It can be argued, with hindsight, that the February 19FZ
decision would have been preferable because of the reduced work involved Ir
the relay room and in the circuit changes necessary.

12.21 Mr Callander is not to be criticised for the plan he produced. He is to be
commended in taking the initiative in preparing such a plan and the reasoning
behind it was understandable and acceptable. However, his superiors did not
take sufficient care or time to review his proposals. There is no evidence to
suggest that M r Davies considered them at all, much less noticed that his
previous decision of "running" the old signals off the new circuits until
commissioning weekend was not being implemented.

The timetable

12.22 The second area to be considered is the timetable determined by the plan.
M r Callander worked out the total number of conversions that had to be
completed and looked at the number of weekends available. In consultation with
the supervisors he decided that an average of 9 track circuits could be converted
to new types in one shift. He then drew up his timetable of work. It was clear
that there were very few "spare" weekends. He was aware that there was little
room for slippage and that seven-day working would be necessary. This plan
had to be drawn up in consultation with contractors to ensure they could
provide the necessary equipment on time. At that point, Mr Callander requested
a further three months between Stages 6 and 7 and an extra three months
between Stages 7 and 8. These were never granted.
12.23 The plan was therefore based on staffing levels in late 1985 to early 1986.
The situation was not kept under review despite a later loss of skilled staff. Only
after reorganisation in May 1988, when asked questions on the timescale by Mr
Penny, did M r Deane and Mr Callander explain that, as long as no other senior
technicians were to leave, the programme was "tight but achievable". However,
this was not a carefully thought out view and was not checked against the
timetable.
12.24 The timetable for introducing Stage 7B of the WARS scheme was
obviously very tight. Every weekend for a period of six months was dedicated to
commissioning. There was no room for slippage and the workforce available was
more limited than it had been when the plan was drawn up. This situation was
not being properly monitored by management. The reduced levels of skilled and
experienced men now available did not cause the workload to be altered or cause
the remaining workforce to be used more effectively. Chapter 8 has already
shown that the amount of overtime being worked by individual workers was not
monitored and that arrangements for weekend staffing levels were haphazard.

Scheduled hours

12.25 This lack of planning and mismanagement of the workload was a wholly
ineffective use of resources, both human and financial. The most important,
safety-critical elements of the workload were always carried out at weekends.
T o ensure a high standard of safety, this aspect of the workload should have
been particularly well planned, to ensure adequate numbers of suitably qualified
staff, aware of their responsibilities and not mentally jaded by constant seven
day working. The concept of "scheduled hours" would have dealt with all these
aspects. Saturdays and Sundays would be given the same status as any other day
of the week and staff would be rostered to ensure that the workload was covered
throughout. However, to compensate for the inconvenience of having to work a
set number of weekends in a month, staff would be given a "scheduled hours
payment" in addition to their basic pay. The workload could therefore be
properly planned and the unhealthy reliance on high overtime levels to
supplement basic rates of pay would cease. This obvious method of organisation
already existed within the Civil Engineering Department of BR's Southern
Region.
12.26 It was not a safe working practice to allow so many men to work
excessive levels of overtime for a sustained period. The work should have been
better organised to ensure that supervisors were fulfilling their proper role and
not acting as senior technicians. Unless effectlve steps were taken on these
problems the timetable should have been reviewed.

12.27 Mr David Rayner, the Joint Managing Director (Railways) explained m
evidence, that if there were insufficient staff to carry out work then work wo
be postponed. At a minimum, that willingness on the part of senior managem
to adjust timetables was not communicated to more junior levels. There was
prevailing belief that the timeframe was set in stone and no individual man
wanted to be the first to suggest that targets could not be met. Mr Callander
made an initial attempt in 1986 which had failed.

Control of the project
12.28 Once an investment scheme has been given financial approval it
sponsored by one of the four business sectors. WARS was sponsored
Network SouthEast who then commissioned the Southern Region to provide t
scheme. Responsibility lay with the Regional S&T Engineer to ensure that t
scheme was delivered to time and within budget.
12.29 There are a number of aspects involved in ensuring that a scheme of
size is properly planned and carried through into execution. They are:
- the

control of finances;

- the control of design work;
- the control of BR installation work; and
- the

control of contractors' work.

12.30 In many organisations, the title "Project Manager" would cover responsibili
for all four aspects. This was not the case for the WARS scheme. Financ
control was carried out by a "Project Manager" who was actually a member
the General Manager's staff and outside the S&T Department. His job w
ensure that the scheme was working out within the budget. Below the Reg
S&T Engineer, responsibility for the rest of the project was diffuse. The d e s ~
work was done within the Region's Drawing Office, which prior to the 3
1988 reorganisation reported to the Regional S&T Engineer through Mr
Graham Brown. Control of BR installation work and day-to-day managem
was carried out by the individual local depot managers reporting to the S
Works Engineer. Control of contractors was organised under a "Pr
Engineer". It can therefore be seen that below the Regional S&T Engineer
one person was responsible for all aspects of project management.
12.31 After reorganisation the situation was complicated further when Desi
Office work and project control became the responsibility of the Director
S&T, Mr Hodgson, but with the same staff and the same location at South
House, Croydon, Surrey.
12.32 In an ideal situation there should be a strong "Project EngineedMana
responsible directly for all four aspects of the project. If these cannot all
within his chain of command then they should be established in a
contractual relationship with those who will provide those other functio
without diminishing the Project Engineer/Manager's role or responsibility.
12.33 On predominantly signalling projects, the ultimate responsibility w
lie with the Regional S&T Engineer who would nominate a project ma
from within his own staff. The Project Manager should, however, not have
management responsibility for the Testing & Commissioning Engineer.
will preserve the independent role of the Testing Engineer, who would
ultimately report to the Regional S&T Engineer.

12.34 If this had been the situation on the WARS scheme, one person could
have reviewed the overall plan of works to ensure it met with strategic decisions
already taken. This strengthened role of Project Engineer/Manager could have
ensured that deadlines were realistic and that they were regularly reviewed. In
addition he could have considered and reduced the competing claims of the
drawing office which was under pressure with insufficient time to produce
modified drawings, and the requirements of the installation staff to have
accurate drawings of the work to be done.

The role of the Railway Inspectorate
12.35 Section 41 of the Road and Rail Traffic Act 1933 requires that, before
being taken into use, certain specific classes of new work on the railway have to
have the approval of the Secretary of State for Transport who may ask for an
inspection to be carried out before giving his approval. That inspection is in fact
carried out by the Railway Inspectorate (RI). These provisions are essentially a
restatement, with additions, of section 5 of the Regulation of Railways Act 1871.
Even in 1933 the provisions as enacted were almost unworkable on the everyday
existing railway.
12.36 As a result, an administrative letter was sent to the railway companies
explaining in more detail those schemes which had to be submitted for approval
and how such approval was to be obtained. This letter was revised and reissued
in 1958 ("the 1958 letter") but even this letter is ambiguous.
12.37 The RI has therefore been placed in an extremely difficult position.
Although RI were aware that WARS was being carried out, it was notified of
only two parts of the work. These had been given prior approval and were
inspected after they were commissioned. The RI would therefore seem to have
condoned the non-submission for approval of the remainder of the scheme. If
that is so, the reason is likely to be the interpretation placed both by the
Inspectorate and by BR upon the "stageworks" clauses in the 1958 letter.
12.38 Even if the RI has not condoned the failure to submit WARS for approval
and on the assumption that the Inspectorate is equipped to deal with such a
submission, it has no mechanism under the present arrangements for forcing the
timely submission by BR Southern Region of the whole scheme. This is an
unsatisfactory state of affairs for which the present members of the Inspectorate
are only partially responsible. I am of the view that there is merit in having a
scheme for the approval of New Works on the railway and that such a scheme
should be properly designed to discharge this function.

Conclusions
12.39 A number of criticisms of the WARS scheme have clearly to be made:
(i) it took six years to push the scheme through BR's investment authorisation
machinery;
(ii) there was no one individual responsible for the scheme as a whole;
(iii) the planning of the work was not reviewed initially at a sufficiently
senior level, nor was it subsequently reviewed on a regular basis;
(iv) the organisation of the work on a day-to-day level was inefficient; and
(v) the timescale was perceived as inflexible and was running very tight.
No-one had the power or the will to introduce more efficient arrangements
and/or to demand that the main commissioning dates be delayed.

12.40 Thus it was that a smaller workforce than envisaged was attempting -:
keep to a programme based on the previously larger workforce. Keeping to !'u
programme meant excessive amounts of overtime for many of the staff. Tz
reason for the same workers attending every weekend was BR's complete lack 7:
method and organisation of weekend working within the S&T Department. :I.
short, too few staff meant too many hours of overtime. The reason that t h c t
were too few staff was BR's inability to recruit and keep sufficient workers.

PART FOUR: THE CONCEPT OF SAFETY

1 Chapter 13: The Management of Safety
Introduction

13.1 Concern for safety in relation to the product of any industry must by
necessity be driven by a number of factors: some will be humanitarian, some
commercial and some a combination of both. Where the activity of the
particular industry is the creation, for example, of consumer durables, that
concern can usually be met by the institution of adequate quality control
programmes. These should satisfy both the human and the commercial needs. In
the case of the railway industry, however, where the function of the industry is
to transport people and freight in trains at high speed and in close proximity to
other trains, both the human and commercial requirements of safety demand
much more: they require that the concept of safety must be at the forefront of all
thinking at all times. The reasons are all too obvious: there is so great a potential
for disaster if attention to that concept is permitted to drift.
13.2 Management systems must ensure that there is in being a regime which
will preserve the first place of safety in the running of the railway. It is not
enough to talk in terms of "absolute safety" and of "zero accidents". There must
also be proper organisation and management to ensure that actions live up to
words.
13.3 Sadly, although the sincerity of the beliefs of those in BR at the time of the
Clapham Junction accident who uttered such words cannot for a moment be
doubted, there was a distressing lack of organisation and management on the
part of some whose duty it was to put those words into practice. The result was
that the true position in relation to safety lagged frighteningly far behind the
idealism of the words.
13.4 Such a finding would be distressing enough in relation to any part of the
structure of the railway's organisation. When it is found to be true of the Signals
& Telecommunications Department, the very nerve centre of the railway
system, it is all the more alarming. It is upon the accurate and timely
dissemination of signalling information that the safety of the modern railway
depends. As speeds get higher and traffic density greater, so the demands upon
that signalling system become more urgent and complex. In a modern railway
system these demands bring with them not only a need for modern technology,
but also a complementary need for an attitude receptive to change. There has to
be a willingness, not just to accept change grudgingly, but to welcome it with
enthusiasm. The challenge has to be met and change effectively managed if the
cause of safety is not to fail.
13.5 In the early part of this century the railway industry had built for itself and
was justifiably proud of a culture of work where pride in one's work and high
morale went hand in hand. The acquisition of skills was sought after and was
achieved mainly by on-the-job training. There was a proper realisation of the
vital importance in the field of safety of the careful installation and the proper
and detailed testing of any new or altered signalling. There was a proper respect
for the special expertise of those whose knowledge of the intricacies of signalling
installations had progressed to skill in the testing field.

13.6 That culture is now going through a process of change, not merely by
reason of factors within the railway but also from those without. The dedicated
workforce who regarded the railway as a way of life and a job for life have also
been affected by change. The growth of the electrical communications in dust^
has seen an increase in the number of potential employers for that workforce.
Competition for that workforce in the form of the offering of higher rates of pa:
and more sociable working hours has made it more difficult for the railways to
attract, train and retain appropriate staff.
13.7 Advances in modern technology, too, have necessitated the training and
retraining of staff in further skills. A modern S&T Department of BR Southern
Region in the 1990s is bound to be a very different place from that of 20 yeaE
ago. BR is competing more fiercely with other employers to recruit and retain
staff in an area which is not only continually expanding but also demanding al?
increasing level of technical skill. Wastage rates for skilled staff have increased
over the last few years. In addition, BR has conducted a number of reorganisations to reduce staff and improve efficiency. Reducing staff does not necessarily
mean reducing safety provided that compensatory improvements in efficienc~
and effectiveness can be achieved by the remaining workforce.
13.8 It is essential, therefore, that in paying proper attention to the needs of
change and of training for that change, management must not lose sight of whar
the words "absolute safety" mean in practice. Otherwise the lessons of safev
that were taught in the old culture of on-the-job training may become lost.
13.9 The last twenty years have seen vast works of resignalling on Southern
Region among them those at three London termini, first London Bridge, ther
Victoria and finally Waterloo. The massive scale of such resignalling work
meant that in order that the concept of "absolute safety" be followed, there hat
to be strict and total adherence to the maintenance of proper working standards.
both in the installation and in the testing of all this new work. It was
management that had the duty to ensure that such a regime existed. Sadly, thar
regime did not exist and management at all levels within the S&T Departmen:
of BR's Southern Region failed abysmally, irrespective of any good intentionsto see that such a regime was developed, cultivated and enforced without fa::
throughout their areas of responsibility.
13.10 That failure can be simply described. In the management of ar
organisation which is dedicated to ensuring a safe signalling system it is essentia:
that day-to-day functions are properly planned, organised, implemented an:
regularly reviewed. Management systems must be sufficiently robust to ensurc
that human error does not go unchecked. The systems were not robust enougL
and they failed.
13.11 I shall consider towards the end of Chapter 16 whether long standin!
BRB policies created the correct environment and framework to allow the targe:
of "absolute safety" to be achieved.

The Board's systems
13.12 Sir Robert Reid, Chairman of BR, assured the Court that BRB was
committed to "absolute safety" and that no accident was acceptable. He
explained that all BR employees are committed to running a safe railway ant
that no railwayman or woman would do anything other than put safety first. T h e
Court respects the sincerity of that statement.
13.13 In this case the target of absolute safety was not met. The causes were 2
combination of bad practice and mismanagement. Having heard the evidence ci
more than 60 witnesses from BR, I am satisfied that the errors which were mad?
did not result from any deliberate decision to cut corners on safety. The
important issue remains the priority accorded to safety.

13.14 Within BR, the Board maintains responsibility for policy on safety. It is
quite correctly not delegated. The Board's sub-committee on safety meets every
quarter and additionally if necessary. In the wake of the Investigation into the
King's Cross Fire, BRB reviewed its management structure to ensure that safety
was being taken into account at all levels. As a result the post of Director Safety
was established to report to the Joint Managing Director (Railways), Air David
Rayner. The first Director Safety was appointed in November 1988 and is Mr
Maurice Holmes. His previous position had been Director of Operations, in
which capacity he had been responsible for preparing an annual report on safety
within the field of Operations. The Board made it clear that this new
appointment was not intended to reduce the responsibilities of the Director of
Operations in ensuring the safe running of the railway, but was to be an extra
safeguard.

The concept of "Total
Quality Management"

13.15 In January 1988 BR had also adopted a policy of Total Quality
Management (TQM). It should be stressed that work on developing this policy
had been going on for some time and this was not therefore resorted to as a
reaction to the King's Cross fire on 18 November 1987. T Q M is a formal
system designed to improve the quality of the work produced, the procedures
used and the working practices involved. It is estimated that the systems
involved would take five years to implement in full, starting from the top of the
organisation down. At the time of the accident a "quality plan" for the S&T
Department had been developed but not yet put into effect. BR's policy of
T Q M is discussed in detail later in this chapter.
13.16 T Q M was not specifically designed as a safety initiative, but with the
implementation of improving standards, procedure and training there would
inevitably be safety benefits. If fully implemented T Q M will eventually form an
important tool in the range of options available to management in ensuring
safety on the railways. However, the two important advances of the appointment of a Director Safety and the intended implementation of TQM, cannot be
a substitute for good management, safe working practices, continual review and
formal auditing.
13.17 Previous chapters have set out the management weaknesses within the
S&T Department from 1983 onwards and the bad working practices which were
allowed to go unchecked. Before looking to the future of T Q M and formal
safety audits it is necessary to look at the past and at S&T's own monitoring
system for signalling failures before the accident. Only in this way can the
question be answered whether safety levels were being properly monitored.
13.18 It is necessary to examine:
(i) whether the system of monitoring was sufficiently robust to ensure that
sufficient information was available;
(ii) whether a proper analysis was made of the causes for and lessons to be
learned from any failure; and
(iii) whether this information was acted upon, thus reducing any risk of the
same mistake being repeated and safety being further compromised.

% r ~ i o u smonitoring of
signal failures

13.19 The S&T Department is responsible for the integrity of the signalling
system, an essential element in running a safe railway. As we saw in Chapter 1,
signalling failures fall into two categories - right-side and wrong-side failures
(WSFs). WSFs are sub-divided further into protected and unprotected failures.
A protected wrong-side failure is a failure which has occurred in the signalling
system on the wrong side of safety, but which another part of the system will
protect from having dangerous consequences. An unprotected WSF does not
have that secondary protection. How WSFs were monitored within the S&T
Department before the accident provides a valuable insight into how management systems lacked the ability to see the dangers of bad working practices and
to prevent them.

Wrong-side failures - the mishandling of a problem
13.20 The whole safety of railway signalling depends for its effectiveness r
one cardinal principle: that a train can be prohibited entry to a given section
track when that entry would be unsafe. But there are two main ways
breaching that cardinal principle and it is vital that both ways are kept at 11.:
forefront of the mind and that the one does not claim so much attention as - drive out the other:
-'

(i) the first is that an error in the control of the train can cause it to enter t1.r
prohibited section of the track;
(ii) the second is that there is an error of the signalling of that train whi::
can have the same effect.
Both these two breaches can be caused either by equipment failure or by humtr
failure on the part of the driver or signalman respectively if there is oautomatic system to prevent human error.
13.21 Looked at carefully from this viewpoint, both ways are in fact but whalves of the same coin. The former, as we saw in Chapter 2, would be descrikt

13.26 The failure is investigated by the Maintenance Department and a
report is made. Only failures which actually cause an accident must be
reported to the Railway Inspectorate under the Railways (Notification of
Accidents) Order 1986. The reporting chain is through the Regional General
Manager's staff and is recorded in BR HQ's control log. This ensures that the
Director of Signal and Telecommunications is aware of the accident. Thus, in
the more usual case where happily the failure has not caused a reportable
accident the incident is dealt with entirely within the Signal and
Telecommunications Department in the Region. All too often the investigation
ends in a result which again has a three letter acronym, "NFF" standing for "No
Fault Found". In respect of serious failures the system was changed after the
Oxted incidents. After investigation and report, such failures were discussed at
the Departmental Conference, monthly meetings of senior managers in the S&T
Department, chaired by the Regional Engineer.
13.27 After an alarming number of signal failures in 1985, both right and
wrong-side, a computer system known as FRAME (Fault Reporting and
Maintenance Evaluation) was introduced to act as a check on the reliability of
the system. It was not introduced specifically to monitor the level of safety.
FRAME is however the starting point for monitoring the safety of the signalling
system in the S&T Department, but is by no means a comprehensive data base
on which to draw. Wrong-side failures are recorded as a single category and are
not subdivided in any way according to the potential for danger of the incident.
While it is true that any wrong-side failure is a serious cause for concern, a
defective light bulb on a signal indication in a signalman's panel plainly
produces less potential for danger than a faulty track circuit which permits
trains to proceed although the track ahead is occupied. As a minimum, WSFs
should at least have been categorised into protected and unprotected failures to
allow some analysis of the more dangerous failures. There were large numbers
of WSFs reported as paragraph 13.29 below shows. Without proper categorisation it would be over simplistic to look at all WSFs as of equal significance.
13.28 FRAME also has limitations because it shows the definition of the fault
as originally reported and not as subsequently investigated. The trend in
signalling failures as a whole was being monitored by the Regional S&T
Engineer on a regular basis, but only by reference to data with these in-built
imperfections.

The statistics

13.29 The Court asked for figures outlining the total number of wrong-side
failures in 1985-88 on the WARS scheme and in addition any failures within
Southern Region relevant to the accident. The figures are shown at Appendix H.
It must be stressed that a large number of wrong-side failures have little
potential for danger. There were 114 WSFs on the WARS scheme in 1985-88,
two of which had relevance to the Clapham Junction accident in that they were
caused by S&T staff or contractors where checking or testing was inadequate.
Another two had relevance in that as a result of a track circuit failure the signal
gave a false clear or proceed aspect. One further incident at Waterloo on 19
November 1987 had occurred because the points had not been correctly set as a
result of a cable fault during installation work.
13.30 A total of 15 WSFs which were a result of inadequate testing had
occurred on the Southern Region for 1985 to 1987. These incidents were spread
evenly over the period with five failures each year in 1985, 1986 and 1987, but
from 1985 to the start of 1988 there was no downward trend.
13.31 This information became available in that it was partially extracted from
FRAME, and partially retrieved by going to the source documents. It was clear
that it was not a simple process for BR to discover how many wrong-side
failures had occurred in recent years and the type of problem which had caused
them.

13.32 One of the problems with which this Investigation is concerned :<
inadequate testing. Between 1985-87 there were fifteen WSFs caused
inadequate testing, two on WARS and thirteen elsewhere in the Region. If thest
figures had been considered by senior managers in 1987, those managers muc:
have became aware of the continuing state of unacceptable standards of testing
They were certainly made aware of the problem in 1985, but it is now necessar.
to look at how closely they monitored the situation thereafter to see whether
there was any improvement.

The response

13.33 Following a number of wrong-side failures which had occurred ir
November 1985 at Northfleet, Oxted and East Croydon, Mr Hale had aske:
that a list of serious failures be presented each month to the Department;
Conference. Most of the November failures including the Oxted incidents werr
discovered before they were able to cause an accident. That at East Croydon ha:
resulted in a side-on collision between passenger trains. Fortunately, there werr
no injuries to passengers. The distinction between these incidents is important.
13.34 Since there had been no accident at either Oxted or Northfleet, there v z L
no requirement to report them to the Railway Inspectorate under the Railwat-c
(Notice of Accidents) Order 1980 (subsequently revoked by the 1986 Order'
They were therefore considered only within the S&T Department itself. Tbr
East Croydon collision, on the other hand, as an accident was reportable to tkr
Railway Inspectorate and was therefore dealt with in the General Manager-.
office and drawn to the attention of the Director of S&T. Investigatior.
therefore followed different routes and the vital information went throug:'
different channels. Immediately following these incidents on 15 November 19*'
a letter was issued by Mr Hale to inform staff that the draft testing instructiorrecently issued under the title SL-Provisional, was to have the full authority cf
any other Departmental Instruction.
13.35 One of the Oxted incidents is most relevant to the Clapham Junctir
accident, since the fault could have been discovered by an independent wirt
count and adequate testing. Mr Davies, Signal Works Engineer, prepare:
reports of the three Oxted incidents which were considered at Departmentt
Conference. The minutes record the outcome of the discussion:

"Signalling Incidents
A (Mr Hale) expressed great concern, shared by G (Mr Thompson), 2:
number of signalling wrong side failures and incidents occurrin;
apparently due to design defects and lack of effective testing.
M (Mr Penny) will produce list of incidents for each Departmentz.
Conference and an aide memoire for departmental enquiry office?
covering factors to be considered at enquiries.
Discussion on problems with testing procedures on SR. Good testing relic
on:
1.

Organising and planning testing work and documenting the plan.

2.

Definition of roles and responsibilities in testing.

3.

Allocation of trained and competent staff to specific testing tasks.

4.

Soundly based procedures.

5.

Well documented testing records, particularly for multistagei
conversions.

6.

Analysis of subsidiary testing activities by functional tester, so thz:
his testing is soundly based.

7.

System for identifying poor performance in testing.

On SR, procedures seem to be faulty or non-existent at key points in the
procedure of safe signalling installations; the biggest loophole is the tying
together all the individual bits of conversion and staging at functional
testing stage.
The need for a full testing procedural document is now more urgent than
ever, but the resource difficulty is recognised. Consultancy to be pursued
with J Fadden, recently ex L M Commissioning Engineer. W (Mr
Wilkinson) will contact and arrange."
13.36 A full testing procedural document and consideration of it at Departmental Conference were, therefore, to be the urgent response to the defects
clearly identified as a result of these three WSFs. Chapter 11 has already shown
that:
(i) it took 18 months before the testing document was introduced;
(ii) even then it was not considered to be in force; and
(iii) SL-Provisional its predecessor which should have both been in force and
known to be so, was considered by most staff still to be a draft.
13.37 A Regional Testing Team was appointed on Southern Region in August
1986 with the express task of raising the standard of testing and providing
training to others so that a cadre of testers would be established who would be
qualified and available for further testing work. Chapter 11 has already shown
that the Regional Testing Team was so heavily involved in carrying out testing
that almost nothing had been done by way of training before the team was
disbanded in May 1988.
13.38 It is surprising that all of the managers above the Regional Testing Team
were of the firm view that the team had contributed to an improvement in the
failure rate. In a safe system, unprotected wrong-side failures should be zero. It
may be true that the failure rate overall was declining, but the number of
wrong-side failures in fact caused by inadequate testing remained steady
throughout 1985,1986 and 1987. Mr Hale seemed to continue in that mistaken
belief that all was well until this Investigation.
13.39 When asked whether there was any systematic monitoring of wrong-side
failures, he explained how he monitored the information:

"First of all, I received every month from the reporting computer system, a
detailed list of every failure classified as wrong side. The level of information
that gave me, enabled me to follow up those I felt were of signifi'cance. In
addition to that I was fed at the Departmental Conference each month,
details of the more significant failures again >om the Maintenance Engineer.
The number of failures arisingfrom new works activities - design installation
and testing - in fact steadily declined throughout that period."
The data available from FRAME, which Mr Hale used to monitor WSFs, could
not give him the level of detail he needed to review the testing situation. He was
content simply to look at broad totals to establish trends. No one was asked to
monitor the situation in more detail because Mr Hale felt that he was being fed
enough information.
13.40 Raw data require proper analysis and the action taken as a result needs
proper review. It is clear that senior management within the S&T Department,
having correctly identified a problem in the standard of testing, did not
adequately monitor that standard, or review that standard regularly. The figures
produced to the Court which appear at Appendix H, also show that of the
twenty-five WSFs from 1985 to 1988, where checking or testing was

inadequate, fifteen occurred on the Southern Region. While the Court heard r
evidence as to whether there were any differences in the stringency of report!-;
WSFs between Regions, and while the density of signalling equipment c Southern Region is recognised, had those figures been requested from !:computer records, the comparison should have provided searching questions.
13.41 At more senior levels within BR, WSFs were only considered if they h-.caused an accident which was reportable to the Railway Inspectorate. The F
were concerned with overall accident trends. T o the Inspectorate the mc.i
worrying trend was the rapid increase in signals passed at danger (SPAD.
Each signal passed at danger meant the possibility of an accident, and the f i g u ~
had increased to 800 incidents in a year. While BR was obviously right to acccrhigh priority to establishing the causes of the incidents and reasons for 1'upward trend, there were other dangers to be dealt with.
13.42 Nobody in management seemed to recognise that an unprotecte.
wrong-side failure would cause exactly the same risk of an accident. Nobody :management it seems grasped the nettle of the potential of the wrong-siifailure to cause an accident at least as disastrous as a SPAD. If they ever 6 . grasp that nettle, it never occurred to them to give the reporting a r investigation of WSFs the priority and the monitoring that was needed.

Total quality management
13.43 In January 1988, BRB committed itself to a policy of Total Q u a l r
Management. This concept was best defined by Mr David Maidment, BR
Reliability Manager, in his statement to the inquiry:

"Typical Total Quality Management policies include two main strands activity. The first involves company wide training of all staff in qualrawareness and commitment to a philosophy of allowing no accepra!
deviation ffom the laid down standards and specifications of quality wht:.
must be properly measured. These programmes concentrate on a responsl!
commitment of all staff to improving quality and a shared communicat~cbetween management and stafl towards the ultimate goals. The second ma-strand of such a policy involves a systematic overhaul of processes arprocedures which contribute to the delivery of a quality product. Procedzcr,*
need to be laid down in writing to identi' what quality is required, who responsible for producing it and how the product quality is to be design€:
built and maintained."
13.44 The philosophy behind Total Quality Management is that the preventior
of error is more effective in saving time and cost compared with those involve:
in correcting the consequences of error after the event. It thus balances t h t
humanitarian and the commercial approach to the concept of safety with whic!
this Chapter began. The theory appears as a simple statement of the essence c .
good management. This should not be considered as criticism since it takes grez
skill to set out "common sense" in a way which is acceptable and practicable as 2
guide for such a large organisation as BR.
13.45 It takes even more commitment and dedication to ensure that thesf
lessons are put into practice. This commitment and dedication have to s t e r
from the top downwards and not in the opposite direction. I am encouraged t.7
the commitment of the Chairman of BR to this route towards the establishmen:
of the concept of "absolute safety".
13.46 Mr Maidment's description of T Q M encapsulates several major aspect<
of this Investigation in relation to:
(i) the training of staff;
(ii) the strict accordance with laid down standards, procedures and
instructions;

(iii) the importance of shared communication between management and
staff towards defined goals;
(iv) the systematic review of processes and procedures; and
(v) The establishment of written procedures setting out what quality is
required, who is responsible for that quality, and how the work is to be carried
out.
13.47 Again, in fairness to BR, it must be stressed that work had already begun
on the quality initiative before the Clapham Junction accident. Policy documents had been produced in June and July 1988 on the provision of signalling,
signalling maintenance and the implementation of a Total Quality Campaign
throughout the S&T section. Mr Hale had been appointed to the post of Quality
Manager and took up his new duties on the day of the accident.
13.48 BR's aim is to introduce its Quality Initiative at all levels within five
years. This task will need a major commitment by senior management. The
difference between the recognition of the need for training and the implementation of that recognition by the actual programme of relevant training courses has
already been stressed in this Report. It remains an area of concern. The
implementation of the policy will centre on training for managers and workers
and the application of British Standard BS5750: Quality Systems. Such courses
would deal with organisation of work, working practices, clarity of responsibilities, and auditing procedures.
13.49 Before applying for certification under the standard, BR management
would have to be certain that procedures were effective and an internal audit
system was in place. Those courses would need to be better conceived, planned,
organised and monitored than any so far run on BR Southern Region. I do not
for a moment under-estimate the difficulty of introducing what will for many
years be a stark change in culture for the BR workforce. Great drive will be
needed to do so in five years.
13.50 Had the quality initiative been in place and work within the S&T
Department been certified as meeting British Standard BS5750, the major
weaknesses which allowed circumstances to combine in such a way as to cause
the Clapham Junction accident might well have been eradicated. Instructions
should have been more clearly drafted. Staff should have been better aware of
their own responsibilities and those of others, staff should have been trained to
work to laid down standards, fully and at all times and the quality of the
installation work and the testing process should have been regularly reviewed.
13.51 I therefore welcome BR's quality initiative and will recommend later that
it be implemented with the greatest possible speed, particularly within the S&T
Department of Southern Region.
13.52 Management consultants have been appointed to review BR's management systems and how they match up to BR's target of "absolute safety". The
scope of their review is wide and I am encouraged by the points they have been
specifically asked to cover. At Appendix J is reproduced the specification for the
consultants. I am convinced that this work should be progressed as quickly as
possible and that their eventual recommendations should be implemented with
all speed.

Safety Audit

13.53 In addition, the question of formal safety audits must not be forgotten.
There are a number of internationally accepted methods of safety auditing
appropriate to operations such as BR. A safety audit was recently carried out
under Major King of the Railway Inspectorate into London Underground under
one such system known as the International Safety Rating System. Formal
safety audits could play an important part in reviewing the quality of the work
and procedures employed. Weaknesses would be identified more speedily and
action properly targeted.

13.54 I have noted elsewhere that both SPADs and WSFs which lead to
accidents are reportable to the RI as such under the Railways (Notice of
Accidents) Order 1986. However, for RI to be able to monitor all those events
which bear directly on public safety, those occurrences which do not lead to
accidents should also be reportable. A recommendation to this effect would
however cause a number of problems in practice. Firstly, precise legal
definitions will be essential in order to confine reportable incidents to those
which are significant. Secondly, it may be necessary to amend the primay
legislation as well as the 1986 Order. This is not something which should be
allowed to be a deterrent since the updating of the Road and Rail Traffic Act
1933 also involves primary legislation and will also be necessary for other
recommendations which I note elsewhere.
13.55 Lastly, in the case of both SPADs and WSFs, where at present there is
often no tangible evidence, reporting of the event will frequently be selfincriminating. This obviously may lead to a degree of under-reporting which
could only be overcome by having tachographs (or data-recorders) on both
signalling equipment and trains. Despite the acknowledged problems, the
benefits of a proper continuous review of both SPADs and WSFs by an
independent body seem to me to be overriding.

Chapter 14: The Funding of Safety
The Constraints
14.1 Before considering the funding of safety, it is necessary to set out the
various statutory and financial constraints which are imposed on the British
Railways Board (BRB) in the running of the railway system. These can
effectively be summarised as:
(i) Basic requirements of principle.
(ii) Requirements to maintain a fixed historic standard.
(iii) Requirements as to revenue generation.
(iv) Requirements limiting external financing.
(v) Requirement for the obtaining of investment approval.

(i) Basic requirements of principle
14.2 The basic requirements of principle stem from section 3 (1) of the
Transport Act, 1962. This section enacts that:
"It shall be the duty of the Railways Board. . . to provide railway services
in Great Britain. . . and to have due regard, as respects. . . those
railway . . . servlces . . . to efficiency, economy, and safety of operation."

(ii) Requirement to maintain afixed historic standard
14.3 The requirement to maintain a fixed historic standard comes from powers
given to the Secretary of State by Section 3(1) of the Railways Act 1974. BRB is
made answerable to the Secretary of State's authority by Section 3(1) of the
Railways Act 1974 which provides that:
"The Secretary of State shall be the competent authority of Great Britain
in relation to the Railways Board for the purposes of the relevant transport
regulations and, as that authority, may give directions to the Board
imposing on them obligations of a general nature with respect to the
operation of the whole or any part of their railway passenger system."
The Secretary of State has from time to time made such directions. The
financial consequences of such directions have to be considered and provided
for and accordingly provision for payment to BRB by central government is
enacted in the following sub-section, section 3(2) of the 1974 Act:
"It shall fall to the Secretary of State to make any payments which are
required to be made to the Board by any provision of those regulations and
he may, subject to and in accordance with the provisions of those
regulations, determine the manner of calculating, and the conditions
applicable to, those payments."
It is in this way that Government makes compensatory payments to the Board
for any obligations imposed upon it by Government in order to ensure that the
public service of the railway is maintained. Those obligations are known as the
Public Service Obligations (PSO).

14.4 The obligations are defined in Article 2 of EEC Regulation 1191/69
being:

2;

"Obligations which the transport undertaking [in question] if it were
considering its own commercial interests would not assume or would ncassume to the same extent or under the same conditions."
Article 1 paragraph 4 provides that:
Financial burdens devolving on transport undertakings by reason of thr
maintenance of the obligations referred to in paragraph 2 . . . shall tY
subject to compensation made in accordance with common procedure la: r
down in this Regulation."
14.5 In December 1974 the Secretary of State exercised his powers to direc
the Board to continue to operate its railway passenger systems so as to provide I
public service comparable generally with that provided by the Board at tht.
time. A later direction by the Government dated 30 March 1988 revoked t h r
direction and ordered the Board to maintain its passenger system at a lev:
comparable to that on 1 April 1988. The payment by Government of t'r
relevant compensation for the net cost of carrying out these obligations
usually known as the Public Service Obligation (PSO) Grant.
:&

(iii) Requirements as to revenue generation
14.6 The Board is under a statutory financial obligation to break even on ir.
revenue account in the provision of its services. This arises under the provisiorg
of section 41 (2) of the Transport Act 1968 which enacts that:
"It shall be the duty of each of the authorities to whom this section applic
so to perform their functions under the Act of 1962 or this Act as to securt
that the combined revenues of the authority and of their subsidiaries taketogether are not less than sufficient to meet their combined chargc
properly chargeable to revenue account, taking one year with another."

(iv) Requirements limiting externalfinancing
14.7 In common with all other nationalised industries the Board has to opera!?
to an External Financing Limit (EFL) placed upon it by the Government. Th2.
limit relates to external sources of finance in the form of:

The efJect of thesefirst four
requirements

-

PSO grants

-

level crossing grants

-

borrowings; and

-

the capital value of assets leased.

14.8 BRB is set objectives for achievement by the Government over a t h r e
year period. For the three years 1987-88, 1988-89 and 1989-90 these objectiv~
were set by the Secretary of State in a letter dated 21 October 1986. Thr
objectives directed the Board to develop proposals both to improve the servic,
to the customer and to reduce operating costs through improved efficiencp.
There were specific objectives directed to the PSO grant which required 2
significant reduction in grant requirement for Network SouthEast to t~
achieved by 1989-90.

14.9 BRB determine their annual budget in relation to a five year rail plan, the
budget for the current year forming the first year of the five year plan. BRB's
five year plan is referred to as the Corporate Plan and relates to the whole of
BRB's organisation, both railway and ancillary businesses. In working out its
needs for external financing BRB bases the figure for its request to the
Government on its Corporate Plan. When as in the years 1986-87 and 1987-88,
the Government set an EFL below BRB's request, it is clear that problems can
arise. T o avoid overshooting the EFL, BRB has to reduce the planned
requirement and this can only be done in a number of ways:
(i) by reducing working capital, trading loss or capital investment; and/or by
(ii) increasing internal resources i.e. by means of asset sales.
14.10 BRB gave evidence to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC)
in 1987 that this form of constraint can cause additional pressure on the
achievement of future objectives by deferring capital investment and thus
delaying income generation or cost reduction.
14.11 The Report of the Monopolies and Mergers Commission "British
Railways Board: Network SouthEast" [NSE] (Command 204) in September
1987 found that:
"Across BRB as a whole rail investment fell in the early 1980s to well
below the level of the late 1970s but investment excluding continuous
welded rail had recovered by 1985-86. An increase in NSE investment is
now planned after a steady decline since 1980. It will not be possible to
implement BRB's plans for increased or accelerated investment set out in
the 1986 Rail Plan unless they can be accommodated within the EFL."
The MMC report noted at paragraph 2.19 that:
"Despite the planned increase in investment, we are not convinced that
BRB have considered a wide enough range of investment projects to be
confident that its investment programme is adequate."
It also found (at paragraph 2.21) that:
"The method of including investment projects in the planning process does
not include rigorous ranking of projects because capital at present is said
by BRB not to be a constraint. We are concerned that if a constraint does
arise BRB does not have a system for comparing projects with each other
or with newly introduced projects to decide how best to ration resources
available to it."
14.12 In considering in this chapter the funding of safety, it is impossible to
look at specific proposals for the expenditure of capital on identifiable projects,
such as those for Automatic Train Protection (ATP), without bearing in mind
the potential for delay in their progression by reason of cost constraints caused
by the deferment of capital investment.
14.13 It is worth noting that before the formal hearings of the Investigation
opened, BRB sent a letter to the Investigation dated 3 February 1989, in which
it sought to assure the Court that the Board had adequate funds to ensure the
safe running of the railways. The letter said:
"I am advised by Counsel that it may assist the Court in respect of the
ambit of the Inquiry, to indicate the stance which British Railways Board
will take upon the question of finance: It is accepted by the Board that it
considered, and considers, that at all material times sufficient funds were
available to British Rail to discharge its statutory obligations with regard to
safety of operations."

14.14 A further significant matter arose much later, during the last few days c:
the hearing of evidence by the Court. On Day 51 the Chairman of BRB, S : Robert Reid, at the very beginning of his evidence was at pains to say:

'54:

. . . While both I and my Board are anxious to give all necessq
assurances to the Court about the Board's intentions, there are c m - r
matters which in some cases preclude the giving of irrevocai.r
guarantees. In particular, there is the requirement of the Departmenr -V
Transport, which reserves to itself the right to authorise (or reject) mq
investment expenditure."

-

"Q: Y I could interruptyou there, I think you spoke to the Secretary of Stc:r
yesterday. Is that right?"
'Y:

Yes. I spoke to the Secretary of State and he assures me that he will g r u
sympathetic attention to any proposals for authority for major investme
to enhance safety."

14.15 While the reporting by Sir Robert of that assurance had the effect c:
placing it in evidence before the Court, any ostensible comfort which might t.t
derived from those words is countered:
(i) by the limited nature of their ambit;
(ii) by the effect of financial constraints referred to earlier in this chaptcr.
and
(iii) by the pertinent example of the protracted delays imposed upon t!x
implementation of the WARS project by the six-year process of obtainiry
investment approval.

0

14.16 It is necessary at this stage to look at those procedures, through which am
projects involving the expenditure s f capital sums have to pass, in order to str
both:
(i) their historic effect upon such projects as WARS; and
(ii) their potential for future deferment of projects essential to safety

(v) Requirements for the obtaining of investment approval
14.17 Authorisation of investment proposals occurs at a variety of levels with::
BR management according to the cost of the scheme proposed. Additionally, ti:
Secretary of State for Transport has power to call schemes in for k : ~
authorisation. Any scheme over L l m must be approved by BRB's Investmerr
Committee. A list of schemes over L5m (raised in July this year to Elom)
submitted to the Department of Transport and is categorised by the Departme?
into the following groups:

:.

A

-

projects of which the Secretary of State wishes only to be informed, onct
they have been authorised by BR;

B - projects where, following authorisation by BRB, the Secretary of Start
wishes to see the appraisal and submission;
C

-

projects called in for authorisation by the Secretary of State.

14.18 BRB's structure involves the division of the organisation into fkt
business sectors and six operating regions. The business sectors are Networi
SouthEast, Intercity, Provincial, Freight and Parcels. The regions are ScottiriSouthern, Eastern, London Midland, Western and Anglia.

14.19 On the business side of BR the Sector Managers are responsible for the
financial performance of their sector. The operational side of BR provides
services for the business sectors. Any investment proposal must be sponsored by
one of the business sectors as part of the authorisation process.
14.20 All nationalised industries are expected to show a positive required rate
of return on their capital investment programme which is set by government. (It
has recently been raised from 5% to 8%). Each nationalised industry then
negotiates with its sponsor department, a test discount rate for individual
investment schemes: in BR's case, it negotiates with the Department of
Transport. At the time of the hearings that figure for BR was 8%. In the
subsidised sectors (Network SouthEast and Provincial) the 8% rate is used as a
means of ensuring the best value for money when making investment decisions.
Non-commercial schemes carried out for purely safety reasons are not expected
to make a direct financial return. Examples given to the inquiry were the
completion of the Advance Warning System installation programme, first begun
in the 1950's and the E12m fire safety investment made following the King's
Cross fire.
14.21 The fact that each investment proposal has to be sponsored by one of the
business sectors has the potential to raise difficulties for safety investment
proposals because it is conceivable that business managers might be reluctant to
take on a non-commercial proposal not totally relevant to their business. This
organisational disincentive within BR against safety investment was recognised
by Mr Maurice Holmes, then Director of Operations, in January 1988. He wrote
to the joint Managing Director (Railways), warning that:
"A further concern is that there are signs that the past high safety
standards at local level achieved by giving a high priority to a "safe
railway" above other issues are starting to be eroded by the change in
railway culture. If continued, this will strike at the root of our structure. I
would not like a major disaster with loss of life to be the reason that forced
British Rail to invest in modern safety aids."
14.22 He had referred in that letter to "the change in railway culture". He
explained to the Investigation that the new business culture was ensuring that
investment proposals were, in his view quite rightly, being subjected to more
rigorous scrutiny before being authorised. However, this meant that investment
into safety-related projects, such as ATP, was not being progressed. At that
point Mr Holmes believed that BR was still within the margins of safety but he
was firing a warning shot to ensure that this potential problem was recognised.

WARS
14.23 The WARS project was first proposed in 1978 and the content of the
scheme is considered in greater detail in Chapter 12. BR was informed in May
1983 by the Department of Transport that WARS would be called in for
authorisation by the Secretary of State. This was because the Department had
categorised the project as falling into Group C of the groups listed earlier at
paragraph 14.17. Discussions were then held between BR and DTp at official
level. On 5 November 1984, the Chairman of BRB wrote to the Secretary of
State seeking approval for the WARS scheme which was granted in a letter
dated 19 December 1984.
14.24 WARS is an example of a scheme which would have been carried out for
commercial reasons. The substantial time delay between the first proposal of the
project in 1978 and its eventual authorisation in 1984 is of great concern. WARS
was put forward as a scheme to replace and to rationalise the system, to reduce
staffing and to prepare the system for the introduction of Driver Only Operated
(DOO) trains. After three WSFs had occurred, as a result of the age of the

equipment, this project was pushed through with a greater emphasis on safm
Initially, the potential for danger had not been sufficiently recognised r!r
accorded high enough priority. The six years WARS took to progress thron;:
the investment procedure caused alarming and protracted delays to this proje::
so vital to the safe running of a railway.
14.25 In the early eighties, a period when the MMC reported that investme-:
was falling, the WARS programme would therefore have been competing ir
more restricted resources. The Court did not inquire into the early years of T-2
project and therefore sought no evidence upon which it would be possible ':
make a finding as to whether or not the WARS project was deferred becausc
had to compete for limited funds until the safety situation was so grave that ?lit
investment had to be authorised. However, the possibility that such may ha7 t
been the case is enough to make the point for the future. The Court recognlv
that the present investment constraints on BR are not as rigid as in the 12-r
seventies and early eighties. However, the progress of the WARS prowpresents us with a clear lesson to be learned for future investment projects w:rr
very significant safety benefits.
14.26 Having looked to the past in relation to WARS and its progress, it :!
necessary to consider projects planned for the future and their progress, acrciand intended. It is interesting to see how two purely safety proposals, Automar .:
Train Protection and cab radios fared under this investment regime. Bcrr
systems are now being developed by BR.
Automatic train protection
14.27 As will be seen in the next Chapter, the Chief Inspecting Officer .
Railways in his Annual Report for 1985, called on BR to consider a system ~ r :
ATP. In previous reports he had pointed out that while great improvements hl:
been made in the signalling system the driver had been left without aradditional technical aids. Despite this, the development of ATP did not b e c o ~ t
BR policy until a paper prepared by the Director of Operations and the Direct?of Signals & Telecommunications was considered by the Railway Executive ::
November 1988.

14.28 Until then it had been thought that the safety advantages of ATP coul:
not justify the investment. This was the main reason behind the concerns whl: I
Mr Holmes expressed in his letter of January 1988 which are outlined :paragraph 14.21. At the November 1988 meeting, it was agreed that a version c:
ATP should be introduced at a cost of E140m over a ten year period and tk
Director Network SouthEast (NSE) was tasked with carrying the projer
forward.
14.29 This project would not have met the 7% rate of return then required kthe Department of Transport. BR therefore attempted to calculate t ! ~
theoretical annual savings in the cost of accidents, if ATP had been in existencr
between 1970-86 in order to see if the investment case could be strengthene:
By using the ~ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0figure the Department of Transport applies in assessir.:
the cost to society of a road fatality BR estimated that the annual offsettir;
savings produced by investing in ATP would be around E6-10m. These werr
very rough figures and BR felt at the time not worth considering further.
14.30 Ironically, BR announced trials for ATP two days after the Purlel;
accident on 4 March 1989. The Investment Committee authorised on 6 Marc:
1989 both development expenditure of E l m and provision for E17.4m to LY
made in BR's 5 year investment plan. It has to be recognised that developmer..
expenditure does not mean authorisation of funds for the full scheme. Once thr
type of scheme has been chosen and BR has approved the investment, it is like!:
that such a large scheme will require approval by the Secretary of State.

14.31 The October 1988 paper concluded that if given high enough priority this
project could be completed in 5 years. However BR has now adopted a policy of
implementation over a 10 year period. BR believes that it might be possible to
move more quickly, although it points out that a very large part of the benefits
will accrue in the first few years of implementation. More will need to be said on
this topic in Chapter 15.

Cab radios
14.32 In opening for BR on 21 February 1989, Mr Roger Henderson Q.C,
stated that:

". . . Continuous radio communicationfi.om train to shore, as it is called, is
recognised by BR to be beneficial. It is the Board's policy to extend that
facility consistent with other demands for safety enhancing features. . . . If
the Court asks the question, should cab radios be in place on all trains, then
there would need to be evidence which we would suggest would go beyond the
Secretary of State's remit relating to this accident. If limited to Southern
Region and then to passenger trains, then the question leads to a comparative
analysis of investment priorities."
14.33 In the early stage of the hearings it was clear that BR's approach to cab
radios and signal-post telephones was to look at them as alternatives and
compare and contrast their relative merits and demerits. Much emphasis was
properly placed by Mr Alan Gore, Counsel for ASLEF, on the essential
importance of the provision of cab radios to the driver and to safety. By 13
April, BR's Director of Operations was recommending the extension of the
national radio plan and its implementation over a shorter time period.
Completion was due in 1992. The Investment Committee approved the extra
E5.5m necessary in June of this year.

Safeguards for the future
14.34 A number of safeguards exist within BR to ensure that safety investment
is not overlooked or overruled. One such important safeguard is the position of
Director Safety, created in the wake of the King's Cross fire. Mr Holmes had
been appointed to that post in November 1988. He quoted a number of
examples where his intervention had ensured that a specific safety proposal was
adopted by a business sector. One example was that the Railway Inspectorate
had recommended that hammers should be installed in certain specific rolling
stock, but this had not been accepted by the relevant business sector director,
whose decision was duly overruled. While an encouraging indication, it was
hardly the most wide-ranging or major application of the safeguard. It may be
that Mr Holmes picked on this relatively minor example to illustrate further his
point that the margin of safety had not yet been breached, but that the situation
could arise if nothing further were done.
14.35 The Joint Managing Director (Railways), Mr David Rayner, was also
content that the organisational framework was strong enough to resolve any
potential difficulties. He quoted the Business Resources Group as having a
responsibility for choosing a sponsor and said that if a business director
absolutely refused to put a safety project into a financial programme he would
overrule him.
14.36 Further, in a written Parliamentary answer in March of this year, given
by the Minister of State for Public Transport, Mr Michael Portillo, it was stated
that all investment proposals submitted to the Department of Transport should
in future contain a specific section on safety implications.
14.37 These are important safeguards but more could and should be done to
ensure that safety is not compromised by permitting commercial considerations
to delay investment in safety-related projects.

14.38 Mr Rayner was asked about a recommendation in the MMC Report intc
Network SouthEast which had suggested that BR develop a system of rank in^
investment projects according to priorities. Mr Rayner explained that since tha:
recommendation BRB had attempted to rank projects: there was "quite stric
sector ranking" within each sector. However, it had proved very much morc
difficult to establish priorities for Corporate ranking across the sectors. There i.
still a clear need for BRB to review the system of allocating priority tc
investment proposals to discover whether safety projects receive a high enougk
ranking.
14.39 After Mr Portillo's Parliamentary answer in March, any proposal whict
goes forward to the Department of Transport will contain a specific sectior
dealing with the safety implications: safety benefits will, however, still prodifficult to quantify. It is interesting to note that BR in appraising A P
considered the annual saving against the cost of installation over 10 years. It di:
not compare annual savings against the total period of time that the ATP systerr
would be in operation, on the basis of the concept of "whole life costing".
14.40 In an attempt to justify a scheme on the basis of the accidents it woul:
save, BR had no firm basis on which to assess either the costs to itself or the c w
to society of a fatal rail accident. It looked only at the DTp's figure for a roa:
fatality which is hardly a direct comparison since the factors involved in t k
calculation must be suite different. Having arrived at a figure for t o t i
investment BR did not pursue the concept of '%hole-life costingy': that i n v o l ~ c
assessing the benefits over the total period of time the scheme would be Ir
operation and not simply looking at initial capital investment costs. It is cler
that if sensible decisions are to be made by BR and by Government on the m w
effective use of funds for saving the lives and reducing the injuries of staff an:
passengers, then it must establish a way of assessing in financial terms the e f f c
on safety of investment schemes. Both the Government and BR need to condur
a thorough review of its investment appraisal procedures so that a financz
value can be put on safety.

The funding of safety through the workforce
14.41 The acquisition and retention of a high quality workforce which
imbued with a respect for proper working practices, trained to carry them out IX
all occasions, and motivated by a desire to do the best job possible to attain L !
objective of "zero accidents" has clear funding implications. Basic wage rateovertime payments, and training costs are obvious examples.
:&

14.42 BR has recognised the importance of its staff in achieving qualit.
workmanship in its "Quality Through People" initiative. Chapter 8 considerr:
the working arrangements that existed within the S&T Department and therr
effect on the safe running of the railway. Chapter 12 made the case for t k
introduction of "scheduled hours" to ensure proper planning and organisation c:
weekend working. Scheduled hours could also contribute to reducing t ! ~
problems of recruitment and retention of staff in the S&T Department.
14.43 There were two areas of difficulty in recruiting and retaining staff:

I
I

(i) the differentials in basic pay between BR and other employers, such zC
British Telecom; and
(ii) the unsociable hours factor derived from the large amounts of over ti^
which needed to be worked to bring basic pay up to the market level beir:
offered in other industries without overtime.

14.44 The Court's task is not to direct any party on the conduct of pay
negotiations. I have pointed to scheduled hours as a formula to ensure that
important safety work can be carried out at weekends with a full and properly
structured complement of staff. It is a formula which would give all staff an
additional scheduled hours payment and so improve rates of pay for all workers
in the S&T Department while ensuring that the previously unhealthy reliance
on overtime to supplement (and in some cases double) income would not
continue.
14.45 Equally it is not the task of the Court to determine what that level of pay
should be. That is properly a matter for management and unions to consider.
However, I would point out that for BR to attempt to match the basic rates of
pay of companies in the private sector such as British Telecom would only start
an unnecessary spiral of wage increases for both sectors since British Telecom
would be in a position immediately to offer staff a more attractive remuneration
package than BR. With the greater financial freedom of the private sector,
British Telecom's levels would be unlikely to be matched. Retention of staff,
however, is more complex than mere comparisons of basic rates: recruiting,
training and conditions of service all come into the equation.
14.46 The commitment to the railways among many of the older BR staff was
clear. We heard from one technician who had joined another industry, but had
returned to BR. His son had made the same move but had not returned. BR
cannot afford to rely on the old commitment to the railways to resolve
recruitment and retention problems. Both unions and management will need to
adopt a flexible attitude to ensure that pay and conditions within BR are such
that the railway can be run safely, maintained safely and renewed safely, by
sufficient numbers of qualified staff.

The funding of training
14.47 The Court was told by Counsel for BR in his opening submissions of a
figure of E5.5m for the annual expenditure incurred on training in the S&T
Department and it was submitted that that figure expressed as a percentage of
the Supervising and Wages Staff pay bills was 7.4%. It was suggested that this
was a remarkably high percentage when compared with other industries. No
comparable figures were put in evidence before the Court and no valid
conclusions can therefore be drawn as to the statistical position. It would, in any
event be inevitable as a result of BRB policy on recruitment and promotion that
large sums would be spent on training. The Court was told that BR, in
agreement with the NUR, does not recruit Assistant Technicians, Technicians,
Leading Technicians, Senior Technicians and Technician Officers, but relies on
an internal promotion system for such staff. The same policy holds true also for
promotion to fill supervisory, clerical and managerial vacancies, which are
advertised internally.
14.48 Since British Telecom, Mercury and other competitors of BR do recruit
externally and in particular from BR staff, it follows that there must be a
continual demand for training of those who fill the gap created by such
recruitment either by joining BR or rising within its ranks to a higher grade.
14.49 It is a matter of some concern to the Court that the problems BR face in
recruiting a workforce of sufficient numbers and of sufficient quality do not
appear to be being surmounted. BR's policy of not recruiting higher levels of
staff, whether of conciliation grades (the workforce) or of management (other
than graduate engineers) does not fall within the terms of reference of this
Investigation. The size and quality of the available workforce within the S&T
Department, however, clearly does, and the Court was concerned at the effect
the former could have on the latter. It is a matter which is too complex to be
dismissed in a single sentence, and it is one to which BR is no doubt giving
consideration.

Chapter 15: The Future of Safety
15.1 The link between the funding of safety and the future of safety is an
obvious one. The provision of radically new safety equipment costs money and
the use of that money has to be justified in accordance with the procedures that
we have looked at in the previous chapter. In this way the future of safety at any
one point of time already depends upon decisions that have been taken in the
past. It is therefore not as illogical as it might seem to begin a chapter entitled
"The Future of Safety" with some words from the past.
15.2 In his annual report on railway safety for the year 1985, the then Chief
Inspecting Officer of Railways, Major C.F. Rose, wrote in his foreword and
summary:
"It could be argued that the number of serious accidents today is so low
that investment in radically new safety equipment is unjustified. But if
accidents such as the collision at Wembley, or the high-speed derailment at
Morpeth, are to be avoided in future some form of automatic train
protection will have to come. Continental railways, not only those looking
towards higher speeds, are installing or planning such systems and I cannot
believe that BR will allow itself to fall behind. The question is going to be
what system, and at what cost?
Pending any decision on automatic train protection, a welcome move has
been BR's decision to speed up and extend the provision of radio
throughout the network, both train-borne and ground equipment. This
should bring significant benefits for safety, not least the provision of an
instant link between train drivers and signalmen or controllers when
emergencies arise."
Those words were written on the 8 August 1986.
15.3 A year before in his report on railway safety for the year 1984, he had
written that:

". . . The human factors behind some of the more serious train accidents
suggest that improvements should be sought in the training and supervision of train drivers and in the equipment provided to assist them in their
duties."
In the previous year he had concluded his report for 1983 by saying:
"For the rest, the task in the coming years would be to maintain present
levels of safety, and if possible to improve them, but to find ways to
achieve this at less cost - in the interests of the Railways' customers, the
taxpayer, and the Railways' own future."
15.4 By drawing attention to these words from successive annual reports on
railway safety, in particular in relation to such radically new safety equipment as

Automatic Train Protection (ATP) and train-borne radio (hereafter called cab
radio), I have sought to show that a movement into the future of safe?
inevitably takes time for consideration, evaluation and financial approval for the
particular project. But time as a resource is not infinite and what there is of I:
should be spent wisely. The 1986 report referred both to ATP and to cab radios.
Neither device was fitted to the trains involved in the Clapham Junctioc
accident. We shall see later in this Chapter whether either of these devices coulc
by themselves have prevented that accident from happening. However, in an:
event both are devices vital to the future of safety on BR, whose introductior!
must not be the subject of any unnecessary delays. It is because of the Court'<
concern at the potential for delay that I begin this chapter with this emphasis.
15.5 This chapter therefore considers the additional benefits of ATP, cab
radios, tachographs, improved rolling stock, and the role of the Railwa~
Inspectorate in monitoring their introduction. It will be necessary to consider
whether any of these additional safety benefits, had they been in place on 12
December 1988, would have prevented the accident.

The need for automatic train protection
15.6 At present the only aid which a driver is given to help him with the visual
instructions passed to him by the signals is the BR standard Automatic Warning
System (AWS). This provides an audible warning of the aspect of the signa!
ahead, the sound depending on whether that signal is at green or not. If the
signal is not at green, a visual reminder in the cab changes from an all-black disc
to a "sunflower" (black and yellow) when the driver cancels the automatic
brake application which would otherwise occur. (The sunflower appearance of
the AWS indicator in the cab can be seen at Figure 4). Such a system was fitted
to the trains and the signals involved at Clapham Junction. Because the
information given to the warning system is derived from the signalling system,
the AWS itself was affected by the same faults in the controls for signal WF138.
15.7 Ordinary AWS does not distinguish between double yellow, yellow, or
red aspects. The Court was told of an earlier experimental development, the
Signal Repeating AWS (SRAWS), where instead of just the two alternative
visual indications in the cab (black or black and yellow), the full range of
aspects is displayed. This system, whilst providing marginally more information
about the signal which had just been passed, gives no additional information
about the state of the line ahead. It too would have had no effect upon the course
of events on 12 December 1988. Both systems are, as their names imply,
warning systems which the train driver can ignore (either wittingly or perhaps
unwittingly) by cancelling the warning of a caution or stop aspect without
taking the necessary action to control the train.

Automatic Train Protection

15.8 Automatic Train Protection (ATP) is a term used to cover a wide range
of systems in use on the Continent which are provided to stop a driver passing a
signal at danger and in most recent applications exceeding a safe speed for the
line and if he does so the train is automatically brought to a stop.

15.9 The main pieces of information needed for a speed monitoring system of
ATP are, the train length, speed, weight and braking characteristics, characteristics of the route such as gradients, maximum permitted track speed and track
occupancy ahead.
15.10 During the Investigation the Electrical Sub-committee met to examine
BR's proposals for the introduction of ATP to determine whether such a system
would, or could in the future, have prevented the accident at Clapham. BR has
considered two possible kinds of ATP system;
(i) a continuous system, where the required information is conveyed to the
train by superimposing coded messages onto the track circuit carried either in
the rails or in wire loops near the running rails; and
(ii) an intermittent system where information comes from individual beacons
mounted at intervals along the track.
In both systems the messages are detected by equipment mounted on the trains.
15.11 The principal advantage of the continuous system is that data is
constantly fed to the train and so drivers can respond instantly should
conditions ahead change. Its disadvantages are that it is costly and is not easily
grafted onto the existing signalling system which would need to be retained for
parts of the railway system, including trains, which were not fitted with ATP.
Intermittent systems are easier to adapt to the existing signalling system and are
less expensive but are less responsive to changes in the state of the line ahead.
15.12 Whichever system is chosen a decision can be taken either to implement
it over all railway lines or selectively. French experience suggests that the
selective use of an ATP system on 30% of route miles can cover 80% of traffic
because of its use on high density routes. BR has chosen a selective, intermittent
system to provide protection for some 80% of passenger miles. The cost of such
a system would be around E140m as compared to E380m for a comprehensive
continuous system.

BR'sproposal

15.13 The exact type of intermittent system to be introduced has not yet been
decided. BR has approved expenditure on two pilot schemes to cover two
different technical systems. One is to run on the high-speed Great Western
Main line and the other on the Chiltern line.
15.14 On the latter line the advent of resignalling and of new trains has
presented an ideal opportunity for such trials. Concern has been expressed that
the Chiltern line was not truly representative of the modern high-density urban
railway and the Court acknowledged that a trial on such a railway could have
disadvantages. However, there were other particular advantages in choosing the
Chiltern line on this occasion.
15.15 All the current types of ATP systems are run using existing signalling
equipment. If there is a fault in the signalling system that will be replicated in

the ATP system. It therefore follows that only an ATP system run tota'
independently of the signalling system could have prevented the accide-However, the Court is satisfied that at this stage that type of system is no. i
feasible option. BR could not have been expected to have such a system in p1a:The Court believes that the important issue is to perfect the existing signa1l:rg
system, rather than run ATP from a parallel system which itself could be subr.to errors.
15.16 The Court is also content with BR's decision to implement a select;-intermittent system. It understands the reasons behind that choice. However. am concerned at the timescale for introduction of ATP. It may be that in 19c'
rather than make a decision then on which system should be implementel
further developmental work will be planned. If, as is fervently to be hop:
there has been no further serious accident which ATP could have preventtr
before then, the urgency may be lost. At a minimum BR must stick to its prese-timetable. In addition the Railway Inspectorate must review its progress a r ensure commitment is not allowed to wane.
15.17 The basis for that concern that the timetable might slip is the example c
the AWS. The system was first introduced 30 years ago, but has not yet betinstalled throughout the network. Within a few days of the dreadful accident iHarrow in 1952 when over 112 lives were lost, BR announced the widespre:
introduction of AWS. Thirty years is a long time. It is easily understandab'.
how this happens. A gradual programme of installation can take a large n u m k
of years, particularly when it is to be introduced in rolling stock which has a hi:
span of over twenty-five years. If a decision were taken to implement ATP on:in new rolling stock the timescale could be equally long.
15.18 However, putting that aside, the Court believes that if accorded h i ~ f
enough priority the ATP system could be introduced within five years from t't
1991 date of selection of the specific system. The Court agrees with BR that tkt
developmental process cannot be reduced much further. It is important that fu:.
trials take place. There seems to be no technical reason why ATP, once a syster
is chosen in 1991, should not be fully implemented by 1996/ 1997.
15.19 Before coming to these conclusions the Court considered whether a better
level of protection could be afforded whilst the ATP system was be in^
developed by resurrecting the SRAWS in a more modern form. They accepte:
that there was no justification for going up what would effectively be the blint
alley of redeveloping SRAWS because:
(i) considerable resources, which would be the same as those used for ATP.
would be needed so to do; and
(ii) the development time-frame would be only marginally less for SRATS
than for ATP.

Cab radios
15.20 BR has moved forwar~
d in its policy on cab radios during the course of this
Investigation. As Chapter 14 shows BR was initially resistant to the idea of
speeding up its gradual introduction of cab radios. It felt it was not the purpose
of this Investigation to recommend cab radios for all trains. If, at that stage, it
had been recommended that they should be introduced on Southern Region
passenger trains, then it would have been a question of cab radios taking their
place in a list of other safety enhancing projects, competing with them for funds.
I was concerned at this suggestion, not borne out fortunately by the rest of the
evidence, that BR's individual safety projects compete against each other for
funds.
15.21 I am glad to say that BR has since, in evidence to the Investigation, given
a commitment to extend its plan for the introduction of cab radios and to
quicken the timescale to ensure that all units are fitted by 1992.
15.22 Cab radios, or driver-to-shore radios as they are often called, can be
implemented either as a secure radio between driver and signalman only, or as
part of a railway radio network which would have an override emergency link to
the signalman. BR prefers the driver to signalman secure version and the Court
endorses this approach.
15.23 The question has to be asked: Why have radios not been introduced in all
cabs before now? Plans were originally introduced in the 1970s and some
channels were authorised, two for a pilot scheme on King's Cross suburban lines
and a further two in 1978 for the Bedford/St.Pancras lines. The impetus for the
introduction of cab radios has been driver only operated trains. The Railway
Inspectorate has supported BRB's decision to equip all passenger Driver Only
Operator (DOO) traction units with a cab radio.
15.24 BR has had difficulties, first with the Home Office and subsequently with
the Department of Trade & Industry in securing a sufficient allocation of
frequency channels for cab radios. Until recently the safety arguments had not
been strongly pressed. Cab radios are an important safety feature which could
help prevent accidents and could save lives in an accident by promptly alerting
the signalman and electrical control who could then prevent other trains from
travelling towards the accident site. The DTI must ensure that sufficient
frequencies are given to BR to ensure that this important safety function can be
implemented with the greatest speed.

Could cab radios have 15.25 This hypothetical question can only be answered on two hypotheses, the
prevented the accident? first obvious one being that cab radios were installed on the relevant trains, and
the second less obvious one that the Rule Book had certain consequential
amendments made to it. When Driver McClymont saw signal WF138 turn to
red when he was only one and a half coach lengths away, he would still have
brought his train to a stop. But in doing so, he could simultaneously have
contacted the signalman on his cab radio. The signalman could have told him the
line ahead was clear and could have allowed him to continue. M r McClymont

could then have proceeded, without stopping, past signal WF47, provided it w s
showing a proceed signal. With the fault in the system the same situation coul?
have occurred for Driver Rolls. He would have seen signal WF138 turn to red ir
front of him. He too could have radioed and been allowed to proceed. Th!.
should have alerted the signalman to the problem at WF138, but I bear in min?
the evidence of Mr Warburton quoted at paragraph 2.39 that "the danger u-ac
unlikely to be realised immediately . . .".
15.26 From these hypothetical situations it can only be further speculation tc
suggest that Signalman Cotter might, as a next step, have been able to radic
Driver Pike to alert him to a possible problem at signal WF138 and to tell him rc
proceed with caution. Constant contact between signalman and successive trainr
might have prevented an accident happening until the precise nature of the fau::
and its seriousness was discovered, but it would have depended on many other
factors. It would have needed swift reactions on the part of the drivers and the
signalman. It would have needed quick appreciation of the likely fault on the
part of that signalman. It would have needed that signalman not to have beer
busy talking to another train. Finally, it would have needed a willingness on the
part of the signalman to stop the traffic on a busy Monday morning while thc
fault was found.
15.27 The results of the consideration of all these hypotheses is that it i~
impossible to exclude the chance that the accident could have been prevented. I:
is impossible to say whether such a chance is likely or unlikely. In a situatior.
where there exists, therefore, a possibility that the Clapham Junction acciden:
might have been prevented, it is clear that in the interests of safety all tractior.
units should be installed with radios as soon as possible and that the DTI accorc'
high priority in providing frequencies to ensure that safety is enhanced.
15.28 In addition, as recommended by ASLEF, all radio communication^
should be recorded both to ensure that the system is not abused and to provide
an accurate record of communication in case of any incident.

On-Train data recorders (tachographs)
15.29 On-train data recorders, also known as tachographs or "black boxes" car!
record a variety of information which will ensure that in the event of an inciden!
the facts can be clearly and indisputably established. These bring clear benefit5
for accident investigation.
15.30 BR's current policy is to introduce on-train data recorders into all new
units and progressively to introduce them on traction units expected to have a
long life. BR is also currently considering whether to introduce a more basic
form of recorder on units of medium to short life.
15.31 The full data recorder records information over eight hours or one
thousand miles, whichever is the greater The approximate cost of such
equipment is E10,000 per cab. The more basic "incident recorder" only has a
capacity for recording ten inputs of information for a period of approximatel?
ten miles before it is over-written. This option clearly has limitations when
compared to the full tachograph recording unit, although its costs are considerably less at E2,000 per cab. Both ASLEF and BR are agreed that tachographs
should be introduced in all cabs, although ASLEF would want them introduced
more quickly than BR is currently proposing. The Court endorses ASLEF'r
proposal that BR should accelerate the introduction of on-train data recorders.
15.32 BR will also have to consider the use to which the information recorded

by the tachograph could be put. It clearly has the important role already
mentioned of assisting accident investigation, and it provides an additional
discipline for drivers. The presence of the tachograph will, to their knowledge,
provide an independent record of, for instance, the aspect shown by a particular
signal, or the speed of the trains. However, BR will be reviewing its management
of safety and particularly safety audits and, as part of that review, it would be
worthwhile considering the use of on-train data recorded information as part of
the safety audit process.

Rolling stock
15.33 All thirty-two coaches of the three trains involved in the Clapham
Junction accident were of the traditional slam-door Mark I stock. Their
structural performance in the conditions involved in the Clapham Junction
accident is analysed in the technical report at Appendix G. In that report
references are also made to valuable information gleaned from the Purley and
Bellgrove accidents which also involved Mark I stock. No attempt will be made
in this chapter to summarise the detailed engineering analysis of the way in
which the stock behaved. It is clear, however, that there are lessons to be learned
in relation to the rolling stock from these accidents and indeed the last part of
that Appendix is devoted to the lessons to be learned.
15.34 Those lessons must be learned in the light of the fatalities and injuries
which those accidents produced. In the Clapham Junction accident no-one who
had been travelling in the first third of the leading carriage survived:
compression of the passenger space was the cause of most of the fatal injuries. In
the remaining two-thirds of the coach there were fatalities along the near-side,
mostly but not exclusively among those who were sitting next to the carriage
wall which was stripped off. The same area in the second carriage, the buffet
car, was the scene of similar devastation. Further back in the buffet car the loose
seating coupled with the hard edges of tables caused fatalities and serious
injuries. Other injuries were caused by direct contact with internal fittings such
as luggage racks or with the luggage expelled from them. There is a clear need to
minimise the risk of deaths and injuries in railway accidents by the improvement
of collision resistance in rolling stock and more particularly in passenger stock
on intensely worked routes as is put forward in the Appendix. Such improvements include greater resistance to diagonal loading, additional structural
strengthening at unit ends, and the strengthening of the components which unite
the bogie and the coach. Improved internal fittings would be an additional
benefit in saving lives and reducing injuries in the event of an accident.
15.35 In the light of the accident BR has set in motion a programme of further
research into the Mark I coach which is expected to cost El.Om and to be
completed by April 1991. The research will cover six principal areas: couplers,
override protection, combined coupler/override protection, structural developments, bogies, and enhanced passenger safety. Each area has its own timetable
and their completion dates range from September 1989 to April 1991. That
programme will introduce for the first time dynamic testing as an addition to the

traditional approach of static testing. It may be that the use of structural mode'*
will be found to be feasible in providing data to permit the comparative study c:
structural details involved at an early stage of collision.
15.36 Such research is vital and is to be welcomed. It is the more important c
view of the fact that Mark I coaching stock continues to form a large part c:
BR's fleet of rolling stock and will continue to do so for many years to come. Ir
view of the length of time during which that stock will continue to provide fcpassenger services on BR the future of safety and public confidence deman:
that such research is fully and expeditiously carried out.

Overcrowding
15.37 The question was raised during the course of the Investigation as r whether overcrowding was a significant factor in increasing the tragic effects c:
the accident. Criteria in relation to overcrowding are used by BR and have b e r
agreed with the Secretary of State and the Transport Users' Consultatit:
Committees. For the type of stock involved in the accident there should be cr
standing for journeys over 20 minutes (except by choice) and the load factcr
should not exceed 110%.
15.38 The two passenger trains involved in the collision were often described t c
"busy". However, despite the strenuous efforts of the British Transport Polict
to establish the numbers on board, the results were bound to be approximate. :
can, therefore, make no finding as to whether or not the passenger trains we?
overloaded that morning which is based on any firm evidence. Such evidence 2.
there was came from the guards and passengers on the Basingstoke and Pw:r
trains. On that evidence it would seem that the Basingstoke train probab::
would have been overcrowded, but that the Poole train probably was not.
15.39 It was of greater importance to establish how standing and seater
passengers were affected by the collision. Wing Commander Hill, an eminer
pathologist, and an expert in fatal accident investigations prepared a report fcr
the Investigation. His unchallenged evidence was that the severity of injury, c.r
the risk of fatality, was no greater for standing than seated passengers.
15.40 Had the trains been overloaded, those passengers having to stand as i
result would not have been placed at any greater risk than those seatet
However, the fact is inescapable that the higher the number of passengers on i
train, the higher the number of casualties is likely to be in absolute terms. I wi:
therefore recommend that BR continue to monitor overall levels of passengep
carried to ensure that the present criteria are met and that the Department ci
Transport and BR continue to keep these criteria under review.

The role of the Railway Inspectorate
15.41 There is a further matter which clearly needs attention, and that relates t r
a vital ingredient in the safe running of a railway, namely the rolling stock. It is 2
surprising omission from the scheme of the Acts that, apart from one specific

1

exception, railway rolling stock is not subject to the scrutiny or the approval of
the Secretary of State after inspection by the Railway Inspectorate. It is a clear
lacuna in section 41 of the Road and Rail Traffic Act, 1933. Since it is in my
view essential that there be legislation to strengthen and clarify the position of
the RI, such legislation should also widen the ambit of the Secretary of State's
powers to include the approval of railway rolling stock.
15.42 I have mentioned earlier that the powers available under the railway
legislation to the RI for enforcing the submission of new works for approval are
almost non-existent. This arises out of the very limited number of instances
covered expressly by section 41 of the 1933 Act, contravention of which, in any
event, carries a penalty of only E20 per day. By virtue of the Agency Agreement
with the Health and Safety Commission, RI has powers under the Health and
Safety at Work etc. Act 1974. Successful prosecutions have been undertaken in
relation to accidents to staff and notices have been issued in relation to required
improvements or to prohibitions, again almost exclusively in the realm of staff
safety.
15.43 However, the application of section 3 of the Act, as a means of requiring a
railway to instal specific items affecting passenger safety, has not been tested
and it may be doubtful whether a test case would succeed. I consider therefore
that the Regulation of Railway Acts need strengthening in this respect and the
opportunity should be taken, when dealing with the lacunae in section 41 of the
1933 Act to cover this aspect as well.
15.44 It will fall to the Railway Inspectorate to monitor BR's commitment to
introducing the important safety enhancement features discussed in this
chapter. I recommend that BR report to the Railway Inspectorate every six
months on its progress in implementing ATP, cab radios, tachographs and its
rolling stock research programme. Under existing legislation the Secretary of
State through the Railway Inspectorate has no power to require that he approve
the types of rolling stock before their introduction by BR. This is clearly a point
which will need amending legislation and the Court is of the view that the
Secretary of State's powers of approval should be extended to include rolling
stock.

PART FIVE: THE CONCLUSIONS

Chapter 16: Where Responsibility Lies
16.1 An inquiry under the Regulation of Railways Act 1871 is not a trial: it is
not a test of legal liability, whether civil or criminal. Its procedures are not
accusatorial: no one is put in the dock, or made the object of a civil suit for
damages. Its procedures are instead inquisitorial, it is an investigation with the
object of discovering the truth.
16.2 It is important to make this restatement at this stage, since the reader will
already be aware that this is to be the last section of the Report and it is to
contain conclusions. It is therefore inevitable that this chapter will deal with
specific names of persons and what I find to be their responsibilities for the
events which culminated in the accident at Clapham Junction on 12 December
1988.
16.3 It would be an abdication of duty if at the end of a long and detailed
Investigation I did not indicate what my findings were in relation to specific
matters of criticism. It follows that this chapter is bound to contain both
observations of a general nature and criticisms of individuals and that such
criticisms will vary in their degree of gravity. In fairness to those who are to be
criticised, two important factors must be stressed at the outset:
(i) Almost without exception, those who gave their evidence to the Investigation did so with conscientiousness, care, dignity and with a measure of
frankness which was wholly to be admired. Those qualities are all the more
commendable in that they co-existed with a realisation that the evidence they
were giving had the potential to expose them to that very criticism.
(ii) There is almost no human action or decision that cannot be made to look
more flawed and less sensible in the misleading light of hindsight. It is
essential that the critic should keep himself constantly aware of that fact.
16.4 As a final introduction to the task of reviewing the responsibility of those
involved in the causes and the circumstances surrounding the accident I should
indicate that I propose to follow the pattern already adopted in this Report and
to move from the ground upwards, starting with the wiring errors in Clapham
Junction "A" relay room. As a result of this approach there will inevitably follow
a list of names with critical comment on the individuals concerned. I wish to
state quite categorically that this is not in any way intended to be a charge sheet,
or a particularisation of pleadings in a civil suit. It is solely and exclusively the
result of an investigation under section 7 of the Regulation of Railways Act
1871.
Mr Hemingway
16.5 The direct cause of the Clapham Junction accident was undoubtedly the
wiring errors which were made by Mr Hemingway in his work in the Clapham
Junction "A" relay room. Those errors were made on Sunday, 27 November
1988 when he was working on the circuit between track repeater relay DM and
fuse 107 on row 12. Those errors lay dormant and might still have lain dormant
but for the fact that, two weeks later on Sunday, 11 December 1988, totally

unrelated work of changing a different relay top had to be done in that re!?room. By mischance the particular relay top was next to TRR DM, whose w i r y
was disturbed by the physical effort involved in moving out the adjoining re:;top. By coincidence it was Mr Hemingway who was responsible for carrying c--that task. There was no error of practice in the carrying out of that task tt;.
December Sunday afternoon and no one could have realised the traf consequences which were to follow next morning.
16.6 The errors Mr Hemingway committed while working in that relay rwon 27 November, could be divided into those that were characteristic of him an:
those that were uncharacteristic of him. He was a man who was methodical I
his practices, whether good or bad, and among the bad were his habits of faillr;
to shorten wires and in particular to cut off eyes and failing to secure such wlr?
by tying them back out of harm's way. (He also re-used insulating tape, but t:?-,
practice was not involved in the accident). The uncharacteristic errors were:
(i) at the fuse end, to place a new wire on top of the old wire so that t h e
was a double connection when there should have been a single; and
(ii) at the relay end, to fail to insulate the old wire at all.
16.7 It is to be stressed that, in the welter of criticism which is justifiably la.:
at Mr Hemingway's door, he has never for one moment sought to evade L
responsibility for the appalling consequences of his errors. From first to last Lt
has sought to accept the burden of the consequences of his mistakes and has n-sought to blame other people or other factors. Not one word of excuse c m t
from Mr Hemingway, rather was there complete acceptance of responsibility.
16.8 For Mr Hemingway's characteristic errors, since they were so and KC
his normal working practice, the blame must clearly be a shared one. For thmt
bad practices Mr Henderson for British Rail was entirely correct to say that:

"The blame for that does not lie with you, it lies with British Rail. Either -.
should never have been allowed in the first place, or once it had happew:
and the practice had become your practice and was indeed commonplace, -should have been stopped because the matter should have been monitored."
It is a collective liability which lies on British Rail.
16.9 So far as individuals are concerned, therefore, the blame also lies wir?
those who should have been doing the monitoring. Mr Bumstead's name clear:.
heads that list, but his is only one name upon it. Mr Bumstead was principa!::
responsible for the supervision Mr Hemingway received over a twelve-yez
period before the accident, but the blame for the development and maintenanct
of Mr Hemingway's bad practices lies also on the shoulders of all others w5had supervised him in the years leading up to the accident.
16.10 So far as his uncharacteristic errors are concerned, in failing to see thrthe old wire was detached from the fuse end and was insulated at the relay en?.
Mr Hemingway again is not alone in his responsibility for those actions. The:
are so uncharacteristic, so much a contradiction of his methodical working li'r
that there has to be a further cause.
16.11 I find that cause to be the constant repetition of weekend work ir
addition to work throughout the week which had blunted his working edge, h : ~
freshness and his concentration. Because he enjoyed being involved in the en:
product of the work he had been doing during the week and also in order tc
achieve the lifestyle which he required he, like many others, accepted eveF
opportunity he was given to do overtime with the result that in the three months
before the accident he had had one sole day off in the entire 13 weeks. I find th!.
to be totally unacceptable and to be conducive to the staleness and lack of

concentration which has been manifested in the evidence. It was a practice
which had in fact been going on for years in British Rail and was one which was
well known to management. It should not have been countenanced and it was a
contributory cause to the accident. It was a direct result of the demands made by
the WARS tight timescale.
16.12 It meant that, whereas in different circumstances Mr Hemingway would
have taken in his stride an interruption such as I find broke his concentration
that day and gone straight back to the task in hand, on this occasion his staleness
and the dulling of the edge of his thought processes misled him into thinking he
had finished the particular job before he was interrupted.
16.13 I specifically do not find that Mr Hemingway or any of the workforce
were physically tired by the actual work involved, either during the week or at
the weekend. Though such suggestions were put before the Investigation, no
such evidence was ever produced and the evidence I heard contradicted the
suggestions. It was not a question of exhaustion which was the culprit, but rather
the mental and emotional blunting and flattening which was produced by
protracted periods of working every day of the week without the refreshment of
time off with family and friends. I do not believe (and Mr Hemingway expressly
rejected the idea) that he was suffering from the effects of tiredness that day.

Mr Bumstead
16.14 Mr Bumstead's responsibility for failing adequately or at all to monitor
Mr Hemingway's working practices, so as to detect and correct the manifestly
bad ones amongst them, has already been sufficiently identified. In addition, for
the weekend in question, he failed to conduct any satisfactory planning for the
work involved and failed to ensure that the work was ready for testing
thereafter. He knew what workforce he had available and his choice of method
of employing that workforce inevitably meant that he was removing from
himself the ability properly to supervise the whole of the work to be done on
that Sunday, 27 November. Although he worked hard with his gang out on the
tracks he was not working in the role which it was his duty to discharge that day,
namely that of supervisor. The result was that he was never in Clapham "A"
relay room that day and to his knowledge Mr Hemingway's work was bound to
go unsupervised.
16.15 Further, he failed to make any plan with Mr Dray, the Testing &
Commissioning Engineer, as to which of them would carry out which responsibilities in relation to the preparation for the actual testing of the work done.
Between them, Mr Bumstead's and Mr Dray's lack of forethought, coordination
and planning meant that they effectively ensured that there would be no
independent wire count of Mr Hemingway's work. Neither Mr Bumstead, nor
Mr Dray turned their minds to what each of them should have been doing,
separately and together, that day.
16.16 In addition the work on that Sunday involved a combining of two jobs,
numbers 104 and 201, both outside on the tracks and in the relay room. While
Mr Bumstead adequately directed his mind to the effects of that combination of
jobs on the outside work, he did not trouble to see if there were any problems or
any potential confusion in relation to the work in the relay room: he just left it to
Mr Hemingway as was his style. Proper supervision would have involved
enquiring whether the combination of the two jobs had produced any problems
and checking whether it had. That quality of supervision was never the level of
performance that Mr Bumstead attained.

Mr Dray
16.17 Mr Dray manifested all the problems that are produced by the BR system
of reorganisation. It requires staff to re-apply for posts in circumstances where
if their application is not successful they become what is described in Railway

jargon as "unallocated". He was less than happy with his job and with !rl
distance from his home and his performance in the days preceding and includiti
Sunday, 27 November exemplifies this. He had taken no trouble to try to masrc
SL-53. He made no proper preparation for the work of testing, instituted r s
plan and had no discussion with Mr Bumstead on their respective roles :r
testing. Although he was present in the box from soon after 9 o'clock on t5r
morning of that Sunday, he used his time ineffectively. He had the facilities, t5r
time and the available assistance for the carrying out of an independent wrr
count of Mr Hemingway's work which was required by SL-53 and was, in art
event, good practice: despite that he did not carry out the wire count w h c
could have prevented the Clapham Junction accident or see that it was came:
out. The way in which he performed his duties as Testing & Commissioniri
Engineer on the day in question meant that the testing process, far from b e q
"the last defence" was no defence at all.

Mr Lippett
16.18 Mr Lippett was Mr Bumstead's immediate superior and had been sinct
reorganisation in May 1988. He was another of the casualties of reorganisati~
:
in that, although he was within the last eighteen months of his service after :
faithful and hard-working years, he had spent almost all of his working life ct-the maintenance side rather than New Works. Thus he was pitched in t k
twilight of his career into work that was foreign to him. Not only that but it a71
work being conducted on the WARS project by a workforce which was stran?
to him and at a stage in that project which was the most intensive yet. Since, rs
he was perfectly entitled to, he chose not to work at weekends, he never saw tbr
work being done immediately before commissioning or the testing of that work
He did, however, see the quality of work being done during the week. Iit
actually saw and identified bad practices in Clapham Junction "A'' relay roo:
on a visit in June 1988, when he saw wires hanging down that, although t h ~
were insulated, were not cut back and were not tied. He chose not to raise t k
subject with the supervisors or with the workforce. Although he thought thz:
what he saw "failed to conform to good practice" he did not take any steps r:
correct their bad practices because he "believed it was their way of d o i q
things". He, as did so many other people in the S&T Department, left others :get on with their own tasks when he should have been carrying out the duties ci
management. Effectively, he turned his back on the bad working practices 'v
saw and made no attempt to stamp them out.
Mr Callander
16.19 It has to be stressed that there is much to be admired in Mr Callander'!
attitude to his work up to the time of reorganisation in May 1988. He had a b o r
him a quality of enthusiasm and eagerness which meant that, when no&;
seemed to be getting on with a particular job, he would willingly take it on ar:
tackle it himself. It was in this way that, when nobody seemed to be getting cr
with the planning of the stageworks involved in WARS, he took up the task c:'
planning it himself. He was, in fact, at much too junior a level to have tbr
responsibility for such a task, which, whilst it was certainly not thrust upon h i r .
slipped down the levels of authority until it came to rest on his desk.
16.20 When it did, he set to with a will working out suitable packages ci
weekend work to be done for the whole of the WARS timetable to the end ci
Stage 9 expected in August 1989, using as his base line the working f o ~ t
existing in 1986. It is not his fault that nobody more senior in BR than he, eithcr
through 1986, 1987 or particularly before reorganisation in 1988 and at the star
of Stage 7B shortly after that, ever reviewed, or adequately monitored, the plar
which he had set out in early 1987 in handwriting on a few sheets of paper. Hr
was a willing horse. He did his very best to devise a first draft of a f u m y
programme which should not have been left to him in the first place.

16.21 It is incidentally a matter of interest as to whether the plan would ever
have been left in that informal handwritten state if it had been thought necessary
for the scheme as a whole to be referred to the RI for approval. The Court
considers that the level of management at which the plan would have been
constructed and approved would have been significantly higher if such a
requirement for the scheme itself had been involved.
16.22 It was the same good qualities of Mr Callander that took him into the
world of testing. Nobody else seemed to be taking up the problems when he was
at South Lambeth and so he took them on himself. He built up a reputation on
the region of being a competent and knowledgable tester. The problem was that
the reputation was not the complete picture: yet again the appearance was not
the reality.
16.23 As a tester, Mr Callander was neither working to good practice nor to
SL-53. When SL-53 arrived on his desk he never even read it. He had no
concept of the importance of an independent wire count. When, on reorganisation in May 1988, he moved to the Wimbledon depot as Testing &
Commissioning Engineer, he took with him his own bad practices and working
attitudes and in particular his failure to observe SL-53.
16.24 He too was disenchanted with reorganisation and the post that it had
given him and was anxious to get away as soon as he could: this he achieved
shortly before the accident. Before he left he gave no thought to the way in
which Mr Dray had been carrying out his duties as his assistant, or was about to
carry them out as his stand-in successor. There was very little communication
between them, and the subject of SL-53 was never even mentioned. This was
another example of the failures of communication and management which were
widespread in the S&T Department.
16.25 Although he was fully aware that SL-53 was not being implemented and
worked to in BR Southern Region he nonetheless devised and drafted a
Certificate of Test which purported to show that it was. I am satisfied that this
was not done with any intention to deceive but was merely an expedient which
he lit upon in order to fill a vacuum. It was probably thought of by him as a first
gentle step, gingerly taken, towards the implementation of SL-53. The fact
remains that he knew that SL-53 was not being implemented, but drafted a
Certificate of Test which to anyone who read it would have suggested quite the
contrary. Any direct communication on the subject between him and his
superiors, any proper monitoring of his work would have disclosed the r e a l i ~
behind the appearance: that however did not happen.
16.26 The problem, yet again, was that Mr Callander was left to his own
devices by higher management and his devices were neither adequate nor safe.

Mr Bailey
16.27 Mr Bailey came to Southern Region to head the Regional Testing Team
in August 1986. He came from a testing position on the Western Region, but his
actual experience in testing was much more limited than might h a ~ appeared.
e
The concept of the Regional Testing Team had been devised by Air Hale in the
wake of the Oxted and East Croydon incidents in November 1985. Air Bailey's
appointment was intended to be part of a three-pronged attack derised by Mr
Hale on the problems he had directly identified of post-commissioning
wrong-side failures. That attack involved:
(i) the urgent drafting and distribution of a new and complete Departmental
Instruction on testing;
(ii) the setting up of the Regional Testing Team; and
(iii) the training of members of staff in order to form a specialised cadre of
testers.

16.28 Within a few days of his arrival on the Region, Mr Bailey was briefed
Mr Hale on what was expected of him in his new post. He was clearly told th2:
the primary function of his position was to raise the standard of testkg
throughout the Region, to carry out testing training for that purpose, m:
particularly to attempt to avoid some of the failures that had occurred at or juc
after commissioning. In that task he utterly and completely failed. In his timt Ir
post of just under two years no cadre of testers was set up and in fact not a sing:?
tester was trained. Not only were no training courses ever run, but the n e a r c
approach to the discharge of this function was a single hand-written sheet for 2
possible syllabus for a course. Although he knew of the importance attached t c
SL-53 and had some input into its drafting, when it emerged as a document ir
mid-1987 he neither implemented it himself, nor saw that it was implementet
throughout the Region. He said in evidence that if he was to implement it hr
should have had an instruction to that effect from Mr Davies, the Signal Workr
Engineer. That was, to say the least, a surprising explanation for his failure te
obey a Departmental Instruction.
16.29 He considered that SL-53 was not to be implemented until the F o r s
Hill relay room work had to be done. In fact the Forest Hill work had not beet
done by the time of the accident, or indeed by the time the Investigation'.
hearings ended. It has still not been done. Effectively, although his was tht
responsibility for spreading the gospel of good practice in testing enshrined ir
SL-53, his attitude and actions ensured that quite the contrary result war
achieved.
16.30 He did not even have a clear idea himself of what good testing practices
involved. He had no concept of the vital importance to proper testing of ar
independent wire count. It was a "blind spot" to which he admitted in h~
evidence to the Investigation.
16.31 Although 1 accept that he worked energetically and well in carrying our
all the testing that he did on the region, and that his testing team war
under-resourced so that the demands on his time were great, the fact remain.
that he effectively turned his back on the very responsibilities for which he ha2
been appointed. Sadly, not only did that happen but it was allowed by his
superiors to happen because of a total failure to monitor his performance.
16.32 When he moved to Wimbledon on reorganisation he, of course, took witt
him the same attitudes. Again in his favour he was energetic in getting out to thc
depots. He perfectly correctly spent a large part of his time attending to hlz
duties at Eastleigh and he was always ready to do weekend work: he was, as we
know, present in the Clapham Junction "A" signal box on Sunday 27 November.
It has also to be said on his behalf that this was his first job in management. He
was given the appointment on 14 April 1988, but in the time before he took u r
his new post he had no interview with anyone senior to himself, no lead into the
new organisation and no training for management. But even allowing for a!:
that, there are still serious criticisms to be made of Mr Bailey's performance ir?
his new post.
16.33 First, in the six or so months leading up to the accident he was the
manager of the workforce which, because of the pressure of WARS, was
working the excessive overtime which we have seen. It was his job, with the help
of Mr Lippett his junior manager, and Mr Deane his superior to manage that
workforce effectively and this both he and they failed to do.
16.34 No real determined attempt was made by anyone to relieve the pressure
on that workforce by insisting on the stopping of some of the weekend work, the
curtailing of that overtime, and the slowing down of WARS. The effect of the
evidence of Mr Rayner, the Joint Managing Director (Railways) was that if such
a request had been made it would have been granted. He was asked:

"Q: One question which might be asked is the extent to which financial
constraints have affected your ability to provide pay, which is sufficient
to attract sufficient people into the railway. That is one question which
undoubtedly has been asked and will be asked, I suspect by the public,
whether we ask it ofyou today or not.
A: I think it is still a long jump Sfom there to say that the individuals that
we still do employ working in the area of safety work unsafely. I don't
believe it.
Q:
A:

But i f there aren't enough of them to do the job ---?
Then we curtail the work. We slow it down."

16.35 While that was the attitude of someone as senior as Mr Rayner in
management, it was certainly not the attitude of those at the other end of the
scale in seniority. Mr Bumstead was asked what he thought would have
happened on Sunday 27 November, if an additional seven men had not been
available to be drafted in from Eastleigh:

Q : Can you say what would have happened if there had not been seven
further staff available?
A: Well, I can assure you the job wouldn't have got cancelled, we should
have had to cope with the staff that we had available that day."
16.36 That attitude was clearly the one which was the widely held view which
prevailed at all levels in the S&T Department. Nobody wanted to be the one
who took the step of actually cancelling weekend work: the philosophy of "the
show must go on" meant that there was a reluctance to be the one who stopped
it. Mr Rayner genuinely believed that, if there were not enough people to do the
job, BR curtailed the work or slowed it down. The evidence points the other
way. In those circumstances it is a cause for grave concern that nobody in the
S&T Department had the will to make the request in sufficiently strident terms
that it was acted on and granted. Mr Bailey was at the first level of management
which could have expressed that concern. The fault again was not that of Mr
Bailey alone, it is one which also lay with his superiors in management.
16.37 The last area of criticism relates to Mr Bailey's reaction to the
Queenstown Road incident. He investigated the matter and put his report to Mr
Deane. He therefore discovered that the tester involved had prepared no plan
for testing, had not functionally tested the work and had left part of the testing
to another supervisor. He actually identified in respect of the Design Office a
need for a tightening of managerial control and yet took no action whatsoever to
have managerial control tightened in relation to testing staff. He failed to take
the elementary step of investigating why Mr Callander had selected this
particular tester to do the work and what was the state of testing in the area.
Effectively he wrote the incident off as an isolated incident and did not concern
himself with what it showed about the management of testing after reorganisation. He was no longer Regional Testing Engineer and he left the matter
at that. A further blind spot in relation to testing had developed in Mr Bailey. It
is fair to point out, however, that Mr Bailey's report went to Mr Deane to whom
both Mr Bailey and Mr Callander reported, and as we shall see, Mr Deane
showed the same lack of reaction.

Mr Deane
16.38 Although Mr Callander had drafted his programme for the WARS
stagework commissioning proposals in late 1986, it was not until a meeting on
11 February 1987 that they received formal approval. That approval came in a
meeting which was chaired by Mr Deane, while SCE at South Lambeth. The
minutes of that meeting contained the passage:

"Commission work on Stage 7 commences 2/3 July 88 and from then on tc
the commissioning of Stage 8B in August 89 there are no "spareweekends."
That passage comes in a section of the minutes entitled "Problem Areas". The
last paragraph of that section reads:
"The times indicated on the proposed programme are the times required tc
complete the work. Reduction in that time will not be acceptable either tc
the S&T or Traffic as overruns may occur."
Mr Deane was identifying the problem that the proposed timescale was the
minimum acceptable, both to his department and to Traffic.
16.39 Mr Deane was clearly totally aware of the tightness of the timescale for
the carrying out of the WARS project and the particular constraints in relatiot
to Stage 7B and was obviously concerned that further time pressure might Lu
applied: there simply were "no spare weekends". That was knowledge he had a.
Signal Construction Engineer at South Lambeth and knowledge which he took
with him on moving to a similar post at Wimbledon in the reorganisation of Mar
1988.
16.40 He was in that position directly responsible for the labour force which, i t
accordance with Mr Callanderys programme was to work through from Jult
1988 to August 1989 week in week out without a spare weekend for a break.
16.41 He knew the amount of overtime which would be necessitated by the
programme and should have closely monitored the way in which that overtime
was being worked so that he was in a position to make professional managemeo:
decisions on whether the programme and the overtime could be allowed tc
continue unchanged. Had he carried out that monitoring, he should as a logica:
consequence have sought an extension of the programme.
16.42 He also knew from Mr Callander that, although testing was being done
on these weekends, it was being done without the preparation of any plan.
beforehand. M r Callander had told him that no plans were necessary and he
accepted that. This is somewhat surprising in itself in that he had thc
responsibility for overseeing the report into the Queenstown Road incident ant
he read Mr Bailey's report before sending it on with his comments to Mr Pennp.
Mr Bailey had said that he was most concerned to note that the tester " a p p e u
to have come on to the job without any preparation" and further "had no:
carried out any "functional" testing". This was the clearest possible indicatior
of the need for proper planning of testing work and the need for the propeselection of testers who had sufficient expertise to do the testing. Instead of
taking appropriate managerial action to remedy the situation Mr Deane
accepted the explanation that it was just the "sloppy methods" on the part of the
tester and left the matter there.
16.43 There was a further reason why he should have looked at the question of
testing in his area once he assumed his new job on reorganisation. No joh
specifications had been issued at that time and therefore very sensibly Mr Deane
arranged a meeting with four members of his staff, Mr Bailey, Mr Hunter, A i r
Callander and Mr Dine in an attempt to sort out their respective roles. Thar
meeting produced a rough piece of paper divided into four quarters. A i r
Callander's duties were set out as Testing & Commissioning on that piece of
paper which was described at the bottom as "Checklist of "Who is doing what"'.
Against the words "Testing & Commissioning" Mr Deane had added in his o m
writing:
"Testing - programmes
- resources
- C.O.T7s
- Testing Copies"

16.44 The fact that Mr Deane wrote these words demonstrates that he was
aware of the need for them to be attended to in the testing on his area. Despite
that fact, he told the Court frankly in his evidence that he did not believe he
discussed those matters with Mr Callander before he left. Although he knew
from two different sources namely, from Mr Callander himself and from the
Queenstown Road incident, that there was no planning of testing being
conducted in his area, he did nothing about it. In this he failed in his
management duties. He should have been particularly aware of the importance
of planning in testing, since he had received a copy of Mr Davies's report into
the Oxted Signalling Failures in February 1986, when he was Senior Construction Engineer at Ashford, and had discussed the report in detail at a
Construction Group Meeting a month later. That report had said that the
lessons to be learned from Oxted were fundamental and that they would be
noted by all staff. Queenstown Road should have reminded Mr Deane that the
lessons of Oxted had not been learned. Once again in the S&T Department a
problem existed and was known about, but a back was turned to it: it was never
faced.

Mr Penny
16.45 Mr Deane's immediate superior was the Area S&T Engineer (SW), Mr
Penny. M r Penny did not have an easy task when he came to that post on
reorganisation. His main experience was in telecommunications. He had come
straight from a period of six years on the maintenance side into an area which
was just about to start its most intensive period of work on WARS Stage 7.
Almost as soon as he was in post there came the investigation of the Queenstown
Road incident. His part in this matter was to recommend to Mr Porter that
disciplinary action be pursued against the two key people responsible. It may be
that it was his recognition that he had only limited testing experience himself
that caused him not to take wider action. What would have been more
appropriate would have been to have taken up with Mr Deane and with Mr
Callander what light the incident threw on the overall state of testing in his area.
Had he done so, it is at least possible that the question of SL-53 and its lack of
implementation by Mr Callander might have emerged. Since, however, there is
no reference to SL-53 in the reports on the Queenstown Road incident of Mr
Bailey, Mr Deane or indeed Mr Penny, no firm assessment can be made.
16.46 Mr Penny's position was that his responsibilities in his new post were
great and the staff resources available to assist him were very small. In June
1988 at an early walk-through along the track from Vauxhall to Clapham
Junction to familiarise himself with the WARS scheme he had been assured that
the schedule was tight but that as long as no more senior technicians were lost it
could be implemented on time. He had accepted what he was told and to his
credit followed the proper management practice of thereafter monitoring the
ranks of senior technician to see that no more were lost. The Court saw the
document he used for that purpose.
16.47 In his evidence he accepted that he did not make enquiries to ensure
SL-53 was being carried out. He accepted also that he knew there was a
considerable amount of seven-day working in general terms in the S&T
Department, but he was not aware that individual people were working seven
days for weeks and weeks at a time. I have already indicated that others should
have been making him aware of the situation by seeking an extension. He said
that by late November 1988 he had become aware that he was getting out of
touch with what was going on on the track in that he had only been out on the
track three or four times since August.
16.48 Mr Penny frankly accepted a degree of personal responsibility of the
events that led to the disaster. In that, it may be that he himself was applying a
degree of hindsight to his own activities and was in a sense doing himself an

injustice. There are criticisms to be made of his management of his area ar?:
these have been summarised. In the final analysis, however, the Court conside-.
that such responsibility as Mr Penny has for the accident is the least of any ci
those employed within the S&T Department who were given leave to k
represented before the Investigation.

Mr Davies
16.49 In the five years before reorganisation from May 1983 onwards, 31:
Davies had had a single job, although its title changed from Constructicr
Engineer to Signal Works Engineer. He it was to whom Mr Hale gave the task c!
implementing a new Testing Instruction which was to be first SL-Provisionz
and later SL-53. Despite a long passage of time he failed completely to get cr
with the Testing Instruction. SL-Provisional only emerged (and even then in a:
incomplete form) in October 1985, the month before the Oxted incidents. E r c
with the warnings that those incidents should then have given, the pace did nc:
quicken towards the introduction of SL-53 which only arrived in May 1987.
16.50 By that time Mr Bailey had had nine months in his post as Region;
Testing Engineer. M r Bailey had provided Mr Davies with written commec:.
and checklist to assist in the drafting of the new testing instruction. In thmc
comments and checklist, by reason of his "blind spot" about the need for s
independent wire count, Mr Bailey left the wire count out completely. 15
Davies merely put it back in again without for a moment considering with 3 5
Bailey the important question of why it had been omitted. Had there been ar:
proper communication by Mr Davies with Mr Bailey on this vital topic tic
"blind spot" might have been revealed.
16.51 Mr Davies must bear the brunt also of a further serious managemerr
failure in relation to the monitoring of Mr Bailey's performance as Regior.;
Testing Engineer from August 1986 to May 1988. It was to Mr Davies that 25
Bailey reported, and it was Mr Davies who left Mr Bailey totally to his o a r
devices and did not at any stage detect and correct the deficiencies in 3 2
Bailey's performance which should have been apparent.
16.52 Hardly had SL-53 emerged in May 1987 than questions began to !Y
asked in the S&T Department as to how, if at all, it could be implemented. T!Y
Construction Group meeting of 21 August 1987 discussed it in detail, conclude:
that SL-53 had a lack of flexibility about it, resolved that full implementaricc
should be delayed until the Forest Hill relay room work was completed m:
finally made detailed proposals for a redrafting of paragraphs 1.1 to 1.4. ? 1 ~
purpose of the redrafting was in order to cover the delegation of tasks whic?
they thought inevitable for the proper working of SL-53.
16.53 On 8 September 1987, Mr Davies sent a detailed memorandum to Mr T'
Graham Brown, the Signal Engineer (Works) his immediate superior. T h i memorandum set out for the consideration of Departmental Conference t+
detailed proposals for the redraft of Section 1 of SL-53 which the Constructicc
Group was requesting. Thereafter Mr Davies and Mr Brown had a comeration: their individual recollections of that conversation differ sharply on tr
important matter. Mr Davies believed Mr Brown had said he would raise t%
matter at Departmental Conference, whereas Mr Brown said that he had tc::
Mr Davies that the delegation was implicit in the Instruction and there was cr
need for any further clarification. The two accounts cannot live together.
16.54 Although Mr Brown said in evidence to the Investigation that he had rr
fact raised the matter at Departmental Conference, no reference to such 2important matter appears in the minutes. Mr Brown sought to explain this poirby suggesting that the matter had been raised by him right at the end of i
Departmental Conference and therefore not minuted. The Court is satisfied tkr:
Mr Brown did not in fact ever raise the matter at Departmental Conferen::
whether early or late. I will refer to this matter later in this chapter.

16.55 So far as Mr Davies is concerned, he had asked of his superior detailed
questions in a perfectly proper written minute which needed a written answer:
that written answer was never forthcoming. Successive minutes of Mr Davies's
Construction Group recorded the fact that an answer was still awaited to the
questions on delegation in relation to SL-53, but apart from making that record
in the minutes, Mr Davies did nothing else to solve the problem.
16.56 This was not only an example of the failure of communication within the
S&T Department, it was also an example of Mr Davies turning his back upon
the vital problem of the proper implementation of SL-53. This failure was a
vital factor in the causation of the accident in that, had the testing on 27
November 1988 been conducted in accordance with SL-53 and an independent
wire count been properly conducted, then the accident would not have
happened.
16.57 Mr Davies was the Signal Works Engineer who chaired the meeting on
WARS Commissioning Strategy on 13 February 1985, which made the decision
differentiating between the method of work to be followed in relation to track
circuits and the signals themselves. Track circuit changeovers were to be
commissioned by stageworks at weekends, but signal changeovers were said to
be "the least problematic area" because there was no need to commission them
in advance and that stage could be reserved until the main commissioning. By
the time the work necessary for Stage 7B of WARS was due to commence in
July 1988, Mr Davies was in the post of Signal Engineer Projects. At no stage
between the 1985 meeting and July 1988 did he become aware of the change of
policy in relation to the commissioning of signals.

Mr D Graham Brown
16.58 Mr Brown was Mr Davies's superior as Signal Engineer (Works). He was
the other party to Mr Davies i n ' the conversation they had about the
memorandum of 8 September 1987. He was also the other party with Mr Davies
to the failure of communication which followed thereafter. I am satisfied that he
did tell Mr Davies that he would raise the matter at Departmental Conference. I
have indicated that I am equally satisfied that he did not do so. However, these
findings merely serve to aggravate a situation which would already have been
bad enough without them.
16.59 Even were the situation as Mr Brown now remembers it, it would follow
that, despite full knowledge on Mr Brown's part that the Construction Group
felt that SL-53 lacked flexibility and required detailed amendments to allow for
the delegation of tasks which were essential to make it work, Mr Brown had
brushed the matter aside. In a short word-of-mouth comment to Mr Davies he
had dismissed the matter by saying that delegation was implicit in the
Instruction anyway. That would mean that, in the full knowledge that there was
concern and uncertainty about SL-53 in the Construction Group who wanted a
redrafting of the Instruction, Mr Brown did nothing at all to clear away that
concern and uncertainty, or to check that it had been cleared away. Such
conduct, in any event, would be the clearest breach of his duties as a manager. It
is an example of management by inactivity and inertia which we have seen
earlier.
16.60 In the event I accept Mr Hale's evidence as to the way in which Mr
Brown mentioned the matter to him and conclude that there was no raising of
the matter at Departmental Conference. A matter as important as this should, in
any event, have led to the subject being tabled as an agenda item for
Departmental Conference at which the minute itself should have been considered and a decision arrived at as to how it should be dealt with. That decision
should thereafter have been communicated to the Construction Group through
Mr Davies. None of that happened and the responsibility for that fact lies
squarely with Mr Brown.

16.61 Not only would it have been good practice to have followed that cou5- a
was in fact the laid down procedure within the S&T Department. A: n
Departmental Conference on 2 August 1984 it was:
"Agreed that once an instruction has been agreed and issued
complaints must be channelled via the appropriate Senior Manager
discussion at Conference."

:t*
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16.62 Mr Brown was not in post at that time but the Court found it surprc r
and disturbing that someone in as senior position as he was could hani - r
matter so vital to safety in such a cavalier way.
16.63 Finally, M r D Graham Brown had overall responsibility for the 7
formance of the Design Office. There were Design Office deficiencies inrc? - -:
in the failures of testing at Oxted and at Queenstown Road. The Design 0-was clearly working under extreme pressure with a reduced level of sta!---4
following the 1984 and 1986 reorganisations. Though Mr Brown came to post after the Oxted signalling failures, it should have been clear to him b~ --I.
time of the Queenstown Road incident that the Design Office needed tigY4
managerial control and greater resources.

-

.

Mr Hale
16.64 Mr Hale gave his evidence in a careful, clear and considered way a-.
dealt with matters with total frankness. That he is a man devoted to the sen-. *
of the railway and serving his employers loyally and with the fixed intention doing his utmost to see that the railway philosophy of absolute safet:
maintained cannot be doubted. The problem, in relation to Mr Hale's case.
that loyalty, application and good intentions were not enough.

16.65 Mr Hale's skills lay in identifying problems and these skills are nowhcbetter demonstrated than in his initial approach to the problem demonstrated '
the Oxted incidents. He was as completely correct in identifying the problem 2
he was in arriving at correct initial solutions. Mr Hale identified the urgent netfor a completely new Departmental Instruction on testing, the need for t;creation of a new cadre of testers and the need for the appointment of a ne=
Regional Testing Engineer to raise the overall standard of testing on the r e p and to train that cadre.
16.66 The difficulty was that having identified the problem and arrived 2 solutions, he then turned his attention to other things and made the dangeror.
assumption that the solution would work and the problem would go away. Ifact it did not. No cadre of testers ever came into being up to the time of t!accident three years later. No training course was ever run. Mr Bailey did ncraise the overall standard of testing throughout the region. The urgently-neede:
full new testing instruction did not even appear for a year-and-a-half and wac
then virtually ignored by those doing the WARS testing.
16.67 Save for the last factor, these were all matters that were known to A l r
Hale. The one which must have been most obvious of all was the complete laci
of training that was going on in the region. In 1985 Mr Hale had requested 6:
places on testing courses at BR's Railway Engineering School, Derby for the
following year. His request had been refused on the basis that the BR school dl?
not have the resources and that the Region would have to do its own training.
Since Mr Hale had identified the extent of the Region's requirement for testln?
training for the year 1986 as being 64 course places, he must have been aware
that such a need could not be met within the region without further resources.
He was fully aware of the limits imposed upon his own resources and had indeed
had to seek the assistance of the General Manager, Mr Pettitt, in obtaining two
assistants for Mr Bailey in the form of Mr Blain and Mr Bassett.

I

16.68 Effectively Mr Hale had identified an urgent need for the training of
testers, but had failed so to organise his management of the S&T Department to
ensure that that need would be met. His failure was the failure to see to it that
what he had put in place as the answer to the problem was in fact working to
that end: it was a failure to monitor the effect of his actions. It is a failure he
frankly accepted in his evidence. Had Mr Hale seen that the good intentions
properly expressed immediately after the Oxted incidents had been put into
practice, proper testing on 27 November 1988 should have revealed the wiring
errors.
16.69 The Queenstown Road incident in June 1988 should have alerted Mr
Hale to the fact that the errors of Oxted were still being perpetrated thirty
months on. The Queenstown Road incident called for far stronger, more
decisive and more widespread action than the mere disciplinary proceedings
which ensued. It produced a reaction which was totally insufficient in relation to
the dangers it demonstrated. It should have demonstrated to Mr Hale the need
to look more carefully at the whole question of testing and of the monitoring of
wrong-side failures. Although Mr Hale was looking each month at the figures
produced by FRAME, such data was not specific enough to give him a correct
and complete picture. Though the figures might show that the total number of
WSFs on BR Southern Region were going down, they masked the seriousness of
the WSFs they included, and had no national comparison which would have
revealed a significant weakness on the Southern Region.
16.70 As to the 1988 reorganisation, it was not the type of reorganisation Mr
Hale wanted. He had worked out his own "matrix" method which did not find
favour with the Board and he was told of its rejection on 22 December 1987. It is
to Mr Hale's credit that he nonetheless buckled down and put all his enthusiasm
and undoubted skills into seeking to make a success of the form of reorganisation which had been preferred. He attempted to get further resources to assist
in reorganisation and obtained some but not enough. That was not his fault.
Before the 1988 reorganisation he was already a veteran of three previous such
moves since he was in post for those of 1982, 1984 and 1986. He would have
been fully aware therefore of all the problems they create, and, had he been able
to do so, I find he would have done his utmost to alleviate them.
16.71 The problem about Mr Hale's management was that it demonstrated the
lack of communication which pervaded the S&T Department. A good illustration exists in the way in which Mr Brown merely mentioned in passing to Mr
Hale the vital problem of the workforce's attitude to, and difficulties with,
SL-53 on the question of delegation. Mr Hale described the incident in these
words:

"I do recall that an informal discussion took place in my oflice with Graham
Brown at which he said that Bob Davies had raised with him the question of
delegation within section I . Graham Brown said that he believed it was
implicit in the instruction, that the instruction covered the situation
adequately and there was no need to change it. I did not immediately look at
my copy of the instruction. On his assurance that it was properly covered by
the instruction, I agreed certainly that delegation was inevitable and was a
part of what was intended. He assured me that he would advise Bob Davies
accordingly and I agreed at that point in time that that was the correct action
to take."
16.72 Good management involves creating an atmosphere in which things
happen. Nothing was to happen to resolve the problem of the failure to
implement SL-53. The reason lay fairly and squarely in a lack of management.
16.73 Mr Hale was the Regional S&T Engineer until the day before the
Clapham Junction accident. As such he was the "Captain of the ship" and
accepted in his evidence that the position carried with it responsibilities. He is

the most senior of the BR employees who have been criticised in earlier pans 7:
this chapter. However the fact that the criticisms there so far stopped at the t y
of the S&T Department should not for a moment be taken to mean that t h e
were no other failings.

Other factors: The failings of the system
16.74 There were other factors causative of the Clapham Junction a c c i d ~ r
which are not so much faults which can be attributed to any individual as fau::,
of the system and the way in which it is run. They are faults which haye i
historic character about them in that they go back a long time in the running
the railway. They are faults which do not stem, from any of the employees in r j t
Southern Region S&T Department. They are faults that are inherent in the rn
the railway has been run for a number of years. They are many and they must L
pointed out.
1
-:

16.75 At the centre of the problems which caused the Clapham Junctk
accident were the bad wiring practices followed by the workforce in the S&-T
Department and allowed to continue unchecked by its management. BR alloat:
its operations, its business to be conducted in reliance on a workforce r e c r u i t c
trained and promoted in a historical way and controlled by management, wh!:r
was itself recruited, trained and promoted in the same way. The result was t 5 z
the workforce was neither adequate in size, nor adequate in skills. The questicrr$
asked by Counsel to the inquiry, Mr David Latham Q.C, of Mr Rayner kz
repetition at this stage of the Report:

"Q: One question which might be asked is the extent to which financm
constraints have afected your ability to provide pay, which is sufticrt-r
to attract sufficient people into the railway. That is one question z c k . t
undoubtedly has been asked and will be asked, I suspect by the put::,
whether we ask it ofyou today or not.
A:

I think it is still a long jump fiom there to say that the individuals r F z
we still do employ working in the area of safety work unsafely. I d~ :
believe it.

Q: But ifthere aren't enough of them to do the job ---?
A:

Then we curtail the work. We slow it down."

16.76 Over the years BR has recruited its workforce and trained it. It h
promoted only from within its own numbers. This may in times past have beer i
proper and sufficient way to run its affairs. Times have changed, however, a x
there is in the industrial world outside the railway a growing need for st22
skilled in the electrical and communications fields. BR has hungrier and fierce
competition for its workforce than it has ever had. It is, however, still relying cr.
its old culture and its old methods to try to maintain its staffing levels. The or.1
route, for instance, to the rank of senior technician is by way of i n t e r r i
promotion starting from the bottom and not from external recruitment. It mribreak the mould in relation to this recruitment, the training of its staff and thr:
promotion. It is out of date and damaging to BR.
16.77 The situation is not the fault of BR alone. The unions too must bear thcz
share of responsibility for attitudes of entrenched resistance to change which 2-r
out of place in a modern world. It was a matter of regret to the Court to s s
during the evidence how obvious and how deep was the mistrust and suspicicr
employer had for union and union had for employer. This was particular:.
evident during the cross-examination, on behalf of BR, of Mr James Knapp, t i t
General Secretary of the NUR. This Report is not the place to debate thmt
matters, nor to seek to determine where and to what extent fault lies for t+
situation. It would, however, be turning a blind eye to the problem not to sta:t

it. The internal promotion system which is an inevitable handicap to BR in
satisfactorily filling the higher posts in its wages grade staff in the S&T
Department, is the result of a formal agreement between BR and the NUR. It is
a fetter upon the acquisition of skilled staff and it is long overdue for
reconsideration.
16.78 Likewise the question of what is the proper payment for any level of staff
is not one for this Investigation. It is, however, abundantly clear that the present
arrangements are failing and have failed to provide BR with the overall size,
structure and quality of workforce it needs. The question of payment again
involves formal agreement with the unions. The Court recognises the difficulties that exist and that have existed in this area and cannot comment further,
other than to express the hope that there may yet be a movement away from
entrenched positions on both sides and towards a new beginning in the interests
of the railway, the workforce and not least, the public.
16.79 The comments I have made on recruitment and promotion and on
payment of wages apply with equal force to the level of overtime working
tolerated in BR. It is an outdated and wasteful system which, by reason of the
unsociable hours involved inevitably has a resultant adverse affect on recruiting.
Constraints on recruiting are constraints on safety and have to be removed.
16.80 All these matters are not the fault or responsibility of any one person.
They are historic to the railway culture and method of organisation. Three other
matters need to be mentioned as circumstances relevant to the Clapham
Junction accident and circumstances which were not the fault of any individual.
They are:
(i) deferment of projects involving large capital expenditure;
(ii) the method and frequency of reorganisation within BR, and
(iii) the control of the execution of major projects.
The problems which all three factors have caused stem not from any one
person's individual decision but from the way in which the railway has come to
do things.
16.81 I have said enough about the deferment of the WARS project for it to be
clear that the necessary resignalling of the Waterloo area was deferred until a
time far later than it should have been. It look no less than six years from the
original project paper in 1978 until 1984 for the project to obtain approval. It
hardly needs to be said that this was too long and too long by a large measure.
16.82 There were four reorganisations in the S&T Department in the seven
years from 1982 to 1988, and the inevitable upheaval, disruption and harm to
morale they caused by reason of the way in which they were carried out must be
obvious. There must be a better way of doing things and that better way must be
urgently sought and found before the next reorganisation of any kind.
16.83 Finally, there must also be a better way of organising the running of a
large project such as WARS than the system which was in fact employed.
Reliance on lateral management is bound to produce a lack of teeth in getting to
grips with problems and getting them sorted out. Large schemes need firm,
positive and sufficiently senior control in order that they are carried through
properly, which means safely, efficiently and economically.
16.84 Safety, efficiency and economy are the three duties placed upon BRB by
the statute. No distinction is made between them in the statute but efficiency
and economy must be employed in order to establish and maintain the concept
of safety.

Chapter 17: Where things went wrong - The Lessons to
be learned
Appearance and reality
17.1 BRB is responsible for an industry where concern for safety should be at
the forefront of the minds of everyone, from the Board itself at the top to the
newest beginner at the bottom. The concept of absolute safety must be a gospel
spread across the whole workforce and paramount in the minds of management.
The vital importance of this concept of absolute safety was acknowledged time
and again in the evidence which the Court heard. This was perfectly
understandable because it is so self-evident.
17.2 The problem with such expressions of concern for safety was that the
remainder of the evidence demonstrated beyond dispute two things:
(i) there was total sincerity on the part of all who spoke of safety in this way
but nevertheless
(ii) there was failure to carry those beliefs through from thought into deed.
17.3 The appearance was not the reality. The concern for safety was permitted
to co-exist with working practices which we had seen from Chapters 7 and 8
were positively dangerous. This unhappy co-existence was never detected by
management and so the bad practices were never eradicated. The best of
intentions regarding safe working practices was permitted to go hand in hand
with the worst of inaction in ensuring that such practices were put into effect.
17.4 The evidence therefore showed the sincerity of the concern for safety.
Sadly, however, it also showed the reality of the failure to carry that concern
through into action. It has to be said that a concern for safety which is sincerely
held and repeatedly expressed but, nevertheless, is not carried through into
action, is as much protection from danger as no concern at all.
17.5 On a superficial level, in the month before the accident, an outsider
looking at the documentation which set the standards for the working practices
of the S&T Department might well have thought that all was well in the
Department so far as safety was concerned. More particularly would this have
been the case in the specific examples of the installing and testing of new works
which are central to this Investigation. So far as installation work was
concerned, there was after all a clear direction in Departmental Instruction
SI-16 dated 18 November 1983 at paragraph 3.3.3 that:
"Wires and crimps not terminated must have their ends insulated and
secured to prevent contact with each other, or with any other equipment."
Further so far as testing was concerned there was a Departmental Instruction as
recent as 3 April 1987, SL-53, which required at paragraph 4.4 the person in
charge of external testing to:
"Carry out a wire count on all free wired safety relays and terminations
and record on the contact/terminal analysis sheets."

It was a detailed instruction and at paragraph 1.2 it required the person
charge of internal testing:
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"To carry out all internal testing requirements and coordinate with p e r l a
I/C external testing ..."
17.6 That outsider might have been forgiven for thinking that, with those tpa
Departmental Instructions in place, a safe working system had been evolved ' x
the installation and testing of new signalling works. He would have been w r q
if he had come to that conclusion. As to installers, he would have been
because he would not have known that some installers were not in fact folloalry
those safe practices, but were following dangerous working practices of tkr
own.
17.7 The outsider would not have known that, as to SI-16, for instance, ?k
Hemingway had never received it and Mr Bumstead thought it only referred :B
new works. He would also not have known that, though the testing instruc?:m
SL-53 was intended by management to be in force, many of those in vital test:%
positions did not believe it to be in force, were not following its instructions 2 ~ ~ 2
did not for a moment appreciate the vital importance of an independent r-lr
count.
17.8 Even the system for distributing Departmental Instructions had the
characteristics. An outsider might have looked at Departmental Instruct:-rt
AG-1 entitled: "DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS - POLICY" dated 3
November 1983 and concluded that there was a safe and workable system ir
their issue which was in fact working satisfactorily. The truth was the o p p o ~ t
As an example, Mr Hemingway said of the system:
"I remember when these type of documentations came out first. We r.r7
explained how the lettering worked but I never did grasp it, for some reasp ?.
just couldn't get hold of how the lettering and coding worked. "

17.9 The appearance to that outsider would not have been the reality. P - a
might have looked on the surface to be perfectly safe was, in fact, quite r _ l t
opposite. While the outsider could be forgiven for his mistaken belief, it is r - t
task of management to be aware of the working practices to which its w o r k f o ~ t
works and to ensure that those standards are of the highest. It is the task
management to ensure that its instructions to its workforce on how work is to 'u
done are clear and that they are in fact being obeyed. It is the d u v - 1
management to see that its workforce is properly trained and that such train13
is renewed from time to time. It is the duty of management to ensure that :Y
efforts of the workforce are properly monitored and supervised so that r x
quality of the work may be maintained at the proper levels.
-I:

17.10 There were failures in the discharge of each of these responsibilities -:
management. These failures meant that the appearance to an outsider wh!:r
would have been presented by the working practices set out in SI-16 and SL-''
was one thing. The reality of the work which was actually being carried our r
the installing, testing and commissioning of new signalling for WARS Stage 3
'
was another. Whilst it may have looked on the surface as though things we?
going well, things were in fact far from well. They had been going wrong fu
some time and that fact was about to receive the worst sort of confirmation .I.
the Clapham Junction accident.
17.11 We have already seen the parts played in the causes of the accident by t5t
particular bad practices of individuals, such, for example as Mr Hemingway :
installing, Mr Bumstead in supervising and Mr Dray in testing. But it was oRmerely the errors and omissions of those who were engaged in the work on t i day in question which caused the accident. The errors go much wider and h i g k
in the organisation than merely to remain at the hands of those who we-working that day.

17.12 In the rest of this Chapter I shall look at the lessons that are to be learned
from a terrible tragedy. It is convenient, as a first step to identifying those
lessons, to look first at and to list the principal areas where things went wrong.
The very size of the list and the importance of its individual components is its
own indictment of the systems that were in operation before the Clapham
Junction accident.
17.13 The relevant errors include the facts that:
(i) working practices were permitted to slip to unacceptable and dangerous
standards;
(ii) the quality of supervision was permitted to slip to an equivalent degree,
so that those unacceptable and dangerous working practices were allowed to
continue;
(iii) the quality of testing did not meet standards set by BR and testers were
allowed to believe that their role was limited to functional testing only;
(iv) there was no proper system of training of installation and testing staff,
nor was there any proper system of refresher training;
(v) there was no proper system of allocating meaningful job descriptions to
particular staff, so that they were clear as to their duties and as to what was
expected of them;
(vi) there was no effective system of communicating to the workforce the
proper standards required of installation and testing work;
(vii) there was no vetting of the weekend workforce in order to prevent
individuals working excessive overtime;
(viii) there was no review of the WARS timetable to ensure that the constant
pressure of weekend work was not blunting the edge of the skills of the
workforce;
(ix) there was no effective planning of the weekend work to ensure sufficient
numbers of appropriately qualified staff were available to match that
particular weekend's workload;
(x) in fact, there was no effective project control of WARS at all, so that no
overall view of the WARS workload and timetable was taken;
(xi) there was no effective control over the Design Office to ensure that the
workforce were supplied with drawings which accurately reflected the work
to be done;
(xii) there was no proper realisation of the potential danger of unprotected
wrong-side failures, and as a result there was no effective monitoring of such
wrong-side failures;
(xiii) there was total failure to ensure that lessons were learnt from such
failures and taught to the relevant staff;
(xiv) the reorganisation of 1988 was under-resourced and therefore badly
implemented;
(xv) there was a total failure to consider and deal with the effects that that
reorganisation might have on WARS Stage 7B;
(xvi) finally, there was a total failure to communicate effectively both up
and down the lines of management.

Lessons to be learned
17.14 It was the task of this Investigation, declared at the outset, to inquire it-r
and to establish two things. First, exactly how the accident happened Z-;
second, exactly what must be done to reduce the risk of a recurrence to :Y
lowest level humanly possible, if not to zero then as near to zero as can
reached.

-

17.15 In order to achieve the second objective, the prime factor and vital nee? a
for BR to ensure that installation and testing work is carried out to a murx
higher standard. That higher standard must exist, not only in theory bur z
practice. It will not be sufficient merely to lay down new or amended w n r r i
instructions. Improved communication must exist between all levels of r r
organisation to ensure that instructions reach and are understood by those a 3 r
have to carry them out. Management must monitor progress to ensure that nc*
safety objectives are met. Supervisors must play an active part in grea:
improving standards of workmanship: a small improvement will not be enouF:
The role of independent auditing both internally and externally must be a mz -c
one.
17.16 These lessons cannot be implemented without better technical trainirg
for those carrying out the work and proper management training for t h w
responsible for ensuring that it is carried out safely. Better planning of :Y
workload and organisation of the workforce should ensure that a new and berclimate is created where work can be carried out without undue and unnecessapressures.
17.17 This accident need not have happened if previous WSFs had ber
thoroughly investigated in order to establish the lessons to be learned and
those lessons had been effectively taught to all relevant staff. The lessons frcthe Oxted incidents in November 1985 and the Queenstown Road incident :June 1988, should have prevented the tragic combination of circumstance
which led to the Clapham Junction accident. BR must therefore take ever
possible lesson from this accident and ensure that appropriate action is t a k r
and regularly monitored and audited.
17.18 BR's commitment to safety is unequivocal. The accident and its cauw
have shown that bad workmanship, poor supervision and poor managemercombined to undermine that commitment. The appearance of a proper regar:
for safety was not the reality. Working practices, supervision of staff, the testlri
of new works in the S&T Department of Southern Region failed to live up to t k t
concept of safety. They were not safe, they were the opposite.
17.19 Management, staff and unions must all work together for the future tc
ensure that the appearance becomes the reality, that actual practice lives up tc
the concept. Only by constant vigilance can they seek to ensure that the needlev
deaths, injuries and mental suffering caused by this accident will not k
repeated.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Investigation into the causes of and circumstances attending this accident
has established a large number of lessons that must be learned and actions that
need to be taken as a result. These can be subdivided into three categories:
(i) most importantly, to seek to prevent another such accident happening by
addressing both the immediate and underlying causes;
(ii) to promote a better safety culture within British Rail; and
(iii) to mitigate the effects of any future accident.
A long list of recommendations is included below which cover all those three
categories. Action must be taken on all these recommendations and, where it
appeared necessary to include a timescale, I have done so. I am encouraged by
the fact that much has already been done towards meeting some of these
recommendations: in BR's case this, in part, is as a result of the conclusions of
its own internal inquiry. However, I believe it is important to set out in this
document a complete list of recommendations consequent upon the accident in
order to ensure that the results can be monitored both by the public and by those
responsible for the safety of passengers and staff.

Recommendation to address the immediate causes of the accident
The wiring errors

1. BR shall ensure that there is rigorous implementation of the practice of
cutting back redundant wires, insulating, and securing them, so that there is no
risk of wires coming into contact with working circuitry. Cutting back must be
done before commissioning.
(Paragraph 8.3)
2. BR at national level shall be responsible for updating and creating new
standards of installation.
(Paragraph 11.35)
3. BR shall enforce tighter control on Design Office procedures for the
production, issue and amendment of documents to ensure that all working
drawings are complete and are an accurate representation of the system to be
worked on and of the work to be done to that system.
(Paragraphs 7.6 - 7.1 1)

Specific Testing

4. BR shall urgently ensure that an independent wire count is carried out as a
matter of practice during testing. It shall be the responsibility of the person in
overall charge of testing to ensure and to document that an independent wire
count has been done. This function may be delegated to works staff who did not
do the work.
(Paragraphs 8.27 - 8.33 and 9.1)

5. BR shall ensure that one individual is always identified as the person in
overall charge of testing.
(Paragraphs 11.29 - 11.30)

6. BR shall ensure that a testing plan is drawn up for every commissioning.
(Paragraph 11.30"
7. BR shall ensure that sufficient numbers of suitably qualified staff atr
included in the testing plan.
(Paragraph 11.30'
8. BR shall ensure that full documentation is provided and later monitored ir
order that proper testing is carried out.
(Paragraph 11.31'

Testing General 9. BR shall introduce a national testing instruction with all speed. Sucl:
introduction shall be accompanied by a full explanation to the workforce.
including workshops or seminars as necessary. Implementation must lu
monitored and audited.
(Paragraph 11.35'
10. BR shall ensure through its system of audit that the necessary resources and
authority are available to Regional Signal Engineers to implement the nationa:
testing instruction.
(Paragraph 11.35'
11. BR shall ensure that the Testing & Commissioning Engineer must be
independent of the line of command between Area Signalling Engineer and new
works staff, but able to call on new works staff to assist him in his testing duties.
(Paragraph 11.35)

Instructions 12. BR shall ensure that there are effective systems for distributing Departmental Instructions on a personal basis to all relevant employees and thar
provision is made for the situation where an employee moves to a new post.
(Paragraphs 11.11 - 11.15)
13. BR shall ensure, as a matter of practice, that all staff understand and
regularly re-read the Departmental Instructions relevant to their posts. Ir,
addition, every two years, those staff involved in an annual appraisal interview,
shall sign a statement to the effect that such Instructions have been recently
read and understood.
(Paragraphs 11.45 - 11.46)

Training 14. BR shall give technical training as necessary to ensure that efficient and safe
practices are carried out by all technical staff.
(Paragraphs 11.36 - 11.39)
15. BR shall provide refresher courses for installers at intervals of not more
than five years.
(Paragraphs 8.9 and 11.39)
16. BR shall urgently progress and monitor training and certification of testers.
Refresher courses shall be evolved.
(Paragraphs 11.40 - 11.43)
17. BR shall ensure that the structure and content of courses are regularly
reviewed.
Recommendations to address the underlying causes within Management

Effective Organisation 18. BR shall ensure that overtime is monitored so that no individual is working
excessive levels of overtime.
(Paragraphs 8.54 - 8.56)

I

19. BR, in conjunction with the Unions, shall introduce the concept of
scheduled hours within the Signals and Telecommunications Department in
order to make better provision for work which has to be carried out at weekends.
(Paragraphs 12.25 and 12.26)

I

.?ecruitment and retention 20. BR shall monitor and forecast wastage and recruitment of skilled S&T staff
and take urgent steps to ensure that sufficient numbers of skilled staff are
retained and recruited to match work requirements safely.
(Paragraphs 8.48 and 8.49)
21. BR, in reviewing recruitment and retention levels, shall also consider
recruiting staff at levels at and above assistant technician.
(Paragraphs 11.44 and 14.48)

Management of staff

22. BR shall provide all grades with job descriptions for their particular post so
that staff know what is expected of them
(Paragraph 10.25)
23. The annual appraisal system, albeit in a simplified form, shall be extended
to senior technician level.
(Paragraphs 11.45 and 11.46)
24. BR shall ensure that there is an effective system in place on a continuous
basis to identify which employees would benefit from additional training.
(Paragraph 11.36 - 11.46)

Safety monitoring

25. BR shall introduce, within S&T Departments, a system of reporting and
reviewing all WSFs and shall ensure that they are classified according to
potential for danger, and that they are monitored up to and including Board
level.
(Paragraphs 13.26 - 13.41)
26. BR shall ensure that any unprotected WSF with potential for danger shall
be thoroughly investigated with a view to learning and acting upon wider
lessons.
(Paragraphs 13.33 - 13.41)
27. Unprotected WSFs shall be reportable to the Railway Inspectorate as a
"dangerous occurrence" and reported on by the Chief Inspecting Officer in his
annual report.
(Paragraph 13.54)
28. Government shall seek to give legislative effect to recommendation 27.

31. BR shall ensure that where work is required from areas outside the
command of the person in overall charge, that work should be carried out on a
contractual basis to a specification provided by the Project Manager.
(Paragraphs 12.28 - 12.34)
32. BR shall ensure that the Testing Engineer shall be ultimately responsible to
the person in overall charge of the scheme, but not through the Project Manager.
(Paragraphs 12.28 - 12.34)

Quality Management

33. BR shall make available necessary training resources for wider management
training down to supervisor level.
(Paragraph 11.44)
34. BR shall require that any future reorganisation shall be properly planned,
effectively resourced and implemented to an agreed timetable which takes
account of all relevant problems.
(Paragraphs 10.12 - 10.33)
35. BR shall implement improved procedures to replace the cumbersome
arrangements on reorganisations which allow staff to be displaced and to remain
unallocated.
(Paragraphs 10.24 and 10.25)
Recommendations to improve BR's safety culture

Total Quality Management

36. BR shall continue to press ahead with its Total Quality Management
Initiative and the application of British Standard BS5750: Quality systems.
(Paragraphs 13.43 - 13.51)
37. S&T Departments shall implement the Board's existing quality plan with
the greatest urgency.
(Paragraphs 13.43 - 13.51)

External Review and Audit

38. The Court endorses the use of outside consultants to review safety
management issues within BR and recommends that the consultants proceed
with their programme with the greatest urgency looking particularly at problems
of communication up and down the organisation.
(Paragraph 13.52)
39. BR shall introduce monitoring and independent auditing systems in all
safety-related aspects of work, in particular the S&T Departments, with the
greatest urgency, in advance of Total Quality Management as an aid to good
management.
(Paragraph 13.53)
40. BR shall give a higher priority to the introduction of on-train data recorders
to assist investigation of any future incident.
(Paragraphs 15.29 - 15.32)
41. BR shall consider the use of information from on-train data recorders as
part of a systematic safety monitoring procedure.
(Paragraphs 15.29 - 15.32)
42. BR shall report at 6 monthly intervals to the Railway Inspectorate on its
follow-up to the Clapham Junction accident and implementation of its own and
this Report's recommendations.

43. BR shall implement as a priority its programme to install a system of radio
communication between driver and signalman on all traction units. The
introduction of this system shall be in addition to signal-post telephones and not
automatically entail their removal.
(Paragraphs 14.32,14.33,15.20 - 15.28)
44. BR shall instal voice recorders for the purpose of providing a record of all
radio messages relayed.
(Paragraphs 15.28)
45. Government, in discussion with BR, shall allocate a sufficient number of
frequencies for this important safety function
(Paragraphs 15.20 - 15.28)

r.: Train Protection

46. The Court welcomes BR's commitment to introduce Automatic Train
Protection on a large percentage of its network, but is concerned at the timetable
proposed. After the specific type of ATP system has been selected, ATP shall be
fully implemented within 5 years, with a high priority given to densely
trafficked lines.
(Paragraphs 14.27 - 14.31,15.8 - 15.19)
47. BR shall report at 6 monthly intervals to the Railway Inspectorate on its
progress in implementing ATP.
(Paragraphs 15.13 - 15.19)

Funding

48. The Department of Transport and BRB shall make a thorough study of
appraisal procedure for safety elements of investment proposals so that the
cost-effectiveness of safe operation of the railway occupies its proper place in a
business-led operation.
(Paragraphs 14.38 - 14.40)
49. BR shall develop an adequate system of allocating priority to projects to
ensure that safety standards are not compromised by delay.
(Paragraphs 14.38 - 14.40)
50. BR shall ensure that the organisational framework exists to prevent
commercial considerations of a business-led railway from compromising safety.
(Paragraphs 14.34 - 14.41)

leporting of signal failures

51. BR shall ensure that during driver training the definition of a signalling
irregularity and situations which are reportable are given greater emphasis.
(Paragraph 11.47 - 11S 6 )
52. BR shall ensure that drivers, reporting on signalling irregularities, are given
appropriate feedback on the outcome.
(Paragraph 13.25)

Installation Procedures

53. BR shall ensure that the practice of the re-use of insulation tape is
eliminated and the method of insulation is secure.
(Paragraph 8.14)
Recommendations to mitigate the effects of any future accident

Structures

54. BR shall carry out its stated programme of research into the structural
integrity of its rolling stock within its planned timescale of completion by April
1991.
(Paragraphs 15.33 - 15.36)

55. On completion of the programme BR shall discuss its conclusions wi* TL
Railway Inspectorate and obtain their agreement to the structural c h r g
necessary to strengthen all relevant rolling stock with a subsequent life spzz r
eight years and over.
(Paragraphs 15.33 - 15-:*
56. BR shall extend its programme of research to include dynamic testing r
full-scale simulations of collision retardations in order to improve the desig a
internal furniture under conditions of passenger impact.
(Paragraphs 15.33 - 1 5 . 3
57. BR shall, as an alternative to full-scale testing, seek economic and p r a m 3
methods of dynamic modelling during development stages when researching 21
structural resistance of coaches to collision conditions.
(Paragraphs 15.33 - 15.3
58. BR shall continue and expand its involvement in collaborative E u r o ~ a
railway studies of performance of passenger stock, including collision resistance
(Paragraphs 15.: :
59. Government shall seek to amend S.41 of the Road and Rail Traffic -4:
1933 to clarify what work has to be approved by the Secretary of State a?:
inspection, if necessary, and to include rolling stock within the terms of r3
statute.
(Paragraph 15.: :

Overcrowding 60. BR shall ensure that overall train loading criteria are achieved. TT
Department of Transport and BR shall keep the criteria under review.
(Paragraph 15.4'
Recommendations to improve the response of the Emergency Services

Communications 61. The Emergency Services shall improve communication between them 7
ensure, in particular, that the declaration of a Major Incident by any service
immediately passed by a dedicated phone line to all other services and acted c
by them . Systems shall be checked daily and logged.
(Paragraphs 5.72 - 5.7'
62. Emergency services shall carry out exercises simulating a Major Incident P
a regular basis to test specifically their communication systems in the light r
the shortcomings identified in Chapter 5.
(Paragraphs 5.70 - 5.8:
63. Ambulance services shall review procedures to ensure that the designate.
and supporting hospitals are given a major incident warning as early as possible.
(Paragraph 5.72
64. Hospitals shall ensure that emergency alert telephone lines receive ir
coming calls only and are tested weekly. Switchboard operators shall be ful?
trained in their use and procedure.
(Paragraph 5.8"
65. The LAS shall implement its proposal to train prospective Medical Incider
Officers in the use of radio communications.
(Paragraph 5.8':
66. Hospitals shall provide training in the duties of Medical Incident Office
for staff who could be called upon to act as such in the event of an accident.
(Paragraph 5.87

67. Emergency services shall provide local radio communication at the accident
site to facilitate liaison between the control units and experts on site.
(Paragraph 5.87)
68. The Ambulance Service shall provide aerials at all designated hospitals for
radio telephone communication in an emergency. The transmittedreceiver
should be provided on declaration of a Major Incident.
(Paragraphs 5.84 - 5.87)

on site

69. All emergency services shall ensure that personnel are provided with and
wear protective clothing, including protective headgear.
(Paragraph 5.91)
70. All emergency services, hospitals, BR and local authorities shall provide
their personnel with coloured high visibility vests with the name of the service
printed on it. Each service shall be easily identified by the colour of its
emergency clothing.
(Paragraph 5.92)
71. Ambulance services shall require staff properly qualified in intubation and
infusion to wear "Millar trained" badges prominently displayed, including on
protective clothing.
(Paragraph 5.3 1)

Casualty bureaux

72. Police forces shall arrange that all casualty bureaux be equipped with a
telephone queuing system with a recorded message.
(Paragraphs 5.43 - 5.50)
73. The Association of Chief Police Officers shall continue their efforts to
establish an effective system for extending the number of calls which can be
dealt with simultaneously by a casualty bureau.
(Paragraph 5.49)

Command and control

74. The emergency services shall recognise the primacy of the Civil Police
authority in accidents of this kind where there is no fire. This recognition does
not preclude delegation to the LFB of control at trackside.
(Paragraphs 5.94 - 5.96)
75. Police Forces shall study and follow the excellent arrangements made by the
Metropolitan Police for the bereaved and relatives of the seriously injured.
(Paragraph 5.47)
76. In the exercise of command and control at accident sites BR and the
emergency services shall maintain their policy of joint planning supported by
table-top exercises.
(Paragraph 5.93)
77. The ambulance service and designated hospitals shall require that all
medical personnel report to the forward control unit of the ambulance service
on site.
(Paragraph 5.88)
78. Each service shall additionally maintain on site an up-to-date list of staff
within the inner cordon in case evacuation is necessary.
(Paragraph 5.88)

Emergencyplanning

79. The Department of Health shall review DHSS Circular 71 in consultation
with emergency and medical services to reflect all lessons learned but in
particular in relation to procedures for declaring a Major Incident. The
Department of Health shall specifically require that the terms used to warn
hospitals of a possible Major Incident, and subsequently to declare an actual
Major Incident are sufficiently distinct to prevent any confusion between the
two. The terms used shall exclude any colour.
(Chapter 5 in general, 5.70 - 5.82 in particular)

80. In revising the Circular the Department of Health shall consider the role rr'
BASICS in emergency planning and review BASICS' funding arrangements.
(Paragraphs 5.56 - 5.C =

Communications

Recommendations to improve BR's response
81. BR shall complete its programme of equipping major signal boxes a:'2
direct lines to the appropriate electrical control and equipping other signal boxer
with priority emergency dialling systems. Those direct lines and emerger?~
dialling systems shall be logged and tested daily. The purpose of this program=
shall be to ensure that:
(i) the signalman is able to take full responsibility for ensuring that the arri
surrounding the accident site is electrically isolated;
(ii) the action is confirmed to the signalman, the emergency services, and ::
BR officials at site; and
(iii) the boundaries of isolation are similarly confirmed.
(Paragraphs 4.10 - 4.17,4.26 - 4.282. BR shall review its communication systems with the emergency service r r
ensure that efficient methods exist to provide and disseminate early informatinr
requiring immediate action. In the course of the review BR shall 1 w ~
particularly at communication between signal boxes and the emergency servick
Systems shall be tested weekly and logged.
(Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.30,5.2 - 5.:
83. BR shall ensure that those likely to use such systems in recommendations ':
and 82 above shall be properly trained in their use. Instructions in the use 7 :
these systems must be clearly drafted, prominently displayed and regular:%
checked for relevance and accuracy.
84. BR shall ensure that efficient arrangements exist to rectify as a matter r :
high priority any deficiencies in the communication systems involved :r
recommendations 81 and 82 and in signal-post telephones.
(Paragraphs 3.9 and 4.1 :
85. BR shall extend its programme of installing public address systems in 2-.
new trains and those with a life of over 5 years to allow the driver and/or par:
to speak to passengers.
(Paragraph 4.2'

BR's emergency planning

86. BR shall produce an up-to-date manual on Accident Procedure to replatz
such incomplete and out-of-date documents as the Southern Region AcciderProcedure booklet of November 1984. BR shall ensure that all staff are g i v r
appropriate training in such procedures.
(Paragraphs 6.1 - 6.1 r
87. BR shall ensure that each area manager, station manager and all senicstation staff have an effective emergency plan for their area that is understoo:
by all their staff and is the subject of regular exercises.
(Paragraphs 4.32,4.33,6.1 - 6.15
88. BR shall introduce into all signal boxes the facility to switch all automat?:
signals to red in an emergency, and BR shall review and update where necessa?
its procedures to protect rail traffic in the vicinity of immobilised trains.
(Paragraphs 4.2,4.19 - 4.2=
89. BR shall examine the possibility of introducing short-circuiting bars whic?
achieve a positive clamp on the running rail.
(Paragraph 4.17'

BR's post-accident 90. BR shall set out in its manual on Accident Procedure the procedures that
investigation should be followed to ensure the proper recording and preservation of evidence.

(Paragraphs 6.22 - 6.34)

91. BR fault finding teams shall report to the Railway Incident Officer who, in
consultation with the Police Incident Officer, shall ensure, in all but the most
exceptional circumstances, that the team is accompanied by a police officer and
a photographer to provide for the proper recording and retention of evidence.
(Paragraphs 6.22 - 6.34)

Consequent Recommendations
92. The Rule Book and Books of Instruction of a similar status shall be
promptly updated and observations made in this Report taken into account.
(Chapter 11)
93. Government shall ensure that the Railway Inspectorate is adequately
staffed and resourced to match the increased responsibilities incurred as a result
of recommendations made in this Report.
(Chapters 13 and 15)

RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO COSTS
1. At the preliminary hearing of the Investigation I indicated that the pi:
as to costs was that I had no power under the Regulation of Railways Act, 1 '
to direct that any person's costs be paid to him, and that I therefore had
limited role of making recommendations on the question of costs to
Secretary of State. I said that:
"The Secretary of State has indicated to me that he would conc:
favourably any recommendation of mine that the costs of the bereaved
injured, and those of individuals subject to criticisms and g r z
individual representation by me, should be met from public funds to
extent that these would not be paid by British Rail."

2. As to the bereaved and injured, I indicated that I did not consider tha:
would be right to make a recommendation involving duplicate representat:=
They very sensibly and helpfully formed a consortium of solicitors to ar-c
joint representation. Because of her special position as the widow of Driver J?
Rolls, the driver of the Poole train, I gave leave for Mrs Rolls to be separar
represented.
3. As to those subject to criticism, I gave leave for the eleven persons who ha^
been sent the letters referred to in paragraph 9 of the Procedural History tc rr
represented. For the avoidance of doubt, those eleven included the three par.represented by M r Gavin Millar of Counsel, who also appeared for their Un!%
the Transport Salaried StaffsyAssociation.

4. Having now heard all the evidence and come to my conclusions, I c o n s i 5 ~
that it is right that I make such a recommendation in relation to the costs of :k
bereaved, the injured, and those individuals subject to criticism to whor 1
granted individual representation.

I

5. Accordingly, in respect of the bereaved and injured represented by r h
consortium of solicitors, of Mrs Rolls, and of all eleven represented pan:%
subject to such criticism, I recommend the payment of their standard scale coctr.
to the extent that such costs are not paid by British Rail, in a sum to be agree:
with the Treasury Solicitor, or failing such agreement, to be taxed.

-

6. Arrangements were very properly made during the course of I-%
Investigation by British Rail with certain of the represented parties in relation r
the costs of those parties.

7. I have no power to recommend that one party pay the costs of a n o t k
party, and so the decision as to which party's costs British Rail make themselm
responsible for must be a matter for British Rail.
8. I do not think it appropriate to make any recommendations in relation to i
public authority such as the London Fire and Civil Defence Authority, which I..
by its, nature publicly funded through the medium of the ratepayer. I hat?
considered the arguments properly put before me, but I make rt:
recommendation in respect of these costs. This is in no sense to derogate froc
the helpful part the Authority played in the proceedings.

9. As to the Trade Unions who were represented, the Association ci
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen, the National Union of Railwaymen and the
Transport Salaried Staffs' Association, I consider it right to recommend t h z
they each receive a proportion of their costs. It will be remembered that the 1ar;r
two named, the NUR and TSSA, had members of their Unions who were among
those subject to criticism, but the former, ASLEF, did not. My recommendaticc

-

is that the National Union of Railwaymen and the Transport Salaried Staffs'
Association should each receive one-half, and the Associated Society of
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen should receive three-quarters of their
standard scale costs out of public funds, to be agreed with the Treasury
Solicitor, or, failing such agreement, to be taxed.
10. That completes my recommendations.

Appendix A
List of those who died
Gillian ALLEN

Stephen John LOADER

Clive William ATTFIELD

Joseph MAR TIN

Jane Melanie AUBIN

Alison McGREGOR

John Felmingham BARRETT

Christopher Roger MOLES WORTH

James Robert BEASANT

David John MOORE

Michelle BO YCE

Teresa MOORE

Timothy Charles BURGESS

Michael NE WMAN

Glenn Ashley Allen CLARK

Beverlie NIVEN

Arthur George CREECH

Austin Paul PERRY-LE WIS

Norman Edward DALRYMPLE

Alan PHILIPSON

Brian Richard Gerald DENNISON

John Philip ROLLS

Stephen Michael DYER

Alma SMITH

Romano FALCINI

Tracey STEVENS

Paul Derek George HADFIELD

Errol1 Derek TA YLOR

Edna Rosa HANNIBAL

David Arthur George THOMAS

GeofSy Ralph HART WELL

WilliamJoseph WEBB

Stephen Grzffiths HOPKINS

Alan WREN

Everett William Parks LINDSAY

Appendix B
List of Parties and their Representation
The Inquiry
Mr David Latham Q.C, Mr Philip Havers and Mr John Gimlette of Counsel, instructed by
the Treasury Solicitor.
The Association of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
Mr Allan Gore and Mr Simon Walton of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Robin Thompson
& Partners.
The Bereaved and Injured
Mr Michael Spencer Q.C. of Counsel, instructed by Messrs Pannone Napier for a
consortium of solicitors.
The British Railways Board
Mr Roger Henderson Q.C, Mr Adrian Brunner and Mr Andrew Prynne of Counsel,
instructed by the British Railways Board.
The Central Transport Consultative Committee, the London Regional Passengers Committee and
the Transport Users Consultative Committee for Southern England
Mr John Cartledge
The London Fire & Civil Defence Authoriv
Sir John Drinkwater Q.C. and Mr Charles Gibson of Counsel, instructed by the Legal
Services of the London Fire & Civil Defence Authority.
M L Holdings plc
Mr Roger Toulson Q.C. and Mr Ian Burnett of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Simmons &
Simmons.
The National Union of Railwaymen
Mr Jeremy McMullen and Mr Barry Cotter of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Pattinson &
Brewer.
The Transport Salaried Staffs' Association (including members: Mr Lippett, Mr Dray and Mr
Callander)
Mr Gavin Millar of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Russell Jones & Walker.
Mr G D Bailey
Mr Alan Cooper of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Lawford & Co.
Mr D G Brown
Mr Stephen Irwin of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Russell Jones & Walker
Mr D Bumstead
Mr Barry Cotter of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Pattinson & Brewer.
Mr R A Davies
Mr Christopher Goddard, of Counsel instructed by Messrs. Steggles Palmer.
Mr J G Deane
Mr F.J. Marr-Johnson of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Evil1 and Coleman.

Mr C Hale
Originally represented by Mr Roger Henderson Q.C. and subsequently by Mr Conrad
Griffiths of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Hamlin Slowe.

Mr B K Hemingway
Mr Jeremy McMullen of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Pattinson & Brewer.

Mr R W Penny
Mr Mark Bishop of Counsel, instructed by Messrs. Bindman & Partners.

Mrs S Rolls
Mr Benjamin Browne and Miss Catherine Rabey of Counsel, instructed by Messrs.
Joynson-Hicks.

Appendix C
ALPHABETICAL LIST OF WITNESS
ADAMS Trevor *
ALSTON Joseph
ASH Brian
A TKINS Bernard
BADERMAN Dr Howard

BR Operating Manager
BR Driver
LFCDA, Deputy Assistant Chief Officer
BR Driver
Accident and Emergency Consultant, University College
Hospital, London
BR Signal Works Engineer
BR Guard
LFCDA, Station Officer
BR Signal Engineer
LFCDA, Area Controller
St.Stephen 's Hospital, Senior Registrar
BR S&T Signal Maintenance Assistant
Home Office
Basingstoke passenger
BR Signal Engineer
BR S&T Supervisor
BR Director Signal & Telecommunications @om 1.4.89)
LFCDA Control Officer
BR S&T Testing & Commissioning Engineer
@om 1.4.88)
St. George's Hospital, Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon
Emanuel School Teacher
LAS, Assistant Chief Ambulance OfJi'cer
Basingstoke passenger
BR S&T Training and Safety Engineer
BR S&T Signal Maintenance Supervisor
BR Driver
LFCDA, Chief Officer
London Borough of Wandsworth Borough Engineer
BR Relief Signalman
BR Project Engineer
BR Signalman
BR S&T Supervisor
BR S&T Supervisor
LAS, Deputy Chief Ambulance Officer
BR Assistant Systems Engineer
Basingstoke passenger
BR S&T Signal Engineer (Projects)
BR S&T Area Signal Engineer (Works)
BR S&T Technician
BR S&T Testing & Commissioning Engineer
Department of Health
BR Guard
BASICS Chairman
Basingstoke passenger (BR Driver)
BR Mechanical Engineer
Basingstoke passenger (B TP Inspector)
BR Guard
BR Guard

BAILEY Geofiey
BAKER Richard
BEA UCHAMP Charles
BELL Roy
BONE Richard
BOOTH Dr Stephen
BRADLEY Robert
BRANDON Bill *
BRIANT Helen
BROWN D. Graham
B UMSTEAD Derek
BURRAGE Kenneth
BUSHELL Lorraine *
CALLANDER Gordon
CAL VERT Paul
CANNON George
CHAMBERS Hugh
CHIL VER Christopher
CHIVERS Christopher
CHRISTIE Peter
CHRISTY George
CLARKSON Gerald
CL YRO Andrew
COA TES Lester *
CORNALL David
COTTER Patrick
COURT Alfred
CRA WFORD Edward
CROSBY Thomas
CROSS Andrew
DA VIES G a y
DA VIES Robert
DEANE John
DO WD Patrick
DRA Y Peter
EDISS Peter
EVANS Frederick
FISHER Dr Judith
FLOOD Robert
FORSEY David
FOSTER Michael
FRITSCHE Simon
GIDDINGS Peter

*

=

Statements read out in Court

LAS, Divisional OfficedControl
BR Project Assistant
BR Driver
Basingstoke passenger
BR Regional Signal & Telecommunications
Engineer (until 12.12.88)
BR Signal Maintenance Engineer
Kennedy Henderson Ltd
BR Guard
LAS, Ambulance Officer
Basingstoke passenger
BR S&T Senior Technician
RAF Pathologist
BR Trainee Guard
BASICS
BR Director Signal & Telecommunications
(until 31.3.89)
BR Director of Safety
Basingstoke passenger
Basingstoke passenger
Basingstoke passenger
Basingstoke passenger (Surgeon, St. Thomas's Hospital)
BR Booking Boy
BR Driver
BR Assistant Director (Telecommunications)
AA Patrolman
General Secretary, NUR
BR S&T Supervisor
Kennedy Henderson Ltd
BR Reliability Manager
BR Driver
BR Driver
BR S&T Health 6%'Safety Supervisor
BR Driver
British Transport Police, Assistant Chief Constable
LFCDA, Assistant Chief Ogicer
General Secretary, ASLEF
LFCDA, Temporary Station Officer
BR Train Crew Project Manager
Emanuel School Pupil
BR Station Manager Clapham Junction
LAS, Ambulance Officer
Secretary, CTCC
BR Works Assistant
BR S&T Area Signal Engineer
BR Depot Engineer
BR General Manager, Southern Region
BR Driver
BR Acting Regional Signal & Telecommunications Engineer
Basingstoke passenger
BR Driver
Metropolitan Police, Chief Superintendent
BR Joint Managing Director (Railways)
BR Electrical Control Operator
BR Chairman, British Railways Board
BR S&T Supervisor
BR S&T Assistant Technician

GILBERT G e o f f y
GOOD YEAR Anthony
GUY Peter
HA GUE-HOLMES Digby
HALE Clifford
HARMAN Ian
HARRIS Neil
HA YWARD Paul
HEAL Y Lynne
HEARN Martin Lloyd
HEMING W AY Brian
HILL Wing Commander Ian
HINDS Stephen Charles
HINES Dr Kenneth
HODGSON Kenneth
HOLMES Maurice
HOWARD Michael
INGRAM Carol
JACOBSEN Michael
JAMIESON Crawford
JONES Paul *
KEA TING David
KESSELL Clive
KIDDLE Peter *
KNAPP James
LIPPETT James
LO WE Terence
MAIDMENT David
MALONE Patrick
MANSBRIDGE Graham
MARSH Neil
McCL YMONT Alexander
McGREGOR William
McMILLAN James
MILLIGAN Neil
MILLS Glyn
MORGAN John
MURIE Simon
NOORANI John
O'HARE Sean
PATTERSON Michael
PEARSON William
PENNY Roger
PERRY John *
PETTITT Gordon
PIKE Bany
PORTER Colin
PRESTON John
PRISTON Robert
RA Y David
RA YNER David
REEVES Ronald
REID Sir Robert
RICHARDSON Alan
SA YERS Martin

*

=

Statements read out in Court

Chief Inspecting Officer Railways, Department of Transport
BR Project Assistant
BR Signalman
Poole passenger (ASLEF Official)
Basingstoke passenger
LFCDA Control Officer
BR Regional Signal & Telecommunications Engineer
@om 22.12.88)
Bedfordshire Constabulay, Inspector
LAS, Chief Ambulance Officer
BR Director of Operations
Basingstoke passenger (BR Senior Systems Assistant Track
Recording)
Forensic Pathologist, Guy's Hospital
BR Driver
BR S&T Supervisor

SEYMOUR Robin
SIMPSON Allan
SPENCER Richard *
STA TON Ernest
S WEETENHAM Dr John
TERRY Jane *
THOMPSON Christopher
TODD Peter
WALTON Thomas
WARBURTON Ivor
WESLEY John
WEST Dr Iain
WHITE John
WHITE David

This list describes witnesses' positions on 12 December 1988, unless otherwise stated.

*

=

Statements read out in Court

ASLEF
BASICS
BR
B TP
CTCC
LAS
LFCDA
NUR
S&T

Association of Locomotive Engineers & Firemen
British Association for Immediate Care
= British Railways
= British Transport Police
= Central Transport Users Consultative Committee
= London Ambulance Service
= London Fire & Civil Defence Authority
= National Union of Railwaymen
= Signal & Telecommunications Department, British
Rail Southern Region
=
=

Appendix D
Video tapes presented to the Investigation
During the 57 days of the public investigation, five videos were shown to the Court. They served
to increase understanding of the rest of the evidence presented, and to enable everyone to
appreciate the scale of the rescue operation.

I am grateful to British Rail, British Transport Police and the London Fire and Civil Defence
Authority for their care in preparing those videos and for allowing them to be used during the
hearing.
"A Helicopter View of the Scene"
A British Transport Police video shown on day 1, transcript reference page 15G.

"Video of the Route and Clapham Junction "A" Signal Boxy'
A British Rail video shown on day 1, transcript reference page 38F, and day 2 page 35E.
"Clapham Junction "AY'Signal Box, Relay Room and Lineman's OfJice"
A British Transport Police video shown on day 57, transcript reference page 3B.
"Emergency Services Control Centres on Spencer Park"
A London Fire Brigade video shown on day 57, transcript reference page 4B.
"Emergency Services Control Centres"
A British Transport Police video shown on day 57, transcript reference page 4C.

Appendix E
Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
Arcing

A passage of an electrical current across an air gap when
two conductors are sufficiently close which manifests
itself as sparks or a flash.

ATP

Automatic Train Protection.

Auto-brake gauge

A gauge recording the application and pressure of the
automatic braking system; usually repeated in the
guard's van.

AWS

Automatic warning system.

BASICS

British Association for Immediate Care.

Bell tests

A testing procedure where the wires, once in place, are
made live so that by connecting a bell at one end of the
circuit one can hear that the wire goes to the correct
point.

Bogies

The under-carriage assembly incorporating the wheels,
suspension, brakes and, in powered units, the traction
motors.

Bonds

Short wires used to bridge gaps in electrical circuits,
usually at track circuit joints or between rails.

Brake cylinder

A part of the braking system which converts an applied
vacuum into mechanical leverage thereby operating the
brake shoes.

Buckeye coupler

A particular form of coupler which will lock
automatically when the two parts are pushed together.

Buzz Test

Similar to a Bell Test, but with buzzer replacing the bell

Commissioning

The bringing into use of a new or revised system usually
by way of a formal hand-over

Colour-light signals

Signals whose aspects are conveyed by lights alone; they
may have 2,3 or 4 aspects.

Couplers

An arrangement where two forces, though acting in
opposite directions, complement each other, as with a
tommy bar.

Dead-man's handle

A safety mechanism on a train controller which
automatically applies the brakes if the lever is released.
Intended to stop a train if the driver become:,
incapacitated.

Detonators

Small charges placed on a running rail which explode
when run over; used to warn drivers in following trains
of an incident ahead.
Driver only operation.

ECR

Electrical Control Room or Lamp Proving Relay
(according to sense in fact).

EP gauge

Electro-pneumatic brake gauge; recording the
application and pressure of the service brake, usually
repeated in the guard's van.

Eyes

The end of a wire adapted to form a ring which will fit
on a terminal, or a proprietary addition to the end of a
wire for the same purpose.

False feed

A current/voltage unintentionally fed into a circuit.

FRAME

Fault Reporting and Monitoring Equipment.

Functional testing

Testing by means of simulating the full operation
capacity of the system.

Impedance bond

A bond which can discriminate between alternating and
direct current allowing the passage of D.C. only.

Insulated rail joint (IRJ)
Insulated block joint (IBJ)

Rail joints incorporating insulation to isolate individual
track circuits.

Location case

A trackside cabinet used to house signalling equipment
such as relays/ transformers.

Loudaphone

Voice powered system of communication between
driver and guard.

Mechanical semaphore
signals

A signal whose aspect is conveyed by moving an arm in
addition to a light. These are gradually being
superseded by colour-light signals (qv).

Moment

A force acting in conjunction with a lever which
amplifies the effect of that force.

Multiple aspect signalling

A system of colour-light signalling in which the signals
may show 3 or 4 aspects.

NRN

National Radio Network.

Overlap

A distance, normally 200 yards, beyond each signal
which must be clear before the preceding signal can
display a proceed aspect; allows a margin in case a train
overshoots a signal before stopping.

Plastic airways

An especially shaped plastic tube for insertion in the
throat to allow breathing under restricted conditions.

Point machine

A motor (or device) which operates points.

Points

A short section of line which can be moved to direct
traffic onto another line.

Pump

A fire appliance specifically designed to pump water (or
foam).

Relay room

A room dedicated to housing relays often as part of a
signal box.

Relays

An electro-mechanical device which operates a switch
under the control of an electric current. They can be
wired to operate as "on" or "off' when a current is
applied.

Right-side failures

A failure in a system which leaves the system in a safe
condition.

Rolling stock

The wagons of a freight train or carriages of a train, but
not including the powered car unless this carries
passengers: i.e. all but a locomotive.

Signal aspects

The colour shown on a signal, or the position of the arm
on a semaphore signal, indicating the track status:
green = clear
red = stop
double yellow = preliminary caution
single yellow = caution

Solid state
interlocking (SSI)

A group of micro-processors arranged to provide the
same fail-safe work as electro-magnetic relay
interlocking.

SPAD

Signals Passed At Danger (red).

SPT

Signal-Post Telephone : a direct no-dial link to the
relevant signal box.

Stageworks

Programme of work intended to bring a new system into
operation by individual set stages.

Terminal

A point on an item of equipment (often in the form of a
threaded post) to which a wire can be firmly connected.

Track circuit

An electrical circuit, part of which is carried by the
running rails, used for detecting the presence of trains.

Track circuit clips

Two stout clips connected by wire which, when clipped
between the lines, give the same electrical effect as a
passing train thereby setting preceding signal to red.

Track circuit interrupter cable

The cable joining the track circuit interrupter to the
location case. A track circuit interrupter is a device for
ensuring that when trap points are run through, the
track circuit remains de-energised to indicate that fact.

Traction supply

The supply for the driving motors of electric trains.

Train register

A book or loose-leaf sheets kept in a signal box and use:
to record the passage of trains, messages passed, an:
other prescribed events.

Tree

The collective description of a number of individui
wires bound tightly together to form "branches" an:
thence branches combined into the "trunk".

Tripping of circuit
breakers

Circuit breakers are electro-mechanical fuses which
switch off automatically if too much current passe
through. They can then be reset. Tripping is when the
switching off occurs.

WARS

Waterloo Area Resignalling Scheme.

Wire counts

A checking procedure where the number of wires going
into a terminal is compared with the number shown or:
the circuit diagram.

Wrong-side failure

A failure in the signalling system which leaves the
system in a dangerous condition.

APPENDIX
The Signalling Failure :A Technical Assessment
1. The power to light the lamps of signal WF138 is derived from a llOv AC
source in location WDl, a steel cabinet situated at the trackside some 10m from
the signal. Which particular lamp or lamps are lit depends on the state of
138HR, the controlling relay for the signal, which is also located in WD1 as will
be seen from Appendix K.8. When the coil of 138HR is de-energised the front
contacts are open and the back contacts closed. Current flows across one of the
back contacts to light the red lamp. However, when the coil is energised the
front contacts are made and the back ones open cutting the power to the red
lamp and allowing it to pass to the green, or one or both yellow lights depending
on the state of the other relays.
2. The power to feed the coil of 138HR is derived from a llOv AC source in
Clapham Junction "A" relay room and passes through cables which link the
relay room to location WDl. It passes through a number of other location cases
where, except at location 3/4 the linking cables are merely terminated on the
input and output sides of the terminal rack and joined by a movable link or
jumper. However, at location 3/4, which contains the relays which operated the
replaced signal WA25, the cables are terminated in such a fashion that relay
WA25 HR operates in parallel with 138HR. In location WD1 the feed for
138HR is transformed and rectified to produce the 50v DC which is the
operating voltage in the miniature plug-in relay. A composite circuit diagram,
which incorporates the relevant parts of those circuits for the relay room and
location cases, is shown in the bottom part of Appendix K.9. (The upper part of
the diagram of Appendix K.9 shows what the state of the wiring should have
been if Job No.104 only had been done).
3. As can be seen from the left-hand side of the lower part of Appendix K.9
the feed for the coil of 138HR passes through one of the front contacts on each
of relays DM TRR and DL TRR. Therefore, unless both DM TRR and DL
TRR are energised there is no power to feed 138HR. TRRs (track repeater
relays) repeat the state of the actual track-circuit relays (TR) which are
normally situated in location cases near the tracks themselves. The coils of the
TRs can only be energised when the circuit, of which they and the running rails
form a part, is complete. An axle or a piece of wire stretched from one running
rail to the other provides a short-circuit path and the track-circuit relay is
by-passed or de-energised. This description is an oversimplification of the
actual arrangements at Clapham post 26/27 November when the relevant track
circuits were altered that week-end from low frequency AC track circuits to
high-audio frequency (1.5kHz to 2.6kHz) ones. The new audio-frequency track
circuits NA and NB were arranged to drive directly the repeater relay DL TRR
in Clapham Junction "A" relay room until such time as the latter is abolished.
The old DL T R in the location case was strapped out. However, in all
descriptions in the report DL track-circuit has, for convenience, been used to
describe its replacements, the combined track circuits NA and NB.
4. The lower part of Appendix K.9 represents the state of the wiring on the
morning of 12 December 1988. The "rogue wire" is shown connected to fuse
R12-f107 and touching terminal 4-Arm (4A) of DM TRR. Thus, if DM TRR
was energised power would be fed to 138 HR, energising it and enabling a
proceed aspect to be shown at signal WF138, irrespective of the state of DL
TRR. In other words, even though a train was occupying DL track circuit and
de-energising DL TRR the signal behind would not be showing red. It should be
noted here that if the "rogue" wire had been touching terminal 4-front (4-f) of

D M TRR that relay too would have been by-passed and signal WF138 we-- always show a proceed aspect and only turn red if there was a red lamp failurt :
signal WF46/47.

5. The normal sequence of signal aspects as a train passes from Earlsfielt .
Clapham is shown in Appendix K.13A. However, with the "rogue" wire in ~ : r - - on the morning of 12 December 1988, the sequence of faulty signal aspects . r.
the passage of a single train is shown in Appendix K.13B. Appendix K.1'
shows the passage of 1B06 (the 06:06 ex-Bournemouth driven by D r - -.
Christy), of 2G06 (the 07:20 ex-Guildford driven by Driver Priston) ant
2L10 (the 07:18 ex-Basingstoke driven by Driver McClymont) and the S I T aspects which they saw and which are fully explained by the fault and b!- - - actions of Signalman Cotter. The changes in the signal aspects whilst DnMcClymont was reporting to the signalman and which would have been seel? -Driver Rolls are shown at Appendix K.13D.
6. Mr Bell in evidence (2.29) stated that it was electrically impossible i *
Driver Christy to have seen signal WF148 showing green at exactly the s r moment at signal WF142 was showing single yellow. For signal WF148 to sh--;
green relay 142 HHR requires to be energised, but for signal WF142 to SF.-.
single yellow 142 HHR must be de-energised which, of course, is impossible :
one and the same time. Hence, in the absence of a fault in the circu:r-associated with signals WF142 and 148, Driver Christy could not have s e instantaneously, signals WF142 at single yellow and 148 at green.

APPENDIX
The Rolling Stock: A Technical Assessment
1. With regard to human casualties and collision damage the main features
which characterise the accident are as follows:
(i) A head-on impact between the rear end of the 12-coach stationary train
and the front end of the 12-coach following train moving at between 35 and
45 mph under full braking conditions. Ensuing longitudinal collapse of the
vestibule ends of those few coaches in both trains nearest to the plane of
impact.
(ii) Impulsive vertical lifting of the two rear coaches of the initially
stationary train to a maximum exceeding coach height, and impulsive
translation to the left-hand or near-side by a similar distance. The rearmost
coach came to rest on its left-hand side on the rising embankment of the
cutting at the top of a retaining wall. The second rearmost coach took up an
intermediate position but below the retaining wall.
(iii) Impulsive right-ward translation accompanied by a ploughing motion,
of the first two coaches of the moving train, with separation from the heavy
motor bogies of the first coach. Both coaches slid past the stationary train
with an ensuing stripping separation of their left-hand sides arising from
contact with contiguous coach ends of the stationary train.
(iv) Lesser contact damage, particularly at the front right-hand ends of these
two coaches, arising from glancing impact with an oppositely fast-moving
empty train on the adjacent line. The track separation at this position is more
than the standard distance. Thus, the colliding train eventually overran the
stationary train by just more than two coach lengths, and the foremost
third-length of the front coach experienced total disintegration.
(v) Most of the passenger fatalities occurred within this zone, but there were
others in both coaches, mostly arising from the stripping separation of the
left-hand coach side.
2. A significant measurement, to which further reference will be made, was
that that the stationary train in its braked condition was impelled forward about
loft by the collision. The lighter undriven rear bogies of the stationary train
were also held captive to their respective coaches, and the rearmost came to rest
upon the forward luggage compartment of the third coach of the moving train,
partially crushing this compartment and one passenger trapped within it.
3. The collision took place on a large (2000m) radius curve which, in
combination with the nearside retaining wall of the cutting, obscured the
forward view of Driver Rolls of the moving train, and in the absence of a timely
signal check gave him too little time and distance to bring his train safely to rest.
Otherwise, this large radius curve influenced the course of the collision events
in only one respect to which further reference is made.

Mark I Coaching Stock

4. The 32 coaches of the three trains were of traditional slam-door Mark I
stock, each coach having a structural composite steel backbone member just
below floor level, attached through sprung dral~gearto buckeye couplers at its
ends. Each has two bogies secured to the backbone through transverse body
bolsters near the ends, but most of the bogies are undriven. The passenger
spaces are contained by (non-structural) corrugated steel flooring, and framed
sides and roof, together with vestibule ends provided each with two or more

transverse steel bulkheads. Most of the passenger spaces are open throw?
the coach length, but the rearmost coach of the stationary train had firs!-:
closed compartments with a side corridor in its front half, and the second c of the colliding train comprised an open buffet with a longitudinal division 2
part of its length. The shutters were closed at the time of collision, =
afforded some protection to many standing passengers on the right-hand .
when the left-hand coach side was stripped and separated during the collls:+did not protect passengers placed at tables in the rear half.

5. Most of the coaches of Mark I stock involved in this collision at m d
speed performed as intended in a situation of last resort. The closed and 1 ~ r:
couplers held together, with notable exceptions, and longitudinal collapse u
confined in most cases to vestibule ends, as intended. It is importar
.am
acknowledge that two-thirds of the coaches in the three trains sustained no .
structural damage, as here defined, and remained on the track; there wert m
fires. The severe damage in other cases, mainly to vehicles adjacent to - x
collision plane, justified detailed examination of wreckage, s u b s e q u c : ~
arranged so as to permit observation from above and below, assisted in the :a
of the leading coach of the moving train by a spatial reconstruction. It 3 ~r
revealed as a by-product of these examinations that the vehicles were not r.lL
weakened by atmospheric corrosion effects, as might possibly have %
expected at lower edges of the side and end panels near the joint with - x
under frame.

Main structural damage

6. The front end of a train which moves in opposition to pronounced brak -4
adopts a drooping position although the downward displacement may only '+ r
few millimetres, and this accounts adequately for the tendency to wedge ir-r
under the train with which it collides. This initially small effect is enhancti a
impact deformation increases, for reasons which will be addressed, and if r -t
checked mav eventuallv d e v e l o ~into a full vertical override. as seen in Drerv-:*

deformations, but closer to the ideal, were observed within two coach lengths of
the main impact plane. It is possible to see from Appendix K . l l how
asymmetric buckling deformations between the coach ends and the body
bolsters were eventually supplemented by pronounced, almost right-angle
buckles in the backbone members between body bolsters. It was these buckles
which accommodated the hinging type of bending deformation of the whole
coach at the position shown in Appendix K . l l leading to disintegration of the
shell enclosing the passenger spaces at this end of it. From the disposition of
wreckage on the track it seems likely that first occurrence of the hinging
deformation preceded contact with the oppositely moving train on adjacent
track. From loading considerations it would seem most likely that the hinge-like
deformation was driven by the cumulative longitudinal inertia force of the
eleven coaches to its rear. It is certain that subsequent contact between the
forward end of this coach and trailing coaches of the adjacent, oppositely
moving train completed the destruction, since the retardation of this train
through glancing contact was sufficient to separate the front coach by
de-coupling, accompanied by derailment of the coaches behind it as they were
hit.

9. The extensive damage to the leading coach of the moving train contrasts
markedly with the limited damage to the rear coach of the stationary train,
considering that a common accumulation of longitudinal impulsive force was
applied to both. This must remain enigmatic, despite the need for understanding,
since the evidence from examination of wreckage is complex, and subject to
uncertainty with regard to timing of sequential events. The most cogent factors
appear to be as follows.
10. Firstly, the leading coach of the moving train had two heavy motor bogies,
and the vertical attachment pin of the leading bogie exhibited heavy bruising
consistent with a large impulsive retarding force, applied just before separation
of the bogie from the underframe. The existence of such an additional force
would accentuate buckling of the backbone in the front of the body bolster, and
attenuate it behind. However, this protection would be lost immediately after
separation of the bogie, which was observed to occur on the moving coach, but
not on the stationary coach where the bogie remained captive.

11. Secondly, the early nucleation of override of the rear coach of the stationary
train would lift its underframe, and particularly the headstock and solebars, so
as to present a stiff, chisel-like structure, capable of shearing off the lighter
sidewall panels of the colliding coach of the moving train. Thus weakened, the
whole of the latter structure would be rendered more vulnerable to completion
of buckling collapse within the forward half of its length. The rear and initially
stationary coach would not be affected in this way, in accord with observation.

12. It is noted thirdly, that the flanges of the composite backbone member of
the underframe had been pared away locally to accommodate transverse
displacements on short radius curves of the somewhat larger wheels of the motor
bogies. This reduction of cross-section coincided with the main buckle behind
the body bolster of the leading coach.

13. Thus, all three effects positively stem from detailed observations of the
wreckage, are unique to the moving, leading coach, and would have acted in
summation. It was tentatively considered at an early stage of the investigation
that the superior performances of the stationary trailing coach might have much
depended upon the stiff transverse bulkheads of the closed first-class
compartments and its front end. In the light of the three discrete factors

Internal damage

14. Beyond the influence of extensive main structural damage in c o a c k
adjacent to the impact, internal damage was remarkably slight, although t h c
were a few local penetrations through the sidewalls of dense and corny:high-speed projectiles, some of which were excrescences dislodged and impel:?:
by the high relative speed of the oppositely moving adjacent empty train. SOP?
of these injured passengers. Coach windows mainly offered p r o t e c t r
comparable with that of adjacent metal panels, and few were broken. E x t e r r ~
slam doors mainly remained intact, although a proportion could be opened or.::
with difficulty after impact, because of small permanent distortions to t'r
surrounding structure. However, at least one internal vestibule door becart
detached and caused injury as a projectile. Many seat cushions with light timhr
surrounds were dislodged, and may have caused some light injuries :passengers. Continuously longitudinal overhead luggage racks performed we:-.
but there were numerous cases of passenger injury thought to be fmdislodgement of luggage placed upon them, particularly with regard to rig?:
plastic attache cases.

15. Attention should particularly be drawn to transverse eye-level lugga~r
racks, fitted in two open coaches relatively near to the plane of the imp:-where there were centre gangways. These racks each comprised a tubular me:;
framework spanned with netting, rectangular in plan with attachments at o r t
side to the coach wall and at the gangway side to pillars extending upwards fmthe seat ends. A significant proportion of these racks were wholly or partia::broken off, ostensibly from passenger contact or by reason of heavy baggapretained in them. The adverse performance of these racks deserves attention; .r
other respects they may have given useful handholds to standing passenge-.
before becoming detached.

Pathological effects

16. Despite immense difficulties, and with an almost superhuman effort :cross-referencing, stimulated by the severity of the accident in those faced wi: the painful task, a remarkable success was achieved in tracing the seated Pstanding positions of the human casualties. No-one survived in the forwarr
one-third length of the leading coach of the moving train, and the injuries we:
mainly attributed to compression of the passenger space. Behind this zone tLu
survival rate increased almost sharply, but there were fatalities along t:?
near-side, mostly among those adjacent to the sidewall which had been strippe:
off. There was a similar experience along the near-side of the buffet car, whicwas also stripped off. It needs no emphasis that there can be no survival wherr
the integrity of the passenger space is completely breached, leading to outwar:
projection of some occupants.

17. With regard to extent of injury the pathological evidence is complex. T k
foregoing conforms with the evidence of Dr West, whose examinations we?
direct, and conducted with minimal delay. The examinations of Win!
Commander Hill, who was consulted by virtue of deep experience of aircrxand road accidents, were confined to a later time, and access only to detailej
medical records. They led to an additional observation that multiple intern2
and external injuries sustained by casualties (mainly survivors) were greatewhere seated near the centre aisle, and tentatively indicated collision with harL
protrusions of items of internal furniture. There was general agreement that thr
edges of tables caused internal injuries and asphyxia in certain cases, and thz:
loose seating and tables seriously increased the chances of injury. There wag

general agreement, however, that standing passengers at the time of this
accident were no more at risk of death or injury than those seated.
18. It is a recurring tribute to the safety of rail travel that it is consistently an
order of magnitude greater than road travel. The casualties in this serious
accident were essentially confined to two of twenty-four coaches (recognising
that the third train contained no passengers), and the lesson of the event is that
the integrity of passenger space should never be breached by disintegration of
the main containing structure.

Analytical review of 19. Although contributing no more than a framework, the science of Newtonian
the collision mechanics in terms of momentum exchanges during impact is valuable because
it leads to firm and trustworthy conclusions. Thus, the observation of Driver
McClymont that his train was projected forward after impact, by an amount
later confirmed by measurement to have been loft, allows the calculation of its
maximum speed at this juncture. Assuming the braked condition with locked
wheels together with the largest possible friction coefficient of 1/2 between dry
metallic surfaces, this speed could not have been greater than 5.5m/sec (12
mph). This is just greater than one-half of the mean speed of the trains (of
approximately equal masses) at impact, and confirms that the moving train was
still in possession of much of its initial kinetic energy, after the impacted ends
had separated. This accords with the long travel of the moving train after
impact, and the continuing trail of destruction.
20. This upper limit of forward speed of 5.5m/sec. (which may have been
exceeded at the impact plane because of local collapse of the vestibule ends)
may be compared with a corresponding estimate of the speed at which the rear
of the stationary train lifted. Given that the lift itself was 3m or more, to clear
the retaining wall, this estimate becomes approximately 8m/sec.
21. Given that the speed of the moving train was approximately 18m/sec (40
mph) at the time of impact, so that the relative speed of the trains when
separating again was just less than 12.5m/sec, it follows that the vertical angle at
which the stationary would override the moving train would have exceeded 30
degrees, if it could have been observed. It is instructive to compare this with the
Bellgrove head-on collision at corresponding relative speeds, where this vertical
angle was clearly defined at approximately this magnitude, and the train under
full braking was similarly overridden. The essential difference between these
collisions was that the trains were each composed of three coaches at Bellgrove,
whereas the trains at Clapham Junction each had twelve coaches.
22. It should not be concluded that the longitudinal forces at similar impact
speeds were greater at Clapham Junction than at Bellgrove, because of different
lengths of trains. The study of deformation wave motions tends to predict
otherwise, although the impact load would have tended to persist for a longer
time with the train at Clapham Junction, if the two impacted ends had not
prematurely disengaged.
23. The most important question concerned with this disengagement involves
the collapse mechanisms operative at the impacted ends of the trains, which
caused such a large measure of common rotation about a vertical axis before
they separated again. This rotation was conspicuously absent at Bellgrove. A
small initial horizontal mismatch of the impacted ends has previously been
adduced as the nucleus of the rotation. Although uncertain, a plausible
explanation of this is to be found in the super-elevation of the track at the curve.

This would cause the stationary bogies to hug the inside of the curve, and t5moving bogies to hug the outside, although to a lesser extent at the relatively Icu
speed, accounting for an eccentricity of approach of, perhaps, 10mm. P r
absence of the effect at Bellgrove lends confirmation, since both trains travelltr
at similar speeds, and would have hugged the outside of the curve.
24. Another possible source of eccentricity is to be found in the antisymmem:
planform of the couplers, which could give rise to a transient force couple at t:?r
instant of engagement. Although of the correct sense, and neutralised t-;
premature fracture of one of the impacted couplers at Bellgrove, no previorc
evidence of such an effect has been discovered in the literature of rail collisionc.

25. Although the source of eccentricity will remain obscure, the mechanisms c:
amplification during impact, and of diminished resistance to headstock rotaticr
are much more clear. The first of these is concerned with the pinned mountin?
of the buckeye couplers within the drawgear housings, and the circumstances ::
which the couplers were the first components at the headstocks to makr
mechanical contact, as intended. Couplers normally retain connection, ever
under extenuating circumstances when locked in the coupled position. Wher
subjected to coupling at impact there is no recent evidence to raise doubt thathey function correctly, although connection is not retained since lockici
requires human intervention which is obviously absent under such conditions.
26. It can be safely assumed that the couplers at Clapham Junction presented 2
solid compression connection at the instant of impact, but the nature of the
pinned connections at their further ends and the sprung transverse suppor
between is that they would permit the headstocks, with light contact betweer
the buffers, to slide relatively and transversely with little restraint. There
clear evidence from deformations of couplers and mountings that this occurred.
The effect of this would be to amplify the eccentricity in the horizontal plant
(and to some extent in the vertical plane), as is the experience when 2
two-wheeled trailer is manoeuvred in reverse by the vehicle to which it ir
captive.

27. The next effect to be considered is the response of the backbone of the
underframe to longitudinal forces which are now subject in this way to ac
increasing degree of eccentricity. It is well-known in the study of engineering
plasticity of metals that a strut which reaches its maximum supportable
compressive load, causing it to approach a state of total plasticity, loses a!:
capacity to resist coincident bending moments. This influence remains, evec
when strut failure is by buckling, and sufficiently explains the observed large
rotations of the ends. There is likewise no mystery concerning the immediate&
subsequent slipping off of one coach end against the other, with a resultanr
parting of the couplers at this stage, having reached their limit of design c a p a c i ~
in the unlocked state.

Lessons to be learned

28. The sequences of events are complex in all collisions, and the absolute
priority is to prevent their occurrence by improving the quality of track and
signalling, and the competence with which they are used. Although the history of
railways demonstrates progressive improvements in safety, it also reveals that
the sources of possible error are so diverse that absolute safety is approached
rather than reached. The case is made in this way for minimising the risk of
death and injury by improvement of collision resistance, especially in passenger
stock on intensely worked routes where these risks are greatest. Improved
understanding of sequences of events in collisions can contribute to this process,

and the severity in terms of human cost of this accident has provided an
intellectual driving force throughout the Investigation. It has shown that the
first split-second events are susceptible to scientific understanding, albeit
imperfect. This is sufficient to identify matters of detail from which practicable
improvements can emerge, which themselves promise improved control of more
cataclysmic events that would otherwise follow. There are several factors
helpful to understanding thus, the collision was head-on, involving two
twelve-coach trains of structurally identical stock on track with minimal
curvature, and thereby conferred membership of an important class with
minimal complexity and maximum future significance. A contemporaneous
collision at Bellgrove at similar relative speeds between two three-coach trains
of structurally similar stock permitted the same team to inspect both
comparatively. This experience in itself induced a measure of agreement, both
on causes and on future actions.
29. Three clear objectives emerge:
(i) the structural integrity of passenger containment should be such that its
boundaries are not breached during a collision;
(ii) passenger seats should withstand collision loading and luggage
containment should fulfil its function under similar conditions; and
(iii) since passengers cannot be totally confined, the design of tables and
other furniture should obviate hard spots which are injurious under impact
conditions.
30. Since great quantities of kinetic energies have to be absorbed in a collision
of the last resort it will never be possible to resist collisions without accepting a
degree of structural collapse, and the concept of using vestibule ends of coaches
for this purpose is well founded and realistic, although it offers no protection for
drivers. The special lesson of this accident is that collision resistance at
vestibule ends should not be compromised by alternative deformation modes,
such as rotation followed by slipping off, whereby kinetic energy is retained
through a glancing blow which leads to override, whether lateral or vertical.
31. It has been confirmed in this respect that transverse sliding of one
headstock over another during the early stages of collision, such as is facilitated
by first heavy contact between buckeye couplers pinned to the drawgear
housings at their remote ends, is subsequently conducive to vertical and
transverse overriding, in the manner described above. One way in which to
suppress this initial mode of displacement is to interpose firmly located large
rectangular hard rubber blocks, which alternatively carry most of the
compressive load. This feature has been employed for a similar purpose by
London Underground Ltd, and corresponding blocks on Paris Metro trains
appear to have treads similar to tyres on off-road vehicles.
32. On the same basis of considering crucial structural details, the bogies are
retained at the bolsters of Mark 1 vehicles by washers and nuts at the heads of
the pivot pins, but these were inadequately proportioned to withstand the extra
weight of the motor bogies, and parted on the moving leading coach. It seems
likely, subject to reasonable doubts concerning the complexity of events in the
collision, that the hinge collapse of the whole coach would have been usefully
restrained if the parting of coach and bogie had not occurred, and that it should
be future practice to strengthen these retaining components.

33. British Rail has pondered the structural problems of rolling stock for many
years, and has actively contributed to international, and more importantly.
European collaboration. An important aim has been defined to provide lateral ir!
addition to longitudinal crushing resistance - in brief, resistance to diagona:
loading. This property has been provided in principle in all stock originate
since Mark I, through adoption of monocoque construction whereby the floor,
walls and roof comprise an integrated tubular structure, with most of the
structural cross-section distributed through the floor, lower sidewalls and e a v e
of the roof. Mark I11 and later coach constructions have developed this
property, without sacrifice of overall longitudinal strength compared with tha?
of the strong backbone of Mark I stock.
34. Despite these developments, the traditional approach to proof of collisior!
resistance in rolling stock has been through full-scale static proof testing. It is
therefore encouraging to learn that British Rail has recently proposed tc
commence development by dynamic testing, apparently as a pioneer in the
international field. Experience in the aircraft and automotive fields has hithenc
demonstrated that such testing is essential to permit prediction of collisior!
resistance and can only be undertaken at full scale. This must be so in relation tc
effects on the human body, but an open mind should be retained in the case of
structural testing. Whereas satisfactory structural models cannot economically
be made of the very thin-walled aircraft and automotive structures, the
characteristic proportions of railway vehicles are such that this limitation need
not apply. The use of structural models, if demonstrated to be feasible as ic
thought likely, would greatly increase the rate of accumulation of data, for a
given budget, and permit the comparative study of structural details involved a:
an early stage of collision which have been shown at Clapham Junction an?
Bellgrove to exert a disproportionate influence on ultimate behaviour.

35. The inventory of Mark I coaching stock is large, and much of it has no!
reached an end of economic life, nor will do so for another decade or more.
Mark I vehicles have good riding qualities, and are not intrinsically lacking ic
collision resistance, since the latter has emerged by a process of natural selection
over forty years. The limited diagonal strength demonstrated for the first time
in this accident could be adequately supplemented in various ways through
attention to structural details, which would be expected to be revealed IE
dynamic model tests. Reinforcement of the corners between headstocks and
solebars might be one such improvement. It is relevant in the best interests of
BR customers to point out that a head-on collision between twelve-coach trains
did not occur during the past half-century, and would be a rare probability ic
future. That being the case, it could be forcibly argued that there are more
rewarding candidates for large capital investment in the railway than would be
incurred by early replacement of these vehicles.
36. It is both instinctive and recognised good practice immediately after such an
accident for all those involved with rescue to release passengers and crew and
take care of those who are trapped and injured. This is endorsed as a foremosr
priority. Restoration of traffic is a longer term, but equally necessary priority. I?
has to be accepted that much evidence is lost under these conditions, by cutting
and early removal of wreckage as was the case at Clapham Junction.
Photography of the scene and the wreckage represents the most comprehensive
and best means of securing evidence for later detailed scrutiny, and need not be
unduly intrusive. Prevention and amelioration of further accidents depends
upon securing such firm evidence, to which a corresponding priority should be
accorded. Acknowledgement is made to BR and the emergency services for the
valuable efforts that they made to secure evidential photographs, despite other

pressures upon them. Sharp black-white as well as colour photographs continue
to have sound evidential value. Much use was made of video on this occasion,
and it is well suited for panoramic reference. The need for expert close-up still
photography remains, both to establish how and where casualties are trapped,
and to identify significant components of wreckage in their spatial contexts; this
may be regarded as a legitimate lesson of the event.

Appendix H

WRONG SIDE SIGNALLING FAILURES
CAUSED BY S 81 T STAFF/CONTRACTORS
WHERE CHECKING/TESTING WAS INADEQUATE

PGI -F9N
10-02-89

DATE

LOCATION

INCIDENT

CAUSE

Fairwood Jct (WR)

Passenger train took wrong route and
derailed when setting back (no injuries).

Points not correctly set because of
wiring error during resignalling
works

Brighton (SR)

Irregular indications noticed by Signalman

Contractor prematurely replaced
fuses during resignalling works

Redhill (SR)

Irregular indications noticed by Signalman

Track circuit controls omitted
because of installation error

Rugby (LMR)

Irregular aspects and train took wrong route

Wiring error during resignalling
works

Northfleet (SR)

Irregular indications noticed by Signalman

Track circuit controls omitted
because of bonding error

Oxted (SR)

Irregular aspects observed by Driver

Track circuit controls omitted
because of installation error

East Croydon (SR)

Side-on collision between passenger trains
(no injuries)

Interlocking error caused by design
error

Queenstown Road (SR)

Irregular indications noticed by Signalman

Track circuit controls omitted
because of wiring error

Portchester (SR)

Irregular aspect observed by Driver

Track circuit controls omitted
because of wiring error

Between Tonbridge
& Hastings (SR)

Defective wiring discovered by S

&

T staff

Wiring error by contractors in
three signal heads

DATE
-

LOCATION

INCIDENT

CAUSE

19-1 0-87

Havant (SR)

Track circuit failure

Track circuit controls omitted
because of wiring error

02-1 1 -87

Copyhold Jct (SR)

Light locomotive took wrong route

Points not correctly locked because
of installation error

Track circuit failure

Irregular signal aspect caused by
wiring error

20-02-88

14-06-86

Queenstown Rd (SR)

Train took wrong route

Irregular signal aspects caused by
installation error

06-09-88

Cowlairs (ScR)

Derailment of empty stock train
(No injuries)

Points not correctly locked caused
by design error by contractor

10-1 0-88

Manchester
Piccadilly

Points run through

Points not correctly set because
of design error by contractor

WRONG SIDE SIGNALLING FAILURES
WARS AREA 1985 TO 1988

ANALYSIS OF REPORTS OF WRONG SIDE FAIL-

1.

26/3/86
14/6/88

Wrong side failures where the potential consequences are relevant
t o the investigation of the Clapham Accident
Waterloo

3.

(JUNE 1985-DECEMBER 19881

Wrong side failures where the cause i s rslevant t o the
investigation of the Clapham Accident
Queenstawn Road
Queenstawn Road

2.

-

1

19/11/87

Other Failures reported as Wrong Side.
(a) Imperfect Aspects

103
67

Signal lamp failures

W o u r light signdl
Position light
Buffer stop
Lamp holder failures
Colour light signals
Position light
No Light - Other causes
Cable damage
Other dis connection
More than one aspect a t once
Banner signal stuck off
Corrupt indication on Theatre Type R I
Pcrwer failure causing blackout
(b) Other incidents reported as Wmng Side not having serious
implications ard not relevant t o Clapham

10

Point affected by c u e damage
Trainstope
Broken
Obstructed by ballast
AWS Incorrect installation
Track Circuits
Indication only
Disconnection
Out of adjustment
(c) Other incidents wrongly allocated Wrong Side or reported as
Wrong Side but equipment found t o be functioning correctly.

20

(d) Other incidents reported as Wrong Side but insufficient

information available t o allocate.
Director of S & T Engineering
10. 2. 89

6

O T H W WRONG SIDE SIGNALLING FAILURES
RELEVANT M THE CLAPHAM INQUIRY

Appendix J

BRITISH RAILWAYS BOARD
MANAGEMENT OF SAPETY SYSTEHS

~pecificationFor The Acquisition Of COnsultancy Assistance
To Define And Implement Management Of Safety Systems Throughout RR

INTRODUCTION

aR operates their management of safety using the conventional approach of
safety conscious industry in the UK and Europe. The BR culture combines
three elements:

*

Operational Safety through the line management of the railway an a
regional basis (the ethos of striving for zero accidents).

*

Reliance on the professional conduct of the range of engineering,
technological and scientific disciplines involved.

*

Adherence ta best aims of health and safety at work principles in t h e
monitoring and achievement of occupational safety.

These three elements operate, to a greater or lesser extent, in each tier
of the BR management matrix.

*

*
*

F'unctional advisory departments coordinate and promote the elements of
the safety culture,

A system of committees at high level facilitate the flow of
information throughout the company structure.
Business sectors where the development of the business interests
coordinate and maxfmise the benefits in safety which result from
investment programmes.

The management of safety thus follows the matrix for the ananagement for
efficient and eco4ornical operation of the rail network.

The critical questions are:
a)

What degree of effectiveness is being achieve3 withh this approach?

b)

HOW can greater effectiveness be achieved?

In recent years the approach to the management of safety has become more
professional with increased emphasis on quantification mirroring the
developments in business management. The principle of modern safety
management is in achieving improved performance. This requires the
measurement of performance.
TO measure performance it is essential to decide:

-

-

what is it important to measure
h w it should be measured
what targets should be set as an indication of performanc~
how these should be monitored.

Improvement within the management system will result from:

-

-

-

sharper accountability
highlighting of achievements and failings
provision of additional assistance where the need
reward mechanisms.

is

demonstrated

data handling and control is a requirement for the proactive use of
the data in accident prevention.

Good

In business management, auditing procedures are structured and designed
for specific purposes. However, the audit needs must reflect the
character of the area being investigated, eg: different business or
technical needs. Therefore there is a need for a measure of flexibility
in audit plan.
AS in financial auditing there is a need to ensure the results are used
constructively.

Auditing must take place at different levels within an organisation so
that a typical model could well include:

-

~lanagement/supervisaryinspections at the work place.
Vertical technical audits of procedures behaviour - how they are
interpreted/implemented and the results achieved.

Overview assessment which can include the regular review of
performance indicators, eg: International Safety Rating System or
5 star System.

Clearly the following points are important:
1
2.
3.
4.

What is going t o be subject to audit?
Bow and at what f r w e n c y ?
Bywhom?

To whom the findings are reported and circulated?

HETHODOLOGY TARGRT SETTING AND ?WORMANISE REVIEW

The Main Pxrard of Directors sets the safety palicy. The programme to
achieve this policy has to be built up within the company so that all
levels arcx involved in and committed to the agreed objectives.

Ideally the safety objectives of any department should be set by that
department. These should be ratified or rejected by the BOard. This
requires the development by each department of a safety improvement
programme which should include the development of specific initiatives.
~nitiativesshould have directed a t a range of activities such as:
-

accident rates

-

auditing
training
implementation of specific procedures
technical improvements.

-

Initiatives should be a realistic target date for completion and be
quantified where possible with designated accountability. Achievement
against plan should be reviewed on a regular basis. The safety programme
should be reviewed on an annual basis and new initiatives added.

The essential primary features of safety management are:-

-

analysis of routine safety statistics;
special investigations of incidents;

-

a s t r u c t u r e d a u d i t s y s t e m ; and
a comprehensive safety improvement programme.

-

BR reqvire to devise and implement a programme of improvement in three
areas :
1.

change i n attitude to safety management in which the
concern o f top management is manifest i n the need for
professionalism in safety performance assessment.
A top dawn

2.

In the engineering and middle management where latent problems
lie hidden in the records (requiring qualitative and quantitative
assessments).

3.

A bottom up approach to complement (1) above to imprwe the
quantification of safety performance and to provide the data for
ongoing audit and control.

The 'system must provide sufficient information to allow the mbnagement to:
a)

react quickly and positively to change; and

b)

obtain the maximum benefit to safety £ram any development with
the rail network.

Tenders are invited for specialist consultancy assistance to work
alongside Senior BR Managers.
1.

To assess how far existing systems on BR meet the specificatian
for a modern professional management of safety systen.

2.

To identify the areas in which improvement is necessary.

3.

To identify and formulate plans to carry out: the ne#ss;lrv
improvements.

4.

To work with BR suanagement in implementing changed or new
systems.

5.

To recarmaend to BR the ongoing organisatianal structure resources
and skills necessary to maintain an effective management of
safety programme.

SCOPE

The review should embrace both staff and customer safety (occupational
health and operations/techical safety) in the following functions:

-

-

-

Operations
Civil gngineering
Signal & Telecomunications Engineering
Mechanical & Electrical Engineering
Personnel (Environmental Health)

The review should cover all levels o f the organisation, in each function
above, using the West Coast Main Line (Euston-Glasp route) and
designated Area/Depot Managers on that line of route for initial study,
but testing with other regions to enslve "best practise" identified, and
systems capable of common implementation are recommanded.
BR would provide a Project Manager, and part time Managers from each of
the five functions mentioned, with contacts at the Regional/Area levels of
organisation.

1.

Initial assessment of existifig practises and identification of
improvement areas within 6-8 weeks.

2.

Recommendation on proposed new and changed practises, with
supporting BR organisation required within 12-16 weeks.

3.

Implementation of systems on West Coast Mainline within 12
months.

4.

Extension to remainder of ER, by BR Safety Management
Organisation with necessary consultancy support within 2 years.

April 1989
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Appendix K2

RELEVANT SECTIONS OF SIGNALLING SYSTEM AND
TRACK CIRCUITS AROU.ND THE ACCIDENT SCENE
(Note: Information Extracted from a BR Plan presented as P I in evidence to the Investigation)

4

LONDON WATERLOO (UP)

COUNTRY (DOWN)

CLAPHAM JUNCTION STATION

EARLSFIELD STATION

I

I
D O W N M A l N LOCAL

DOWN M A l N LOCAL

+

@

Controlled Four Aspect Signal

Controlled Four Aspect Signal with junction Indicator

EJ

Automatic Four Aspect Signal

@

Track circuit DL.
Advance warning of Speed Restriction (in this case 40mph for Clapham Junction.)

*
OL

Subsequent track circuits DR and DS.
Indicates 200yds overlap unlless otherwise stated

Appendix K 3

Extract from Design Office Working Diagram for Jobs
104 and 201, showing Mr Hemingway's Pencil
Additions.
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c--

-

Building

/

Appendix K5

Stage 1
Stage
1

2A"
2B

3"
4"
5
6
7

Commissioning Date
Feb 8 4
Feb 8 6
Aug 87
Jun 87
Oct 87
Jan 88

includes transfer of control of
stages 1 & 2 8 to new S.B.

8
lncludes transfer of control of
stages 2A & 6 t o new S.B.

9
stages 3, 4 Ei 5 t o new S.B.

new slgnallmg controlled from
local temporary panel

Worcester Park

EXISTING EOUIPMENT

Leatherhead

Westhurnble

Dorking

British Rail

WATERLOO AREA
RESIGNALLING

S~gnal& Telecornrnun~cations
Engtneerlng Dept.

uo.

M E N D M E N T 'C'
6 86

204OV-4

Appendix K6

VICE CHAIRMAN
FINANCE & PLANNING
D. FOWLER

RAILWAYS

PARTTIME
BOARD
MEMBERS
A. BlSS
(SAFETY COMMITTEE)

A

J. B. CAMERON
(SAFETY COMMITTEE)

A

D. L. DAVIES
iSAFETY COMMITTEE)

A

H. G. DE VlLLE
(CH SAFETY COMMITTEE)

RAILWAYS
D E. RAYNER

INVOLVEMENT
J. K WELSBY
G O W , RELATIONSHIPS
PUBLIC AFFAIRS STRATEGY
REGIONAL BOARDS

MAN DIRFCTOR
PERSONNEL

EMPLOYEE
RELATIONS

PERSONNEL

JT MAN DIRECTOR
RAILWAYS
J. J. O'BRIEN

SECTORS

I

--

--

DIRECTOR
NETWORK
SE

DIRECTOR
INTERCITY

,

REGIONAL
SOUTHERN

PROJECT
DIRECTOR

1

I

GENERAL

I

I

ANGLIA

EASTERN

ENGINEER
EFECT WARS

1 1

DIRECTOR OF
OUALIN
THROUGH
PEOPLE

SECTORS

I

/~ ~

SAFETY

MANAGEMEN

DIRECTOR
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY

DIRECTOR
PASSENGER
MARKETING
SERVICES

QUA L I N
SYSTEMS
GROUP

ORGANISATION
MANAGEMENT

A

1
I

I
INTERNATIONAL

ARCHITECTURE

MANAGERS

I
LONDON
MIDLAND

I

I

SCOTTISH

WESTERN

G. P E T I T

I 1 COST REVIEW

D. SHYRANE
RETIRED DIRECTOR OF
QUALITYXEROX (UK)
DEPUN
DIRECTOR
K. BURRAGE

1

SIGNAL
ENGINEER
WORKS

1

ENGINEER
WARS
&E
k

MANAGER

ENGINEER
R.PENNY
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER

I

LGRATTON

ENGINEER
R. C. JONES

ENGINEER

1

SIGNAL
PROJECTS
ENGINEER

1

/SIGNAL.
PROJECTS
ENG. WARS

1

ENGINEER (MTCE)

ENGINEER (WORKS)
J. DEANE

I S. SHEPHERD

ENGINEER
D. CORNEY

I

A

FULL BOARD MEMBER

* C. HALE WAS SUCCEEDED BY
QUALIN

I
OPERATIONAL
RESEARCH
MEASUREMENTS
SYSTEMS
M. HIA-

(BS5750)
R. STABLES

I SYSTEMS

1
C. THOMPSON

.
L
OPERATIONS
MARKETING
(BUSINESS &
SERVICES
CONCEPTS)
MEASURING
D. MAIDMENT
CUSTOMER
REACTION

C. PORTER (IN ACTING CAPACITY)
ON 11 DEC. 1988.
POST NOW HELD BY C. THOMPSON

.L-

GROUP

STAFF
D. HURDLE
PERSONNEL
DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING
LEADER
S. COLOFF

I I

1

;N,"lN$R

I 1

SERVICES
Mrs. E. NElSH

ASSISTANT

I

SIGNAL WORKS
ASSISTANT

SUPERVISORS
D. BUMSTEAD (E)
A. RICHARDSON (E)

I I

SUPERVISORS
B. COURT (E)
J. WINWOOD (Dl
K. CRAWFORD (D)

-? -?
THE BRITISH RAIL ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
RELEVANT TO THE CLAPHAM JUNCTION DISASTER
[ A S AT THE 72th DECEMBER 19881

1 1

1
SENIOR
TECHNICIAN
B. HEMINGWAY

TECHNICIAN

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

0
STAFF

Appendix K7
EXTRACT OF ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF BR's SOUTHERN REGION S&T
DEPARTMENT FROM SEPTEMBER 1986 UNTIL REORGANISATION IN MAY 1988.

BRB HQ

SOUTHERN HOUSE, CROYDON
(REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS)

REGIONAL S&TE

I
I
ENGINEER
(WORKS)
D. G. BROWN

- - - - _I

SIGNAL WORKS
ENGINEER
R. A. DAVIES
TESTINGENGINEER
G. D. BAILEY

1
I

SOUTH LAMBETH DEPOT
(Relocated to Wimbledon on
Reorganisation)

TESTING
ASSISTANTS
C. BASSETT
D. BLAIN

' I

CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER
J G. DEANE

I
I

SENIOR WORKS
ASSISTANT
J DINE

SENIOR
CONSTRUCTION
- - - -ASSISTANT
G CALLANDER

1

ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT

r -------T-----

I

I
WORKS
SUPERVISOR

A SEARLE

WORKS
ASSISTANT
W PEARSON

I

WORKS

- - - -SUPERVISOR

r"

B COURT

D BUMSTEAD

.Direct Reporting
WORKS
SUPERVISOR

----

E CRAWFORD

I
INSTALLATION
STAFF (approx. 60)
INCLUDING
SENIOR
TECHNICIAN
B. HEMINGWAY

WORKS
SUPERVISOR
S WOODMAN
G HONEYMAN

----

Direct Liaison

I
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R3 f9

BXl10

4

46147 HR

4
7

46147 OR

A

v

A

6

v

OMTRR

,'

- ----

as Job 104

4

v

46,47 SS

-- ----

r - - - - - - - 7

due 10 be removedon 26/27 Nov

DLTRR

\

\

R12 1107

Wiring Symbols
I

I

Contacts closed
when relav c o ~ l
energlsed Front or top contact

--

4
10 be added on 26/27 Nou

4

as Joh 104

Contacts closed
when relay coil
de-energised Back or bottom contact

Ekctro
1
magnet
(relay coil)

+

STATE OF WIRING IF JOB 104 ONLY COMPLETED

I

I

OFFICE

1

fuse

I

'Rogue Wire'

I

I

I

STATE OF WIRING WITH JOBS 104 & 201 COMBINED
Showing positlon of "rogue wire"

CONTROL CIRCUITS FOR SIGNAL WF 138

I

I

I

ARRG' OF FLOOR-SCIES 1 5 0 1 3
SECTIONS THROUGH FLOOR - SCIES 15215

CORRUGATED FLOOR

Appendix K10

I

\

RIGGER PLATES
COUPLER
DRAWBAR

BR COPYRIGHT.
NOT TO BE PRODUCED
OR DISSEMINATED
WITHOUT THE
PERMISSION OF THE
BRITISH RAILWAYS BOARD

Appendix K12

A Line Diagram of a typical Four Aspect Signal as
supplied by ML Engineering (Plymouth) Limited

